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Lonng experience
complete cooperation

in equipmen design and opera lanai prob-

lems-these comprise the AMPEREXTRA
FACTOR in electronic

tubes for diathermy and

other electro-medical
applications.

AMPEREX
was among the first to praduce com-

pletely successful
tubes for this field, and our designs have

aided in its growth and

expansion. Some 700/0 of the electro-medical
industry has recognized our leadership

is now on our list of good customers.

GOOD INITIAL DESIGN ...
... is largely responsible for the high
performance of Amperex air and
water cooled tubes. Other factors are
dependable materials and their rigid
inspection, good mechanical construc-
tion, and absolute freedom from effi-
ciency -impairing gases.

Amperek Type 11F-100 Transmitting Tube,
Filament Foliage, 10-10.5 volts. Filament
current, 2.5 amperes. Amplification factor,
23. Grid to plate transconductance at 100
ma., 4200. Direct interele&trode capacitance:
Grid to plate, 4.5µµf; grid to filament,
3.5,44; plate to filament, 1.4gaf. $12.50,
list price.

Amperex Type HF-200 Transmit-
ting Tube. Filament voltage, 10-
11 volts. Filament current, 4 am-
pees. AmPlification factor, 18.
Grid to plate transconductance at
150 ma., 5000 micromhos. Direct
interelectrode capacitances: grid
to plate, 5.8µµj; grid to filament,
5.44; plate to filament, 1.44.
List price,. $24.50.

Amperex Type 211-H
Transmitting Tube. Fil-
ament voltage, 10-10.5
volts. Filament current,
3.25 amperes. Amplifi-
cation factor, 12.5. Grid
to plate transconduct-
ance at 100 ma., 4300
micromhos. Direct inter -
electrode capacitances:
grid to plate, 7.44;
grid to filament, 5.5 ;
plate to filament, 1.9µ111.
Zits, $17.50.

AMPERE

PROTECTION
AGAINST UNTIMELY DEATH .
. . . is pros ided by our Special Application
Engineering Department where tubes are tried
under actual operating conditions and opera-
tional data obtained for their most efficient
and lasting use.

HELPING YOU GET THE "BUGS" OUT
. we of Amperex nrtake nothing else but

tubes. In the electro-medical field, we are es-
pecially well equipped to help you iron out
the "bugs" in your present equipment, and to
aid you in any new developments as well.

AMPEREX TUBES ...
... for electro-medical equipment in-
clude more than 30 different types,
ranging from 25 watt plate dissipa-
tion to 300 watts. Many of them are
now on the shelves of leading radio
equipment distributors.

X ELECTRONIC

AMPEREX
. . . the high

Performance tube
Our Special Application
Engineering Department
will gladly work with
you on present or post-
war assignments.

CORPORATION
25 Washington St., Brooklyn 1, N. Y., Export Division: 13 E. 40th St., Now York 16, N.Y., Cables: "Arlab"
Canadian Distributor: Rogers Majestic Ltd. 622 Fleet Stroist West, Toroetu

THIS I S N TIME TO RELAX-KEEP BUYING WAR BONDS
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DEVELOPMENT
INGENUITY

Development
ingenuity-the

skill in improving

or combining-plays
an ever increasing

role in

Selector Mechanisms
produced

by Santay.

Santay's development
engineering

staff is corn -

posed of proven producers,
who devise new mech-

anisms to answer a specific problem;
engineers

who are artisans in the use of metal working tools.

They develop the basic design, incorporating
to the

highest possible degree: 1 economy
of manufac-

turing, 2. reliability
of operation

and 3. accuracy

of the mechanism.
Final developed

designs reflect

an ease of manufacturing
that permits Santay to

meet stringent delivery schedules
if necessary.

INJECTION MOLDING  METAL STAMPING  ELECTRO-MECHANICAL ASSEMBLIES

SANTAY CORPORATION, 358 NORTH CRAWFORD AVE, CHICAGO 24, ILLINOIS
REPRESENTATIVES: POTTER & DUGAN, INC., 29 WILKESON STREET, BUFFALO 2, NEW YORK PAUL SEILER, 7779
CORTLAND AVENUE, DETROIT 4, MICHIGAN OUEISSER BROS., 110 E. NINTH STREET, INDPANAPOLIS 2, INDIANA
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Electrical Characteristics of Type 2B25
Filament Voltage (AC or DC)_ _ _ _1.4 volts
Filament Current .110 amps.
Maximum Peak Inverse Voltage_ 2800 volts
Maximum Peak Plate Current_ _ _ _9.0 ma
Maximum Average Plate Current_ _1.5 ma
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TYPE 2B25
AVERAGE CHARACTERISTICS

EP = 1.4 VOLTS
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A recent development for the expanding Raytheon miniature tube line is
the type 21325 nigh -voltage, high -vacuum rectifier. This tube requires ap-
proximately 0.15 watts filament power, yet can deliver 1000V DC at 1.5 ma.

These characteristics make it applicable to various forms of electronic
equipment in which its small size and rugged construction may be very
desirable features. Furthermore, with proper precautions, the low filament
power can easily be supplied from an oscillator if it is desired to rectify
low radio frequency to obtain direct current power within the 21325 voltage
and current ratings. Plate and filament potentials can be turned on simul-
taneously without damage and heating is practically innantaneous-thus
making this tube suitable for intermittent usage.

Other possible applications include operation as the rectifier in battery
vibrator power supplies designed to supply the high voltage DC for small
portable cathode ray oscilloscopes or special test equipment.

Raytheon type 21325 and the many other types in Raytheon's complete
line are precision -engineered and quality -built for utmost efficiency and
maximum dependability. Look to Raytheon for the best in tubes for your
postwar products!

All Four Divisions Have
Have Been Awarded
Army -Navy "E'"' With Stars

 MEET YOUR NAVY"
AMERICAN IIROAOCASTING CO

Every Monday .9.
Conti IR Cans,
I 81 Em*.

RAYTHEON
MANUFACTURING COMPANY

Rae -No tWeceitring 6-rrree G ions
Newton, Massachusetts Los Angeles
New York Chicago Atlanta

MANUFACTURE OF TUBES AND EQUIPMENT FOR THE NEW ERA OF ELECTRONICS

Proceedings of the I.R.E. September, 1945
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O YOU NEED A CRYSTAL BALL n

rriHERE are times in the lives of all g )od engineers

1 when a crystal ball would come in nighty handy.

We know because we've had many a p -oblern where

it looked like aid from the occult was the only solu-

tipri. Instead, we found that sound engineering
plus

the outstanding physical properties of Corning's

e.ectrical glasses usually supplied the answers.

These same glass qualities are ready to help you

produce better postwar electronic products. Which

do you need?

1. High dielectric strength-high
resistivity-low

power factor-wide
range of dielec-sic constants-

low losses at all frequencies.

CORNING
means

Research in Glass

2. Permanent
hermetic seals

against gas, oil and

water between glass and metal or glass End glass.

3. Commercial
fabrication to th2 fne -olzrances of

precision metal working.

. Corning's metallizing process prccl:ces metal

areas of fixed and exact specificat on, permanently

bonded to glass. * * *

Write us about your problems We'd be interested

in seeing if glass can help you. Address Electronic

Sales Dept., P -9, Bulb and Tubing Division, Corning

Glass Works, Corning, N. Y.

Electronic 01assware VICOR

1'\ \ " \ I '1111- ...CCIRTIVVP" . --L- : manujacture oy corning bias works, Corning, IV. Y.

Proceedings of the I.R.E. September, 1945
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UNEXILLEP FOR HIGH TEMPERATURE

APPLICATIONS...

CAN TYPES 25P

Two standard types, one
for 105 C.and one for 95
C. continuous operation.
Other ratings available.

HERMETICALLY SEALED IN GLASS TUBES

Famous Sprague glass -to -metal end seals.
Extended construdion gives maximum flash-
over distance between terminals.

  . ideal for higher ratings in smaller
sizes at lower temperatures

Sprague Capacitors impregnated with the
exclusive VITAMIN Q impregnant make pos-
sible the use of much smaller units -with a
substantial safety margin-on numerous high -
voltage, high temperature applications ranging
from transmitting to television. Where high
temperature is not a factor, their unique char-
acteristics assure materially higher capacity
ratings for a given size.

Type 25 P VITAMIN Q Capacitors operate
satisfactorily at thousands of volts at ambient

SPRAGUE ELECTRIC COMPANY

tern ?erature as high as 115° C. Insulation re-
sists nce at room temperature is more than
20,0)0 megohms per microfarad. Throughout the
temperature range of +115° C. to -40° C. they
reta: n all virtues of conventional
oil -impregnated capacitors.

WRITE FOR NEW CATALOG
Sprague Catalog 20-iust off press-

bring: you details on VITAMIN Q
Capacitors in both can and glass tube
types as well as dozens of other paper
dielecric types for today's exacting use:.

 North Adams, Mass.

SPRAGUE
VITAMIN "Q" CAPACITORS
TRADE MARK REG. Li S. PAT. OFF.

4A Proceedings of the I.R.E. September, 1945



lobal shrinking

pART of our business is making the world smaller-by telescoping time and
space with speed. ef We contribute to the process in two ways. First,

electronically. With radio communication equipment that shrinks thousands
of miles into an instant. Such as the Aireon Type 508 Transmitter for ground -

to -plane and point-to-point conversation. It's used by the Army Air Transport
Command and commercial airlines to monitor global air traffic, keep planes
hopping. of Second, hydraulically. With fast -acting power actuators and
controls. Precision designed for war -planes, cargo carriers and commercial
aircraft that make ponds out of oceans, islands out of continents.
Electronic or hydraulic, it's our stuff; designed and built from the ground up

by Aireon engineers with real technical savvy and produced in plants equipped

to handle precision work on a quantity basis. The same combination is available

to handle your problems whenever you say.

Aireon
Radio and Electronics

MANUFACTURING CORPORATION

Engineered Power Controls

NEW YORK CHICAGO KANSAS CITY BURBANK
Proceedings of the September, 1945
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Whoever
you are -

YOU NEED hallicrafters EQUIPMENT

in high frequency development work

The new Hallicrafters AM/FM receiver, Model S.36, de.
signed for maximum performance on the very high frequencies.
Provides zontinuous frequency coverage from Z7.8 to 143 Mc.
Covers old and proposed new FM bands.

Rail and motor lines, maritime services and
universally expanding aviation are planning
new or improved communications systems to
keep up with the forward pace. In these and
many other fields of science there is an urgent
demand for the latest developments in very
high frequency and ultra high frequency ap-
paratus. In your work in these fields, look to
Hallicrafters for advanced communications and

electronics equipment.
COPYRIGHT 1945 THE F.LOCRAFTERS CO.

.11Mai. BUY A WAR
BOND TODAY!

THE HALLICRAFTERS CO., MANUFACTURERS OF RADIO
AND ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT, CHICAGO 16, U. S. A.

6A Proceedings of the I.R.E. September, 1945



WHAT ARE YOUR

TRANSFORMER PROBLEMS?

IS IT QUANTITY?
-MC, the largest suppler of transformers to the electronic
industry, is in u strong position to meet your requirements
for postwar applications - radio, communications, FM,
Television, ele:tro-medical, etc.

IS IT QUALITY.
UTC, In the .:ollective opinion of critical users, is the
"leader in the field" for units of lasting dependability.
Incidentally, our Varick Street Plant Is now running 98%
hermetic sealing components.

IS IT DESIGN
oneering efforts, manufactures a range

of designs frcm the smallest transformers in the world to
50,000 ampere current transformers and complex filters.

UTC, because of ir genious production methods, can
give you a reiable product at a competitive price ... war
or postwar. A.nci we can deliver now.

.1111114,

ell°11PrAtietiisif,

150 VARICK STREET NEW YORK 13, N. Y. AML PLANTS
EXPORT DIVISION: 13 EAST 40th STREET, NEW YORK 16, N. Y., CABLES: "ARLAB"
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Just another of the

quality controls that

Art put the final OK on AEROVOX

CAPACITOR CRAFTSMANSHIP
"Leakers" are few and far between in

Aerovox oil capacitors. And here's why:

Each and every oil -filled capacitor is

examined under ultra-violet or so-called

"black" light. The slightest trace of im-

pregnating oil seeping through seams or

cracks in containers,
shows up as a bright

fluorescent spot as the operator peers

through the cabinet window. A "leaker"

just cannot get by.
Such typical Aerovox qualityinspection

means much to the oil capacitor user. The

life of such capacitors is dependent upon

periect hermetic sealing. This prevents

the entry of moisture.
Also, even a slight

oil leak might damage or interfere with

the operation of associated equipment.

Outstanding qualify control - from in-

coming raw materials through each step

in production
and on to final inspection-

is the final endorsement of Aerovox Ca-

pacitor Craftsmanship.

Submit your capacitance problems and requirements.

AEROVOX CORPORATION, NEW

Export: 13
BEDFORD, MASS., U. S. A.

E. 40 Sr., NEW YORK 16, N. Y.

INDIVIDUALLY TESTED

SALES OFFICES IN ALL PRINCIPAL CITIES

In Canada: AEROVOX CANADA LTD., HAMILTON, ONT.

Proceeding: of the I.R.S. September,



FINE PO/NTS MARE FINE

VACklUitt Olt
IMPREGNATING..

PUMP

OIL

STORAGE

AMERTRAN HERMETICALLY
SEALED TRANSFORMERS

GAUGE C.

0Oa '

OIL FLOW

0
1111[11111

°11'1''11'1'111
t, (414 %,t Lik lll.

(SEATED)
4,0 it

Vacuum Oil Impregnating System

OIL FLOW

VAPOR FLOW

TREATED

OIL

,TORAGE

.1..%t 110' 1.I.)
(HEATED)

Note bel:ows construction of
enclosing case. Compensates
for press -are changes -makes
possible complete filling.

OTHER FINE POINTS
Uniform characteristics-correct ter-
minationa - vacuum test - vacuum
varnish coil treatment - strong me-
chanically - soldered by induction
heating - lontinuous Inspection and
42 YEARS EXPERIENCE IN MANU.
FACTURING TRANSFORMERS. Pioneer Manufacturers of Transformers, Reactors and

Rectifiers for Electronics and Power Transmission

PUMP

VACUUM
BAKING & OIL

FILLING

*41.1461 d.t
(HEATED)

Why the Dklectric's al/ oil!
No Volatiles - No Air - No Moisture - No Sludge

Combination of 230 degreesF. heat and an
absolute pressure of 1 mm of mercury rids oil of
volatiles, air and moisture. Filter removes sludge
and all foreign matter. Transformers are likewise
subjected to this combination of heat and
vacuum for five hours-effecting thorough de-
hydration. At the conclusion of this period, the
treated oil is admitted to the impregnating tank,
covering transformers for twenty minutes. Clos-
ure is effected under immersion (at process or
room temperature as specified), then trans-
formers are removed from bath for sealing. And
this is but one of the many features of AmerTran's
quality construction.

THE AMERICAN TRANSFORMER CO., 178 Emmet St., Newark 5., N. I.

'LlkildERTIOLN
146. IV I P.1 OF

MANUFACTURING SINCE 1901 AT NEWARK, r4

ADA
RAN

Proceedings of the I.R.E. September, 1945 9A



It's NEW! It's RUGGED!
304-H

9ammatiroft

Here's a low voltage-high current tube
with superior mechanical strength!

Heintz and Kaufman engineers have developed
the new 304-H Gammatron in response to the
demand for a low voltage-high current tube
possessing greater mechanical strength than the
earlier type.

Short, stocky construction and other improve-
ments give the new 304 -H a degree of rugged-
ness which will surpass your expectations. More-
over, this added strength has been achieved
without the use of internal insulators.

Although we designed this new Gammatron
primarily for ability to withstand bumps, shocks
and vibration, certain electrical improvements
have also been obtained. The result is a tube

which will have widespread use in electronic
heating applications, and as a gate or keyer tube.
Its ruggedness, and consequent longer life, ma-
terially reduces operating costs.

For data on the electrical characteristics and
price of the 304-H Gammatron, please write to

HEINTZ AND KAUFMAN LTD.
SOUTH SAN FRANCISCO CALIFORNIA

KEEP BUYING WAR BONDS

9amote 7eied
Export Agents: M. SIMON & SON CO., INC.
25 WARREN STREET. NEW YORK CITY, N. Y.

10A Proceedings of the I.R.E. September, 1945
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YOUR CHECK LIST OF NEW

C PRODUCTS
I

e'

To a line of resistors already bro sder than that
of any other manufacturer in the entire resistor
industry, IRC has, in the last few months,
announced several new and important con-
tributions. Among the newer developments
having wide -spread application in the elec-
tronics field are the components here briefly

TYPE PRT POWER RiEOSTAT
Rugged yet I ght in weight
and of neat appearance the
PRT conforms fully with
AN3155 specs. Has heavy
screw type terminals at rear
of enclosed al -metal housing.
Available in 25 and 50
watt models.

TYPE BTR V3 WATT ME-ALLIZED

INSULATED RESISTOR

Scarcely bigger than a sump on a
wire (L. 2 "-Dia. 3,,."2") the BTR 1/2-
watt resistor has all the quality char-
acteristics and features that have
long made IRC's BT line "Preferred
for Performance." Suitabl! for Army -
Navy RC 10 applications. Available
postwar.

TYPE GRW

GRADE 1 -CLASS 1 RESISTOR

MOOS. '

MOMS.
SOON
1111
 Oat

,or more complete,
'ethnical irsionnotion on
any of the above IRC
products write to
Dept. 10-I

Thoroughly dependable and of
sound construction Mese completely
sealed units meet cr surpass every
requirement of JAN -R-26 specs.
Made in 7 standard sizes with power
ratings of 15 to 140 watts and resis-
tance ranges of 0.1 to 63,000 ohms.

-I

reviewed. All of these products are available
in reasonable quantities except the Type BTR
Resistor, which is still wholly allocated to a
special war project. However, samples of this
unit are available and will be gladly sent for
test or experimental purposes. Your Inquiries
will receive prompt and welcome attention.

TYPE BTA 1 WATT METALLIZED

INSULATED RESISTOR

Pencil -thin, less than 'A" in length and
conservatively rated at one watt the
BTA is a quality resistor throughout
and meets RC30 specs. Low in oper-
ating temperature it has proportion.
ately high wattage dissipation.

TYPE FRW FLAT WIRE WOUND RESISTOR

Efficient as a tubular wire
wound, the type FRW has
many features that recom-
mend it for limited space
use. In 5 standard sizes to
comply with JAN -R-26,
specs for RW 20, RW 21,
RW 22, RW 24 require-
ments.

MOM
momuu
S...
MOMS
1SOO
ASMO
U.S.

FINGERTIP CONTROL

No bigger round than a nickel
and wafer-thin, this control will
fled many useful applications
in the smaller electronic de-
vices. All-inclusive design elimi-
nates the usual knob, shaft and
bushing without impairing
functional operation.

I altilE
RESISiA1NCE CO.
401 N. BROAD STREET PHILADELPHIA 8, PA.

IRC makes more types of resistance units, in more shapes, for

iii
Qv

more applications, than any other

MOO'MUMS
11111111
1111111
IMMO 
MOO OM
MOM BUM 

98 PER

RIABLE RE

manufacturer in the world.
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4800 Capacitance Ranges for Standard Tubular Sizes

(These curves allow for ± 5% capacitance tolerance)

4400

4000

3600

3200

2800

2400

20001

C

1600C8

1200 a.

800

400

0

CLASS A

CLASS B

CLASS

CLASS

C

D

N750 N1000 N2000 N3000 N4000
Present Temp. Coeff in PPM/°C(+25° to 85°C)
Range EXTENDED RANGE

tE
C HIROLLED

Pleffh4404
4:

Variable
Resistors

-- Selec

tor Switches
-- Ceramic

Capacitors,
Voted

and Vari

able -- Steatite
Insulators

and Button-type Silver

Mica Capacitors.

A

RA
E Of

WONG
CAPACIIORS

Centralab Tubular Ceramic Capacitors can now be supplied
in any desired temperature coefficient from P120 to N4000
parts per million per degree Centigrade.
The range from N750 to N4:000 P.P.M. is new, with the same
accuracy of temperature compensation curve and uniform
electrical characteristics as the present standard ranges.
The new ceramic bodies have somewhat higher dielectric
constants and thus provide higher values of capacitance on
the same size tube. They Lre not to be confused, however,
with the so called Hi -K or high dielectric bodies that have
still higher dielectric constants but less uniform characteristics.

Division of GLOBE -UNION INC., Milwaukee

12A Proceeding: of the I.R.E. September, 1945



Transformer Specialists . . .

Thordarson's tradition of quality provides the Tderlying reason

for its past half -century of progressive leadership the specialized

manufacture of dependable transformers, comp ents and other

electronic devices. This same tradition, uphe

phase of Thordarson design, engineering and

through every

anufacturing is

500 WEST HURON ST., CHICAGO, ILL.

ORIGINATORS OF TRUE -FIDELITY AMPLIFIERS

your guarantee of the finest transformers for requirements of

Tomorrow . . . and years to come. With confidence . . . gained

by this ability to produce quality merchandise and coupled with

novel sales policies . . . Thordarson looks forward to supplying

the expanding demands of the radio and electronic industries.

MAGUIRE INDUSTRIES, INCORPORATED

Proceedings of the September, 1945 13A



Telephone
Type Plugs

Signal Corps  Navy Specifications
PLUG NUMBER

NUMBER CONTACTS

PL47 2

TYPE
SLEEVE

Long

SEE
NOTE

PL54 2 Short 1

PL55 2 Long 2

PL55K 2 Shoulder
PL68 3 Long 3

PL124 2 Short 1

PL125 2 Long 2

P1155 2 Off Set 2

P1354 2 Short 1

PL540 2 Short 1

8-180207 2 (Lock -Nut) 2

CAU-49109 2 Long 2

CRL-49007A '3 Long 3

NAF-1 136-1 2 Long 2

NAF-212938-1 3 Long 3

NAF-215285-2 2 Short
Note 1 - Interchangeable with others Note 1.
Note 2 - Interchangeable with others Note 2.
Note 3 - Interchangeable wills others Note 3.

MIT '4M11:1 ;1.n:4 *AV

Final operation in assembly of o
110 -volt radio control unit. Metal
and pJastie parts made by Remler.

FOR TWENTY-SEVEN YEARS Fernier has been favorably

known as an electronic engineering organization composed of

a closely knit group of specialists, qualified by training and
experience to produce radio, electronic components and com-

plete sound equipment  In the near future Remler facilities
will again be available for the mass production of electronic
components in metal and plastics and the custom production

of radio, sound transmitting aid amplifying equipment.

Inquiries invited, write-

REMLER COMPANY, LTD.  2101 Bryan; St.  San Francisco, 10, Calif.

REMLER
SINCE 1918

-Onnounciny L Communication 4uipment
OTHER DESIGNS TO ORDER

14.E Proceedings of the I.R.E. September, 1945



THYRATRON WL-678
Grid Controlled Mercury Vapor Rectifier

General Characteristics

Filament Voltage
Filament Current
Filament Heating Time (Minimum)
Typical Control Bias at Rated Voltage

Maximum Ratings
Anode Voltage, Peak Forward
Anode Voltage, Peak Inverse
Anode Current, Average
Anode Current, Peak
Temperature Range, Condensed Mercury

THIS NEW

55° C Max.Thg 50° C Max. Thg

5.0 Volts 5.0 Volts
7.5 Amperes 7.5 Amperes
1 Minute 1 Minute
-50 Volts -75 Volts

10000 15000
10000 15000
1.6 Amperes 1.6 Amperes
6 Amperes 6 Amperes
25 to 55° C 25 to 50° C

THYRATRON
provides split -cycle control of high power

for R. F. heating units, and radio transmitters

The WL-678 combines the high voltage characteristics of a Kenotron, the efficiency of a
Phan.)tron, and the controlability of a Thyratron. This latest feat of Westinghouse engineer.
ing oilers the electronic equipment designer the following outstanding advantages:

Smooth and instantaneous power control from 0% to 100% load .. .
Simplified automatic load control . . .

High speed automatic overload protection ...
Low space and weight requirements ....
Low control power requirements .. .

For more detailed information-write to your nearest Westinghouse office or to Westing-
house Electric Corpora-
tion Lamp Division,
Bloomfield, N.J. Westing.
house Electronic Tube
distributors are located
in principal cities. estin house

PLANTS IN 2S CITIES OFFICES EVERYWHEREz; az-Z.&
Proceedings of the I.R.S. September, 1945 15A



NATIONAL RECEIVERS ARE THE EARS OF THE FLEET

OFFICIAL U. S. NAVY PHOTOGRAPH
3 out of 4 ot the Novy's

ships --- landing
craft and

larger -- use receivers

designed
by

Notional.

The 0S2U
"Kingfisher"

observation

scouting
plane

provides
eyes for the

battleships
muscle.

Radio provides
the

indispensable
link. It has to be reliable.

NATIONAL COMPANY
NC -200 MALDEN MASS, U. S. A.

NATIONAL RECEIVERS ARE IN SERVICE THROUGHOUT THE WORLD
16A Proceedings of the I.R.E. September, 1945



BORN AT 2500°F.
ALSIMAG is master of power and heat because it takes its final, strong, hard,
rigid form in furnaces at the white heat of 2500°F.

This inorganic material cannot char. It withstands red heat temperatures of
I800°F. ALSIMAG is highly resistant to thermal and electrical shock.

ALSIMAG insulators do not distort with loading nor cold -flow with time.
They are non -corrodible.

Uniformity and dimensional accuracy of ALSIMAG Insulators facilitate as-
sembly. Whatever you are planning in the electronic or electrical field-specify
ALSIMAG for long-lived, dependable performance. Our Engineering and Re-
search men are anxious to work with you. Litera-
ture applicable to the various fields of ALSIMAG
uses, available on request.

AMERICAN LAVA CORPORATION
CHATTANOOGA 5, TENNESSEE

A LCO has been awarded for the fifth
time the Army -Navy -E.' Award for
continued excellence in quantity and
quality of essential war production.

A Si MPG
TR DE RUC, S. TE OFFICE

STEATITE CERAMICS



0 laboratory instruments for speed and accuracy

ri
MEASURED

VOLTAGE

WAA

+8

RANGE

SWITCH

-hp- Vacuum Tube Voltmeters
Employ This Cathode Follower Circuit

The advantages are many!

This cathode follower circuit pro-
vides an input impedance of 1 meg-
ohm and a useful means for varying
the meter sensitivity. There are nine
ranges, each related to the next by 10
db steps. No adjustment to zero
position is required, and the ranges
are instantly available by a switch
on the panel.

The -hp- Model 400A Vacuum Tube
Voltmeter consists of the above cath-
ode follower circuit in conjunction
with a full wave rectifier and a high
gain amplifier. The full wave rectifier
actuates a one -mil meter. The ampli-
fier is of the broad band type and is
substantially flat from 10 cps to 1

megacycle. Because the amplifier em-
ploys inverse feedback, it is extremely
stable. Hence the accuracy of meter

readings is independent of line volt-
age and tube characteristics.

Voltages as small as .005 and as
high as 300 can be read with positive
accuracy and the wide frequency
range makes the instrument suitable
for video measurements. The loga-
rithmically related scales are also
calibrated in db units. Ordinarily no
precautions are necessary-wave form
errors and "turn -over" effects are
minimized-large overload voltages
cause saturation of the amplifier
which protects the meter.

The -hp- Model 400A is designed
for the greatest amount of conve-
nience. Its small physical size and
large slanting scale make it desirable
to use and easy to read. Power supply
is completely contained. All -in -all, the
-hp- Model 400A is probably one of
the most useful, versatile instruments
in the field. Write for further details.

3
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HEWLETT-PACKARD COMPANY
Box 1047 D Station A Palo Alto, California

Audio Frequency Oscillators Signal Generators Vacuum Tube Voltmeters

Noise and Distortion Analyzers Wave Analyzers Frequency Meters

Square Wove Generators Frequency Standards Attenuators Electronic Tachometers

OTHER -hp- INSTRUMENTS

Noise and Distortion Analyzer
The Model 325B combines a vacuum -
tube voltmeter with a set of funda-
mental elimination filters for general
purpose measurements of total har-
monic distortion, noise and voltage
level.

Electronic Frequency Meter
Model 500A Frequency Meter is de-
signed to measure the frequency of an
alternating voltage from 10cps to 50kc.

Audio Signal Generator
The Model 205AG consists of a
Hewlett-Packard resistance -tuned os-
cillator in combination with an input
and output meter, attenuator and an
impedance matching system.

Secondary Frequency Standard
The Model 100B consists of a crystal
controlled oscillator and a series of
frequency dividers of the regenerative
modulator type to provide standard
frequencies of 100 kc, 10 kc, 1 kc and
100 cps.
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heard about this coming new

I FARM TYPE RADIO BATTERY?

No. 748 11/2 -volt "A," 90 -volt "B" A -B Pack.
Dimensions, 15 13/16"x 6 15/16"x 4 15/32"
Weight, 23 lbs., 11 oz.

IT WILL be much more than just a "smaller" battery!
For the first time, an "Eveready" "Mini -Max" B bat-
tery will become part of a farm -type radio A -B Pack.
As a result, you% going to see a 30% smaller, 30%
lighter "Eveready" "Mini -Max" farm type battery pack
with the same service life as the conventional pre-war
packs, such as our own "Eveready" No. 748 A -B Pack.

Think what this means! Smaller, less expensive
radios ... more easily carried from room to room . . . can
be built around it. Or farm radios of present-day size
with larger, better speakers using space formerly taken
up by bigger batteries having no greater service life.

These and other advantages will mean more profits
in both radio and battery -pack sales for you!

The name of the battery is "Eveready" No. 758 A -B
Pack. It will take its place on a growing list of startling

30% SMALLER

30% LIGHTER

IVEREAM

MIP/Ii4AX
11.13.'

Re0 BAITER' PACK

No. 758 11/2 -volt "A," 90 -volt "B" A -B Pack.
Dimensions, 10 11/16"x 6 13/16"x 4 1/8".
Weight, 16 lbs., 13 oz.

J

postwar "Eveready" batteries... based on National Car-
bon's exclusive principles of battery construction as used
in the "Mini -Max" battery.

"EVEREADY"
TRa DE -MARKS

INI "MA
RADIO "B" BATTERIES

NATIONAL CARBON COMPANY, INC.
Unit of Union Carbide and Carbon Corporation

(11113

General Offices: NEW YORK, N. Y.
The trade -marks "Eveready" and "Mini -Max" distinguish products of

National Carbon Company, Inc.
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AUTOMATIC BEAM CONTROL .

Especially important in photographic recording. Beam inten-
sity increased from zero during interval of useful left to right
traversal when using single -sweep feature. Intensity auto-
matically reduced to zero when time base is switched from
recurrent to single -sweep operation, and returned to original
intensity upon initiation of single sweep. For single -sweep
use, the extinguishing of the beam except when it is actually
plotting a curve, is a remarkable advance in commercial
oscillograph design. Minimizes background light. No de-
crease of visible contrast of desired trace. Results in greatly
increased contrast of photograph.

TIME BASE WITH ASSURED LINEARITY . . .

Gas triode type. Extended frequency range: 1 sweep every 2
seconds to 50,000 per second. Single sweep if initiated repeti-
tively, operates at writing rates corresponding to 0.5 to 10,000
c.p.s. Single -sweep action so designed that spot remains quies-
cent at right end of its traversal across screen until initiation by
controlling signal, when it rapidly moves to left to assume start-
ing position and then reverses its direction of motion to provide
single -sweep across screen at a length of time determined by
frequency control. One objection to a gas triode sweep circuit
lies in non -linearity of sweep produced, especially at low-sweep
rates. Overcome in Type 247 by use of a factory -adjusted com-
pensated circuit which produces a nearly perfect linear sweep.

SYNC LIMITER...

Time base generator may be synchronized to an external signal,
power line or vertical axis signal by means of synchronizing
selector switch. Limiting circuit maintains uniform sync regard.
less of sync signal input level. Synchronized by either positive
or negative polarity of sync signal.

r) TEST SIGNAL TERMINAL . . .

Furnishes either a test signal of line frequency at approximately
1 rms volt, or a sawtooth signal of sweep frequency at approxi-
mately 10 volts. Front -panel switch. Sawtooth signal available
to drive external circuits. Provides modulated signal for FM
systems.

FUSED TRANSFORMER SECONDARIES ...
Fuses placed in secondary windings for added protection of
transformer, in addition to usual primary fuse. All fuses ac-
cessible for replacement without removing instrument from
case.

O ALLEN B. DUMONT LABORATORIES. INC.

1

VALUES
found only in the

DuMONT Type 247

Consider these extra values which are
found in this instrument. For above and
beyond the exceptional workmanship
and the quality materials that do full
justice to the well -planned mechanical
design, the DuMont Type 247 oscillo-
graph offers many electrical -perform-
ance features worthy of particular atten-
tion. A few are listed here.

Detailed specifications on request.

7Z,4faii act/war:4 -7-4,;(,;ftilve
ALLEN B. DUMONT LABORATORIES, INC., PASSAIC, NEW JERSEY 
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COLLINS 32RA RADIO TRANSMITTER*

A deservedly popular SO waffler
THE COLLINS 32RA* was introduced in
1939 as a quality designed, quality built
radio communication transmitter, broad-
ly adapted to most applications within
its power and frequency scope.

It, or its d -c version-the 32RBt -
was immediately put into service by air-
lines for control towers, by oil pipelines
for emergency systems, by fishing com-
panies for fleet control, and by other
widely different types of industrial users.

It was found to be rugged, simple to
operate, easy to service, and so thor-
oughly and universally satisfactory that
a rising commercial demand was halted

*COLLINS 32RA-Power source: 115 volts
alternating current. Power output, 50 watts
phone; 75 watts CW. Frequency range, 1.5
to 15 mc. Four frequencies instantly selected
by panel control.
f COLLINS 32RB-Power source: 12, 24, 32
or 110 volts direct current. Dynamotor,
self contained. Otherwise identical with 32RA.

only by the war. During the entire war
the Armed Forces have employed thou-
sands of these transmitters. A typical
use has been that of control towers on
air training fields throughout the country.

Of the several up-to-the-minute trans-
mitters which Collins has ready for its
civilian customers as Government re-
quirements are cut back, this one repre-
sents a type of which limited quantities
are now being manufactured for essential
civilian uses. If you would like speci-
fications and design data, write us for
new, illustrated bulletin. Collins Radio
Company, Cedar Rapids, Iowa; 11 West
42nd Street, New York 18, N. Y.

IN RADIO COMMUNICATIONS, IT'S . . .
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CATHODE-RAY TUBES
 A complete line is
available, satisfying
every equipment as to
size, power, and type
of service.

G -E Cathode -Ray Tubes range from 2 inches in
screen diameter to 12 inches-are available in
different fluorescent screens and characteristics
to match all needs - constitute a complete line of
service -proved tubes for home television, oscillo-
scopes, and other applications.

CHARACTERISTICS OF THE TUBES ILLUSTRATED

 Special glass -fused
"skyscraper" construc-
tion mounts the G -E
electron gun rigidly,
permanently.

 Substantial increases
in efficiency have re-
sulted from meeting
the exacting needs of
the armed forces.

GL-12DP

General Electric leads in cathode-ray tube design
and manufacture, as it leads in other phases of tele-
vision! Consult your nearest G -E office or distrib-
utor for information on the tubes described or listed
on this page, or write Electronics Department,
General Electric, Schenectady 5, N. Y.

Rating GL-5CP1 GL-12DP7

Screen diameter 5 inches 12 inches
Heater volta . e 6.3 v 6.3 v
Heater current 0.6 am 0.6 amp
Focusin method Electrostatic Magnetic
Deflectin method Electrostatic Magnetic
High -voltage electrode,

max voltage
2,200 v 7,700 v

Supplementary high -voltage
electrode, max volta  e

4,400 v ----
Grid No. 1, max voltage

for cutoff
-66v -75 v

Grid No. 2 (accelerating
electrode), max voltage

---- 330 v

General Electric tube

engineers you

will cooper-

ate with you on problems
in-

volving
new or special applia-

tions of cathode-ray
tubes.

GENERAL

Standard General Electric cathode-ray
tubes are listed below

GL -2AP I
GL -3API
GL -3BP I
GL - 3DP I

GL-3EPI /11306P I
GL -5BP 1

GL-5BP4
GL -5CP 1

GL-5CP7
GL -5FP7
GL-7BP7
GL-9GP7
GL-9LP7

GL-12AP4
GL- 1 2DP7

GL-12GP7

ELECTRIC
TRANSMITTING, RECEIVING, INDUSTRIAL, SPECIAL PURPOSE

TUBES VACUUM SWITCHES AND CAPACITORS
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Utah Transformers ...

guarantee trouble -free performance

You know Utah's reputation for building a

dependable line of transformers for replacement purposes in practically any radio

set on the market. As soon as war production requirements permit, Utah will

build the same dependable quality into a complete transformer line, not only

for radio sets but for public address equipment...radio transmitting

equipment...and hundreds of industrial uses as well.

MOISTURE RESISTING

CELLULOSE ACETATE INSULATION

FINEST TRANSFORMER STEELS

UTAH ENGINEERING

Your assurance of trouble -free

performance. Yet Utah transformers cost

no more than ordinary transformers.

UTAH RADIO PRODUCTS COMPANY  820 ORLEANS STREET CHICAGO 10, ILLINOIS

Utah Electronics (Canada) Ltd., 300 Chambly Road, Longueuil, Montreal (23) P. O.  Ucoa Radio, S.A., Misiones 48, Buenos Aires.



STRAIN AND SPREADER

INSULATORS

LEAD-IN INSULATORS

STEATITE
INSULATORS

FOR

TRANSMITTING
ANTENNA

AM- FM- TELEVISION
BY

STUPAKOFF

Stupakoff, pioneer manufacturer of radio
grade ceramic insulation, produces a complete
line of strain, spreader, stand-off, entrance,
coaxial and dissipation line insulators for all
types of transmitting stations. Made of Stupa-
koff Steatite (Grade L-4), their low electrical
loss and high mechanical strength make them
ideal for high frequency applications.

Metal fittings are available in bronze,
brass, stainless steel or malleable iron-plated
according to requirements. Insulators are
glazed white, chocolate brown or olive -drab
for added protection.

Installed on transmitter stations in all
parts of the world, Stupakoff precision insu-
lators have proven their dependability in
service. An engineering staff backed by two
generations of experience will assist you in
planning projects in the transmitting field.
Technical data on transmission line insulators
will be sent on request.

* * BUY WAR BONDS * *

"FOR GREAT
ACHIEVEMENT"

STUPAKOFF CERAMIC AND MANUFACTURING CO., LATROBE, PA.

eeteuided ..01 .e 4e 7ayted 06 gezet,,,
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 Write fir year copy
"Essential Charac-fe:--ikics-"

mast cau.p!ete direst rf
tu5e iiforwaatior: available.

Ww radio sets off production lines demar d nzw heights
of tube qualily and perfccintnce . . . Ken -Rai. with re-
cently arced I sources an 3 facilities, is superbl / equipped
to meet these requirements . Now and in tEe future,
designers anc builders of el2ctronic equiFment can rely
on Ken-Rad Tubes to meet the_r most advanzei specifi-
cations.
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a IN THE TRAFICOUNTER
The Streeter-Amet Traflcounter tabs. 900 or more overlapping
cars per minute at split second contact. As car wheels hit a
pneumatic tube stretched across traffic lanes the compression
closes an electrical contact on a dia ahragm, operating a Guard-
ian relay. The relay responds to r very impulse but the Trafi-
counter registers only every other impulse to compensate for
rear wheel contact.

BY GUARDIAN Count 900 or More Cars per Minute

A grueling job . . . faithfully responding to 1800 or more impulses per
minute, hour after hour in rain, heat, and cold the year 'round. For this job
Streeter-Amet engineers use Guardian's 6 volt d -c relay, Series 125.

Here is an example of an application that ordinarily calls for a specially
built relay. Yet Streeter-Amet finds Guardian's standard relays good enough,
dependable enough, and fast enough to do their special job. They save
money by buying a standard unit. They get quicker delivery. And they have
the comforting knowledge that replacements parts are immediately avail-
able if and when needed.

If your application appears to be a "special" it may pay you to look over
Guardian's standard relays first. And write us. Guardian engineers will
recommend the relay most suitable for your application. If a "special" is
really needed they'll help you design it economically.

Series 125 d.c. relay

Also-iron clad and lamina-
ted solenoids, stepping
relays, magnetic contactors,
electric counters, snap and
glade '

GUARDIAN Imo ELECTRIC
1628-K W. WALNUT STREET CHICAGO 12, ILLINOIS

A COMPLETE LINE OF RELAYS SERVING AMERICAN INDUSTRY
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IRON SLEEVE CORES

FIG. 1. Stackpole Powdered
Iron Sleeve and Core used for Diode
Transformer (I -F); Antenna, Oscillator,

or Filter Coils, etc.

CORE

;A

FIG. 2. Grade SKI core and powdered

iron sleeve (.790 0. D. x 11/2 long)

used with permeability tuning in auto
radio receiver.

\11014
SLEEVE

011350o,

C011-

CORE

FIG. 3. Two Stackpole cores and pow-

dered iron sleeve used in a double

tuned I -F transformer application.

The Modern Answer to

Better Coils in Less Space
BY USE of Stackpole Sleeve
Cores, much smaller cans of any
material may be used so provide
Q that is equal to or better than
that of conventional coils and
cans. Thus they pave the way to
an exceptionally high order of
tuning unit efficiency in greatly
reduced size. A few of many de-
sign possibilities are indicated
in the accompanying sketches.

Beside supplying additional
electrostatic and electromag-
netic protection over that pro-
vided by the can alone, sleeve
cores result in making the can
itself smaller, less critical and
less costly. Inexpensive die cast
lead cans, for instance, may be
used instead of aluminum. In
some cases, it may not even be
necessary to use a can.

STACKPOLE CARBON COMPANY, ST. MARYS, PA.
EXPORT: Stackpole Carbon Co., 254 W. 34th St., New York 1, N. Y., U. S. A.

ELECTRICAL BRUSHES AND CONTACTS (All carbon, graphite, metal and composition types)  RARE
METAL CONTACTS  WELDING CARBONS  BRAZING TIPS AND BLOCKS  PACKING, PISTON,
AND SEAL RINGS  CARBON REGULATOR DISCS  MOLDED METAL COMPONENTS, ETC.
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Quality Colltroi
MEANS MICROPHONES OF ADVANCED DESIGN

ENDURING QUALITY  FINE PERFORMANCE

Ever see a machine like this in a micro-
phone plant? It's just one phase of the
ELECTRO-VOICEQuality-ControlPlan
which includes:
1. A staff of highly skilled microphone

engineers

2. Newly developed laboratory equipment
of a unique and exacting nature

3. Specialized machinery and facilities
. . . some seldom found in a microphone
plant . . . some exclusive with E -V.

Such complete quality -control enables
you to recommend Electro-Voice Mi-
crophones with confidence.

E -V DIE CAST MACHINE-One of the largest
of its kind. Metal injected under pressure of
13,000 p.s.i. Dies held closed with pressure of
400 -ton lock. Provides uniform, clean, dense
castings that withstand years of hard use. Per-
mits us to govern use of best virgin material.

CORNER OF E -V "LAB"-One of our Quality-Contrcl unis used in
testing close -talking microphones. Harmonic distortion, frequency
response, positional response (for carbons) level, etc., are carefully
analyzed. Calibration is effected by Bell Laboratory stanaards and
our own reciprocity checks.

HUMIDITY-TESTEF ... and SWITCH LIFE-TESTER-Special glass
jar humidity chamber used to test dynamic heads for reaction to
moisture and heat. Unique bread -board arrangement for running
life -tests on switches. Connected tc relay or light bulb-constantly
makes and breaks contacts-proves extra -long E -V switch life.

MICROPHONES
E LECTRO -VOICE, Inc., 1239 South Bend Ave, South Bend 24, Ind.

Export Division: 13 East 40h Sr., New York 16, N. "., U. S. A.  Cables: Arlab
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RHEOSTATS ancORESISTORS
200 KW

Bethany Transmitters
From six of the world's mightiest
shortwave stations, the "Voice of
America" shoots "bullets of truth" to
combat enemy lies. These transmit-
ters, 200 KW each, located in Bethany,
Ohio, were designed and built for the
OWI by the Crosley Corporation.

The two interior photo -views of one
transmitter reveal more than 60
Ohmite Resistors of various sizes .

and one Ohmite Tandem Rheostat
assembly.

The knowledge and experience
that enabled Ohmite to "produce" on
this psychological warfare job is
at your service in solving resistance
problems ... today and post-war.
OHMITE MANUFACTURING COMPANY
4862 FLOURNOY ST.- CHICAGO 44, U.S.A.

write on company letter-
head for helpful Catalog
and Engineering Manual
No. 40. Gives valuable
data on resistors, rheo-
stats, tap switches, chokes ,
and attenuators.

EMOTE
RHEOSTATS RESISTORS TAP SWITCHES
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(RIM,RADIO
VACUUM ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS

 Y-PNENUT SERIES OF CAPACITORS
T ENT LICO rap

 X - PEANUT SERIES OF CAPACITORS
PPLICO rap

 W- WALNUT SERIES OF CAPACITORS
AAAAAA PPL,L0 ran

,a -

VC 50 -SERIES OF CAPACITORS

VC 250-SERIES OF CAPACITORS

 C - COCONUT CAPACITOR

Above sizes relatively in proportion

RADIO
VACUUM ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS

ANNOUNCES

4
NEW VACUUM

CAPACITORS

THE CAPACITY RANGE AND SIZE OF

JENNINGS NIGH VOLTAGE VACUUM CAPACITORS
COVER MANY NEEDS IN ADVANCED ELECTRONICS

FOR THE FIRST TIME VACUUM HIGH VOLTAGE CAPACITORS ARE AVAILABLE OVER A WIDE RANGE OF SIZES AND CAPACITIES.

 Y- PINENUT, 1.5 mmfd.,
3500 Peak Volts, 7Y2 Amps.

 X -PEANUT, 5-25 mmfd.,
7500 Peak Volts, 20 Amps.

 W- WALNUT, 6-50 mmfd.,
20.000 Peak Volts, (Available up to
32,000 Peak Volts), 20 Amps.

C - COCONUT, 50 mmfd.
50,000 Peak Volts, 60 Amps.

VC 50, 6-50 mmfd.
20,000 Peak Volts, (Available up to
32,000 Peak Volts), 20 Amps.

VC 250, 50-250 mmfd.
20,000 Peak Volts, 60 Amps.

 Four new units added to the wide range of sizes and capacities in Jennings vacuum Capac tors.

We welcome your inquiry and the opportunity to serve you.
WATCH JENNINGS FOR NEW DEVELOPMENTS IN THE FIELD OF SPECIALIZED VACUUM ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS.

WRITE FOR BULLETIN I R

JENNINGS RADIO MANUFACTURING COMPANY a 1091 E, WILLIAM ST. . SAN JOSE 12, CALIFORNIA
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Receiving tube design is often a compro-

mise. Ruggedness,
dependability,

long life-

the very qualities most desirable in industrial

electronics
and aviation-have

often been

sacrificed for reduced cost and power con-

sumption in broadcast receivers. Low

filament
current may be poor economy in an

industrial
tube. A standard

6SJ7GT may be

objectionably
microphonic

in sound equip-

ment. Vibration, jars, shocks, and inadequate

maintenance
in the factory may play hob

with a standard receiving tube.

ti*S1111151101111ECE/100
rags

SUFERSTANDARDabove

standard;
a term

standard
receiving

coined
Hytron

for a
by

tube
completely

redesigned
to give im-

proved
performance

in special

electronic
applications

STANDARD - SPECIALLY
SELECTED - NOW HYTRON PROPOSES

SUPERSTANDARD

HYTRON IS CONVINCED:
Standard receivingtubes

are not right for special electronic applications.
Special

selection of standard
tubes leads to embarrassing

re-

placement problems-does
not guarantee permanence

of characteristics
specially tested, long life, or suita-

bility for operation at not -too-conservative
maximum

ratings. Hytron prewar ceramic-based low-loss GTX

tubes were but a step in the right direction. The Navy

"ruggedized"
tube program

points the way. Complete

redesign of many receiving
tubes is mandatory. A

tube listing at a dollar in electronic equipment cost-

ing thousands and controlling huge production lines

is false economy
which has already dealt industrial

elec:ronics many an unnecessary
black eye.

MAY WE HAVE YOUR OPINION?

1 Do you agree that special selection merely results in

replacement problems?

2 How many
thousands cf hours of life should

SUPER -

STANDARD
tubes have?

3 What degree of vibrat on and shock should SUPER -

STANDARD
tubes be capable of withstanding?

4 For what characteristics
not now tested should

SUPERSTANDARD
tubes be production tested?

5 Would you be
willing to pay a premiumprice forSUPER -

STANDARD
tubes to attain trouble-free operation?

6 Should Hytron
concentrate on developing

SUPER -

STANDARD
tubes usable for many special pur-

poses, and avoid trick and highly specialized tubes?

7 How closely should a SUPERSTANDARD
tube ad-

here tc fundamental
characteristics

of a standard

receiv.ng tube it supersedes?

8 Do you believe SUPERSTANDARD
tubes should

have special
bases to avoid replacement

by inferior

standard receiving tubes?

9 Shov1.1 SUPERSTANDARD
tubes have new type

numbers, or the old standard type
numbers with a

special suffix (e.g., fiSJ7GTS)?*

10 Have we omitted pertinent
questions you believe

important?

*NEMA and
RMA are now

uorking on gm
designation iysterns.

The Hytron SUPERSTANDARD
tube is as yet an idea-a postwar project for YOU. You who

use the tubes :an spark the program-can
make it come to life. Hytron will put its postwar

engineering
drive behind the SUPERSTANDARD

tube, if you will help. Let us know the

improvement;
of specific characteristics

your experience
has proved desirable.

Drop a line

today to our Commercial
Engineering

Department

OLDEST MANUFACTURER SPECIALIZING IN RAO 0 RECEIVING TUBES

ZOO
IA

blIgklikab

4111111111

MAIN OFFICE: SALEM, MASSACHUSETTS
PLANTS: SALEM, NEWBURYPORT, BEVERLY A LAWRENCE
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Top: 195-A Voltohmyst-162-c Chanalyst Bdtom: 170-A Audio Chanalys1-1.55-c Oscilloscope

PREVIEW
HERE are the test equipment units service men will

want after the war. New models of the well-known

Voltohmyst, the Chanalyst, and the RCA 3 -inch Oscillo-

scope, a favorite trio for r- f and general-purpose testing;

and a new Audio Chanalyst for the sound specialist.

Radio men in the military services and in war indus-

tries are using these instruments today - getting the
feel of them-learning their qualities firsthand. After
the war, they'll want these well -designed, convenient,
attractive -appearing equipments for their own shops.

BUY MORE

And who wouldn't? For these units have all the proved

advantages of prewar RCA equipments, plus many new

features. And they've been tested by widespread
wartime usage.

Today these equipments are available only on prior-
ity. But, as soon as restrictions are removed, your RCA

distributor will be ready to fill your order with these
new models, currently being manufactured. Why not
ask him today for literature on them-or write Test &
Measuring Equipment Section, RCA, Camden, N. J.

WAR BONDS

RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA
!CA VICTOR DIVISION  CAMDEN, N. J.

In Canada, RCA VICTOR COMPANY LIMITED, Montreal
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PRO/a7/044
TELEASYM

TOSES--

LOWER COST OF TUBES: Simple bulb design in soft glass
lends itself to hm.cos t quantity production.

LOW-COST POWER SUPPLY: New electrostatic -focus electron

gun avoids cost of a magnetic -focus coil and, at the same
time, permits use of a low-cost power supply not requiring
good regulation.

HIGH CONTRAST: New "settling" method of applying screen
reduces degree of optical contact between fluorescent par-
ticles and face of tube, resulting in higher contrast.

TAILORED TO PROJECTION OPTICS: Spherical face of RCA
projection kinescopes matches RCA reflection -type optical

system.
f f f

Already. RCA has demonstrated to hundreds of engineers
and radio experts television of tomorrow us made possible
by these new tubes. Screens as large as a newspaper page,

with clear, bright images, enable dozens of persons to see
the program . . . and this is but one example of RCA
electron -tube development, engineering and leadership.

Postwar, why not consult RCA for better tubes for better
television? RCA tube -application engineers are always ready
to serve von. Address: RCA, Equipment Sales Department,
Section 62-34P, Harrison, N. J.

RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA
RCA VICTOR DIVISION CAMDEN, N. J.

The Fountainhead of Modern Tube Development Is RCA
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The PROCEEDINGS enjoys the privilege of presenting to its readers the view-
points of the I.R.E. Section Chairmen, in the form in which they are received.
Such expressions cannot but be constructively helpful to the I.R.E. member-
ship and its administrative officers alike. Accordingly there follows a stimulating
guest editorial from the Chairman of the Emporium, Pennsylvania, Section.

The Editor

The Role of the Sections in the I.R.E. Program
WILLIAM A. DICKINSON

I want to analyze briefly the functions of the Sections, and to affirm my belief in their im-
portance to the development of the I.R.E.

The Section is first the local agent of the Institute. As such, its primary duty is the holding of
technical meetings of interest and benefit to its members. I know that the Section program
committees are doing an excellent job under present limitations. Aids to the Sections, now being
planned by the Institute, in improving and expanding their technical programs, should reap
substantial rewards in interest and new membership.

The Section has an obligation to keep its members, and local firms engaged in the electronics
business, informed of and interested in Institute activities. In its meetings, bulletins, and news
releases it should advertise the services of the Institute: its publications, meetings, and technical -
committee work, and should stress the advantages of membership. It should actively support
Institute projects-such as the Building -Fund Campaign-and will usually find its efforts well
repaid in the interest resulting from direct participation by the members.

The Section should provide means for expressing to the Institute the ideas, wishes, and in-
terests of its members. This duty is too often overlooked. Actions of the Institute officers and
Board which draw criticism from the membership may often result from a complete lack of ex-
pression of opinion from the members, either personally or through the Sections. If the Sections
were more aggressive is encouraging expression of opinion, the Institute could be better guided
to the satisfaction of all of us.

The Section is also responsible for keeping the local Institute records and for maintaining a
healthy condition of membership in its area. Probably every Section has its problems with local
rivalry and with groups which could become useful members, but who choose to enjoy a purely
passive membership. A working Personnel Committee can be most useful to the members, the
Section, and the Institute, with suggestions for appointments and upgrading. I believe that
the efficiency of the whole Section executive committee could be much improved by a visit from
a member of the Executive Secretary's staff early in his term of office. Many Section officers
have little preparation or aid for their duties except the use of the Section Manual.

Aside from its functions as an agent, the Section is the natural medium for acquainting mem-
bers with each other's work and technical interests and problems. Most Sections can stimulate
interest by encouraging their own members to present technical papers or brief reports on sub-
jects of which they have special knowledge.

These, in general, are the Sections' obligations and opportunities. The burden of performance
usually falls on the Section Executive Committee. This group consists of volunteer workers, and
to do its job well, needs the assistance of the members and of the Institute staff. The Institute
knows that strong Sections mean a stronger I.R.E., and most members realize that active par-
ticipation returns them maximum membership benefits. Let's promote our Section programs.
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Blackstone

George W. Bailey
EXECUTIVE SECRETARY, THE INSTITUTE OF RADIO ENGINEERS

George W. Bailey was born in Quincy, Massachusetts,
May 14, 1887. He received the A.B. degree from
Harvard College in 1907, and is treasurer of his class.

He first engaged for fifteen years in the manufactur-
ing of shoes in New England, and then became active
for another fifteen years in rubber manufacturing.

He has long been well known as an amateur radio
operator, and his station call W1KH is recognized the
world over. Since 1940 he has held the high offices of
president of the American Radio Relay League, and
president of the International Amateur Radio Union.
His standing has been further recognized by the award
to him of the Marconi Medal of Service of the Veteran
Wireless Operators Association, of which organization
he is an honorary member.

In May, 1941, he was invited to go to Washington by
the National Research Council, in order to assist the
Signal Corps in recruiting candidates, with scientific
training, suitable for the Electronics Training Group.
Later he became chief of the Scientific Personnel Office,

of the Office of Scientific Research and Development,
under Dr. Vannevar Bush, director.

He enjoys an exceptionally wide acquaintance among
scientists and professional engineers, and has an unusu-
ally intimate knowledge of the important part they
have played in the successful prosecution of the war.

Mr. Bailey recently was appointed Executive Secre-
tary of The Institute of Radio Engineers. He will also
continue to work with Dr. Bush for an indefinite period,
in the meantime devoting part of his time to his duties
with the Institute.

In 1938 he became an Associate Member of the I.R.E.
He is the Chairman of Committee 1, and a member of
Committees 12 and 13 of the War Communications
Board, and a member of the Administrative Commit-
tee of the Radio Technical Planning Board. He is Chief
Radio Aide of the War Emergency Radio Service of
the District of Columbia. He is a member of the
Cosmos Club of Washington, D. C., and the Har-
vard Clubs of Washington, New York, and Boston.
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The Organization of Research in the Radio Industry
After the War*

W. RUPERT MACLAURINf

Summary-One of the serious weaknesses in the organization of
research in the radio industry between the two world wars was the
absence of adequate research or incentives to research, on the part
of RCA licensees. Another weakness was the tendency to bureauc-
racy in the large industrial laboratories.

Our major postwar scientific need is for more men who combine
a thorough training in their subjects with creative originality. Such
men can be produced, but industry must give further thought to the
conditions which lead to the most effective flowering of group and
individual scientific productivity. There has been a tendency in the
radio and other industries to burn up our young research men and
exploit their youthful energy.

There were very few companies in the radio industry prior to the
war that had acquired the research spirit. Most of them were essen-
tially imitative. The major rewards in these companies went to
manufacturing positions, and the research men were given very little
freedom and were placed under considerable pressure for short-
range results. Where significant research contributions were made,
adequate recognition was not given. This pattern should be changed,
but it cannot be done merely by giving lip service to research.

Another vital task is the protection of research personnel during
business depressions. If we go through a period of difficult postwar
readjustment, there is a serious danger that the research interest
which is now developing in the medium-sized and small companies
will not survive. This would be very unfortunate, because the health
of the radio industry will depend on the number of vigorous and vital
independent research organizations that it supports after the war.

ATTHE OUTSET I should like to explain how a
professor of industrial economics happens to be
concerning himself with the organization of re-

search in the radio industry. About four years ago, a
new program of studies was initiated at the Massachu-
setts Institute of Technology on the economics of
technological change, under an exploratory grant from
the Rockefeller Foundation. Our purpose has been to
undertake studies in a number of different industries in
order to assess the economic -environmental conditions
which have been conducive to effective technical prog-
ress. Such studies, we hope, will prove helpful in indi-
cating some of the postwar research goals for which we
should strive and some of the methods that might be
utilized for reaching those objectives. In this venture the
economist needs help and encouragement from the engi-
neer. I hope, therefore, that we may receive ideas and
suggestions from the radio engineers for carrying out
these studies, especially the study of the radio industry
in which I have been actively engaged for some time.

Research objectives in the radio industry after the
war should be part of the more general problem of re-
search goals for American industry. What do we want
from such research? In the first place, we want steady

* Decimal classification: R010. Original manuscript received
by the Institute, February 8, 1945; revised manuscript received,
April 10, 1945. Presented, Rochester Fall Meeting, November 14,
1944, Rochester, N. Y.

t Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge, Mass.

progress to higher standards of living; and research has
a very vital role to play in achieving that objective. We
also want to provide adequate outlets for new invest-
ment in American enterprise. A mature economy, with
a high level of individual and corporate savings, needs
increasing outlets for investment to continue its de-
velopment. If, as is often suggested, our American
frontiers for the balance of the twentieth century are
likely to be scientific, we must spend a considerably
higher proportion of our national income on research.
We must also lay greater emphasis on pure research;
for it is from pure research that the basic ideas for new
industries and important new products spring. I be-
lieve, therefore, that the scientists and research workers
in the United States can look forward to increasingly im-
portant roles in American economic life in the years
ahead. But it will take serious thought by industry,
the universities, and the government to achieve a rate
of scientific progress that is commensurate with our
national needs and potentialities.

The term "research" can be used to cover production
engineering, advanced engineering development, and
pure research. For the purposes of discussion here, I
am concerned exclusively with the last two functions. I
am also primarily concerned with original advanced
engineering development rather than with imitative
development.

The radio industry stems originally from pure re-
search which was carried on by a handful of university
professors in the last half of the nineteenth century. It
is to Faraday, Maxwell, Hertz, J. J. Thomson, Branly,
Popoff, Oliver Lodge, and Wehnelt that we must look
for the origins of the industry. These men worked either
in universities or in institutions of a comparable char-
acter, such as the Royal Institution in London, where
Faraday conducted his vital research program.

From 1900 to 1920 the fundamental discoveries that
had been made before the turn of the century were first
reduced to practice. The work of Marconi, de Forest,
Fessenden, and Armstrong can be characterized, I be-
lieve, as advanced engineering development of the best
type. So, also, were the contributions of Arnold, Nichol-
son, and others of the Bell Telephone Laboratories; and
of Langmuir, Alexanderson, and Hull, of the General
Electric Company. The dividing line in some of these
cases between what we should characterize as pure re-
search and advanced development is difficult to draw.
The contributions of Langmuir in particular lay at least
equally in pure research.

What are the high spots of the period from 1920 to
1940? It is to the General Electric Company, the Bell
Telephone Laboratories, and the Westinghouse Elec-
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tric and Manufacturing Company that we owe the
very important developments in power tubes. The Gen-
eral Electric Company produced the screen -grid tube.
The Westinghouse Company and the Radio Corpora-
tion of America brought out the iconoscope, with its
revolutionary impact on television. Farnsworth, work-
ing alone, produced the image dissector; and Armstrong,
as a college professor and independent inventor, de-
veloped frequency modulation. There were, of course,
hundreds of other significant improvements that took
place in radio technique, but these were some of the
brightest spots.

Although this was a period in which substantial con-
tributions were made, I believe that there were serious
weaknesses in the organization of research in the radio
industry between the two world wars. One such weak-
ness was the absence of adequate research or of "incen-
tives to research" on the part of RCA licensees during
this period. Another weakness was the tendency to
bureaucracy in the big industrial laboratories. Their
contributions were important, but there was too high a
proportion of directed projects. In physics, for example,
there is evidence that the large industrial laboratories
after World War I did not attract the best young
physicists and give them freedom to develop their sci-
ence as they saw fit. University research in physics
and electrical engineering was inadequate in volume
and freedom during this period. By and large, many of
our better university departments, which were capable
of making research contributions, were harassed by
heavy teaching loads and seriously restricted by finan-
cial limitations. There were too many short-range pro-
jects undertaken; and there were too many engineering
professors who were forced to supplement their incomes
by short-term consulting relationships with industry.
Such consulting arrangements had certain advantages
in keeping close contact between universities and in-
dustry, but in many cases they were carried to the
point of inhibiting sustained research effort.

What can we expect in the electronics industry from
1945 to 1965? Fortunately, many more companies
have had a taste of research during the war, and have
initiated programs which they will try to continue.
There is also a significant movement toward integration
in the radio industry which is resulting in the emergence
of large, integrated units, each capable of conducting
substantial research. The period of novitiate of the
Radio Corporation of America is over, and, separated
from its parents, the child may well expect vigorous
competition from both the General Electric Company,
its father, and the Westinghouse Company, its mother,
who are getting to be more independent of each other
than they ever were before. Philco has absorbed Na-
tional Union; Sylvania has taken on Colonial; Bendix,
so far an unknown quantity, is expected to enter both
the set and tube industry after the war as a large and
important factor with which to be reckoned. These

companies alone constitute substantial, integrated con-
cerns where there was only one during most of the pe-
riod from 1920 to 1940. Such a situation is considerably
more healthy.

The subsequent question, however, is whether organ-
izations like Philco, Sylvania, Crosley, Emerson, Galvin,
and Zenith will build up important research organiza-
tions after the war; and will the smaller companies make
comparable contributions relative to their size? If every
company in the industry supported a first-class research
organization it certainly would not pay as well as in the
past. However, I think this very unlikely. The majority
of small companies cannot support vital research organ-
izations. Moreover, there will always be imitator firms,
firms which keep their research budgets purposely low
and make profits from sales and production skill and
the speed with which they are able to follow somebody
else's lead. Such companies perform a useful function in
getting new products introduced rapidly. It would be
unfortunate if all companies in an industry were imita-
tor firms, but we need some such concerns and we are
certainly going to have them.

My own belief is that research in electronics will con -

continue to pay, although not the dividends, probably,
that the General Electric Company obtained from its
original investment in Whitney, Coolidge, and Lang-
muir. Those returns were enormous, and they were
thoroughly justified from the social point of view. Yet,
while the return is not likely, to be as large as this, the
possibilities in electronics are still sufficiently great that
ample dividends will be obtained from intelligent in-
vestment in research. It is up to the engineers to per-
suade their managements that research pays and will
continue to pay. More important, they will need to per-
suade their managements what it means. There has been
too much lip service to research in this and other in-
dustries, a confusion of imitative development work
with the function of creating important new ways of
doing things. There is a serious danger that the current
popular interest in research which has infected manage-
ment as well as the public at large will result in the mush-
rooming of second-rate research groups throughout the
country. If research is to mean anything at all, it must
be well done. Otherwise it is futile and a waste of time.

The smaller industrial companies interested in mov-
ing out of an essentially subservient and imitative posi-
tion have a particularly difficult task. They should offer
considerably greater rewards than they have in the past
for men who make original contributions. They also
should encourage men to plan a research career and
stay with it. Too often the major rewards go to manu-
facturing positions or to administrative positions in re-
search. This needs to be supplemented by rewards for
individual brilliance. Research has moved in the direc-
tion of co-operative teams, but this should not be the
only pattern. For a man of high originality who is not
able to work well in a co-operative team, special efforts
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ought to be made to find an important place in the com-
pany's organization. The smaller companies by and
large have not faced this problem squarely. If the re-
wards in a company in terms of salary, prestige, and
security go to the administrator, ambitious young men
will be continually pushing in that direction, regardless
of whether they have any administrative skills.

Those who are responsible for directing research in
the organizations which are beginning to get a taste for
research will need to convince their managements of the
necessity of the long-range approach to research accom-
plishment. They will need to demand that they have
some men of high quality on their staffs who are not ex-
pected to deliver in a short period, who should be rela-
tively free within the framework of the company's inter-
ests to study and develop as they see fit. Such men, if
they wish to, should be encouraged and financed by their
companies to do postgraduate work in a university, and
they should be encouraged to publish the results of their
work. The publication of significant results is important
as an intellectual discipline and as a method of gaining
the interest and respect of one's professional colleagues,
without which interchange of ideas does not come freely.

I believe that, if a company's field of interest is de-
fined, one can rely on the intelligence of a good man to
develop a fresh approach to his company's problems.
Management, however, must expect that there will be
some failures in research. If a company is not willing to
finance and encourage research with the degree of free-
dom that I have suggested, it has not acquired the re-
search spirit; and I believe that the further spread of
the research spirit is not only very important from the
standpoint of our national interests but will continue
to pay dividends to those industrial concerns that sup-
port it.

Much has been said about the shortage of highly
trained and original scientific personnel. There will be
a shortage after the war, but if industry will offer inter-
esting and important career opportunities for such men,
they can be created. To do so may mean reaching down
into the high-school system to encourage youngsters of
scientific talent. There is a growing realization of the
importance of doing this, and industry must play its
part in the process. The work of the Westinghouse Com-
pany along these lines deserves special commendation.

Industry must give further thought, however, to the
conditions which lead to the most effective flowering of
group and individual scientific productivity. This is
perhaps an area of inquiry in which the universities can
be of service. Our industrial relations section at Mas-
sachusetts Institute of Technology is expanding its
work in the field of psychology; and one of our projects
is to make some studies of scientific productivity in in-
dustry and in universities. We should be very glad to
know of companies which would be interested in co-
operating with us in studies of this nature. Preliminary
inquiry suggests that the environment in an institution

is often frustrating to individual productivity in a man's
early career. There seems to be a tendency to burn up
our young men and exploit their youthful energy. This
may mean that, when a man reaches his forties, his
capacity for further intellectual growth has been
stunted.

Another vital task is the protection of research per-
sonnel during business depressions. The maintenance of
key engineering personnel ought to be regarded as a
"fixed charge" by any company that has research ambi-
tions. Drastic curtailments of research and engineering
staffs set a program of research back considerably more
than the number of man-hours lost. Good working
teams take a long time to assemble. Managements
should plan for as stable a research budget as possible
and not be hypersensitive to the annual profit -and -loss
statement. This whole issue, of course, presents a prob-
lem which is larger than any one company or any one
industry. One reason for our technological lack of pre-
paredness in this war arose from the impact of the great
depression on research and engineering. No individual
company, unless it happened to be in a peculiarly favor-
able condition, could stand out against such a serious de-
pression. Unfortunately, however, research depart-
ments have sometimes been the first to receive a budget
cut. I hope that engineers will educate managements to
an understanding of the vital importance of continuity
in research* programs. From the social point of view,
such continuity con-
tinuity of dividend payments; and stockholders must,
and I believe can, be educated to accept this fact.

Today, research and engineering stand high in the
minds of management; and it is manpower, rather than
budgetary problems, that presents the real difficulty.
However, if we go through a period of difficult postwar
readjustment, there is a serious danger that the tender
research roots which are just beginning to sprout in the
medium-sized and small companies will find themselves
again deprived of nourishment.

I should like also to discuss briefly the roles of the
universities and engineering schools after the war. The
intensity and duration of the atomistic struggle in Eu-
rope means that the mantle of research leadership will
rest on our shoulders after the war. To an extent that we
frequently do not recognize, we have leaned on Europe
in the past for basic and original research. Our own gen-
ius has run more to advanced engineering development.
In the future the world will look to America for the
most important new advances in fundamental research.
The universities have a vital role to play in fundamental
research, and this can be performed only with adequate
financial backing. There is serious danger that they will
not receive support on a scale which is adequate to our
national needs and responsibilities. I would urge that
the radio industry give more serious consideration to
supporting university research in electronics. The com-
parative advantage of the universities and engineering
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schools lies in fundamental research and long-range
engineering development: Industry should, therefore,
not be too fearful of competition from the universities,
as their activities should be primarily complementary
rather than competitive.

There is also need for better liaison between industrial
and university research. A higher proportion of the radio
companies should keep more closely in touch with the
significant scientific developments that may affect their
industry, particularly in the field of physics. The work of
the wartime university research laboratories has made
abundantly clear what can be accomplished by the ap-
plication of the most advanced scientific thought to the
production of new devices. After the war, could we not
arrange for more exchange of scientific talent between
universities and industries on short-term leaves of ab-
sence? A sabbatical year spent in an important indus-
trial research laboratory working on a problem of keen
interest to the university scientist would be an enriching
experience which too few have had. Similarly for the in-
dustrial scientist, a year in a university laboratory,
with some seminar teaching on the side, should be re-
freshing. In any event, could we not try it more?

What should the role of government be in encouraging
research after the war? A radical solution would be the
continuation, on a wartime scale and with government
support, of the work of organizations such as the Radia-
tion Laboratory. Such laboratories would " be govern-
ment and might or might not be connected
with a university after the war. This is the kind of plan
that the Russians have adopted. It was necessary there
because industry had not developed significant research
of its own.

Personally, I should favor a more conservative solu-
tion. There seems no necessity for supporting govern-
ment laboratories on such a scale if industry and the
universities cover the field adequately. The government
of the United States has a serious responsibility to main-
tain our technical military security; but, as I see it, the
most important need for military security is to support
fundamental research on a generous scale. There will be
more international competition in research with Russia
and with England after the war. This should be healthy,
and we must not allow ourselves to fall behind. We shall
have to study carefully whether some means cannot be
devised, comparable in effectiveness to the operation of
the Office of Scientific Research and Development during
the war, whereby federal funds are made available for
fundamental research in universities and nonprofit re-
search institutes. If this is to be done, however, we must
be certain that the work is carried on by first-rate minds
under conditions which permit broad freedom of inquiry.

A few words also on the patent system and its rela-
tion to postwar research. I do not think that we should
emasculate it. I believe that the patent system acts as
an incentive to research. If there is no patent protection,
industry will tend increasingly to secret practices or be-
come primarily imitative. Nonetheless, the abuses of
the patent system are very real, especially in relation
to monopoly. Our antitrust legislation is not adequate
to protect the public against monopolistic abuses of
patents. We are in need of greater social understanding
on the part of business leaders and patent holders. The
patent holder of the future must be more conscious of
his relations to the public. If his royalty demands are
reasonable, and if his attitude is not restrictionist, there
should be no serious difficulties. However, if patent
holders try to perpetuate monopoly by restrictionist
cross -licensing arrangements, they will play into the
hands of those who want to scrap the system by legisla-
tive action. Also, if an important holder of patents re-
fuses to pay royalties to smaller companies that are
research -minded and are beginning to develop their own
patent position, these companies will do everything pos-
sible to break down the patent structure of the industry.
Infringement suits will abound and, with the present
thinking of the courts, the patent system will soon be
undermined. There is no doubt that the courts have
been increasingly severe with the patent holder, but
this attitude can be changed. It is monopolistic prac-
tices of which the courts have been afraid.

The electronics industry will thus need far-sighted
leadership to develop the most healthy research organ-
izations after the war. I am optimistic about this coun-
try's capacity to change its institutions to meet new
situations. I believe that, twenty years from now, we
shall regard our prewar organization of research and
advanced engineering as very primitive. In any country
that is moving forward, a dynamic and structural shift
takes place in the principal occupations. Our major
postwar scientific need is for more men who combine a
thorough training in their subjects with creative origin-
ality. In the years immediately after the war, engineer-
ing applications of wartime developments will provide
many new opportunities, and our research laboratories
will be busy reducing these developments to efficient
commercial practice. We must remember that we have
destroyed our seed corn during the war period in that
we have not been training young men for fundamental
research. We are presented, therefore, with a school
problem, a university problem, and an industry prob-
lem of how best to encourage and train new creative
scientific talent. Industry has a very vital part to play
in accomplishing this objective.



Tonal -Range and Sound -Intensity Preferences
of Broadcast Listeners*
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Summary-This paper reports the findings of an investigation to
determine the tonal -range and sound -intensity preferences of a
representative cross section of radio -broadcast listeners. As con-
trasted to former studies that have been undertaken to determine
the theoretical or ideal requirements for the transmission and repro-
duction of broadcast program material, this undertaking ascertained
the tonal range and sound intensity that the average listener con-
sidered most pleasant; that is, the method of reproduction the lis-
tener would select for use in his home when listening for enjoyment.

Almost 500 subjects, in small groups, took part in the tests and all
together, over 10,000 individual preferences were indicated. In ad-
dition to the "average" listeners, tests were undertaken with a group
of professional musicians whose training presumably qualified them
as critical listeners, and with a group of frequency -modulation
listeners. A wide variety of program material, including popular,
light -classical, and classical music, male and female vocals, and male
and female spoken and dramatic speech, was presented at three
tonal ranges. These were arbitrarily designated as narrow, medium,
and wide. The exact frequency ranges used are shown in Fig. 1.

The trend was consistent throughout the investigation. The main
conclusions of the study are:

(a) Listeners prefer either a narrow or medium tonal range to a
wide one. However, the exact choice of bandwidth varies to some ex-
tent, within these limits, for different types of program content.

(b) Most listeners still prefer a narrow to a wide tonal range
even when informed that one condition is "low -fidelity" and the
other is "high-fidelity."

(c) Listeners prefer a peak sound intensity somewhere between
60 and 70 decibels above the acoustical reference level.

(d) Listeners prefer a higher sound intensity for speech than for
music.

(e) No great differences in preferences were found between
groups of different sex, age, education, and musical training; even
professional musicians and frequency -modulation listeners having
the same preferences.

I. INTRODUCTION

ANUMBER of investigators have undertaken
studies to determine the frequency range of the
human ear,' the manner in which this character-

istic varies with age,2 the discernibility of changes in fre-
quency range,' the requirements of an ideal program -
transmission system,' and the audible frequency ranges
of musical instruments and of speech.5 However, very
little if any work has been undertaken to determine the
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tonal -range and sound -intensity preferences of a repre-
sentative cross section of radio -broadcast listeners.

As contrasted to the studies that have been made, the
purpose of this investigation was the determination of
the method of reproduction which is most pleasant to
the observer, rather than a study of his ability to detect
changes in tonal ranges or to hear sounds of various fre-
quencies and intensities. In addition, this study was
made with a group of "average" listeners, rather than
with skilled or professional observers, except, as will be
noted, certain trained or experienced subjects were used
in order to ascertain their reactions as contrasted to
those of the "average" listener. Furthermore, the pres-
ent investigation was made with a variety of both musi-
cal and voice passages under carefully controlled condi-
tions, in order to evaluate the influence of program con-
tent upon the listeners' choice. It is believed that this
study is the most extensive one of its kind that has been
made to date.

II. PLAN OF THE STUDY

Basic Plan:
The study consisted of two basic experiments, in each

of which the participants were presented with 10 pas-
sages of speech and 10 passages of music. During each
passage the form of reproduction was alternated be-
tween two different tonal ranges or two different sound
intensities. For some passages, volume was kept con-
stant while tonal range varied; for others, the tonal
range was kept constant while intensity was varied, and
in a few cases, as will be detailed, both factors were
changed.

For each passage, the participants were asked to se-
lect from the two methods of presentation, the one they
found more pleasant to listen to. They were asked to
imagine that they were at home, listening to the radio,
and to react to the broadcasts in the same way as they
would at home. While the conditions of the study did
not correspond exactly to home listening conditions, in-
dications were (see Appendi,x I) that an overwhelming
majority of the listeners would not have made a differ-
ent choice if they were listening at home.

It was found necessary to conduct several types of
experiments, rather than one, since preliminary studies
indicated that the nature of the tests was such that
fatigue or boredom might be influencing factors after
the subjects had heard more than 20 to 25 passages.

Experiment I (a) was a basic experiment primarily for
the purpose of determining tonal -range preferences of a
cross section of listeners for male speech and classical
music. Experiment I(b) involved the presentation of
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types of program material and performers not covered
by the first experiment. The program content consisted
of female speech, mixed dramatic speech, piano, and
popular music.

Two supplementary tonal -range experiments were
undertaken with two special groups, professional musi-
cians (Experiment II(a)) and frequency -modulation
listeners (Experiment II(b)) to determine whether the
basic group preferences were universal. In addition, the
group of professional musicians was included in the
studies to determine whether past experience with wide
tonal range influenced preferences. The plan of these
experiments followed exactly that of the first experiment
and employed the same program material (male speech
and classical music).

In the basic experiments, special electrical -transcrip-
tion -type recordings were used, in order to insure uni-
formity and reproducibility of performance. The sub-
jects were not advised, nor were the majority of them
aware, of the fact that recordings were used. However,
a supplementary. tonal -range type of experiment (III)
was undertaken in order to evaluate any possible influ-
ence that the use of recordings may have had upon the
results. The plan of this experiment was the same as for
the other tonal -range experiments except that a regular
broadcast program, transmitted by wire directly from
the originating studio, was used instead of recordings.

The final type of experiment undertaken (IV) was
primarily for the purpose of determining sound -inten-
sity or acoustical -level preferences. The same male -
speech and classical -music selections used in the previ-
ous experiments were presented in these tests. The
whole list of experiments is summarized in Table I.

TABLE I
LIST OF EXPERIMENTS

Expert"
meet Basic Type Program Material Subjects

Number
of

Subjects
I(a) Tonal Range Voice and Classical Music Broadcast 105

(recorded) Listener
1(b) Tonal Range Female Speech, Mixed Dra-

matic Speech, Piano, Pop-
ular Music (recorded)

Broadcast
Listener

123

II(a) Tonal Range Voice and Classical Music Professional 20
(recorded) MusiciansII(b) Tonal Range Voice and Classical Music
(recorded)

Frequency -
modulation

96

ListenersIII Tonal Range Light -Classical and Popular Broadcast 43
Music (live) Listener

IV Sound Intensity Voice and Classical Music Broadcast 111
(recorded) Listener

Total 498

Subjects:
The main group of subjects, all adults, was secured

by means of spot announcements broadcast over the
Columbia Broadcasting System's key station, WABC,
located in New York City. The professional musicians
who took part in the tests were Columbia Broadcasting
System staff performers. The frequency -modulation
listeners were obtained from a list of frequency -modula-
tion -set owners that had been compiled in connection
with another study.

For the various experiments, a total of 29 listener ses-
sions was conducted. In no case were the same subjects
used for more than one experiment. A total of 498
listeners took part in the tests. The exact composition
of the samples is detailed in Table II.

TABLE II
COMPOSITION OF THE GROUPS

(All figures are percentages)

Experiment
I(a)

(Cross
Section)

I(b)
(Cross

Section)

II(a)
(Musi-
clans)

II(b) III
(crossMod. Section)Listeners)

IV(Freq.

(Cross
Section)

Sex
Percentages

Male 48 31 100 51 30 40Female 52 69 0 49 70 60

Age
Under 25 49 57 0 9 38 44Over 25 49 4.3 100 91 60 56No data 2 - - - 2 -

Education
Grade School 10 5 20 9 2 9High School 67 70 55 42 67 56
College 23 25 25 47 29 34No data - - - 2 2 1

Musical Preference
Popular 26 12 5 6 5 23
Semiclassical 47 48 0 34 42 51Classical 27 40 95 60 51 26No data - - - - 2 -

Musical Training
None 28 23 0 22 33 25Less than 1 year 30 34 0 13 7 181 to 2 years 24 20 0 36 20 29More than 2 years 18 23 100* 29 40 26No data - - - - - 2

Instrument
Plays none 79 76 0 53 63 66Plays instrument 21 24 100 47 37 34

Actual Number
of Persons 105 123 20 96 43 111Number of Sessions 8 6 3 5 1 6

* 95 per cent indicated more than five years formal training.

Environment:
In order to simulate living -room conditions, at least

to a degree, a small studio, having a low ceiling, was
used for the study. The room used was 22 feet wide, 30
feet long, and 81 feet high. All properties normally asso-
ciated with a broadcast studio were removed, or, as in
the case of the control room, hidden from view. A rug,
piano, armchairs, etc., were provided. The average noise
level in the room, with no observers present, was 25
decibels above the acoustical -reference level of 10-" watt
per square centimeter.

The loudspeaker used to reproduce the voice and pro-
gram material was located at one end of the room. It
was placed behind a very light scrim curtain in order to
avoid any possibility of the particular style of cabinet or
the general appearance of the loudspeaker influencing
the listeners.

Measurements indicated that the sound intensity in
all parts of the room was essentially alike since, as de-
tailed below, the loudspeaker had a wide angle of cover-
age. As an additional precaution, however, all listeners
were seated towards the front of the room and as near its
center line as feasible.

Equipment:

Except for one series of tests that were made with live
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talent, all voice and music selections were produced from
especially recorded "masters" cut on cellulose -nitrate
coated disks. The records were made by the Columbia
Recording Corporation, and employed the standard
electrical -transcription recording characteristic.' This
source of program material was used in order to insure
absolute uniformity in the material presented at each
session. Furthermore, original master recordings were
used because of the extremely low surface -noise level
that this type of recording affords. A new cut was used
for each session to avoid any possibility of the quality
being impaired by repeated playings.

The over-all response of the reproducing system was
essentially uniform from 40 to 10,000 cycles per second.
The background noise, even during the reproduction of
the records, was negligible and not detectable by the
majority of the listeners. The measured distortion of the
electrical portion of the system was extremely low
throughout the frequency range. Although facilities
were not available to determine, quantitatively, the
nonlinear distortion introduced by the loudspeaker,
trained observers, critically listening to the system,
agreed that no distortion of this type was detectable.
This observation was consistent with the manufacturer's
claims for the loudspeaker and the measured distortion
of the electrical portion of the system.

The loudspeaker unit was a dual unit of well-known
manufacture, employing a folded horn for the low fre-
quencies and a multicellular horn for the high frequen-
cies. The coverage of the latter unit was uniform over a
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Fig. 1-The frequency limits of the three tonal ranges (wide, me-
dium, and narrow) used for the study are shown. These response -
frequency characteristics are for the entire channel, including the
recording and reproducing equipment but excluding the loud-
speaker.

70 -degree angle in the horizontal plane and a 35 -degree
angle in the vertical plane. The loudspeaker was in-
stalled high enough above the floor so that listeners in
the front row did not block the sound for the listeners in
succeeding rows.

The system was equipped with filters to provide three
tonal ranges, nominally designated narrow, medium,
and wide, respectively. The filter units consisted of a
single -section, prototype band-pass filter with midshunt
terminations. The over-all response -frequency char-
acteristics of the system, including the recording and
reproducing equipment but exclusive of the loudspeaker,
are illustrated in Fig. 1. The transmission bandwidths
were chosen, in accordance with established Columbia
Broadcasting System practice,' so as to maintain a bal-
ance between the high and the low frequencies, the
product of the upper- and the lower -frequency limits,
for a given attenuation, being equal to approximately
400,000. Furthermore, the band-pass filters had the
characteristics shown, rather than very sharp cutoffs,
since these are representative of the conditions that gen-
erally prevail in radio and recording equipment.

Program Material:
For the basic series of experiments, two classical -

musical selections, Music A and B, Table III, and two
speech selections, Speech A and B, were used. In order

TABLE III
LIST OF PROGRAM MATERIAL

Selec-
tion Title Author Performer Used in

Experiment

A Carmen

B Preludia

C Moon Love
D Long Ago and Far Away
E An Hour Never Passes
F If I Knew Then
G I'll Be Seeing You
H Sweet and Lovely

I Amor
Pretty Kitty Blue Eyes

K Long Ago and Far Away
L Let Me Call Yon Sweet-

heart
M A Kiss to Remember

N My Jesus, I Love Thee

A Script "Untitled"

B Script "Untitled"

C Script "Untitled-
]) Mrs. Miniver

Music Selections
Bizet Orchestra, 40 pieces I (a). II (a) ,

II(b). IV
Jarnefelt Orchestra, 40 pieces I(a). II(a),

II(b), IV
McDavid Pianist I(b)
Kern Orchestra, 16 pieces I(b)
Kennedy Soprano and Orchestra** III
Jurgens Soprano and Orchestra** III
Kahal Chorus* III
Arnheim, Tenor and Orchestra** III
Tobias,
Lemas
Ruiz Soprano and Orchestra** III
Curtis Tenor, Chorus.* Or III-

chestra**
Kern Soprano and Orchestra** III
Friedman Chorus and Orchestra** III

Silver Soprano, Chorus,* Or- III
chestra**

Gordon Soprano, Chorus,* Or- III
chestra**

Speech Selections
Corwin

Corwin

Corciin
Bixby

Tenor Speech

Tenor speech

Soprano speech
Soprano and baritone

speech

* 14 female voices
** 29 pieces

to ascertain the effect of program content upon the re-
sults, and secondarily, the universality of the results ob-
tained from the basic experiments, Experiment I(b)
was performed with other types of program material.
The supplemental selections were a piano solo covering
a wide tonal range, Music C; a popular song played by a
16 -piece orchestra, Music D; soprano speech, Speech C;
and speech with mixed voices and sound effects, Speech
D.

6 L. C. Smeby, "Recording and reproducing standards," PROC. 7 H. A. Chinn, "Broadcast studio audio -frequency systems de-
I.R.E., vol. 30, pp. 355-356; August, 1942. sign," PRoc. I.R.E., vol. 27, pp. 83-87; February, 1939.
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For the tests undertaken with live talent, Experiment
III, a regular Columbia Broadcasting System broad-
cast program, "The American Melody Hour," was
transmitted directly from the originating studio to the
place where the experiment was conducted with no deg-
radation in fidelity.The selections were of a light popular
variety, played by a 29 -piece orchestra with vocals by
a 14 -voice female chorus, a tenor, and two sopranos.
The numbers are detailed in Table III, Music E to N,
inclusive. During this experiment the listeners heard
only the musical selections; all spoken material (an-
nouncements) was deleted.

Experimental Procedure:

The pattern followed in all listener sessions was alike.
The subjects were told that, during the course of the
experiment, they were to hear music and speech pre-
sented in several different ways. The listeners were ad-
vised that there were no right or wrong answers, and
that they were to indicate the method of presentation
they personally liked and found more pleasant. In ad-
dition, the blanks upon which the subjects recorded
their choices provided means for indicating if both con-
ditions were liked about equally well or neither was
liked. Furthermore, if the listeners had a strong prefer-
ence, they could so indicate.

The conditions of presentation were identified for the
listeners by means of a pair of signal lights, numbered
1 and 2, which were synchronized with the changes in
type of presentation. The lights were mounted verti-
cally, one over the other.

Each test passage was exactly one minute in length,
and during this period the paired conditions were alter-
nately presented, each time for a ten -second interval.
Thus, in a one -minute period, the listener had an op-
portunity to compare each type of presentation three
times.

In the experiments, three tonal ranges and three de-
grees of sound intensity were used in various combina-
tions. For convenience, these are nominally referred to
herein as narrow, medium, and wide tonal ranges; and
low, moderate, and high sound intensities. It is to be
noted that the designations assigned are entirely abi-
trary. The actual tonal ranges are detailed in Fig. 1 and
the sound intensity levels are given in Table IV.

TABLE IV
PEAK SOUND INTENSITIES

Nominal Designation Sound Intensity*
Low
Moderate
High

50 decibels
60 decibels
70 decibels

*Above acoustical -reference level of 10-x watt per square centimeter.

These particular limits were chosen because the
"narrow" tonal range is representative of the perform-
ance of existing console type radio sets. The more popu-

lar table models have even narrower tonal ranges.8 On
the other hand, the "wide" tonal range is believed to be
well above the capabilities of all radio sets with the ex-
ception of a few laboratory -type installations. The inter-
mediate, or "medium" tonal range was chosen since,
based upon liminal units,3 it is exactly halfway between
the narrow and wide tonal ranges.

In the experiments designed primarily to ascertain
tonal -range preferences, five basic pairs were used for
comparison as detailed in Table V. In each of the first

TABLE V
BASIC PAIRS FOR COMPARISON TESTS

Pair
Number Conditions

Experiments I, II, and III
1 Narrow versus medium tonal range, both at moderate intensity
2 Medium versus wide tonal range, both at moderate intensity
3 Narrow versus wide tonal range, both at moderate intensity
4 Wide range at moderate intensity versus narrow range at high intensity
5 Wide range at high intensity versus narrow range at moderate intensity

Experiment IV
6 Low versus moderate intensity, both wide tonal range
7 Moderate versus high intensity, both wide tonal range
8 Low versus moderate intensity, both narrow tonal range
9 Moderate versus high intensity, both narrow tonal range

10 Wide range at low intensity versus narrow range at moderate intensity

three comparisons, the tonal ranges are varied and the
sound intensity was kept constant at a moderate, 60 -
decibel, acoustical level. In the last two pairs, both tonal
range and sound intensity are varied.

In the sound -intensity experiment five other basic
pairs were used, also detailed in Table V. In each of the
first four comparisons, the volume level was varied and
the tonal range kept constant; for the first two, the
tonal range is wide, and for the last two, narrow. In
the last comparison, both tonal range and volume are
varied.

In each experiment the five comparisons were re-
peated for each of the four types of program content,
2 music and 2 speech, making a total of 20 pairs for each
experiment, except in Experiment III, involving live
talent, where only 15 pairs were presented. The order
of presentation was varied and the light positions were
reversed from the first music and speech selections to the
second, in order to eliminate order and position effects.
For instance, condition 1 for Music A became condition 2
for Music B. The purpose of repeating each comparison
was to obtain an estimate of reliability, that is, the ex-
tent to which listeners made the same judgments a sec-
ond time with the same material (see Appendix III).

At the completion of the main experiment, the listen-
ers were given a brief description of low and high fidel-
ity. They then heard two more passages, one with a
wide tonal range and the other with a narrow range,
with a knowledge of which signal light corresponded to
each. Since the term "high fidelity" carries with it
prestige that the term "low fidelity" does not, this test,
in a sense, compared the influence of suggestion with the
judgment of the listener's ear.

 0. B. Hanson, "Comments on high-fidelity," Electronics, vol. 17,
pp. 130-131, pp. 385-391; August, 1944.
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III. ANALYSIS OF RESULTS
Tonal -Range Preferences:

There were three pairs, Table V, pairs 1 to 3, of
tonal -range comparisons: (1) narrow versus medium,
(2) medium versus wide, and (3) narrow versus wide.
In all cases, the peak sound intensity was held constant
at a 60 -decibel acoustical level. Table VI presents the
choices made for music and for speech for all the tonal -
range experiments. Since the results for Music A and
Music B are very much the same, they are combined

years' formal musical training, and all of whom had had
many years of experience. The frequency -modulation
listeners who were subjects of Experiment II(b) all had
owned an above -average console -model frequency -
modulation set for at least one year and most of them
used it "frequently" or "regularly," according to their
own statements.

The results for these two special groups with male
speech and classical music were substantially the same
as for the cross section of listeners; that is, the preference

TABLE VI
TONAL -RANGE PREFERENCES

Tonal Range

Experiment 1(a)
(Cross Section)

Experiment I(b)
(Cross Section)

Experiment II(a)
(Musicians)

Experiment II(b)
(Frequency -Modula-

tion Listeners)
Experiment III
(Live Talent)

Classical
Music

(A and B)

Male
Speech

(A and B)

Piano
Music

(C)

Pop.
Music

(D)

Female
Speech

(C)

Mixed
Speech

(D)

Classical
Music

(A and B)

Male
Speech

(A and B)

Classical
Music

(A and B)

Male
Speech

(A and B)

Light -Classical
Music (E to H
and K to M)

Percentages
Narrow range 38 25 20 26 33 34 28 10 28 31 26
Medium range 19 52 25 33 46 34 20 62 31 55 21
No preference 43 23 55 41 21 32 52 28 41 14 53

Medium range 67 55 24 22 26 64 83 48 61 63 70
Wide range 12 21 28 39 30 15 7 25 16 14 11
No preference 21 24 48 39 44 21 10 27 23 23 19

Narrow range 58 48 30 34 29 45 73 40 59 48 40
Wide range 15 24 24 33 34 23 5 48 28 36 26
No preference 27 28 46 33 37 32 22 12 13 16 34

Size of sample 105 persons 123 persons 20 persons 96 persons 43 persons

in the table. The same is true for Speech A and Speech
B.

In Experiment I (a), a cross section of listeners were
the subjects, and the same male -voice and classical-
music passages were reproduced for all the different
tonal ranges; consequently, any effect the program con-
tent had upon the preferences was the same throughout
this series of tests. Here it is evident that when the
narrow tonal range is compared with the medium range,
pair 1, there is a preference for narrow with music and
medium with speech. However, in the comparisons be-
tween medium and wide, pair 2, and between narrow
and wide, pair 3, the preferences are very markedly for
the narrower band for both classical music and male
speech. These preferences are graphically illustrated in
Fig. 2.

In Experiment I (b) a variety of program content, not
covered by the preceding experiment, was presented
to a cross section of listeners. In this experiment the
preferences were not marked in either direction; that
is, there was no distinct choice for any of the pairs in
most cases. Only with mixed speech was there a marked
preference for the medium over the wide range, and for
the narrow over the wide range. Whereas, in the first
experiments, the preference was somewhere between a
narrow and a medium tonal range, in this experiment
the preference seemed to fall in the medium range. .It
seems that the preference varies somewhat with the
types of program content. In any event, in no instance
is there a great preference for a wide band.

The subjects for Experiment II (a) were professional
musicians, 95 per cent of whom had had more than five

%!

Narrow vs. Wide

NARROW

MEDIUM

Narrow vs. Wide

WIDE

NO PREFERENCE

Fig. 2-The tonal -range preferences of a cross section of listeners for
classical music and male speech are graphically illustrated in this
chart. When the narrow tonal range was compared to the me-
dium range, there was a preference for narrow for music and
medium for speech. However, in the comparison between medium
and wide and between narrow and wide, the preference was very
markedly for the narrower bands for both classical music and
male speech.
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was for a tonal range somewhere between narrow and
medium. Although there was a slight tendency for those
who listen frequently to frequency modulation to prefer
the medium to the narrow tonal range, the differences
were not statistically significant nor were they entirely
consistent. Furthermore, most of the frequency -modula-
tion listeners, even the "regular" ones, preferred the nar-
row and medium bands to the wide tonal range. Thus,
it seems that the preference for a narrow or medium
tonal range is universal, since such choices were made
even by two groups who had a greater liking for classi-
cal music than the average listener. These results for the
professional musicians also tend to disprove any hypoth-
esis that a narrow- or medium -tonal -range preference
is the result of limited experience with a wide range.
Fig. 3 illustrates the tonal -range preferences of the pro-
fessional musicians.

CLASSICAL MUSIC

%

Medium vs. Wide
83%

Narrow vs. Wide

73%

NARROW

MEDIUM

22%

Narrow vs. Medium

Medium vs. Wide

48%

Narrow vs. Wide

48%

WIDE

NO PREFERENCE

Fig. 3-The tonal -range preferences of professional musicians for
classical music and male speech are illustrated in this chart. The
pattern is essentially the same as for the cross section of listeners,
with one exception. In the comparison between narrow and wide,
the musicians had a slight preference for wide for male speech,
but an even more pronounced preference for narrow for classical
music than did the cross section of listeners.

In Experiment III, a cross section of listeners ex-
pressed their preferences based on tests involving live
talent playing and singing light -classical and popular
music. Here, when narrow and medium bands were
compared, most of the judgments were equal and no
marked preference for either was evident. However, as
in the case of preceding experiments, there is a very
marked preference for medium over wide, and a con-

sistent preference for narrow over wide tonal ranges. It
is seen, therefore, that the results obtained in the pre-
ceding experiments could not have been influenced by
the use of electrical transcriptions (see Appendix IV for
details).

In summarizing, the results of the above experiments
indicate that listeners predominantly prefer a tonal
range somewhere between a narrow and medium band.
Although the preferences vary somewhat for different
types of music and speech, the overwhelming majority
never choose a wide band.

Even when the listener has been informed as to which
condition is "low fidelity" (narrow tonal range) and
which is "high fidelity" (wide tonal range) he still
chooses low fidelity. In the playbacks of Experiments
I (a), I (b) and II (a) (see Table VII) the preference for

Tonal
Range

TABLE VII
TONAL -RANGE PREFERENCES

LISTENERS INFORMED OF CONDITIONS

Experiment
I(a)

(Cross Section)

Classical Male
Music Speech

(B) (B)

Experiment
I(b)

(Cross Section)

Popular Mixed
Music Speech

(D) (D)

Experiment Experiment
II(a) II(b)

(Musicians) (Frequency -
Modulation
Listeners)

Classical Male Classical Male
Music Speech Music Speech

(B) (B) (B) (B)

Narrow
Wide
No Prefer-

ence
Size of

sample 105 persons 123 persons 20 musicians 96 persons

Percentages
55 55 34 44 80 63 31 48
32 34 37 34 15 32 55 46

13 11 29 22 5 5 14 6

the narrow band is as great when the listeners were in-
formed of the conditions as when they were not. How-
ever, there is a slightly greater preference for the wide
band, but this is at the expense of the equal judgments.
In all probability, the increased preference for the wide
band indicates that some of the subjects were impressed
by the term "high fidelity."

The frequency -modulation listeners showed a greater
preference for "high fidelity" over the "low" than any
other group when informed of the conditions (Experi-
ment II (b)). In fact, the more they listen to frequency -
modulation, according to their own statements, the
more they indicated preference for high fidelity after
they had been acquainted with the conditions of the
tests. Since these special listeners did not show these
preferences when they were unaware of the conditions
of the tests, it seems that they were more influenced by
the prestige of the term "high fidelity" than any other
group.

A point that lends further support to this conclusion
is that frequency -modulation listeners, after being in-
formed of the conditions, show an even more marked
preference for the "high-fidelity" condition for music
than for speech. These preferences are the reverse of
those made before the subjects were informed of the con-
ditions. This seems to indicate that frequency -modula-
tion -set owners have been susceptible to the various
forms of publicity that stress high quality for musical
programs on frequency -modulation. The "uninformed"
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and "informed" preferences of frequency -modulation
listeners as compared with a cross section of listeners are
illustrated in Fig. 4.

CROSS SECTION OF LISTENERS
WHEN NOT INFORMED WHEN INFORMED

Classical musk

58%

Classical Music

55%

32%

13%

48%

Male Speech

FM LISTENERS

55%

Male Speech

WHEN NOT INFORMED WHEN INFORMED

Classical Music

59%

13%

Classical Music

14%

Male Speech

48%

16%

Male Speech

48% 46%

6%

%////////// NARROW WIDE NO PREFERENCE

Fig. 4-When informed of the conditions of the test, the cross sec-
tion of listeners had a slightly greater preference for wide range
than when not informed. However, the shift was almost entirely
at the expense of the group that indicated "no preference" when
the conditions were unknown tc, them. For male speech, the
frequency -modulation listeners' preferences changed in a similar
manner when informed of the conditions. On the other hand, for
classical music, the frequency -modulation listeners reversed their
preference when informed of the conditions of this test. This was
the only group where the prestige of the term "wide range" or
"high fidelity" appeared to counteract the original unbiased
choice of the listener.

Sound -Intensity Preferences:
In Experiment IV, there were four pairs, Table V,

pairs 6 to 9, of volume -level comparisons; between low
and moderate, and between moderate and high sound
intensities, first at a wide tonal range and then at a
narrow tonal range. As before, the results for both Music
A and B and for both Speech A and B were combined.
These results are presented in Table VIII.

TABLE VIII
SOUND -INTENSITY PREFERENCES

Sound Intensity Tonal
Range

Experiment IV
Classical Music Male Speech

(A and B) (A and B)

Percentages
Low Wide 9 2

Pair 6 Moderate Wide 72 79
No Preference 19 19

(Moderate Wide 27 42
Pair 7 Wide 46 38{High

No Preference 27 20

Low Narrow 18 4
Pair 8 Moderate Narrow 66 91

No Preference 16 5

Moderate(Moderate
Pair 9

Narrow
Narrow

49
30

28
52

No Preference 21 20

(Size of sample: 111 persons)

There is a marked preference for the moderate,
60 -decibel sound -intensity level as against the low,
50 -decibel level either at a narrow or a wide tonal range,
pairs 6 and 8. But there is no clear choice between the
moderate and the high, 70 -decibel levels, pairs 7 and 9.
In other words, the sound -intensity preference for most
listeners seems to lie somewhere between 60 and 70
decibels.

In general, the sound -intensity preference for speech
seems to be somewhat louder than for music, particu-
larly for narrow -band reproduction, pairs 8 and 9.

Tonal -Range and Sound -Intensity Preferences:
To complete the study, experiments were undertaken

to learn what the preferences would be when both tonal

TABLE IX
TONAL. RANGE AND SOUND -INTENSITY PREFERENCES

Tonal
Range

Experiment I(a)
(Cross Section)

Sound

Experiment I(b)
(Cross Section)

Intensity Classical Male Piano Pop. Female
Music Speech Music Music Speech

(A and B) (A and B) (C) (D) (C)

Wide Moderate
Narrow High
No Preference

Wide High
Narrow Moderate
No Preference

Size of Sample

Percentages
21 18 42 41 35
62 70 51 38 52
17 12 7 21 13

28 43 55 18 41
56 34 32 67 37
16 43 13 15 22

105 persons 123 persons

Mixed
Speech

(D)

Experiment II(a)
(Musicians)

Experiment II(b) Experiment III(Frequency-Modula- (Live Talent)Lion Listeners)

Classical Male Classical Male Light-Clasacial
Music Speech Music Speech Music (I to K,

(A and B) (A and B) (A and B) (A and B) M and N)

24 3 5 13 19 22
61 67 75 79 72 73
15 30 20 8 9 5

46 10 30 40 45 47
39 38 28 48 39 37
15 52 42 12 16 16

20 persons 96 persons 43 persons

Tonal Sound
Range Intensity

Experiment IV
(Cross Section)

Classical Male
Music Speech

(A and B) (A and B)

o Wide Low
Narrow Moderate

-a No Preferencea
Size of Sample

Percentages
10 2
76 90
14 8

111 persons
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range and sound intensity were varied simultaneously.
As a part of Experiments I(a), I(b), II(a), II(b) and III,
two such comparisons were undertaken, Table V, pairs
4 and 5; and in Experiment IV, one comparison, Table
V, pair 10. The results of this study are given in Table
IX.

It is evident that, in all three comparisons, the narrow
tonal range is preferred to the wide. However, the
strength of the preferences depends upon the mixture
of the elements. When (pair 10) narrow tonal range at
moderate volume, both of which are preferred elements,
is compared with wide tonal range at low intensity, both
of which are unpreferred elements, then the choice is
overwhelmingly for the preferred combination. In the
other cases, where the comparisons were not between
definitely preferred and unpreferred elements, the
choices were not as consistent or as clear-cut.

TABLE X
TYPICAL GROUP PREFERENCES

(Combined Data for Classical Music and Male Speech)

Groups

Tonal -Range Experiment I(a) Sound -Intensity Experi-
ment IV

Narrow
Tonal
Range

60 -
decibel

level

Wide
Tonal
Range

decibel
level

No
Prefer -

ence

Narrow
Tonal
Range

60 -
decibel

level

Narrow
Tonal
Range

70-
decible

level

No
Prefer-
ence

Percentages
Sex

Male 57 17 26 41 42 17Female 49 22 29 35 42 23

Under 26 55 19 26 34 41 2526 and over 52 20 28 42 41 17

Education
Grade School 46 18 36 48 37 15High School 51 21 28 32 47 21College 60 17 23 46 33 21

Musical Training
None 40 25 35 39 40 21Less than 1 year 56 19 25 26 55 191 to 2 years 56 14 30 39 36 252 or more years 61 18 21 43 41 16

Musical Preference
Popular 55 20 25 40 42 18Semiclassical 49 19 32 39 42 19Classical 57 21 22 35 40 25

Instrument
Plays none 52 18 30 38 42 20Plays 56 24 20 39 39 22

Group Differences in Preference:
The preferences of the listeners of Experiment I (a)

and IV were analyzed by sex, age, education, amount of
musical training, musical preferences, and whether or
not they played an instrument. The criterion of a differ-
ence was determined not only by the size of the differ-
ence but also by its consistency.

In general, the analyses reveal no differences for any
of these breakdowns, with one possible exception;
women display a consistent but very slight tendency
to prefer wider tonal range than men. This trend is
somewhat compensated for by a greater amount of "no
preferences" by women.

Table X shows the results for a typical tonal -range
passage from Experiment I(a) and a typical volume level
passage from Experiment IV. In this table all types of

content are combined (Music A and B and Speech A
and B) because the results for each are very similar.

It is interesting that those subjects over 26 years of
age, when the average listener begins to suffer a hearing
loss,' show no difference in preference from younger
listeners. Education plays no apparent role in prefer-
ence, nor does musical experience. Furthermore, the
results of the tests with the professional musicians and
the frequency -modulation listeners substantiate the
finding that group differences, such as have been in-
vestigated, do not influence tonal -range or sound -inten-
sity preferences. Such uniformity in results for various
types of groups indicates no need for larger samples
than were used.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

The main conclusions of this study are:
1. Listeners prefer either a narrow or medium tonal

range to a wide one. However, the exact choice of band
width varies to some extent within these limits, for differ-
ent types of program content.

2. Listeners prefer a narrow to a wide tonal range,
even when informed that one condition is "low fidelity"
and the other is "high fidelity."

3. Listeners prefer a slightly wider band for female
speech, piano, and popular orchestra selections than for
male speech, mixed dramatic speech, and classical or-
chestra selections.

4. Listeners prefer a peak sound -intensity level some-
where between 60 and 70 decibels above the acoustical -
reference level.

5. Listeners prefer higher sound intensity for male
speech than for classical music.

6. Both tonal range and sound intensity influence the
listeners' choices. The most preferred combination,
within the limits of this study, seems to be a narrow
tonal range and a 60- to 70 -decibel acoustical level.

7. The reasons given for the choices made indicate
that the listeners were not making analytical judgments,
but rather, were judging in terms of what was pleasant
to their ears. In short, they were judging naturally, as
they would at home (see Appendix I).

8. There were no clear-cut and consistent differences
between various subgroups of the audience; sex, age,
education, amount of musical training, musical prefer-
ences, or whether they played a musical instrument.

9. Two groups with special experience, professional
musicians and frequency -modulation listeners, indicated
substantially the same preferences as did the cross sec-
tion of listeners.

V. DISCUSSION

The main conclusion derived from these experiments
was that listeners prefer either a narrow or medium
tonal -range band to a wide band when listening to re-
produced sound. It may be argued, however, that this
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preference for restricted tonal range is the result of years
of experience of listening to a narrow band on the radio
and on recordings. The argument generally continues
that, with experience, listeners will overcome this initial
dislike and discover new enjoyment in wide range. It is
important to understand that this argument is based on
no published experimental evidence whatsoever. It is an
hypothesis unfortunately very often stated as a fact.
Actually, listeners have had extensive experience with
wide range in speech, because that is what they hear all
day long in ordinary conversation, yet in these tests,
they did not prefer a wide band for speech. In addition,
listeners have experienced in the sound produced in
motion -picture theaters a relatively wide range.

With regard to music, it has been found that listeners
prefer narrow range, regardless of how much musical
training and experience they have had. Even profes-
sional musicians, who have had long years of experience
with music produced at the widest natural range, still
manifest the same preferences as other listeners.

It is admitted that these experiments do not furnish
conclusive evidence to settle this question one way or
the other. The data, however, tend to confirm the alter-
native hypothesis; that a narrower tonal range is pre-
ferred because it sounds better, and not because the
listeners' tastes have been spoiled.

The factor of suggestion is also an important consid-
eration in this connection. It was found in these experi-
ments that, although listeners do not prefer a wide tonal
range, the entire matter of range is probably not as im-
portant to them as is sound -intensity level. When in-
tensity level was controlled, the choices were not made
with great confidence as shown by the relatively small
amount of strong preferences, by the high percentage of
no preference judgments, and by the frequent changes of
judgment on repeat tests. Apparently, then, listeners
cannot discriminate as well between differences in tonal
range as they can between sound -intensity levels. Cer-
tainly tonal range is not as important as freedom from
background noise. Because tonal range is generally not
a matter of great concern to most listeners, and because
strong preferences are not evident, it was possible to
influence some listeners to choose a wide range when
they were told the presentation was "high fidelity." On
the other hand, it is unlikely that verbal suggestions
would influence listeners to choose sound -intensity levels
they disliked or presentations with excessive background
noise.

If, at some future time, there should be a predomi-
nant shift to a preference for wide range, the question
may well be raised as to the cause of the change. Would
it be the result of greater listening pleasure through
wide -range experience, or would it be simply the prestige -
suggestion effect resulting from the use of the terms
"wide range" and "high fidelity"?

*

This paper presents, without bias, the results of a
scientific investigation. Consequently, the conclusions
reached should not be construed as an indication of the
possible trend of any official policies the Columbia
Broadcasting System may adopt on matters upon which
the subject may have a bearing. Furthermore, it is rec-
ognized that this study covers only a few of the many
ramifications of the general problem. Further work may
be undertaken and reported upon.

APPENDIX I

INFLUENCE OF TEST ENVIRONMENT

A technical question of considerable interest in con-
nection with the results that have been presented is the
extent to which these results would have been different
if it had been possible to duplicate the home situation.
To answer this problem, each listener was asked the
question: "Do you think that you would have made
different choices if you had been listening at home?"

The answers were as tabulated in Table XI.
TABLE XI

DIFFERENCES FROM HOME LISTENING

'Do you think that you would have made different choices if you had been listening
at home?'

Experi- Experi-
ment I(a) ment I(b)

(Cross (Cross
Section) Section)

caper
Experi- Experi-i- ment II(b) ment III(Frequency- (Live

cians) Listeners)

me(mntu Ila)

Modulation Talent)

Experi-
ment IV

(Cross
Section)

Percentages
Yes 11 14 20 9 12 s
No 80 67 60 73 77 82
Don't know 9 19 20 18 11 13

It is seen that in all cases an overwhelming majority
indicated that the conditions of the experiment did not
violate the home -listening experience in any crucial way.

In addition, the listeners were asked to indicate the
reasons for their choices during the experiment. Most
of the reasons given were that one condition was pleas-
anter than the other, or clearer, or more natural, or
richer. That these terms are relatively interchangeable
is indicated in Experiment I (a) by the fact that only
39 per cent of the reasons given were identical from one
experiment to another. When this figure is compared
with the reliability of identical choices, Table XIII,
which averages well above this figure, it is seen that the
reliability of "reasons" is low.

When the reasons given are broken down by actual
preferences, relatively the same distributions are found.
This indicates only that the listeners were making a
natural and unanalytical judgment; that is, they were
reacting as they would at home. They judged by what
sounded pleasantest to their ears.

APPENDIX II

EFFECT OF SIGNAL -LIGHT POSITIONS

A second technical question of interest, in view of re-
sults obtained by other investigators, was the extent to
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which the position of the signal lights themselves may
have influenced the judgments made.

As already detailed, the signal lights were mounted
vertically, one over the other, the upper light being
No. 1, the lower, No. 2. This was done to obtain data
that might afford an interesting contrast to a former
study' wherein there was a marked preference for the
right-hand signal position when there was little or no
difference in the two samples being presented.

TABLE XII
EFFECT OF SIGNAL -LIGHT POSITIONS

Passages Light 1 Light 2 Equal

Experiment I(a)
Percentages

Music A and Speech A 26 51 23
Music B and Speech B 47 29 24

Experiment I(b)
Music C and Speech C 33 36 31
Music D and Speech D 39 35 26

Experiment II(a)
Music A and Speech A 27 50 23
Music B and Speech B 43 22 35

Experiment II(b)
Music A and Speech A 31 52 15
Music B and Speech B 52 28 20

Experiment III
Number 1 27 54 19
Number 2 55 20 25
Number 3 22 45 33

Experiment IV
Music A and Speech A 17 69 14
Music B and Speech B 59 21 20

In each experiment, the signal lights were reversed for
the second music -and -speech passage, as compared to
the first. That is, what was condition 1 for Music A and
Speech A, became condition 2 for Music B and Speech
B; similarly, for Music C and Speech C versus Music D
and Speech D. In Experiment III, the lights were re-
versed in passage No. 2 as compared to passage Nos. 1
and 3.

APPENDIX III

CONFIDENCE AND RELIABILITY OF JUDGMENTS

A third technical question is the confidence in and
reliability of judgments. Three figures were found to be
useful indexes: (1) extent of strong preferences, (2) ex-
tent of equal judgments (no preferences), and (3) degree
of identity of choices for like conditions with the differ-
ent sets of music and voice.

It was found that strong preferences and identity of
choice were positively related to each other; that is, the
greater the strong preferences, the greater the identity
of choice. The extent of equal judgments was negatively
related to the other two indexes; that is, the greater the
equal judgments, the fewer the strong preferences, and
the smaller the identity of choice.

Table XIII presents the results for music and speech
by tonal comparisons, sound -intensity comparisons, and
by the combined type of comparisons.

The tests wherein both the sound intensity and the
tonal range were varied were the most reliable. The sub-
jects indicated strong preferences more often, indicated
no preference less often, and made the same judgment
on repeated tests more often. This indicates in another
way that both sound intensity and tonal range influence
the judgment. When both factors vary, it is easier to
make a reliable judgment than when only one factor
varies. However, the sound -intensity judgments were
more reliable than the tonal -range judgments. This
seems to indicate that, although both factors influence
the judgment, listeners can distinguish more readily be-
tween different sound intensities than between different
tonal ranges.

The judgments for Experiment I(b), Variety of Con-
tent, and Experiment III, Broadcast Music, were less
reliable than in the other experiments. That is, there
were fewer strong preferences, more equal judgments,

TABLE XIII
INDEXES OF CONFIDENCE AND RELIABILITY

Test
Experiment I(a)
(Cross Section)

(Experiment I(b)
(Cross Section)

Experiment II(a)
(Musicians)

Experiment II(b)
(Frequency -Modula-

tion Listeners)

Experi-
ment III

(Live)
Experiment IV
(Cross Section)

Music Speech Music Speech Music Speech Music Speech Music Music Speech

Sound Intensity
Percentage of Strong Preferences - - - 12 22Tonal Range 13 12 5 9 10 8 9 16 7 - -Intensity -Tonal Range 22 17 20 11 14 19 32 27 17 19 27

Percentages of No Preferences
Sound Intensity - 21 16Tonal Range 30 25 44 31 28 23 26 18 35 - -Intensity -Tonal Range 16 18 14 16 41 31 10 13 11 14 8

Percentage of Identical Choices
Sound Intensity - 48 63Tonal Range 58 55 40 40 52 47 51 56 44 - -Intensity -Tonal Range 59 64 47 63 63 63 70 71 58 65 80

Table XII is an analysis of the results, and indicates
very clearly that the choices were made in terms of what
the listener heard, rather than because of any prefer-
ences for a light number or position. In every case, when
the lights were reversed, the judgments followed ac-
cordingly.

and less identity of choice. In the broadcast -music ex-
periment this could be accounted for because of lack of
control of content. However, in the variety -of -content
experiment, although different types of material were
presented, it was controlled in the same way as in Ex-
periments I (a) and II (a).



A possible explanation is that the types of music and
speech used influenced the judgments. In Experiments
I(a) and II (a), a slightly wider tonal range was preferred
for male speech than for classical music. Apparently, an
even wider tonal range was preferred for the two types
of music and the female speech used in the variety -of -
content experiment, although no preference was shown
for the widest range.

It seems that, as the tonal -range preference ap-
proached medium, the judgments became less reliable
since the listener did not have clear preferences. Further
evidence for this view is obtained from the fact that
judgments of male speech, which was closer to a medium
band in preference than classical music, were slightly
less reliable than judgments of classical music.

APPENDIX IV

LIVE TALENT VERSUS RECORDED PROGRAM MATERIAL

Except for the fact that the reliability of judgments
was somewhat less (see Table XIII) for Experiment III,
which employed live talent instead of recorded program
material, the tonal -range preferences were consistent
with all other experiments (see Table VI). The lower
reliability seemed to be due to the conditions of the ex-
periment rather than any basic difference between judg-
ments of recordings as compared with live talent. In the
live -talent experiment the program content varied and,
as already discussed in Appendix III, this influenced the
listeners to some extent.

However, since the same results were obtained with
both live talent and transcription, it follows that experi-
ments of this kind caii safely be conducted with low -
surface -noise, electrical -transcription -type recordings.
In fact, the use of recordings is preferred since the con-
trol of content made possible with records increases the
reliability of the judgments.

Exalted -Carrier Amplitude- and Phase -Modulation
Reception*

MURRAY G. CROSBYt, FELLOW, I.R.E.

Summary-An amplitude- or phase -modulation receiving system
is described in which the harmonic distortion produced by fading of
the carrier with respect to the sidebands is eliminated. The various
parts of such a receiver, including the carrier filter, automatic -
frequency -control discriminator, and detecting systems, are de-
scribed. Analyses are given of the selectivity effect due to carrier
exaltation and of exalted -carrier diode and multigrid detection. The
optimum degree of carrier exaltation and the effect of carrier limiting
are discussed. Results are given of observations of reception on an
exalted -carrier diversity receiving system.

INTRODUCTION

THE RECEPTION of amplitude- or phase -modu-
lated signals which have been transmitted via the
ionosphere is usually marred by multipath trans-

mission effects which produce selective fading. The most
destructive effect of the selective fading is the fading
of the carrier frequency with respect to the sideband
frequencies. This produces an overmodulation which re-
sults in harmonic distortion usually consisting of a
predominance of second harmonic, but there may also
be intermodulation components of the modulating wave
included. Such fading is common in medium -frequency
broadcasting at the region where the sky wave and
ground wave are approximately of equal strength. This
condition occurs at night in the region from 50 to 150
miles from the transmitter. In high -frequency transmis-
sion, where the ionosphere is depended upon for trans-

* Decimal classification: R361 X R148. Original manuscript re-
ceived by the Institute, March 9, 1945. Presented, Winter Technical
Meeting, January 25, 1945, New York, N. Y.

t Paul Godley Company, Upper Montclair, N. J. The work on
this paper was done at R.C.A. Laboratories, Radio Corporation of
America, Riverhead, L. I., N. Y.

mission, carrier fading is practically always present.
It is the purpose of this paper to describe systems for

receiving amplitude- and phase -modulated waves in
which the harmonic distortion due to carrier fading is
eliminated. The elimination of the distortion is brought
about by filtering the carrier and recombining it with
the signal at a raised or exalted level, or by recombining
in a type of detector which inherently eliminates the
carrier -fading distortion.

The use of a filtered and reintroduced carrier has been
the practice in the reception of single-sideband teleph-
ony for some time.' In this prior use, the primary func-
tion of raising the carrier at the receiver is that of bring-
ing the carrier back up to its proper strength from the
reduced value radiated by the transmitter. By inten-
tionally reducing the carrier at the transmitter, a power
gain is effected since the power capabilities of the trans-
mitter may be concentrated on the sidebands.

In the systems of this paper, the conventional double-
sideband amplitude modulation with normal carrier
radiation is assumed. Since the receivers may be adapted
to the reception of phase modulation by a simple change
in the phase of carrier recombination, phase modulation
is also considered. When phase modulation is received in
this manner, a maximum phase deviation of approxi-
mately one radian may be accommodated. This degree
of phase deviation produces sidebands which occupy
about the same frequency spectrum as double-sideband
amplitude modulation. The reception of this type of

F. A. Polkinghorn and N. F. Schlaack, "A single -side -band
short-wave system for transatlantic telephony," Paoc. I.R.E., vol.
23, pp. 701-718; July, 1935.
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phase modulation has been considered previously.' The
present paper describes improved methods of reception
which are readily adapted to either phase- or amplitude-

modulation reception by the exalted -carrier method.

THE RECEIVER CIRCUIT

The block diagram of Fig. 1 shows the essential ele-
ments of an exalted -carrier receiver. Units 1 to 7, in-
clusive, may comprise a conventional double -super-
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Fig. 1-Block diagram of an exalted -carrier receiving system.

heterodyne receiver. The intermediate -frequency output
of this receiver is divided into two branches. One of these
branches feeds the recombining detector 12 directly.
The other branch feeds carrier filter 9, which separates
the carrier from the sidebands. The filtered carrier is
fed from 9 to limiter 10, which maintains the carrier
amplitude at a constant value. The filtered and limited
carrier is then recombined with the unfiltered signal at a
phase determined by phase adjuster 11. The resulting
combined signal is detected by detectors in 12 and fed
to audio -frequency amplifier 13 for utilization.

The most important part of the carrier -exalting cir-
cuit is the carrier filter and automatic -frequency -control
discriminator which is contained in unit 9 of Fig. 1. In
previous circuits of this type,' an off -neutralized crystal
filter of the three -electrode type was arranged in a cir-
cuit to provide automatic -frequency -control potentials
and phase -modulation detection from the same crystal
filter and detectors. Amplitude -modulation detection
was accomplished on a separate pair of detectors. The
circuits described here are somewhat similar, but the
crystal -filter circuit is arranged to provide two outputs;
namely, an output of pure carrier without sidebands,
and a pair of outputs which may be fed to differential
detectors to generate automatic -frequency -control po-
tentials. The pure carrier output is fed to a separate
detector where it is recombined with the signal for ex-
alted -carrier detection.

An important feature of the carrier -filter system is the
provision of an automatic -frequency -control discrimina-

1 Murray G. Crosby, "Communication by phase modulation."
PROC. I.R.E., vol. 27, pp. 126-136; February, 1939.

tor which utilizes the same crystal filter for both the
carrier filter and the frequency discriminator. This
makes unnecessary the careful synchronization that
would be required if the two functions employed sepa-
rate crystal filters or other separate automatic -fre-
quency -control circuits. In the circuits to be described
here, the crystal -filter output is arranged so that pure
carrier is obtained from one output terminal and auto-
matic -frequency -control discrimination from other ter-
minals. This is done with a single two -electrode type of
quartz crystal.

The circuit of Fig. 1 shows the use of a double -inter-
mediate -frequency superheterodyne system for the con-
venience that is afforded in the application of automatic
frequency control. Application of the control to the
second oscillator which is fixed in frequency simplifies
the automatic -frequency -control system in that the de-
gree of control is fixed. A single intermediate -frequency
system could likewise be used by applying the auto-
matic -frequency control to a reactance tube on the first
oscillator 3, and feeding the carrier -exalting and detect-
ing circuits directly from the first and only intermediate
frequency.

CARRIER FILTER AND AUTOMATIC -FREQUENCY -

CONTROL DISCRIMINATOR

Fig. 2 shows a form of the carrier filter and auto-
matic -frequency -control discriminator circuit.' A crys-
tal filter of the type commonly used in communications-
type receivers serves as the carrier filter. The output

( A ) Es
Es

Fig. 2-Carrier filter and automatic -frequency -control
discriminator circuit.

of the carrier filter is also combined with the unfiltered
energy in proper phase so as to form a sharp frequency
discriminator similar to the phase -shift type of dis-
criminator used in frequency -modulation reception. The
crystal X is fed by midtapped primary P, which also
furnishes opposite -phase voltage to capacitor C for
neutralizing the electrode capacitance of the crystal
holder. The output of the carrier filter appears across

s Murray G. Crosby, New Zealand Patent No. 88,212, "Phase -
modulation detectors," issued March 27, 1944.
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tuned circuit Z, which is normally tuned to the crystal
frequency. This output is tapped at this point to pro-
vide pure carrier for recombination with the signal.

The filtered output also combines with the secondary
voltages from transformer T. Diagram (A) in Fig. 2
shows vectorially how the crystal output combines with
the secondary voltages from transformer T. The pri-
mary voltage E is not shifted in phase by the crystal
filter since the crystal is operated at series resonance
and Z is tuned to resonance. Hence the phase of Ex is
the same as that of E. The secondary voltages E, and
Ex' are shifted 90 degrees, with respect to the primary
voltage, by the phase shift inherent in tuned trans-
former T. For the in -tune condition shown in Diagram
(A), the resultant voltages ER and ER' are equal in
amplitude at the detector inputs. The voltage rectified
by the diodes and appearing on the differentially -con-
nected diode resistors R and R' will therefore balance
so that the automatic -frequency -control output poten-
tial is zero. When the carrier frequency is out of tune
with the crystal, the phase of the crystal output is
shifted so that vector diagram (B) is produced. For this
condition, the resultant voltages fed to the differential
detectors are out of balance so that a difference voltage
appears across the diode resistors. This voltage is posi-
tive or negative depending upon the direction of the fre-
quency shift. The result is a frequency -discriminator
characteristic as shown in Fig. 3 which has its midpoint
at the filtered carrier frequency Fc and has a sensitivity
in accordance with the selectivity of the crystal filter.
Fig. 3 is an actual characteristic taken on an experi-
mental exalted -carrier receiver.
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Fig. 3-Automatic-frequency-control detector output characteristic.

The degree of selectivity of the carrier filter and
sharpness of the automatic -frequency -control discrim-
inator may be controlled by a variation of resistor Rz.
The selectivity increases as Rz is made lower, in order to
lower the output impedance of the crystal filter. A vari-
able resistance in series with the inductance or capaci-

tance of tuned circuit Z may also be used. This variation
of the crystal -output impedance controls the selectivity
in a manner well known in the use of this type of crystal
filter in communications -type receivers.'

Various other circuit modifications are possible. The
essential requirement is the combination of the filtered
and unfiltered signals at a phase difference of 90 de-
grees and in a manner such that the output of the car-
rier filter may be tapped at a point where the unfiltered
signal does not appear. Fig. 4 shows a circuit arrange-

Fig. 4-Alternative carrier filter and automatic -frequency -control
discriminator circuit.

ment in which all of the driving voltage is obtained from
a midtapped secondary. The crystal -filter output is neu-
tralized in the usual manner and is combined with the
unfiltered signal by means of isolating and phase -shift-
ing impedances C3, C31, C4, and C1, R1, C2, R2.

Assuming, for the moment, that capacitors C1 and
C2 are omitted, it can be seen that; due to the resistive
crystal -output circuit, the phase of filtered voltage fed
to the detector is unchanged at carrier frequency. The
unfiltered signal, which is fed to the detectors through
C3, C3', and C4, is shifted somewhat less than 90 degrees
since it is a capacitance feed to a resistive detector in-
put. C3' is a trimmer for equalizing the magnitude of
C31+ Ca' and C4. Final adjustment of the phase is made by
slightly detuning tuned circuit Z. This detuning in-
creases the effective selectivity, or Q, of the crystal filter
by providing a lower impedance in the same manner as
the control of Q effected by the variation of resistor
Rz in Fig. 2. Still higher values of Q may be effected by
adding capacitor C1 and C2 to the filter -output coupling
circuits. These capacitors shift the relative phase of the
filtered and unfiltered signals in a manner to require a
further detuning of Z to provide the proper 90 -degree
phase relation. The result is a means of controlling the
selectivity of the crystal filter. The selectivity or Q is
minimum when C1 and C2 are omitted and Z is tuned
nearest to resonance.

In aligning the crystal discriminator, the condition of
the proper phase relation between the filtered and un-
filtered voltages is conveniently indicated by an equality
between the maximum positive and negative swings
from the differentially detected output of the discrimin-
ator (equality of a and b in Fig. 3). Tuned circuit Z is

4 D. K. Oram, "Full -range selectivity with 455-kc quartz crystal
filters," QST, p. 33; December, 1938.
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therefore tuned to effect this equality. Balancing ca-
pacitor Cs' is adjusted so that the automatic -frequency -

control potentials do not reverse polarity at frequencies
other than the carrier frequency.

The circuit of Fig. 4 has the added advantage that
the second harmonic of the rectified -signal component
from the push-pull secondary of transformer T does not
appear across the filter -output impedance Z. In the cir-
cuit of Fig. 2, impedance Z is in the common leg of what
amounts to a full -wave rectifier circuit which places full -
wave rectified half waves of the unfiltered signal across
impedance Z. In spite of the fact that Z is tuned to the
crystal frequency, enough second harmonic of the signal
frequency may appear across Z to upset measurements
of the selectivity of the crystal filter. Subsequent filter-
ing may be used to remove the second harmonic when
the circuit of Fig. 2 is used or the harmonic may be
eliminated by reversing one of the diodes so that the
rectification of the signal from the push-pull trans-
former is half -wave instead of full -wave.' This latter
alternative requires rearranging the diode resistors to
effect differential detection.

The selectivity of the carrier filter may either be ad-
justed to remove the sidebands completely so that limit-
ing is not required for this function, or merely enough
selectivity may be used to keep amplitude modulation
at the carrier -limiter input somewhat below 100 per
cent. In the latter case, the limiter is depended upon to
remove the remaining amplitude modulation. A crys-
tal filter with an equivalent Q of 2000 at an intermediate
frequency of 50 kilocycles has been found sufficient to
remove the sidebands of program modulaton. In ampli-
tude -modulation reception, selectivities less than this
require the use of a carrier limiter to prevent over-
emphasis of the low -modulation frequencies which pass
the carrier filter. In phase -modulation reception, the
carrier limiter cannot remove modulation sidebands so
that lower selectivities result in a reduced output from
the low -modulation frequencies which are passed by
the carrier filter. This is brought about by the fact
that, unless the sidebands of modulation are removed
from the carrier channel, there is no relative phase shift
between the filtered -carrier channel and the unfiltered-
signal channel to effect detection.

SINGLE -DIODE DETECTION

The primary objective to be accomplished by the re-
combination and detection of the filtered carrier and
unfiltered signal is that of eliminating the distortion
that is brought about by the condition of overmodula-
tion that results from carrier fading. One method of
effecting this result is by feeding the carrier to a single -
diode detector with the amplitude of the carrier exalted
with respect to the unfiltered signal. This reduces the
effective percentage of modulation fed to the detector
so that the carrier may fade to a greater depth before
overmodulation occurs. In other types of detectors, the
distortion products are either balanced out or are not

generated. Three types of these kinds of detection will be
considered here: (1) single -diode detection; (2) bal-
anced -diode detection; (3) multigrid detection. The ef-
fect of limiting the carrier will also be considered.

Fig. 5 shows a circuit for combining the filtered car-
rier and unfiltered signal for detection on a single diode.
Tube A may function as either a carrier amplifier or
limiter, but it will be assumed to be an amplifier for
this discussion. Transformer T, which feeds diode C, is
common to the output of tube A and the unfiltered sig-
nal amplifier B. The phase of combination is adjusted
by shifting the phase of the unfiltered signal by means

CARRIER INPUT

LITTERED _fP
SIGNAL r
24.yr cf C2

Fig. 5-Single-diode detector circuit.

of phase shifter P. It is sometimes more feasible to place
the phase shifter in the unfiltered -signal branch as
shown. This removes the attenuation effected by the
phase shifter from the carrier branch which is usually
fed to the detector with as high a level as possible. Fixed
values of phase shift are chosen by means of switch S.
For instance, point D on switch S might give the proper
phase for phase -modulation detection, and point E for
amplitude -modulation detection. Resistors R3 and R4 ef-
fect an attenuation equal to that produced by phase-

shifting elements C1, R1, and C2, R2.
For amplitude -modulation detection the considera-

tions involved in single -diode detection are faitly sim-
ple. Aside from the differences effected by the applica-
tion of limiting to the carrier, about all that is required
is to add sufficient carrier to the carrier of the unfiltered
signal, such that the resultant lowering of the percent-
age of modulation fed to the detector will provide a
margin which will allow carrier fading without produc-
ing overmodulation. There are limits to the degree of
exaltation that should be applied, however.

One factor controlling the degree of carrier exaltation
that may be used has to do with the relative amounts of
noise contributed to the receiver output by the carrier
channel and the unfiltered signal channel. With single -
diode detection, each channel contributes to the de-
tected output in accordance with its amplitude at the
detector input. Under this condition, if excessive carrier
exaltation were applied to the detector, the carrier
channel might contribute a major proportion of the
noise to the output. This would impair the signal -to-
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noise ratio because the output of the signal does not in-
crease as the amplitude of the filtered carrier fed to the
detector is increased. Hence, increasing the carrier am-
plitude increases the noise contributed by the carrier
channel, but does not increase the detected signal out-
put. This independence of the signal output and filtered -
carrier amplitude is brought about by the fact that the
increase in detector current, effected by an increase in
filtered -carrier amplitude, is compensated for by a
lowering of the effective percentage of modulation fed
to the detector.

The degree with which the carrier channel will con-
tribute noise to the receiver output depends upon the
degree of carrier exaltation and the difference between
the bandwidths of the unfiltered -signal channel and the
carrier channel. Since the carrier channel is much nar-
rower than the unfiltered -signal channel, a considerable
degree of carrier exaltation is allowable before the car-
rier -channel noise rises to a level comparable to that
from the unfiltered channel. In the case of a typical ex-
perimental receiver having an intermediate -frequency
channel 10 kilocycles wide, the carrier channel had an
equivalent bandwidth of approximately 75 cycles. This
is a total -channel -to -carrier -channel bandwidth ratio of
133 times. For equal input carrier -to -noise ratios, the
noise at the output of these two channels would be pro-
portional to the square root of the bandwidth ratio, or
N/133 =11.5 = 21 decibels. For this detecting system,
there is, therefore, 21 decibels less noise on the carrier
channel than on the unfiltered signal channel. Most of
this noise is in the low -frequency region where the nor-
mal falling off in the response of the audio -frequency
amplifier system will effect further attenuation. An ap-
proximate evaluation of the amount of attenuation ef-
fected in this manner yielded the figure of 5 decibels.
This evaluation used the above -mentioned crystal filter
with a 75 -cycle equivalent bandwidth and an audio sys-
tem having a response which is down 1 decibel at 50
cycles, 5 decibels at 30 cycles and 12.5 decibels at 20
cycles. The audio attenuation was added to the crystal -
filter attenuation to give a reduced equivalent band-
width from which the relative amount of noise could be
evaluated.

Since the carrier -filter noise (for the receiver of this
example) is 21 decibels down due to the carrier -filter
selectivity, and an additional 5 decibels down due to the
audio -frequency attenuation, a carrier exaltation of ap-
proximately 26 decibels may be used without bringing
the carrier -filter noise above the unfiltered -signal noise.
In the practical case, a greater value of exaltation would
be usable if desired since the noise contributed by the
carrier filter is in the very -low -frequency region where
the ear is less sensitive.

The use of carrier limiting with single -diode detection
has the advantage that residual amplitude modulation
remaining on the filtered carrier is removed. This re-
sidual amplitude modulation may take the form of hum
and low -frequency sidebands which pass the selectivity

of the carrier filter, or it may consist of the amplitude -
modulated noise that normally would be contributed
by the carrier channel. The effect is to allow the use of
a greater degree of carrier exaltation without encounter-
ing overemphasis of low -modulation frequencies or con-
tributions of hum and noise from the carrier channel.

It is worthy of note that the carrier limiter is not in-
dispensable with single -diode detection. The fact that
the output of such a detector is independent of carrier
strength, removes the volume variations, due to carrier
fading, from the audio output.

For phase -modulation detection with the single diode,
the only change required is a shift in the phase of com-
bination between the unfiltered carrier and the filtered
carrier. The phase difference is switched from the zero -
degree relation proper for amplitude -modulation detec-
tion to a 90- or 270 -degree phase difference. The vector
diagrams of Fig. 6 show how the resultant ER, of the
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Fig. 6-Vector diagrams for exalted -carrier phase -modulation
detection.
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Fig. 7-Fundamental and harmonic output for phase -modulation
detection. Curve A= fundamental output for exalted -carrier
diode detection with or without carrier limiting, or for multigrid
detection with carrier limiting. Curve B= fundamental output
for multigrid detection without carrier limiting.

combination of the carrier wave Ec and the unfiltered
phase -modulated wave E, varies in amplitude as E
varies in phase by the amount q. Fig. 6a is the un-
modulated condition and Figs. 6b and 6c show the
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effect on the resultant amplitude as the phase is modu-
lated to either side of the unmodulated condition. The
amplitude modulation produced on the resultant is de-
tected by the diode detector.

Appendix I gives an analysis of diode phase -modula-
tion detection, in which relations are derived evaluating
the variation with phase deviation of the amplitude of
the fundamental modulation frequency and the per-
centage of harmonics. The curves of Fig. 7 have been
plotted from these relations. When the carrier exalta-
tion is high, the even harmonics become negligible and
the remaining harmonic distortion is substantially all
third harmonic. The fundamental output (curve A) de-
viates somewhat from exact linearity since it is propor-
tional to JIM.

Considerations with respect to the allowable degree
of carrier exaltation remain the same with phase -
modulation detection as with amplitude -modulation de-
tection. This is true since the carrier component is able
to contribute noise to the output in the same degree
regardless of the relative phase relations between the
unfiltered signal and the carrier.

BALANCED -DIODE DETECTION

Fig. 8 shows the circuit for balanced -diode detection.
Diodes C and D have their outputs connected differ-
entially so that their outputs cancel if the amplitude

CARRIER
INPUT

liNFLTERED
SIGNAL

Fig. 8-Balanced-diode detector circuit.

DETECTED
OUTPUT

envelopes on their input waves are in phase. Hence, if
input is present from either the carrier channel or the
unfiltered -signal channel alone, there is no output except
that due to unbalance.

For amplitude -modulation detection, the phase of the
carrier fed to the balanced detectors is either zero or 180
degrees. This causes the added carrier to aid the signal
carrier at the input of one detector and to oppose at
the input of the other detector. The diode which is be-
ing fed by the opposing combination has the possibility
of contributing distortion equivalent to a complete
fade-out of the carrier when the amplitude of the added
carrier and that of the signal are equal. As a result of
this possibility, the degree of carrier exaltation must be
kept high to avoid distortion.

Balanced -diode detection has its greatest advantage
in phase -modulation reception. As shown in Appendix

I, the balanced circuit cancels second -harmonic distor-
tion that is introduced when the carrier fades. The re-
sult is the ability to tolerate a greater degree of carrier
fading for a given degree of carrier exaltation.

MULTIGRID DETECTION

Fig. 9 shows how a multiple -grid converter tube may
be used for exalted -carrier detecton.6 A tube of the
6SA7 type may be used. Capacitor C by-passes carrier
and sideband frequencies and Ck and C. by-pass audio
frequencies. Both grids are biased to the linear portion
of their characteristics so that there is no detection
when a signal is fed to one grid alone. A detector ar-
ranged in this way may be looked upon as a linear
modulator in which one grid controls the gain of the
other grid in the manner of the ordinary amplitude
modulator.

I- -t
DETECTED

OUTPUT

SINIGPUNALT
FILT D
CARRIER

INPUT

Fig. 9-Multigrid detector circuit.

The multigrid detector does not require the exalta-
tion of the filtered carrier with respect to the signal.
Normally, equal voltages are fed to each grid with a
zero -degree phase difference for amplitude -modulation
detection and 90 degrees for phase -modulation detec-
tion. The distortion due to carrier fading is removed in-
herently in the mechanism of detection. As shown in
Appendix II, harmonic distortion is absent in the case
of amplitude -modulation detection. For phase -modula-
tion detection the linearity of the fundamental and the
amplitude of the harmonics for the case of a limited
carrier, are the same as for the case of diode detection
when the degree of carrier exaltation is high in the
diode detection. Thus, the curves of Fig. 7 portray the
harmonic distortion for the case of multigrid detection
also.

The output of the multigrid detector is proportional
to the product of the amplitudes of the filtered carrier
and unfiltered signal fed to the two grids. This makes
the detected output proportional to the square of the
signal voltage. Such a square -law characteristic accen-
tuates volume variations due to fading unless the auto-
matic -volume -control system is quite efficient. The use
of a carrier limiter holds the input to one of the grids
constant and thereby changes the characteristic from
square -law to a linear relation between unfiltered -signal
and output volume. In addition, the limiter removes the
amplitude variations brought about by the carrier

5 Murray G. Crosby, U. S. Patent No. 2,063,588, "Phase or ampli-
tude -modulated wave demodulator," issued December 8, 1936.
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amplitude -coefficient Jo(q5) in phase -modulation recep-
tion. This converts the fundamental output linearity
from that of curve B to curve A in Fig. 7. The use of a
carrier limiter thus has added advantages with this type
of detector.

The multigrid detector has the advantage of simplic-
ity in that the two inputs are negative -biased grids. A
diode -driver transformer is thus eliminated.

In applying the 6SA7 type of tube to multigrid detec-
tion, values of element voltages are chosen which make
each grid operate on the linear portions of its character-
istic. This may be done by applying an amplitude -
modulated signal to a single grid at a time and adjust-
ing for a minimum of detected output. The final adjust-
ment is one in which there is little or no signal output
with the modulated signal on one grid, but full output
when the signal is applied to both grids. This adjustment
may be obtained with a single cathode -resistor bias if
the cathode resistor is by-passed for audio frequencies.

SELECTIVITY CHARACTERISTICS

The use of exalted -carrier detection produces the
equivalent of an increase in the selectivity of the re-
ceiver. With diode detection, the phenomena of the
apparent demodulation of a weak signal by a stronger
one6 is brought into play to reduce the modulation of
the undesired signal. Without carrier exaltation, a
strong adjacent signal produces an apparent demodula-
tion of the weaker signal so that the weak desired signal
may be smothered by the modulation output of the
strong undesired signal. The factor by which the modu-
lation output of the weaker desired signal is reduced be-
low the output voltage it develops in the absence of the
strong undesired signal? is

DI = (1/2)(E/Ei) for Ei z 2E (1)

where E/Ei is the ratio of the weak signal to the strong
undesired signal.

The original signal -to -interference ratio is equal to the
quantity E/Ei. This is multiplied by D1 due to the de-
modulation effect of the linear detector. The resulting
signal -to -interference ratio without carrier exaltation is
thus given by

S// = EDi/Ei = (1/2)(E/EX. (2)

When carrier exaltation is applied, the strength of the
desired carrier is increased X times with respect to the
interfering signal carrier. This invariably has the effect
of making the desired signal the strongest, so that the
apparent demodulation effect functions to reduce the
output of the undesired signal instead of the desired.
The demodulation effect in the presence of carrier ex-
altation will thus be

 R. T. Beatty, "Apparent demodulation of a weak station by a
stronger one," Wireless Eng. and Exp. Wireless, vol. 5, p. 300;
June, 1928.

7 E. V. Appleton and D. Boohariwalla, "The mutual interference
of wireless signals in simultaneous detection," Wireless Eng. and Exp.
Wireless, vol. 9, p. 136; March, 1932.

D2 = (1/2)(Ei/ EX). (3)

The signal -to -interference ratio in the presence of
carrier exaltation will therefore be

S.I, = EX/EiD2= 2(EX/Ei)2. (4)

The signal -to -interference ratio improvement brought
about by the use of carrier exaltation is (4) divided by
(2) or

carrier -exaltation selectivity improvement = 4X2. (5)

Equation (5) indicates that the undesired signal is re-
duced 4X2 times from the value it would have in the ab-
sence of carrier exaltation. This selectivity improvement
is only effective on the modulation component of the
undesired signal. The degree of interference from the
heterodyne between the desired carrier and the carrier
and sidebands of the interference is unchanged. The re-
sult is an almost complete removal of voice or program
interference from an adjacent channel, but no effect
on the whistle due to beats between the carriers or on the
"monkey chatter" due to the beats between the desired
carrier and the undesired sidebands.

With multigrid detection, the output is proportional
to the product of the two signals on the grids. The
product of the filtered carrier and the desired signal is
the desired signal output, but the product of the filtered
carrier and the undesired signal is only the whistle and
"monkey chatter" from the beats between the filtered
carrier and the carrier and sidebands of the undesired
signal. Hence, with a perfect multigrid detector, the
modulation component of the undesired signal is com-
pletely eliminated. However, practically, the degree of
elimination is limited by the degree of linearity that may
be obtained on the separate grids of the tube used for
the multigrid detector.

In the case of adjacent -channel interference, this
selective effect due to carrier exaltation may be classi-
fied as a means of substituting audio selectivity for
intermediate -frequency selectivity. If sufficient inter-
mediate -frequency selectivity is available properly to
select the desired signal and reject the adjacent -channel
signal, there is no improvement effected. However, in
the case where the undesired signal is in the same chan-
nel as the desired, the selectivity effect provides some-
thing over and above that obtainable from intermedi-
ate -frequency selectivity, in that the modulation com-
ponent of the undesired signal is rejected.

DIVERSITY RECEPTION

Fig. 10 shows a complete three -receiver diversity re-
ceiver for the range of 3 -to -24 megacycles. The com-
ponents of a conventional diversity receiver8 were used
as a basis with added units to combine the three inter-
mediate -frequency outputs and to effect the exalted -
carrier detection. The intermediate -frequency outputs

J. B. Moore, "Recent developments in diversity receiving equip-
ment," RCA Rev., vol. 2, p. 94; July, 1937.
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were combined to give a single output by means of a
three -channel amplifier operated in such a manner that
the strongest signal furnished the output. This was done
by controlling the gains of the three amplifier channels
from the rectified output of the receiver feeding the
channel. The three -channel receiver used common first -

and second -heterodyne oscillators. The result was a
single intermediate -frequency output representative of
the strongest signal being received. This output was fed
to the exalted -carrier detecting system.

Fig. 10-Experimental exalted -carrier diversity receiver.

In order to obtain some sort of a figure of merit de-
scribing the improvement effected by the carrier ex-
altation, observations were made in which the number
of faults marring program reception were counted to
determine the relative number of faults per minute.
Average figures were obtained from runs totaling 180
minutes in duration for each condition of reception. A
fault was counted each time some sort of fading distor-
tion occurred which would be classified as undesirable.
The total time was divided into 20 -to -50 -minute ob-
servations during which the condition of reception was
switched every 5 minutes. International broadcast sig-
nals in the 15-, 11-, and 9 -megacycle bands were used,
but a major portion of the observations used the 15-

megacycle transmission. Table I gives the results of the
observations.

Antenna

TABLE I

Unexalted Faults Exalted Faults Unexalted Faults per Minute
per Minute per Minute Exalted Faults per Minute

A
B
A and B

Diversity 2.2

3.35
2.29

1.17 2.86
0.71 4.2

0.43 5.1

It will be noted that antenna B shows less faults per
minute for both the exalted and unexalted conditions.
This effect was noted during the observations and
checks were made to insure that it was not due to the
receiver. It proved to be a consistent effect that un-
doubtedly was due to the antennas themselves.

Another outstanding effect is the increase in improve-
ment effected by carrier exaltation when diversity re-
ception is used. This appears to be due to the reduction
in depth of carrier fades resulting from the use of diver-
sity. If the carrier fade is deep, it shows up as a fault
on the exalted -carrier receiver although it is far less an-
noying than the distortion produced on the unexalted
reception. If the fading is shallow, the distortion is com-
pletely removed by exaltation, but a fault would appear
on unexalted detection. Thus, diversity reduces the
number of deep fades and leaves only the shallow type
which may be handled by carrier exaltation.

The fact that a fault occurs during a deep fade on the
exalted -carrier reception is not necessarily due to a
lack of carrier exaltation. When the carrier fades
deeply, the noise level rises since the automatic volume
control raises the gain of the receiver inversely with the
signal strength. A deep fade may thus produce a burst
of noise which would be counted as a fault, regardless of
the type of reception.

The application of exalted -carrier detection increases
the receiver -output volume variations that normally ac-
company selective fading. When the carrier fades, the
automatic -volume -control system, which is actuated by
the carrier energy, operates to increase the gain of the
receiver and thereby raises the level of the sidebands
fed to the detector. This produces an abnormally high
percentage of modulation at the detector input so that
the output volume is higher than normal. The usual re-
sult is a burst of volume in the receiver output. Such
an effect is present with unexalted-carrier detection,
but the volume burst is usually a burst consisting of the
type of distorted output which is produced when the
carrier fades.

One method of removing the volume bursts is by the
application of the audio volume -limiting techniques
used on the program level fed to broadcast transmitters.
This technique was applied on the receiver of Fig. 10.
An audio volume limiter was arranged automatically to
prevent the receiver output from exceeding a certain
maximum level. This arrangement provided a satisfac-
tory solution to the problem.

It should be mentioned that the receiver used in the
observations of faults per minute did not have the
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benefit of audio volume -limiting equipment. This al-
lowed the occurrence of faults due to volume bursts
which would not have'been obtained had volume limit-
ing been used. Hence, it may be assumed that even
greater improvements than those shown by the table
may be expected.
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APPENDIX I

DIODE PHASE -MODULATION DETECTION

The phase -modulated wave is given by
e = E sin (wt + 0 sin pt) (6)

where w = 27rFc, Fc= carrier frequency, .0 =peak phase
deviation in radians, p=271 -Fm, F,,, =modulating fre-
quency.

The resultant wave given by (6) may be resolved to
the following carrier and sidebands in a well-known
manner.
e= [J0(4)) sin wt+L(0) { sin (w+p)t-sin (w-p)t)

±J2(0) I sin (w+2p)t+sin (w-2p)t}
+J3(0) {sin (w+3p)t-sin (w-3p)t}
+J(4)) {sin (w+np)t+ (- 1)n sin( w- np)1t1. (7)

When the signal given by (6) is subjected to carrier
fading, the amplitude of the carrier component varies
with respect to the sideband components. This varia-
tion may be represented as a subtraction of the carrier
component from the total signal wave. Thus

et = E sin (wt + 0 sin pt) - kEJ0(0) sin wt (8)

where the constant k determines the depth of the carrier
fading. k is unity for a complete fade-out of the carrier
and zero for complete absence of carrier fading.

The resulting carrier component of the fading signal
given by (8) is, hence

e, = EJ0(0) sin wt - kEJ0(0) sin wt
= EJ0(0)(1 - k) sin wt. (9)

The carrier filter separates the fading carrier com-
ponent given by (9) from the sidebands. For diode
exalted -carrier reception the filtered carrier is exalted
by a factor X and recombined with the fading signal
given by (8) to give the following:
et + = E kin (cot + 0 sin pt)

- 0(0) k sin wt - X(1 - k) sin (cot + B))] (10)

where B is the phase of combination between the exalted
carrier and the carrier in the fading signal.

When the degree of carrier exaltation is sufficient to
prevent carrier -fading distortion, the quantity k may be
neglected in comparison to X(1-k). When this is done,
and vector addition is applied to (10), the result is

et e, = EV1 + X2J02(0)(1 - k)2±2XJo(4))(1 - k)
 cos (B -0 sin pt) sin (wt + a) (11)

where a is a variable phase angle dependent on the
variables and constants in (9), but of no interest here
since the diode is capable of detecting only the ampli-
tude modulation given by the amplitude envelope un-
der the radical in (11).

Equation (11) may be rearranged to give

et e, = EV1 + X2(1 - k)2.1o2(4))
{1 + A cos (B -0 sin pt)} '12 sin (wt a) (12)

where A = {2X(1 - k)J0(0)1/11 +X2(1 - k)2Jo2(¢)).
The maximum value that A may assume is 1.0. Hence
the Binomial Theorem may be applied to (12). When
this is done, together, with an application of the form-
ulas for the powers of trigonometric functions, (12) re-
solves to

et+e,=EY1+X2(1- k)2.1 02(0) [c+c1 cos (B-0 sin pt)
- C2 cos 2(B-0 sin pt)+C3 cos 3(B-0 sin pt)
- C4 cos 4(B-4, sin pt)+C5 cos 5(B-0 sin pt)
- ] sin (wt+a) (13)

where
C= 1 -A2/16 - (15/1024)444- 105A 6/16,384+ 

C1=A/2+(3/256)A3+35A5/2048+ 
C2=A2/16+5214/256+315216/32,768+ 
C3=243/256±35,46/4096+693A7/131,072+ 

= 5A4/1024 + 6146/16,384 + 12,012A8/4,181,504+...
C5= 7'P/4096+231,47/131,072+ 
C6= 21A6/32,768 -1-3632A8/4,181,504+ .

(14)
(15)
(16)
(17)

(18)
(19)
(20)

For phase -modulation reception, the angle B between
the filtered carrier and the signal carrier is made 90 de-
grees. Substituting this value and applying the Bessel
Function expansions to (13) gives

et+e,= ED- V1±X2(1- k)2j02(,) [1±(1)1/D) sin pt
+(D2/D) sin 2pt-F(D3/D) sin 3pt
+(D4/D) sin 4p1+(D6/D) sin 5pt
+ ] sin (wt+a) (21)

where,
D = (C Cil 0(20) -C Jo(40) + ) (22)

D1 = (2C1J1(0) - 2C3J1(34)) 2C5J1(50) - ) (23)

D2 = (2C2J2(24)) 2C4.12(44)) 2C6.12(60) - ) (24)
D3 = (2C1.13(40) 2C3.13(30) 2C5.1.3(50) - ) (25)
D4 = (2C2J4(24)) 2C4J4(44)) 2C6J4(60) - ) (26)
D5 = (2C1.15(95) 2C3.1.5(30) 2C5J5(50) - ). (27)

The quantity in brackets in (21) is the amplitude -
modulation envelope of the wave fed to the diode de-
tector. It is known without further investigation that
the diode will linearly detect this envelope and produce
the sinusoidal terms in the brackets with relative ampli-
tudes in accordance with the product of the amplitude
constant of each term and the quantity

EDY1 + X2(1 - k)2J02(0)

in front of the bracket. The output of the fundamental is
therefore given by the following:

el = GEDA + X2(1 - k)2.102(0) sin pt (28)
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where G is the detection constant. The percentage of
harmonics is proportional to the ratio between the
amplitude coefficient of the harmonic and that of the
fundamental, or

e2 (per cent of el) = 100(D2M) sin 2pt (29)
e3 (per cent of el) = 100(D3/D1) sin 3pt (30)
e4 (per cent of ei) = 100(D4/Di) sin 4pt (31)
e5 (per cent of ei) = 100(D5/Di) sin spt. (32)

When the degree of carrier exaltation X is high and
the carrier fading is such that the quantity X(1-k) is
large compared to unity, the series for the factors D, D1,
etc., converge to their first terms, and the even harmon-
ics become insignificant. This simplifies (28) to (31),
inclusive, to

ei = 2GEJ1(0) sin pt (33)
es (per cent of ei) = 100(J3(0)/J1(0)) sin 3pt (34)
e5 (per cent of el) = 100(J5(0)/J1(0)) sin spt. (35)

When limiting is applied to the carrier, the effect is
to remove the amplitude variations represented by the
coefficient Jo(ck). This makes Jo(0) =1. The only factor
containing the quantity Jo(0) is D given by (22). Since
the factor D does not enter into the amplitude coeffi-
cients of the fundamental or harmonics, it may be con-
cluded that carrier limiting does not effect the linearity
of this type of detection.

When the balanced -diode detecting circuit of Fig. 8
is used, the phase of either the filtered carrier or the un-
filtered signal is reversed at the input of one of the de-
tectors. This makes the sign of the quantity A negative.
If -A is substituted for A in (12) it is seen that the
amplitude of the fundamental and odd harmonics is
reversed in sign, but the even harmonics are propor-
tional to A2 and are therefore unaffected. Hence, when
the two detector outputs of the balanced detecting sys-
tem are combined differentially, the fundamental and
odd harmonics add, but the even harmonics which pre-
dominate at low degrees of carrier exaltation cancel.
The fundamental and harmonics are then given by (28),
(30), and (32). Thus, by this cancellation of the even
harmonics which are encountered with low degrees of
carrier exaltation, the balanced detecting system makes
possible the use of a lower degree of carrier exaltation
for a given amount of distortion.

When carrier limiting is employed with balanced de-
tection, the effect is the same as that with single -diode
detection.

APPENDIX II

M ULTIGRID AMPLITUDE- AND PHASE -MODULATION
DETECTION

The case of the multigrid detection of a wave simul-
taneously modulated in amplitude and phase has been
considered previously.6 The following treatment con-
siders amplitude- and phase -modulation detection for
the case of a fading carrier.

The amplitude -modulated wave is given by

e = E(1 in sin pt) sin wt (36)

where m is the modulation factor, w =27rFe, F, =carrier
frequency, p =2TF,, F,=modulaing frequency.

As in Appendix I, the effect of carrier fading on (36)
may be represented by

e = E(1 m sin pi) sin wt - kE sin wt (37)

which may be rewritten
e = E[(1 - k) sin wt m sin pt sin wt]. (38)

The carrier filter rejects the sidebands from (38) and
leaves the carrier,

ec = E,(1 - k) sin wt. (39)

The multigrid detector may be considered as a linear
modulator which imparts an envelope [1 +f (t) on the
wave being modulated when that wave is fed to one
grid and the modulating wave f(t) is fed to the other.
If it is assumed that the carrier is the modulating wave,
and the unfiltered signal is being modulated, the result is
e = E[1 SE,(1 - k) sin wt]

 [(1 - k) sin wt m sin pt sin wt] (40)

where the constant S relates the carrier voltage Ea to
the degree of amplitude modulation produced by the
modulator action of the detector.

Multiplying out (40) gives the detector output, which
is e = E[(1 - k) sin wt m sin pt sin wt

SEc(1 - k) 2 sin' wt
SEcm(1 - k) sin pt sin' wt]. (41)

Only the audio -frequency components of (41) are
utilized from the detector output. The other terms
represent either radio -frequency or direct -current out-
put. The final term in (41) is the only one containing
audio frequency. It is

ea = SEEcm(1 - k) sin pt sin' wt (42)
which may be resolved to

eaf = ISEEcm(1 - k)/2} sin pt
- {sEE,m(i - k)/2} sin pt cos 2wt. (43)

The second term of (43) is a radio -frequency output.
The first term is the final audio -frequency output, which
is

Cal = (S/2)EE,(1 - k)m sin pt. (44)

Equation (44) gives the final audio -frequency output
of the multigrid detector. The output is. proportional
to the depth of the originally applied modulation in and
to the product of the voltages of the carrier E0(1-k)
and unfiltered signal E fed to the two grids. It will be
noted that exaltation of the carrier component is not
required to eliminate distortion as was the case in diode
phase -modulation detection. The only requirement is
that the linear -modulator detector operation be main-
tained by applying the proper input voltages to the two
grids.

The detector output is proportional to the product of
the unfiltered signal voltage E and the carrier voltage
Ec(1-k). Since Ec is derived from E in the carrier
filtering process, the output is proportional to E2. This



makes the audio output proportional to the square of
the carrier voltage. This square -law volume variation
may be made linear by the application of limiting to the
carrier. Limiting makes Ec(1-k) constant, so that the
output is directly proportional to the signal voltage E.

When the phase -modulated wave given by (8) and
the filtered carrier given by (9), of Appendix I, are ap-
plied to the multigrid detector, the result is
ea = E[1 SEJo(0)(1 - k) sin Out + BA

 [sin (wt q5 sin pt) - kJ0(0) sin WI] (45)

where B is the phase of combination between the filtered
carrier and the carrier of the fading signal. Equation
(45) multiplies out to
ea = E sin (wt + 0 sin pt) - kEJ0(0) sin wt

SEE,./0(0)(1 - k) sin (wt q5 sin pt) sin (wt B)
- SEEJ o2(4))(1 - k)k sin wt sin (wt B). (46)

The only audio -frequency term in (46) is
eaf = SEEcA(0) (1 k) sin (wtd-ch sin pi) sin (wt+B) (47)

which may be rewritten
(SEE,.10(0)(1 - k)/2) {cos (q5 sin pt - B)

- cos (2w1 + 0 sin pt + B)} (48)

from which the audio -frequency component is
eaf = (S/2)(E.EcJo)(0)(1 - k) cos (0 sin pt - B). (49)

For phase -modulation reception, the angle B is 90

degrees. Substituting this for B in (49) and applying
the Bessel Function expansions gives

ecif = SEE,J0(0)(1 - [J1(0) sin pt + J3(0) sin 3pt
+ J5(0) sin 5pt + (50)

from which the fundamental -modulation component is
el = SEEefo(0)(1 - k)./1(0) sin pt (51)

and the harmonics (as a per cent of the fundamental
amplitude)

e3 = 100(J3(0)/J3(0)) sin 3pt (52)
e5= 100(J5(0)/J1(4))) sin 5p1. (53)

The harmonic content given by (52) and (53), for the
multigrid detector is the same as that given by (34)
and (35) for the diode detector for the condition of a
high degree of carrier exaltation. The fundamental am-
plitude, given by (51) is similar to that obtained with
amplitude modulation using the multigrid detector, ex-
cept that the coefficients Jo(0) and J1(0) are included.
This gives a linearity characteristic in the absence of
carrier limiting which is somewhat different from that
obtained with diode detection. The presence of the term
J0(0) causes the linearity to be somewhat more droop-
ing. When carrier limiting is applied, J0(4) is held con-
stant at a value of unity so that the fundamental out-
put is proportional to Ji(0) in the same manner as
exalted -carrier diode detection.

Electron -Repulsion Effects in a Klystron*
L. A. WAREt, ASSOCIATE, I.R.E.

Summary-This paper is an extension of an article by V. Y.
Savelyev appearing under the title "On the Theory of the Klystron,"
in the Journal of Technical Physics (Russian), vol. 10, no. 16; 1940.
Appreciation is here expressed for the permission granted to The
Institute of Radio Engineers to present portions, modifications or
extensions of this material in the pages of its PROCEEDINGS. Save-
lyev's work is a review of some of the results of Webster, and seems
to present a simpler method of development, especially in respect to
electron -repulsion effects in the beam. In this article the use of the
klystron as an amplifier and as an oscillator, and the optimum op-
erating conditions are considered. The restricting assumption is
that the depth of modulation be small, and the time of flight of an
electron through the buncher is neglected. It is found that, in the
case of an amplifier, the presence of electron -repulsion debunching
sets a limit to the upper value of length of drift space which can be
used. Thus the gain is limited. In the case of the oscillator operating
under optimum conditions the debunching has very little effect.

I. INTRODUCTION

AsIs
WELL known, the klystron1-5 is an excel-

lent example of the application of velocity modu-
lation. This method of modulation makes pos-

sible the development of both amplifiers and oscillators,
* Decimal classification: R355.9. Original manuscript received

by the Institute, February 1,,1945. (The mathematical development
of this paper is based upon "On the theory of the klystron," by V. Y.
Savelyev, Jour. Tech. Phys. (Russian), vol. 10, pp. 1365-1371; 1940,
as translated by L. A. Ware.)

t State University of Iowa, Iowa City, Iowa.

operating at ultra -high frequencies, which are not re-
stricted by transit time effects. In fact, the transit time
is utilized in order to accomplish the modulation. To
anyone beginning a study of the klystron, two questions
immediately present themselves. One has to do with the
consequences of the assumption that the depth of mod-
ulation is very small. The other is concerned with the
limitations arising from the mutual repulsion of elec-
trons in the beam causing a debunching effect. This
paper is primarily concerned with the second of these.
Referring to Fig. 1 the following definitions and as-
sumptions are made. As in Webster's article the sub-
script 0 applies to the cathode; 1 to the buncher, and 2
to the catcher. The separation between centers of the
pairs of grids is taken as S. Capital V's refer to voltages
and lower case v's to velocities. The voltage V1 is

I For related work on the klystron see the following articles:
V. P. Gulyaev, "On the theory of the klystron," Jour. Tech. Phys.
(Russian), vol. 11, pp. 101-105; 1941.

2 D. L. Webster, "Cathode ray bunching," Jour. Appl. Phys.,
vol. 10, pp. 501-508; July, 1939.

8 D. L. Webster, "Theory of klystron oscillations," Jour. Appi.
Phys., vol. 10, pp. 864-872; December, 1939.

4 Arthur E. Harrison, "Graphical methods for analysis of velocity -
modulation bunching," PROC. 1.R.E., vol. 33, pp. 20-32; January,
1945.

5 A. E. Harrison, "Klystron technical manual," (bibliography),
Sperry Gyroscope Company, Inc., Brooklyn, N. Y., 1944.
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assumed to be not more than 0.41/0, the ratio VI/ Vo
being defined as the "depth of modulation." It is assumed
that the entire change in velocity of the electron caused
by VI occurs at the point midway between the grids.
The electrical quantities are in electrostatic units unless
otherwise stated.

V3,116111

5

Fig. 1-Basic quantities in a klystron.

4

In the space S between b and c it is assumed that no
field exists except that caused by the electron stream
itself.

On the basis of Fig. 1 the following equations can be
written

vo = N/2eVoltn

v, = V2e/m 1/V0 + V1 sin
(1)

(2)

where ti is the time of passage of the i-th electron
through the buncher. From (2)

vi = v0 /1 (V1/V0) sin wt;
vo(1 (V1/2V0) sin wt;). (3)

The electrons leaving the buncher with velocities given
by (3) will form into bunches as they approach the
catcher. To what extent this bunching process develops
will depend on the value of S, as well as other parame-
ters.

When the i-th electron enters the catcher it gives up
an energy DE; = 672 sin (wad + 4,) (4)

where ai is the time at which the electron passes the
center plane of the catcher and 4) is a phase constant.
Now, if no repulsion effects are assumed along the
beam the times ai and ti will be related by
a, = t S/v; = h S/vo - (SV1/2voVo) sin wt;. (5)

The total power, W2, in the catcher can be obtained as
follows. Substitute (5) into (4), and then average for
one electron over a period.
tiEi= eV2 sin (wt;- ((ZVI/2NY°) sin cati+ (wS/vo) +41) (6)

2r/o) oj

- sin (Q)dt, (7)
o 27r

where Q is the argument of the sin function in (6). This
is the average energy for one electron over one period.
Let this be multiplied by the number of electrons leav-
ing the cathode per second to obtain the power in the
catcher, W2. The number of electrons leaving the cath-
ode per second will be n=io/e. Then6

6 See Appendix for the integration of (9).

iow
sin (Q)dt, (8)211wW 2 = eVo f

tea
V2 27

= i0 sin (Q)d(wti) (9)
27 0

= i0V2Ji(ScoVi/2v0V0) sin (4' Sw/vo) (10)

where .11 is the Bessel function of the first order.
The power W2 will be a maximum if

(Sw/vo) = (7/2) + 2n7 (11)
and SwV1/2voVo = 1.84. (12)

Accordingly, the maximum power will be

W2(max) = i0V2J1(1.84) = 0.58ioVo (13)

and the efficiency of conversion from direct current to
alternating current is, in an ideal case,

17 = W2(max)/Wo = 0.58. (14)

II. EFFECT OF ELECTRON REPULSION

The above development, arriving at familiar results,
serves as a sufficient basis on which to develop the re-
sults in the case of electron repulsion along the beam.
Strictly speaking, the beam is assumed to have a very
great cross section but it will be taken here to be A, of
the order of one square centimeter. The electron repul-
sion will be introduced by substituting for (5) the follow-
ing expression:

s 1

a, = t; +J - dS' (15)
o vi

where S' represents a point between b and c in the drift
space. This equation allows for a variaton in vi as a
function of S'. Differentiate (15)

da, 1 dv, da,
1 - - - - dS' (16)

dt, J o 242 da, dt,

where dvdda, represents the acceleration of the i-th
electron in the field of the space charge, and ai, here,
is the time of passage of the electron through the point
S'. This acceleration depends on the field 6 as follows:

dv,/da, = ee/m (17)

and 6, in turn, is related to the current as follows: Let i
represent the current at point S". Then (1-10) will
represent the concentration at the point, and since the
excess of electrons, over some average density, is the
cause of 6,

p = (i - io)/v,A
de/dS" = - 4rp = - 47(1 - io)/viA (18)

- - 4rio f i - io
dS" (19)

A Jo vtio

where S" is the distance to some point in question be-
tween S=0 and SS'. The law of conservation of
charge gives iodti = ida,
or i/io = (20)

Let this be substituted into (19) and then into (17) and
(16).
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dai/ dti-1
=is 1 47reio f s' 1 dai- --1) dS"]- dS'. (21)

J vie L Am vi dai dti

Now if, in the space b-c, only one bunch of electrons is
formed or has begun to be formed, then the derivative
dad dti changes very little over the path of integration
and can be moved into the square bracket. Also vi can
be assumed equal to vo owing to the small value of
VI/ Vo. Then (21) can be written

dai

dti

Now set
and

- 471-eio is rsydai
1

Ainvo3 Jo Jo kdti
- 1 dS"dS'. (22)

a2 = zlireio/mAve
Y(S) = dad dti - 1

and differentiate (22) twice with respect to S.

d'Y (S)/ dS2 a2Y(S) = 0.

The solution of (23) is
Y(S) = A sin aS B cos aS. (24)

Y(S) must meet certain boundary conditions. At S=0,
from (16), Y(S) = 0, (S = 0). (25)

Also from (16)
dY (S) d r S 1 dvi

dS'
dS dS J 0

vie dti
= - (1/v,:2)(dvi/dti) (evaluated at S = 0)

= - (1/vi2)(voV10)/2V0) cos

this purpose, vo
dY (S)/ dS = - VIw/2voVo cos coti (26)

because (16) gives vi at S=0. The functions Y(S) will
satisfy conditions (24), (25), and (26) if
Y(S) = - (coVd2voVo) cos coti(sin «S/ a) = dad dti- 1. (27)
From (27) one can write the expression for ai.

dai = di - (wV1/2voV o)(sin aS/ a) cos cotidti
or on integration and applying the condition that an
electron passing the buncher at ti =0 must be in the
center of a bunch and unaffected by the field E, [i.e.,
ai= ti+ (S/v0)], we have
ai = ti (S/vo) - (SV1/2voVo)(sin aS/ aS) sin wti. (28)

On comparison of this equation with (5) it will be seen
at once that in analogy with (10)
W2 = i0V2.11(WSVi sin aS/2voVoaS) sin (4) (Sw/vo)). (29)

Thus the effect of electron repulsion appears as a
correction (sin aS)/aS applied to the drift distance S.
This correction factor is less than unity and means that,
in general, repulsion effects tend to decrease the effective
value of S. Another way of looking at it is to note that
for maximum power, when

(coV /2v0V0)(sin aS/ aS) = 1.84,
S must be greater than if the repulsion effects are neg-
lected. In other words, the repulsion retards the bunch-
ing process and more space must be provided in which
it may occur.

Equation (29) is suitable for both amplifiers and oscil-
lators, and is subject to the condition that V1/ Vo be
small.

III. THE KLYSTRON AS AN AMPLIFIER

In speaking of the amplification of a klystron the ef-
fective shunt resistances R of the cavities will be taken
to be equal and it will be assumed that the power needed
for modulation in the buncher is negligible in compari-
son to the loss in the buncher. The load on the klystron
will be taken to be some effective resistance Z shunted
across R.

The power developed in the
written

sin aS
W2 = i0V2J1

2v0V o ctS

catcher may then be

V22 1 1\
2 \R Z

(23) Dividing this equation by V1 V2 and rearranging, we ob-
tain

V2 2tio sin aS\ RZ

= -= (31)
V1 V1 2v0V oaS R Z

This equation indicates that pi is dependent in general
upon the magnitude of V1. Thus the amplification will
be nonlinear. However, if the argument of the Bessel
function is sufficiently small so that the approximation
Ji(x) =x/2 may be used, then

= (iowS/2voVo)(sin aS/ aS)RZ /(R Z) (32)

which is independent of VI thus producing linear am-
plification. In order to have an error of not more than
5 per cent the argument must meet the following condi-
tion:

(wSV1/2voV o)(sin aS/ aS) 5 0.63. (33)

If the load on the klystron is such that Z =R then a
simpler form of (32) results.

(iowSR/4v0V0)(sin aS / aS) (34)

and if, in addition, aS<<1,
iocoSR/4v0V0. (34')
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Fig. 2-Variation of k ystron amplification with a change in
input voltage.

The equation for power amplification is found as fol-
lows: the power input is approximately WI, = V12/2R.
The output power is determined from (30) as

V22 ioV2o)SVI sin aS V22= -=
2Z 4v0V o aS 2R

The power amplification is then
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W.k = -=
Wl 2voVoV1 aS V12

= µ2(R/Z) (using (32)). (35)

From (31) the following equation can be written:
1.4//.4' = (2/V1a)Ji(Via) (36)

where 1.1,' is the amplification factor at very low values
of depth of modulation, and

a = (w/2v0V0)(sin aS/a). (37)

Equation (36) is plotted in Fig. 2 and the curve indi-
cates clearly how the gain is dependent upon VI. The
deviation of the ratio from unity reaches 5 per cent at
about aVi= 0.63 as stated above.

i0V2wSR sin aS V22

IV. OPTIMUM CONDITIONS IN AMPLIFICATION

A brief inspection of (31) shows that the amplification
will be maximum with good linearity (a VI 50.63) if io is
large and V1 is small. Thus, in the design of a klystron
amplifier to operate with a high gain and at a low level
of input, it is necessary to use an io as large as practicable
and to adjust S so that, for the given input voltage, the
argument of the Bessel function is near to the value of
0.63 or less. A numerical example will explain this more

A

a

4

O A 5 vie 4

Fig. 3-Curves for a klystron amp ifier.
A =gain ratio as a function of S.
B= permissible upper limit of VI set by linearity. The point Xis

the upper limit of V1 set by the assumption as to depth of
modulation.

C=gain ratio as a function of S neglecting debunching.

clearly. Let it be assumed that a klystron is designed to
have the following parameters:

io = 0.020 ampere = 0.06 X 109 electrostatic unit
Vo = 1200 volts

co = 67r X 109
A = 0.5 square centimeter
vo = 2.1 X 109 centimeters per second
R = 105 ohms
a = 0.293

Equation (31) then becomes with Z =R,
= (2000/V1)J1[0.01275V1 sin (0.293S)1 (38)

where V1 is in volts. As long as the argument of the
Bessel function is less than 0.63 the gain will not vary
appreciably with V1; thus the maximum gain, with this
limitation, will occur when sin 0.293S = 1, or S=5.36

centimeters. The upper limit of VI, at this value of S,
will then be given by 0.01275 V1=0.63, or V1=49.5
volts. Up to this limit the gain as a function of S will be
given by the curve A in Fig. 3. The permissible upper
limit of V1 to be used with a given value of S is given by
curve B. With these curves is plotted also the value of

as a function of S neglecting the effect of electron re-
pulsion. This is curve C. It clearly indicates that, for any
particular value of gain, S must be greater when elec-
tron -repulsion effects are taken into consideration.

V. THE KLYSTRON AS AN OSCILLATOR

The amplifier is transformed into an oscillator by pro-
viding a feedback connection between the buncher and
the catcher. This feedback supplies to the buncher a cer-
tain fractional part of the generated voltage in the
catcher. Let this be b V2. Assuming optimum phase con-
ditions which will restrict the value of Vo, the condition
for the beginning of self -sustained oscillations can be de-
veloped as follows: it will be assumed that the output
power is the same as the power loss in the catcher and
that the power required for modulation in the buncher
can be neglected in comparison with the power loss in
the input cavity.

The condition for the beginning of an oscillation will
be given by setting the gain from (31) equal to or
greater than 1/b. This is expressed as follows:

SVI sin aS R 1-J1 > - (39)
V1 2voVo 2 + b2 - b

For initial oscillations this inequality must hold for very
small values of V1; i.e.,

(igoS/2v0V0)(sin aS/aS)R/(2 b2) > 1/b
or io > 2voVv(2 b2)/(wRbS(sin aS/aS)). (40)

The steady-state condition will be indicated by the
equality (39) which can be expressed as follows:

2 io coSbT12 sin aS R
(- 1. 41)

V2 2VOVO aS 2 + b2

For maximum efficiency and power the argument of the
Bessel function must be 1.84, and V2 = VO. With these
introduced into (41) the result is

(24(0.58)/Vo)R/(2 b2) = 1 (42)
with a restriction on b that Vi 50.4 Vo.

Equation (40) provides a lower limit for io and (42)
an upper limit so that
2voVo(2 b2)a/wRb sin aS 5 io 5 (2 + b2)V0/1.16R (43)
subject to the condition that the argument of the Bessel
function be 1.84.

In order to investigate the conditions underlying the
operation of the oscillator, let (41) be rewritten as fol-
lows:

Ji((coSbV2/2voVo)(sin aS/aS)) = V2(2 + b2)/(2ioR). (44)

If the two members of this equation are thought of as
functions of V2 and plotted separately, it can be said
that oscillations will occur if the left member is larger
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than the right for small values of V2, and that the point
of operation will be determined by the crossing point of
the two curves. The left member is a Bessel curve and
the right, a straight line. The diagram which results is
similar to the characteristic curves of a shunt direct -
current generator. It is immediately noted that the
Bessel curve is a function of all the klystron parameters,
whereas the slope of the straight line is a function of
only b, R, and io If maximum efficiency is to be ob-
tained, then the operating point (the crossing point)
should be such that fax) = 0.58 and V2 = Vo as previ-
ously stated. This means that the straight line and Bes-
sel curve both should pass through the point J,(x) =0.58
and V2 = Vo. If it be assumed that A, co, Vo, (vo), are
fixed at values previously given, the above condition
can be met by a number of combinations of b, io, and S,

aid

4

4 am

PO/

0 0 as as 04

Fig. 4-Combinations of b, 10, and S which will lead to optimum
operation of a klystron oscillator.

as shown in Fig. 4. As indicated, the value of b is limited
to values above 0.121 and below 0.4. The latter limit is
set in order not to exceed a depth of modulation of 0.4.

as

as

44
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02

al

Lx 499 ao ver' ago 100

Fig. 5-Characteristic curves for an osci lator based on Fig. 4. The
curve A represents the effect of changing S from 2.21 centimeters
to 2.05 centimeters.

The lower limit exists because, for values of b less than
0.121, the argument of the Bessel function can not at-
tain the value 1.84 for any value of S. The expressions
for S are as follows: for maximum efficiency

(cob/2voa) sin aS = 1.84
or S = (1/a) (3.68v0a/cob) (45)

or if the debunching effect is neglected

S = 3.68vo/wb. (45')

The curves corresponding to (45) and (45') are shown as
a and b respectively in Fig. 4. It is noted that for low
values of b the debunching effect is pronounced and, as
in the case of the amplifier, it makes necessary a larger
value of S for given conditions of operation. Any com-
bination of values of b, io, S given by Fig. 4 will produce
the same characteristic curves as shown in Fig. 5. For
these conditions the output power is 7.2 watts.

It is of interest to determine the effect, upon the
operation of a klystron oscillator, brought about by
changing various parameters individually. For this pur-
pose let the characteristic curves be plotted for the
following parameters:

b = 0.4
io = 0.02 ampere
w = 6r X 109 radians per second

Vo = 1200 volts
S = 2.0 centimeters
vo = 2.1 X 109 centimeters per second
A = 0.5 square centimeter
R = 105 ohms

as
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w

0 ZOO 4* ox 807
ra oar
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Fig. 6-Characteristic curves for an oscillator with arbitrary
parameters.

The curves are plotted as A in Fig. 6, and they indicate
that the power output will be 4.05 watts and the effi-
ciency of conversion will be 16.9 per cent. The variations
will be considered separately as follows:

A. Variation of S
The parameter S does not affect the slope of the

straight line. A decrease in S is seen, by reference to
(44), to move the peak of the Bessel curve to the right.
This will gradually raise the output power until the
peak of the curve cuts the straight line. At this point
the power output will be 5.82 watts and the efficiency,
24.2 per cent. A further decrease of S will again lower
the power.
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B. Variation of io
The parameter io primarily affects the straight

line and has little effect on the Bessel curve through
the debunching factor. An increase in io will decrease
the slope of the straight line and thus will increase
the power output. A minor effect is that a will in-
crease slightly, causing the debunching factor to de-
crease. This results in moving the Bessel curve slightly
to the right which also increases the power output to a
small extent. Curves B for io =0.03 ampere are plotted
in Fig. 6. It is seen that the power has become 5.55
watts and the efficiency has decreased to 15.4 per cent.

C. Variation of b
If b is the only variable and small in value (50.4), it

is seen that it will not greatly affect the straight line but
enters into the Bessel curve in the same way as V2.
Thus a change of b from 0.4 to 0.3, as an illustration,
should move the Bessel curve to the right and will de-
crease somewhat the slope of the straight line. The com-
bination of these two effects is to increase the power.
Curves C for this case are plotted in Fig. 6. The power
increases to 5.55 watts and the efficiency becomes 23.1
per cent.

D. Neglect of Debunching Factor
If the debunching is neglected, the Bessel curve be-

comes displaced slightly to the left. In the illustration
given this would result in a calculated power which is
too low.

The analysis for the condition where the straight line
cuts the curve to the left of the peak is similar and will
not be taken up here.

The effect of changes of parameters on the condition
shown in Fig. 5 is of more interest. Here, optimum con-
ditions are assumed for maximum power of 7.2 watts
and maximum efficiency of 30 per cent. It is easily seen
that a slight change in the position of the Bessel curve
will have practically no effect on the power output. Thus
a change in S, or what amounts to the same thing, the
neglect of the debunching factor, will not appreciably
affect the output. For a value of b= 0.2 the neglect of the
debunching factor makes a change in S from 2.21 centi-
meters to 2.05 centimeters. A short section of the new
curve for S=2.05 centimeters is shown and it is obvious
that practically no change in power occurs. For larger
values of b the error is still less.

VI. CONCLUSION

It may be said in conclusion that electron -repulsion
effects are important in the operation of the klystron as
an amplifier. Whereas the simplified theory of the ampli-
fier indicates that, with very low input voltage, a very
high gain may be obtained by indefinitely increasing S,
the actual state of affairs is that debunching sets a
definite limit on the amount of gain obtainable. In Fig.
3, for instance, an increase of S beyond about 5.3 centi-
meters causes a decrease in gain, and the maximum gain
obtainable is about 12.7 for the parameters used. This

gain may be increased by increasing io but it must be
noted that an increase in io, everything else remaining
fixed, will decrease the debunching factor.

In the operation of a klystron as an oscillator it is
found that, generally speaking, very much lower values
of S are used. It appears thus that the debunching ef-
fect would not be so detrimental. Calculations show
that this effect may be neglected as far as maximum
power and efficiency are concerned. With increased
current, however, this effect may become important.

This brief analysis is deficient because the depth of
modulation has been assumed small ( 0.4). In oscilla-
tors, this may easily be in error. Further, the effect of
the finite time of flight of electrons through the buncher
grids has been neglected.

APPENDIX

Integration of (9)
Let the expression to be integrated be written as

J.
2r

sin (x + A sin x + B)dx (46)

where A, and B are defined by (6). Let (46) be expanded
into

2r
sin B f cos (x + A sin x)dx

0 2r
+ cos B f sin (x + A sin x)dx. (47)

2r
Let 41(A) = f sin (x+A sin x)dx,

and x=27-4 x' = x.

Then 0(A)= f sin [(27- x')+A sin (2r- x')](-dx')
2r

=
f2r sin [(2r- x)+A sin (27- x)idx

=f
2r

sin (27- x -A sin x)dx

2r
- f sin (x+A sin x)dx= -4)(A).

Therefore 4(A) =0 which eliminates the right-hand
term of (47). The left-hand part is evaluated as follows
using an equation from the theory of Bessel functions.'

1 2r
j.J(z) = - cos (nO - z sin 0)d0

2r 0

Identifying z= -A, n=1, and 0=x, we have
1 2r

J1( - A) = -f cos (x + A sin x)dx.
2r 0

2r
Therefore sin B f cos (x+A sin x)dx= -21r sin B(J1(A))

and
1.

2r
sin (x+A sin x+B)= -27 sin B.Ti(A)

which applied to (9) will yield (10).
7 G. N. Watson, "Treatise on the Theory of Bessel Functions,"

second edition, Cambridge University Press, New York, N. Y.,
1944, p. 19.



Extending the Frequency Range of the
Phase -Shift Oscillator*

RODNEY W. JOHNSONt, MFMBER, I.R.E.

Summary-Methods for facilitating the design of phase -shift
oscillators at extreme frequencies of a fraction of a cycle to a few
megacycles are discussed. It is shown that, if the input impedance of
each section of a lumped resistance -capacitance network is made K
times that of the previous section, the gain required for oscillation
can be reduced to a theoretical minimum of 8 for a three -section
network with K high, as against 29 for a K of unity. A new circuit
element' called the "resistance -capacitance transmission line,"
consisting of a resistance covered by a well -insulated and grounded
metal surface, is introduced and is analyzed as a phase -shifting
network to give reliable operation in a phase -shift oscillator at
frequencies up to a few megacycles. Curves are presented to facilitate
the design of the latter type of oscillator. Various configurations of the
resistance -capacitance transmission line are discussed and experi-
mental results are presented.

INTRODUCTION

r 1 HE PHASE -shift oscillator has appeared fre-
quently in the literature." The usual arrange-
ments of the phase -shifting network using lumped

constants become either unduly large at the very low
frequencies or too small at the high frequencies. In the
latter case, stray and tube capacitances limit the maxi-
mum frequency obtainable in practical circuits to the
upper audio or lower radio -frequency range.

Fig. 1-Conventional phase -shift oscillator.

For example, in the three equal -section resistance -
capacitance network of Fig. 1, the minimum gain neces-
sary for oscillation has been shown' to be 29. An inspec-
tion of the frequency equations of Ginzton and Hollings-
worth' shows that the frequency range is limited in prac-
tical circuits to from perhaps 30 cycles or so to around

* Decimal classification: R355.9. Original manuscript received
by the Institute, November 20, 1944.

t 2713 Ridge Road, Berkeley 4, California.
" C. J. Van Loon, U. S. Patent No. 2,111,710.
2 E. L. Ginzton and L. M. Hollingsworth, "Phase -shift oscilla-

tors," PROC. I.R.E., vol. 29, pp. 43-49; February, 1941.
1 W. G. Shepherd and R. 0. Wise, "Variable -frequency bridge -

type frequency -stabilized oscillators," PROC. I.R.E., vol. 31, pp.
256-268; June, 1943.

L. A. Meacham, "The bridge -stabilized oscillator," PROC. I.R.E.,
vol. 26, pp. 1278-1294; October, 1938.

5 H. J. Reich, "A low -distortion audio -frequency oscillator,"
PROC. I.R.E., vol. 25, pp. 1387-1398; November, 1937.

6 J. H. Newitt, "RC oscillator performance," Electronics, vol. 17,
pp. 126-129; March, 1944.

7 W. W. Kunde, "Phase shift oscillator design charts," Electronics,
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50 kilocycles, both because of circuit components and
because of loss of gain at extreme ends of the audio
range.

It is the purpose of this paper to describe two types of
180 -degree resistance -capacitance networks that will ex-
tend the useful frequency range to as low as a fraction
of a cycle and as high as a few megacycles.

I. LOW -FREQUENCY CIRCUITS

Sometimes it becomes necessary to build sinusoidal
oscillators of low frequency (say one cycle or so) having
considerable power output, such as for timing waves on
magnetic oscillographs, recording milliammeters, etc. A
gain of 29 under these conditions is difficult to obtain
using power tubes. The four -section network, of course,
requires a gain2 of only about 6, but is cumbersome at
such a low frequency, The network shown in Fig. 2,
however, requires a gain approaching a minimum of 8
at K infinite, and 29 at K=1. The circuit of Fig. 2 is of
the same type as that previously mentioned, except that
each resistance -capacitance section is made to have an
input impedance K times that of the previous stage, so
that if K is high, the loading due to successive stages is

P, PP

Fig. 2-Revised phase -shift oscillator.

less and the voltage attenuation through the network is
consequently reduced. In such a circuit, the voltage at-
tenuation per stage, if K is high, will be very nearly
1/cos 0, where 0 is the angle of phase shift for the 'stage.
If the resistance -capacitance products are held con-
stant, then there is a phase shift of 60 degrees per stage,
or a total attenuation of 1/cos3 60 degrees =8. For a
four -stage network, the minimum voltage attenuation
would be 1/cos* 45 degrees =4. This relationship is
strictly true only if both K and the ratio R/R1 as de-
fined by Fig. 4 are infinite, as is evident from (5).

The circuit of Fig. 3 is equivalent to that of Fig. 2.
In Fig. 3, the application of Thevenin's theorem leads
to Fig. 4. Fig. 5 is the general equivalent to this type of
circuit, and its solution enables us to substitute ,specific
values for any particular case and analyze the result.

The solution of Fig. 5 by Kirchhoff's laws gives the

September, 1945 Proceedings of the I.R.E. 597
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ratio of input -to -output voltage as

E
=

ZiZ5 Z3Z5 Z23 Z1Z5- 1+ +
e Z4Z6 Z4Z6 Z2Z6 Z226 Z2Z4

+[z1 Z3 Z5 Z1 Z3 Z1 Z1Z3Z5 1.

Z6ZgZ6Z4Z4Z2Z2Z4Z6 J
(1)

If, in (1), Z1, Za, and Z5 are pure capacitive reactances
and Z2, Z4, and Z6 are pure resistances, or vice versa, the
first bracketed term will be real and the last bracketed
term will be imaginary. Furthermore, all the Z terms

- e

Fig. 3-Equivalent circuit of Fig. 2.

Rp -/AeoR,R, - E -
Rct- Rp Re

Fig. 4-Equivalent circuit of Fig. 3.

Fig. 5-General phase -shifting network.

will be negative except the very last one. Equating the
imaginary series to zero wiz, l yield the conditions neces-
sary for 180 -degree phase shift, and substitution of this
value of R/X or X/R into the first series will give the
ratio of input -to -output voltage at this particular fre-
quency, which ratio will be negative, denoting 180 -
degree phase shift.

When the corresponding values for the Z's from Fig.
4 are substituted into (1), and terms collected,

E i_X' (3+ 2 ±../_?\ ±i(i+ 1 \ 1
e L R2k K R ) Rk K K2 )

-jX13+ 2 1 RI( 1 +1\ X21
RL K K2 R\K ) 122 j

Equating the j terms to zero gives

X/R = + 2/K + 1/K' (2R,/R)(1/K + 1) (3)

from which

f = 1/211-RCV3 + 2/K + 1/K2 + (2R,/R)(1/K + 1). (4)
Substitution of (3) into (2) gives the gain which the

(2)

tube must supply in order to oscillate at a frequency
given by (4).

-1_8_RIF11+ 4 (n2 ( +2\
RLK \R ) K

12 7 2
.

K K2 K'
(5)

Setting K =1 in the above equations gives the results
derived by Ginzton and Hollingsworth2 and deriving in
a similar manner2 a coefficient of frequency stability,
which, if small, is a measure of good frequency stability;

ki = RI/ [2R1 + 2R + R(K2 1)/(K2 -FK)] (6)

where kl is defined as the ratio of a percentage change in
frequency to the percentage change in RI causing it.
Since the quantity (K2-1-1)/(K2+K) is only slightly
less than unity for values of K between 1 and infinity,
the frequency stability is affected very little by the cir-
cuit modification under discussion.

For a practical design using a power pentode such as
a 6V6 with Rp =52,000 ohms, g, = 4100, RL =5000
ohms, one could expect a maximum gain from the tube
of around 19, which is lower than the required 29 if
K=1. The maximum grid resistance should not ex-
ceed 0.5 megohm and therefore K2R <0.5 megohm.
The value of K is determined by this limitation and
by the fact that R should be large compared to R1
for best operation. But to use a lower gain tube, K
should
RL =6000 ohms, R =20,000 ohms, and K=5. The ef-
fective load resistance presented to the tube is around
5000 ohms and the gain should be around 19. Substitut-
ing the values RI/R=0.27 and K=5 in (5) gives a re-
quired gain of 13.7. From (4) the frequency is 3.94/C
cycles where C is in microfarads.

At audio frequencies much higher than 1000 cycles,
the capacitors toward the grid end of the network be-
come rather small and stray circuit capacitance results
in unsatisfactory operation; so for higher frequencies we
shall now discuss a somewhat different type of resist-
ance -capacitance network.

II. HIGH -FREQUENCY CIRCUITS

The operation of the phase -shift oscillator in the lower
radio -frequency range can be made possible by using the
equivalent of a resistance -capacitance transmission line'
which can be very easily constructed by wrapping a
metallic foil, with appropriate insulation, around an
ordinary resistor and grounding the foil. A total capaci-
tance of around 20 to 50 micromicrofarads can be ob-
tained in this way, which gives very satisfactory results
as a 180 -degree network when the resistance is con-
nected between grid and plate (with appropriate block-
ing of direct current) as shown in Fig. 6.

The analysis of this circuit element, which we shall
call the resistance -capacitance transmission line, can be
carried out using the conventional transmission -line
equations. The circuit to be analyzed is shown in Fig.
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7. The series inductance and shunt conductance are
neglected because they are of very small magnitude
compared to the series resistance and shunt capacitance
at the frequencies for which this circuit can be used.
The effect of series inductance will be shown later.

We shall first analyze the circuit of Fig. 7 to obtain
the general equations of voltage and current, and then
we shall consider three special cases: the case for open
circuit, the case for termination in a capacitance at the
grid end, and the case for termination in characteristic
impedance.

Fig. 6-Circuit of a radio -frequency phase -shift oscillator using
the resistance -capacitance transmission line.

R

Is I
Es

Fig. 7-Equivalent circuit for the resistance -capacitance
transmission line.

Referring to Fig. 7, we can write
dE/dx = IR, dI/dx = EY

where Y=jcoC.
The solutions of (7) are the familiar transmission line

equations

E = Er cosh N/RY x I,s/R/Y sinh N/RY x (8)

I = EA/Y/R sinh RY x I,. cosh -V-RY x.

(7)

(9)

Equations (8) and (9) will form the basis for in-
vestigation of the properties of the resistance -capaci-
tance transmission line for several terminating condi-
tions.

A. Open Circuit

1. Frequency and Gain: When the output terminals of
the network of Fig. 7 are open circuited, /,.=0 and (8)
reduces to

E/ = cosh -VEY x. (10)

Letting 'VEY = a + ji3 (11)
we have, for (10)

E/ Er = cosh (a .+ j$) x
= cosh ax cos (3x j sinh ax sin /3x. (12)

If x=l, the length of the line, E =-- E.. If we wish 180 -

degree phase shift to exist between Er and E,, the j term

of (12) must be zero. Then
sinh al sin 131 = 0 (13)

for which case
EWE, = cosh al cos 01. (14)

From (11)

\/-R-17= a +j/3 = VR.jcoC= N/RuC/2-i-jVRX/2

and a = /3= N/RcoC/2 =N/rfRC. (15)

Now for (13) to be satisfied, either sinh al or sin IR must
be zero. Since sinh al =0 only when al =0, and al can-
not be zero for any usable case; then it follows that
sin 131 must be zero, which is true for 01=mr(m an
integer). Therefore

131 = -17rfRC 1 = ma. (16)

R and C are the constants per unit length of the line. If
RT and CT are the total constants of the line (R and C
times the length, respectively) then (16) becomes

YrfRTCT = mir
from which f = m2r/ RTCT (17)

Substituting (16) into (12) we obtain
E,/ Er = cosh mgr cos mr. (18)

Equation (18) is positive (0 -degree phase shift) for
even values of m and negative (180 -degree phase shift)
for odd values of m. Furthermore, Es/E, is the gain the
tube must supply in order to oscillate, and for this to
be a minimum, m must also be a minimum since cosh
mir always increases with increasing m. The least odd
positive value of m is unity, and therefore the frequency
for minimum required gain at 180 -degree phase shift
in the resistance -capacitance transmission line is

f = r/R7Cr (19)
and the required gain is

EWE, = - cosh a = - 11.60. (20)

These are the equations for frequency and gain when
the resistance -capacitance transmission line is used in a
phase -shift oscillator, neglecting tube -input capacitance.
The actual case will be investigated later.

2. Input Impedance: The input impedance is impor-
tant, as it is in parallel with the plate and load resist-
ances of the tube, and must be kept high if stable opera-
tion is to be maintained. For the open -circuited case at
x=/, (8) divided by (9) is

Z, = E,/ = R/Y (cosh VET /)/(sinh 1/.T8-11).

Or, since -/R Y=a+0 (11)

R cosh al cos 01+ j sinh al sin 01Z =
Y sinh al cos j cosh al sin 01

And for the previously derived case of al = 01= mr,

Z, = R/Y coth mr. (21)
But

4111:
Rr Rr Rr RT

I" RY IOW al+jal 2mr I 2mT
(22)
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or, at m=1 we have

= (-RT -j RT coth I - 450
\ 2r 2r /

RT

since coth r is very closely unity.
This input impedance looks like a resistance &/7r in

parallel with a capacitive reactance &/7r. It should be
obvious that RT/7r should therefore be at least ten times
the output resistance and reactance of the tube for best
operation.

B. Capacitance Termination

1. Frequency and Gain: Let us now consider the ac-
tual case where the line is terminated by a capacitance
CG which is the input capacitance of the tube plus
strays. From (8)

Es/E,. = cosh Vreffl V(R/r)/z, sink \ay 1. (24)

Letting V (R/ zr= A -PjB and -VR Y= a+j(3, (24)
becomes
E./Er = cosh (a + ji5)l + (A + jB) sinh (a + j0)1

= cosh al cosh /3/ + A sinh al cos fil
-B cosh al sin PI

j(sinh al sin IN + A cosh al sin (31
B sinh al cos 01). (25)

For 180 -degree phase shift the j term of (25) must be
zero. Since

A + jB = Y(R/Y)/Zr = jc0CGYR/jc,C
= coCGY R/2coC jcoCGY R/2c,C

or , A = B = (CG/Cr)YirfRTCr

and since al and g1 are the same as before, the condi-
tion for 180 -degree phase shift becomes

tanh V7fRTCT tan 1/7fRTCr

(CG/CT)-OrfR7Cr (tan NinfRTCT

tanh \,/ rfRTCT) = 0. (26)

Equation (26) cannot be solved explicitly for fRTCT,
but a sketch of the equation shows that for Co/CT and
fRTCT to be positive, the useful curve lies in the region
37r/4 to 7r, 77r/4 to 27, etc. Furthermore, a later equa-
tion shows that EWE, for this case becomes too large to
be useful for any region but 37/4 to r. Over this region,
tanh -YrfRTCT is unity to a close approximation and
(26) becomes

tan N/7fRTCT

(Ca/CT)YirfRTCT (tan V7fRTCT + 1) = 0. (27)

A curve of CG/CT versus fRTCT is given in Fig. 8.
From this curve, knowing the value of Co/CT, one can
readily determine the value of fRTCT which will satisfy
(27) and very closely satisfy (26). Inspection of Fig. 8
shows that for Co/CT =-- 0 we obtain a value of fRTCT =7
that checks with that given by (19) for the open -cir-
cuited case (CG= 0).

With (26) satisfied, we have left only the real term of
(25). This is similarly transcendental and cannot be

solved explicitly. By taking values of fRTCT from Fig. 8
for various values of CG/CT, however, and substituting

(23) them into the remainder of (25), we arrive at Fig. 9,

3o

20
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0
0 .2 .4 .6 .8 10
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OW,

1.2 14 1.6 1.8 2.0

Fig. 8-Curve of frequency for 180 -degree phase shift with
resistance -capacitance transmission line.
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0 2 .4 .6 .8 10
C./C,

Fig. 9-Curve of voltage attenuation at 180 -degree phase shift in
the resistance -capacitance transmission line.

1.2 1.4 16 18 20

which is a curve showing the ratio E./Er as a function of
Co/CT, for the condition where the phase shift through
the resistance -capacitance transmission line is 180 de-
grees.

2. Input Impedance: Returning to (8) and (9), we can
find the input impedance in a similar manner to the
open -circuited case by dividing one equation by the
other. This gives, letting Zo = YR/Y,

Z. 1 ± (Zo/Zr) tanh (a +
(28)

Zo Zo/Zr tanh (a + jfi)l

Since we have already concluded that tanh al = tanh 0/
for all values of al considered in this analysis; then

it is evident that tanh (a+j(3)11 also. Therefore
Z. =Z0=-VR/Y to within 2 per cent for all values of
CG/CT considered. The equivalent parallel resistance
and reactance components of this impedance are

X./RT = - 1/Y7fR7CT
R./RT = 1/Y7rfRTCT.

(29)

(30)
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Taking values of fRTCT from Fig. 8 for various values
of CG/CT, we arrive at Fig. 10, which is a curve of

0.6

0.5

0.4

Cr 0.3

0.2

al

0

-gr

(
0 .2 4 .6 .8 10 1.2

Cs / Cr

Fig. 10 -Equivalent shunt -input reactance and resistance of
the resistance -capacitance transmission line.

1.4 1.6 ao

-X,/RT or R./RT versus CG/CT. From Fig. 10, for a
given value of CG/CT, one can then determine the
equivalent shunt reactance and resistance seen by the
plate of the tube when the resistance -capacitance trans-
mission line is connected.

It should be noted that both the total shunt react-
ance (X, in parallel with the reactance of output
capacitance plus strays) and the equivalent shunt re-
sistance R, should be kept high compared to the value
of resistance needed to produce the required gain at the
frequency specified. If this is not so, i.e.; if the frequency
or capacitances are too high, then there will be a loss of
gain and, more serious, additional phase shift introduced
which will cause the resistance -capacitance transmis-
sion line to operate at some other angle than 180 de-
grees, which will ultimately result in frequency instabil-
ity and unsteady operation. Thus, the maximum stable
frequency obtainable will be limited by whether or not
the ratios Rio/Xi and R,,i/X are larger than about
1/10, where Rio is the resistance needed to produce the
gain required for oscillation (from Fig. 9), Xi is the
parallel combination of X, and Xo (the reactance of
tube -output capacitance plus strays), R, and X, are the
values taken from Fig. 10. The maximum frequency is
therefore limited by these considerations to a few mega-
cycles, but is nevertheless considerably higher than that
obtainable by the lumped -constant oscillator.

C. Termination in Characteristic Impedance

An examination of the dip in the curve of Fig. 9
might lead one to wonder what effect will be obtained
when the termination is in the characteristic impedance
-/R/Y. This may readily be determined from (8) by
setting /r-VR/ Y=E,.. Expanding the resultant equa-
tion for N/TCY=a-1-j[3 and setting the j term equal to
zero, one obtains the same value of frequency as that
given by (17). Substitution of this value into the orig-
inal equation leads to a ratio Es/E,. of -enr (m odd) or
-22.3 when m =1. Although this is entirely usable, it is
in general too high to be of appreciable practical value
at the frequencies involved; furthermore the termina-
tion conditions will change if the frequency is varied.

D. Effect of Inductance

The effect of inductance in the resistance -capacitance
transmission line can be easily studied by recalculating
the propagation constant \ /RY using R(1-1-jQ) instead
of R. The resultant equation shows that if Q is less than
about 1/3, no effect will be noted. A 50,000 -ohm resistor
at 1 megacycle would have to have an inductance of 2.65
millihenries to have a Q of 1/3. Even a wire -wound re-
sistor obviously does not have this much inductance,
and should therefore perform satisfactorily at frequen-
cies as high as a few megacycles. Experimental results
verify this performance.

Conversely, it can also be shown that if Q is greater
than about 10, the gain required for oscillation reduces
to very nearly unity, and the frequency is reduced to
about 1/2Q2 of what it was for Q=0. This is of no par-
ticular consequence for the case under consideration,
however.

E. Design Procedure

Using the curves given, it is possible to organize the
design procedure into 10 steps (in addition to the rou-
tine selection of bias and screen voltages, etc.). These
steps can be summarized as follows:

1. Select the tube, noting or estimating Cio, Coot, gm,
and pt.

2. Add to Cio and C00 appropriate strays to obtain
Co and Co.

3. Consider the physical limitations of CT and as-
sign its value; preferably about 5C0 for minimum
required gain. Find CG/Cr.

4. Enter the curves at Ca/CT to find
(a) Required gain G (Fig. 9)
(b) fRTCT (Fig. 8)
(c) Xs/RT (Fig. 10)
(d) Rs/RT (Fig. 10)

5. From the desired frequency, CT, and item 4(b),
find RT.

6. Find X, and R, from RT and items 4(c) and 4(d).
7. Calculate Xo =1/24Co.
8. Calculate X1= X0/1+ (Xo/X8).
9. Calculate Rio= (G/g,)(1/1-G/µ), using the value

of G in 4(a), with appropriate margin.
10. Find

RL = Rio/V1 - (Rio/X1)2 - (Rin/123).

This should be reasonably close (within about 5 per
cent) to Rio for best operation. If it is not, then the
chosen frequency is too high for the tube constants in-
volved.

A design based on the above steps was made using a
6AC7 tube, resulting in the circuit of Fig. 11, which has
been tested experimentally at a frequency of about 500
kilocycles and found to be satisfactory, giving good
wave form. The frequency stability compares favorably
with other unstabilized self-excited oscillators operating
at the same frequency.
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.01 10K ft

250.

Fig. 11 -500 -kilocycle phase -shift oscillator. R1, R$: two Mallory
50,000 -ohm, 10 -watt wire -wound resistors covered with metal foil.

F. Variable -Frequency Operation

Experimentally it was found that a wire -wound
potentiometer with a metal case could be used as the
resistance -capacitance transmission line and would give
very good results for variable -frequency operation.
Other potentiometers were tried also, with foil wrap-
pings for the capacitance element, and found to give
equal performance, with frequency variation possible
over a very wide range.

A fine control of frequency can also be obtained by
connecting a small variable capacitor from grid to
ground. This changes the ratio CG/CT, thereby changing
the frequency by a small amount, as is evident from
Fig. 8.

G. Frequency Stability

It is evident that, in any oscillator, the frequency -
determining components must be as constant as possible
if good frequency stability is to be realized. For the
phase -shift oscillator using the resistance -capacitance
transmission line, the frequency -determining compo-
ents are the total resistance and total capacitance of the
line, and to a certain smaller extent the terminating
capacitance of the line. The load and output character-
istics of the tube will also affect the frequency unless the
input impedance of the line is made very high compared
to these parameters.

From an inspection of (19) and Fig. 8, it is clear
that in both cases the frequency is inversely proportional
to both the total resistance and the total capacitance. A
percentage change of either of these latter quantities
will therefore result in the same percentage change of
frequency, but in the opposite direction. Since the
capacitance is only of the order of 50 micromicrofarads,
a change of 5 micromicrofarads, for example, would re-
sult in a change of 10 per cent in frequency (neglecting
the effect on the ratio Co/Cr). This much change would
be quite serious if the frequency were desired constant
to, say, 0.01 per cent. Great care must therefore be taken
in the construction of the resistance -capacitance trans-
mission line to insure that the temperature coefficient of
the resistance is as low as possible, and that the dielec-
tric separating the resistance from its grounded covering
be as good as possible. This suggests some sort of a thin -
walled polystyrene tubing or similar material, with the
resistance wound or sprayed on one side and the capaci-
tance on the other side.

H. Application to Electrical Measurements

It has just been mentioned that a percentage change
of either the resistance or capacitance of the line results
in the same percentage change of frequency, neglecting
the change in CG/GT. This effect can be utilized to ad-
vantage to measure any variable (such as dielectric con-
stant, length, pressure, temperature, humidity, and so
on) that affects either the resistance or the capacitance.
Frequency changes are easily measured by comparison
with a stable frequency standard such as a crystal oscil-
lator, or by other methods.c° In the usual system of this
type,8.° based on variation of capacitance, the frequency
is inversely proportional to the square root of the capaci-
tance; while in the phase -shift oscillator the frequency is
simply inversely proportional to the capacitance. Thus
the phase -shift oscillator will have a sensitivity roughly
twice that of inductance -capacitance oscillators, when
used for this purpose.

For example, in the measurement or regulation of
temperature, a resistance -capacitance transmission line
could be constructed, using a material with a high
thermal -resistivity coefficient. Large changes in fre-
quency would then result from small changes in tem-
perature.°

I. Other Configurations of the Resistance -Capacitance
Transmission Line

It might be expected that, if the resistance and/or
capacitance are tapered in some manner, better opera-
tion might result. It has already been shown, for the case
of lumped constants, that increasing the impedance to-
ward the grid end of the network reduces the gain nec-
essary for oscillation. This can be shown to be true also
for the case of the resistance -capacitance transmission
line. By selecting a taper of resistance such that the
specific resistance increases as x in Fig. 7 decreases, and
a taper of capacitance that decreases at the same time,
quite different characteristics can be obtained. In order
to investigate these conditions mathematically, how-
ever, one must select the equations of R and Y as func-
tions of x, substitute them into (7), and solve the re-
sult. This procedure is necessary because R and Y are
now functions of x, and since the original solutions of
(7) assumed them to be constant, (8) and (9) are no
longer valid. This solution may become rather cumber-
some, particularly if R and Y are different functions of
x, or are not linear functions of x.

By inspection, however, it is evident that we can con-
sider the line as being made up of n resistance -capacitance
sections, and if a steep taper is employed, the attenua-
tion will approach (1/cos r/n).. This obviously ap-
proaches unity as n is made very large, indicating a
considerable reduction of network loss when the cor-
rect taper is employed.

8 F. E. Terman, "Measurements in Radio Engineering," McGraw-
Hill Book Company, New York 18, N. Y., 1935.

Keith Henney, "Electron Tubes in Industry," McGraw-Hill
Book Company, New York 18, N. Y., 1937.



J. Experimental Results

Sample designs have already been illustrated, using a
6AC7 tube for the high -frequency case and a 6V6 for the
low -frequency case. Circuits of these two oscillators are
shown in Fig. 11 and Fig. 12, respectively. These cir-
cuits have been assembled and tested experimentally.

300v.

Fig. 12 -40 -cycle phase -shift oscillator with K=5.

The circuit of Fig. 11 oscillated at around 500 kilo-
cycles and gave excellent wave form and stability. Re-
moval of one of the resistors in the phase -shifting ele-
ment raised the frequency to around 1 megacycle, but
the frequency stability was somewhat poorer, which
can be attributed to a number of factors. The first and
most obvious defect is that the phase -shifting network
was rather crude, being comprised of an ordinary wire -

wound resistor wrapped with some foil from an elec-
trolytic capacitor. The dielectric separating the resist-
ance from the foil was merely the enamel coating of the
resistor, and cannot be expected to have very good in-
sulation properties at 1 megacycle. Another factor is
that the wire -wound resistor just mentioned cannot be
expected to stay constant with temperature changes,
since it is not designed to have zero temperature coeffi-
cient. This defect, accompanied probably by other
minor factors, caused the oscillator frequency to drift
for a time after first being turned on.

The circuit of Fig. 12 oscillated at about 36 cycles.
The calculated frequency was nearly 40 cycles. The dif-
ference between actual and calculated frequencies can
be attributed primarily to the fact that ordinary resis-
tors and capacitors were used, and their accumulated
error could easily be 10 per cent. The frequency stability
and wave form were excellent.
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Conversion Loss of Diode Mixers Having
Image -Frequency Impedance*

E. W. HEROLDt, SENIOR MEMBER, I.R.E., R. R. BUSH', ASSOCIATE, I.R.E., AND W. R. FERRISt

Summary-The theory of the two -electrode nonlinear mixer for
superheterodyne use is developed so as to include the effect of
resistive impedance at image frequency. The general theory is applied
to the calculation of conversion loss under optimum conditions of
matching the intermediate -frequency circuit to the mixer stage. Even
when the intermediate -frequency circuit is not matched to the mixer,
this matched -impedance conversion loss is important in the determi-
nation of the over-all signal-to-noise ratio of a receiver. This loss is
computed for an idealized diode with different operating conditions,
for various values of image -frequency impedance, and for different
values of radio -frequency circuit losses.

Although the chief effect of different image -frequency impedances
is a change in the optimum operating conditions and in the required
local -oscillator power, there is also an effect on the minimum conver-
sion loss. Very low impedances or very high impedances result in
smallest conversion loss. The impedances often encountered at
ultra -high frequency (image -frequency impedance approximately the
same as signal -frequency impedance) result in an increase in conver-
sion loss which may be between 0 and 3 decibels, depending on the
circuit losses.

I. INTRODUCTION

THE PURPOSE of this work is to extend the ex-
isting theory of the two -electrode, nonlinear de-
vice used as a superheterodyne mixer to include

* Decimal classification: R134 X R361.2. Original manuscript re-
ceived by the Institute, December 26, 1944.

t R.C.A. Laboratories, Radio Corporation of America, Princeton,
N. J.

the effects of an essentially resistive impedance at image
frequency, and to compute the effect on conversion loss.
In many ultra -high -frequency applications, the inter-
mediate frequency is sufficiently low so that the signal
input circuit has an appreciable impedance at both the
signal frequency and its image. Thus, a complete treat-
ment must include the effect of this additional com-
plication.

The diode and the crystal rectifier are the outstand-
ing examples of the nonlinear devices considered in this
paper. Even neglecting impedance at image frequency,
their behavior has been more difficult to treat than that
of grid -controlled mixers because of the reaction of the
intermediate -frequency voltage on the signal circuit.
When an impedance is present at image frequency, the
treatment is even more complex because, as will be
shown, image -frequency currents and voltages are
caused both by the modulation of the local -oscillator
frequency by the intermediate frequency, and by the
modulation of the second harmonic of the local -oscil-
lator frequency by the signal frequency. The image -
frequency voltage, in turn, reacts on both signal and
intermediate -frequency circuits. However, the com-
plete solution can be reduced to three comparatively
simple equations from which numerical results can be

September, 1945 Proceedings of the I.R.E. 603
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obtained, and from which an equivalent circuit can be
drawn in the form of a 6 -pole.

The diode mixer, neglecting image -frequency im-
pedance, has been treated by Strutt' and by Strutt and
Van der Ziel* in incomplete form, and more completely
by James and Houldin8 and by Herold.* Peterson and
Hussey considered image -frequency impedance in diode
or crystal modulator circuits with resistive loads.5 Two
more recent papers discuss reactive loads as well, though
not in complete fashion.°' Attention in the present
work is confined to resistive loads and, although the
equivalent -circuit equations are essentially the same as
those of Peterson and Hussey, this paper presents com-
putations of the effect of image -frequency impedance on
conversion loss. In view of the importance of the signal-
to-noise ratio in ultra -high -frequency receivers, the con-
version loss of the diode or crystal mixer is a most im-
portant quantity and is of great value in estimating
the over-all noise factor of the system.*

Let us first explore, in an introductory way, the pos-
sible mixing effects in a nonlinear device. When a volt-
age at signal frequency co, is impressed and a local -
oscillator voltage of frequency coo is also present, a
current at the intermediate frequency, coi_f = (a), -coo),
is produced. An impedance at this difference frequency
leads to an intermediate -frequency voltage. This inter-
mediate -frequency voltage, in turn, modulates currents
at oscillator fundamental and causes currents to flow at
frequencies (coo-}-w;-f) and (coo- coi.4). The first of these
is the same as the signal frequency, but the second is a
new frequency which differs from that of the signal by
twice the intermediate -frequency and is called the
image frequency.8 The signal -frequency voltage, modu-
lating currents at the oscillator second harmonic, gives
rise to a current at frequency (two-w,)which again dif-
fers from the signal by twice the intermediate-frequency
and so is also at image frequency. When the signal cir-
cuit is broad, the image -frequency currents give rise to
appreciable image -frequency voltages which react on
both signal and intermediate -frequency circuits. Thus
we must consider, in addition to the local oscillator, cur-
rents and voltages at three frequencies: signal, image,
and intermediate -frequency, and each of these reacts
on the others.

1 M. J. 0. Strutt, "Diode frequency changers," Wireless Eng.,
vol. 13, pp. 73-80; February, 1936.

2 M. J. 0. Strutt and A. Van der Ziel, "The diode mixer tube, par-
ticularly at decimeter wavelengths," Philips Tech. Rundschau, vol. 6,
pp. 289-299; October, 1941.

E. C. James and J. E. Houldin, "Diode frequency changers,"
Wireless Eng., vol. 20, pp. 15-27; January, 1943.

E. W. Herold, "Frequency mixing in diodes," Part V of "Some
aspects of radio reception at ultra -high -frequencies," by E. W. Herold
and L. Malter, PROC. I.R.E., vol. 31, pp. 575-582; October, 1943.

5 E. Peterson and L. W. Hussey, "Equivalent modulator circuits,"
Bell Sys. Tech. Jour., vol. 18, pp. 32-48; January, 1939.

H. Meinke, "The behavior of mixing diodes at low and high fre-
quencies," Elek. Nach. Tech., vol. 20, pp. 39-48; February, 1943.

H. F. Matare, "Input and output resistances of mixing diode,"
Elek. Nach. Tech., vol. 20, pp. 48-59; February, 1943.

"This is identical with the frequency at which a superheterodyne
receiver has a second (usually undesired) response. However, in the
instance here considered, no image -frequency signals need be im-
pressed to give rise to currents and voltages at that frequency.

In a prior analysis,* it was shown that the diode or
crystal mixer without image -frequency impedance may
be considered as a passive transducer which, at the same
time, changes frequency. Thus, when the mixer stage
is driven from an antenna, part of the input power is
dissipated in the mixer itself while the remainder is
available as output power in the intermediate -frequency
load. It is clear that, if some of the input power is also
converted to image -frequency power, this should repre-
sent an additional source of loss. However, when the
image -frequency impedance is either zero or infinite its
power -absorbing capability is zero; i.e., it can only cause
greater conversion loss at intermediate values of im-
pedance, where it approximates a match to the diode.
We shall see that these expectations are to some extent
fulfilled, but that, in particular instances, a very high
image -frequency impedance can actually improve the
performance and decrease the conversion loss slightly.
Unfortunately, in practical cases the net improvement
possible is so slight as not to justify the special technique
needed.

H. CONVERSION THEORY

The method of analysis to be employed here is similar
to one previously used* except for the inclusion of the
image -frequency impedance. The basic circuit is shown
in Fig. 1(a). For convenience in analysis the circuit of

SIGNAL

SIGNAL FREQ.
IMPEDANCE

IMAGE FREQ-
IMPEDANCE

LOCAL OSCIL
'III

ATOR BIAS

(a)

_L. 1

.3

1

III
LOCAL OSCILLATOR BIAS

(b)

IF

IF
IMPEDANCE

Fig. 1-Diode-mixer circuit and equivalent circuit showing
impedances to signal, image, and intermediate frequencies.

Fig. 1(b) has been:drawn. In this equivalent circuit, Z.
represents the total impedance at signal frequency of all
the circuits connected across the diode (the total im-
pedance presumably derives mainly from the signal in-
put circuit). Similarly Z5 represents the total impedance
at image frequency (which may also derive from the
signal input circuit) and Zi the total intermediate -fre-
quency impedance. The impedance at local -oscillator
frequency need not be included so long as a definite bias
and local -oscillator voltage exists (shown as eo in the
figure).

The voltages at signal, image, and intermediate fre-
quencies are shown as e., ek, and ei respectively. The cur-
rent in the diode or crystal is

i = = f(eo e. ek (1)
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where f(e) is the characteristic (assumed to be single
valued) of the nonlinear device. When the signal -fre-
quency voltage and the resulting image and intermedi-
ate -frequency voltages are small, a Taylor's expansion
about eo, the instantaneous voltage (which may have
any value), gives

i = + (e. ek ei)f" (eo) + (2)

But since f(e0) = ai/ae e-eo = g(eo)

it is seen that
i = f(eo) (e, ek ei)g(e0) + (3)

where g(eo) represents the instantaneous conductance
of the nonlinear device. Of the resulting current, it is
clear that the first term represents only direct current,
and currents at local -oscillator frequency and at har-
monics of this frequency. In fact, it represents just the
currents which would flow if no signal -frequency,
image -frequency, or intermediate -frequency voltages
were present. The second term is the one of major in-
terest, since it contains the other currents of interest.9
We then write

i = (e, ek ei)g (4)

where it is understood that g is a function of eo; i.e.,
the instantaneous conductance g varies periodically in
time at the local -oscillator frequency. If it is understood
that the local -oscillator voltage is a cosine function, we
may write the following Fourier series for g:

g = go + 2E gcn cos ncoot (5)

where
n-i

1 2r

go - gd(coot)
27r o

(6)

1r 2r
gen =

2a J
g cos nwotd(woi). (7)

o

It is now assumed that the signal -frequency, image -
frequency, and intermediate -frequency voltages are sine
waves, and that the impedances, across which these
voltages appear, are pure resistances. Thus, we write

es = E, sin co,/
ei = Ei sin (wit + q5i) (8)
ek = Ek sin (Wkt (Pk)

= I, sin cost
ii = - Ii sin (wit + (ki) (9)
ik = - Ik sin (wkt +(t)k)

where cki and ch. are arbitrary phase angles and the two
negative signs allow for the fact that ei and ek are volt-
age drops. By an extension of the procedure previously
used,' it may be shown that the phase angles are both
equal to r.

In the general case, the desired intermediate -fre-
quency may be obtained .by conversion at any local -
oscillator harmonic, so that wi= + (nwo -w.). In the

g The assumption under which higher order terms in the Taylor's
expansion can be neglected is that the signal -frequency, image -
frequency, and intermediate -frequency voltages are sufficiently small
to justify dropping terms which would result from expanding the
derivatives of the conductance into their respective Fourier series.

usual case n =1 but the analysis is just as simply car-
ried out for the general case. Thus wa =nwo + wi;
wk = nwo 7F" From these, it is evident by eliminating
wi that w, = 2ncoo-cok; (oh= 2ncoo - co.. Equations (5) and
(8) may now be inserted in (4), the trigonometric prod-
ucts expanded in sum and difference angles, and use
made of (9), giving

I, = gcnEi gOES ge2IIE k

0 gcnEi - gc2nE, - (go + gk)Ek (10)
0 = - (go + gokE. gckEk.

These three equations were obtained by separating the
current in (4) into its components and neglecting all fre-
quency terms, except those in w., Wk, and wi, since it is
assumed that impedances to higher frequencies are neg-
ligible. gk and gi are the image -frequency and intermedi-
ate -frequency circuit conductances, respectively, defined
by gk = /k/E,; gi = It will be observed that three co-
efficients, go, go and g.2, of the Fourier series for the
mixer conductance (5) enter into the results. These co-
efficients may be evaluated from (6) and (7) or by other
methods." Examination of the equations shows that the
mixer may be represented by the equivalent circuit,
shown in Fig. 2 and first given by Peterson and Hussey.'

S

gcn

Fig. 2-Six-pole equivalent circuit of diode mixer with image -fre-
quency impedance. Signal is applied between S and ground, the
intermediate -frequency impedance is connected between I and
ground, and the image -frequency impedance between K and
ground.

III. MATCHING CONDUCTANCES AND CONVERSION Loss

The equivalent circuit did not prove to be useful in
analyzing the conversion characteristics of the mixer. A
direct solution of (10) will give for the output -to -input
voltage ratio

Ei g.(go gk - gc2k)=
E. (go + gk) (go + gi) - g.n2

Defining the input conductance, gi, as 1,1E,, we also
obtain from (10)

10 A simple analysis from the characteristic curve is given in the
paper, E. W. Herold, "The operation of frequency converters and
mixers," PROC. I.R.E., vol. 30, pp. 84-103; February, 1942.
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g,n2(2gan-2go- gk)- (go+ gi)(g.2n2- go2-gogk)gin=(12)
(go-l-gk)(g04-gi)-gcn2

The ratio of power output to input is
(Po/Pi.) = (Ei2gi/Es2gin).

Maximization of (13), with respect to gi, gives

(Po/Pi.)max = - - 1) 2
where

[1 + gk/go - (goo/go)1[1 + gk/go - (g.2./g0)2]- (15)
(g../go)2(1 gk/go - go2./g0)2

This maximum power ratio occurs when
gc.2 Vgcn2(2gc2n 2g0 gk)

gig
= (go + Al (16)

go + go 2 + gogk - go2.2

In the limit, when gk becomes infinite (zero image -fre-
quency impedance) (14) and (16) reduce to (17) and
(19) in Herold's paper.'

Moreover, the maximum power ratio in (14), as a
function of the image -frequency conductance gk has a
minimum value of

Po

[(Pin)max]min

(13)

(14)

= (-go )2 {(gco./go) [(g../gor - (gan/g0)1
(17)

gc. 1 - (gc2n/go) 3
which occurs when
gk (gc2./ go)[(g../go) 2 + (gC2n/g0) 2I- 2(gc./go)2(go2./ go) 2= 1.

go 2(gc2./go)- [(g../go) 2+ (gc2n/g0) 2 12
(18)

This shows that, if the image -frequency conductance is
of a suitable value, it absorbs sufficient power to reduce
the normal power transfer to a minimum value as given
by (17).

The analysis thus far has assumed that the input cir-
cuit has no losses. If we let the input circuit have certain
losses represented by a shunt conductance, g,, the power
ratio is Po/Pi. = Es2gi/E.2(gi. + go)
which has a maximum value of

(19)

(PO/P in)MaX = - A7' - 1 ) 2 (20)
where

n' =
(gk/go) (1 + (g/go) - (go2o/go)2

(21)
1 + (gk/go) - (go2./go)

The function in (20) also has a minimum as gk is varied
between zero and infinity.

A case of particular interest is that for which the
total image -frequency conductance is equal to the total
signal -frequency conductance. This occurs in a mixer
having a broad input circuit and a low intermediate
frequency. In the previous analysis it was assumed that
the signal source, which may be thought of as consisting
of a current generator of current ia, and a shunt con-
ductance g,,, was matched to the mixer input; viz.,

ga = gin+ g.. (22)

The power input to the mixer Pin was then equal to the

"maximum available power," from the source, given by
Pa = ja2/4ga. (23)

By this assumption, it was necessary to maximize (19)
with respect to gi only, since it was already maximized
with respect to the source conductance ga by the above
reasoning.

However, if we make gk=go+go, we must consider the
source conductance when determining the minimum
conversion loss." In all cases, the conversion loss will be
determined by the ratio of power output to the "maxi-
mum available power" from the source. The voltage
across the input will be

E, = as/(ga + g. + gin). (24)
The output power is

E,2
Po = Ei2gi - Ei2gi(E82/E.2) = gi

E.2 (g. + g. + gi.)2

ja2

i.2 4gogi Ei2

4g. (g. + g. + gin)2 E,2
(25)

The conversion loss will then be given by
Po/P. = 4gagi/(ga ga + gi.)2Ei2/E.2. (26)

If gk is replaced by (go-Egs) in (11) and (12) and the re-
sults inserted in (26) and the expressions simplified, we
will have
PO gon

= 4gagi[ TPa. (27)
(go + gi)(go2. + go + g. + g.) - 2go.2

This expression is readily maximized with respect to
both ga and gi, giving

(Po/P.)... = 1/2(W - -Vn" - 1 )2 (28)
where n" = (1 + gc2./go + go/g0)/2(goo/go)2. (29)

The greatest real value that the function in (28) can
have is 1/2, corresponding to n" =1, while the greatest
real value of the analogous expression in (14) and (20)
is 1. Thus, if the total image -frequency and signal -fre-
quency conductances are equal, the minimum conver-
sion loss is 3 decibels, whereas in the other cases the con-
version loss may be as low as 0 decibels.

IV. IDEALIZED DIODE

From the above analysis, we can now determine the
proper matching impedance and the conversion gain to
be expected, once we know the conductance coefficients
of the diode, the circuit losses, and the image -frequency
impedance. The conductance coefficients are, to a great
extent, within our control, since they depend not only
upon the tube characteristic, but also upon the bias and
the amplitude of the local -oscillator voltage. We have
little control over the circuit losses, but usually try to
keep them as low as possible. The image -frequency im-
pedance is mainly governed by the selectivity of the
input circuit and the choice of the intermediate fre-
quency. So far, it is not at all obvious that the image -
frequency impedance should be made as low as possible.

ti This was pointed out to us by D. 0. North, who also suggested
the method of analysis which follows.
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Since the implications of our analysis are not clear-cut,
at least a qualitative picture will be obtained by con-
sidering the simple idealized diode examined by Herold,4
who neglected image -frequency impedance. The plate

lo gt

gmax

eb-
Fig. 3 -Plate -current and conductance characteristics of

idealized diode.

current and conductance characteristics of such a diode
are shown in Fig. 3. The coefficients are

go = gmaxe
gm, = gmax sin nre/ nr

gan = gmax sin 2nre/2nr
where e is the fraction of the cycle during which the
diode is conducting. We will consider only the case of
conversion at oscillator fundamental; i.e., when n =1.
We may now calculate the power ratio in (14) and (20)
as a function of the ratio of image -frequency conduct-
ance to maximum diode conductance gklg..x for differ-
ent values of e, or of the ratio of bias to peak oscillator
voltage Ek/E0, since re =cos-'(Ek/E0). This has been
done for 7re equal to r/4, and 0.3, for zero circuit losses
and for losses such that g, is 1 per cent and 5 per cent
of gmax. These curves are shown in Fig. 4. The minima
of conversion gain, described in Section III, are clearly
shown as maxima of conversion loss in the figure.
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Fig. 4 -Mixer conversion loss of idealized diode as a function of
image -frequency conductance.

It is, perhaps, more informative to calculate the con-
version loss as a function of Eb/Eo for different values
of image -frequency conductance and circuit losses. This
has been done for four values of image -frequency con-
ductance: (a) infinite image -frequency conductance or
zero impedance, the case considered previously by
Herold; (b) total image -frequency conductance equal
to total signal -frequency conductance, the case of a
broad input circuit and a low intermediate frequency,

as expressed by (28) and (29); (c) image -frequency con-
ductance equal to input circuit loss conductance g as
might occur if gk were reduced to a low value by introduc-
ing a circuit (tuned to the image frequency) having
losses roughly equal to the input circuit losses; and
(d) zero image -frequency conductance or infinite im-
pedance, the limiting case of (c). Three values of input -
circuit loss conductance have been used: (1) g,=0;
(2) g.=0.01 gmax; and (3) g,=0.05 gmax. Figs. 5, 6, and 7
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Fig. 5 -Mixer conversion loss of idealized diode for no losses in
input circuit.
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Fig. 6 -Mixer conversion loss of idealized diode for input -circuit -loss
conductance equal to 1 per cent of maximum diode conductance.
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conductance equal to 5 per cent of maximum diode conductance.
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are for zero, 1 per cent, and 5 per cent losses, respec-
tively. These curves have been replotted, to aid com-
parison, in Figs. 8, 9, 10, and 11 for the four above
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Fig. 8 -Mixer conversion loss of idealized diode for infinite
image -frequency conductance.
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Fig. 9 -Mixer conversion loss of idealized diode for image -frequency
conductance equal to signal -frequency conductance.
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pedance causes minimum conversion loss to occur when
the tube is conducting in the neighborhood of one third
or one quarter of a cycle. This implies appreciably
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Fig. 10 -Mixer conversion loss of idealized diode for image -frequency
conductance equal to input -circuit -loss conductance.
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Fig. 11 -Mixer conversion loss of idealized diode for zero
image -frequency conductance.

TABLE I
DECIBELS MIXER CONVERSION Loss OF IDEALIZED DIODE

EblEe
gk-. co

g,-.0
m co

1 per cent 5 per cent
g. +g.

0

g. _Eg. g. _Eg.

1 per cent 5 percent 0 1 per cent 5 per cent
0
0

0 0
1 per cent 5 per cent

0 8.89 9.00 9.43 7.08 7.25 7.93 5.54 5.80 6.67 5.54 5.71 6.26
0.300 6.82 7.01 7.59 5.45 5.73 6.65 3.77 4.25 5.61 3.77 4.09 4.98
0.500 5.53 5.75 6.53 4.59 5.01 6.19 2.80 3.61 5.45 2.80 3.31 4.64
0.707 4.05 4.43 5.61 3.91 4.65 6.11 1.96 3.55 6.02 1.96 2.98 5.25
0.866 2.66 3.41 5.32 3.38 4.61 6.45 1.22 4.65 7.37 1.22 3.91 7.62
0.955 1.51 3.16 6.06 3.12 5.01 7.33 0.67 6.73 8.76 0.67 7.43 13.2
0.995 0.50 4.67 9.00 3.01 6.36 9.95 0.18 8.48 10.75 0.18 19.8 26.6
1.000 0 eo eo 3.01 eo eo 0 eo 0 aD eo

values of image -frequency conductance. The data used
in plotting these curves are given in Table I.

From these curves, it is observed that the best operat-
ing point is greatly changed by the presence of an image -

frequency impedance. With zero image -frequency im-
pedance (infinite conductance), the case considered by
Herold in his earlier paper, and with reasonable circuit
losses, we would expect the least conversion loss to occur
when the diode is conducting during a small fraction of
the cycle. However, the presence of image -frequency im-

greater power consumption from the local oscillator.
Moreover, it is easily seen that either zero or infinite

image -frequency impedance will give, at the optimum
operating angle, lower conversion loss than will an
image -frequency impedance equal to the signal -fre-
quency impedance. The difference is very little if the
circuit losses are high, but approaches 3 decibels, as
shown in Fig. 5, if the losses are very low.

Practically nothing is to be gained by building up the
image -frequency impedance to a very high value, as



compared to zero image -frequency impedance. In addi-
tion to the greater local -oscillator power required, the
presence of high image -frequency impedances may be
undesirable from the standpoint of response to un-
wanted incoming signals. Thus, the design trend of
lowering the image -frequency impedance of diode and
crystal mixers by the use of a high intermediate fre-
quency seems justified.

V. PRACTICAL DIODES

Under any specific set of conditions, the conversion
loss may be calculated from (20) after the conductance
coefficients have been determined. James and Houldin5
have determined these coefficients for 3/2 power and ex-
ponential characteristics. Herold" has described a "7 -
point formula" which may be applied to empirical char-
acteristics. However, the conclusions drawn from the
examination of the idealized diode are qualitatively ap-
plicable to practical diodes.

VI. IDEALIZED CRYSTAL CHARACTERISTIC

Crystal mixers are basically very similar to diode
mixers. From the standpoint of conversion loss, the
crystal differs from the diode only because the conduct-

ance in the negative direction, although small, is not
zero. It is helpful to think of the crystal as a diode
shunted by a finite resistance. This picture is strictly
correct for an idealized characteristic such as .is shown
in Fig. 12.

g!

gm ax

e

Fig. 12-Plate-current and conductance characteristics of
idealized crystal.

It seems fairly clear that no improvement in per-
formance could be expected by the introduction of
conductance in the negative direction. This is certainly
true in the absence of image -frequency impedance. A
more detailed analysis shows that this is also true when
image -frequency impedance is present, provided operat-
ing conditions are optimized. Thus, the only important
conclusion is that which would be expected, namely,
conductance in the negative direction modifies the op-
timum operating point for the mixer, increases the con-
version loss, and consumes local -oscillator power.

Electrical Testing of Coaxial Radio -Frequency
Cable Connectors*

CHANDLER STEWART, JR.t, ASSOCIATE, I.R.E.

Summary-Tests for effective characteristic impedance, reflec-
tion coefficient, and power factor of coaxial radio -frequency cable
connectors are described, and mathematical derivations of formulas
given. Results of these tests on a few typical connectors are tabulated.

INTRODUCTION

requirements have recently brought
about a tremendous increase in quantity and
types of radio and electronic equipment operat-

ing in the very -high -frequency and ultra -high -frequency
ranges. Because of the greater effect of coaxial radio -
frequency cable -connector characteristics upon the effi-
ciency and performance of equipment at these fre-
quencies than at lower frequencies, the design and.
testing of these connectors naturally become of increased
importance. In fact, instances have occurred recently
where an equipment would perform satisfactorily with
a certain type of antenna cable connector, but would not
function properly with connectors of the same type but
of different manufacture. Consequently, it has been
necessary to set up methods for evaluating the relative
merit of coaxial radio -frequency cable connectors on the

* Decimal classification: R282.1. Original manuscript received by
the Institute, November 10, 1944; revised manuscript received,
February 13, 1945.

I Headquarters, Army Air Forces, Air Technical Service Com-
mand, Wright Field, Dayton, Ohio.

basis of their electrical characteristics. Some of these
methods, which have been employed at the Radio and
Radar Subdivision, Air Technical Service Command,
Wright Field, Ohio, will be described.

Of these, the two characteristic impedance tests were
developed by the author. The other tests are adapta-
tions of methods previously used. The mathematical
analysis of the behavior of errors in the insertion method
was carried out by Lieutenant Saul Gorn. Study of the
problems of connector testing was also participated in
by Mr. Daniel Robb and Miss Carolyn Parker.

The characteristic impedance of a connector aids the
designer and manufacturer in modifying the connector
to improve the impedance match to the cable with which
it is used. Since this is an effective value, based upon the
assumption that the connector has uniform character-
istics, along its length, there may be a variation of test
results with frequency, which, however, has been found
to be small in the samples so far tested. The two meth-
ods for determining characteristic impedance to be de-
scribed are the "insertion" method and the "null -shift"
method.

The reflection coefficient of a connector is a measure
of the effect of the impedance mismatch between the
connector and a given cable at a given frequency, but it

September, 1945 Proceedings of the I.R.E. 609
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gives no clues for correcting this mismatch. In order to
transmit power efficiently over a coaxial cable, reflec-
tions at the connectors must be kept to a minimum, so
that the connectors should be designed and inspected
for a low reflection coefficient. Since reflection coefficient
varies greatly with frequency and cable impedance,
these must be specified for the reflection coefficient
tests. A frequency of 500 megacycles and an impedance
of 50 ohms are commonly used for this purpose. Reflec-
tion coefficient is obtained by the "insertion method,"
mentioned above in connection with characteristic im-
pedance tests. The two quantities can be obtained simul-
taneously by this method, as will later be shown.

The power factor of the connector dielectric gives a
relative indication, for a given type of connector, of the
power absorbed (instead of reflected) in the connector,
and aids in the detection of flaws in the dielectric, etc.
This test is most conveniently made at frequencies from
1 to 100 megacycles, and the results may vary somewhat
with frequency.

I. INSERTION METHOD OF REFLECTION AND
CHARACTERISTIC IMPEDANCE TEST FOR

COAXIAL CONNECTORS

A. Summary (See Fig. 1)

For this test, the arrangement of apparatus is as
shown in Fig. 1. The test specimen is inserted between
the line and lossy cable as shown, and the indicator
(which is essentially a radio -frequency detector) is slid

INDICATOR POSITION
SCALE GRADUATED IN
CENTIMETERS OR INCHES

TRAVELING INDICATOR I PROBE
(EMPLOYING CRYSTAL VACUUM
TUBE OR THERMOCOUPLE)

SLOTTED TRANSMISSION LINE WITH
CHARACTERISTIC I51PEDANCE Z.

OSCILLATORS

AUTOMATIC
VOLTAGE

REGULATOR

FREQUENCY
METER

411.

TO POWER SOURCE

GALVANOMETER
OR SLIDEBACK

VOLTMETER

TAPERED SECTION FOR
ADAPTING SLOTTED
LINE TO END SOCKET

CONNECTOR SAMPLE
UNDER TEST
CHARACTERISTIC
IMPEDANCE: Z.

LINE END
SOCKET

CONTINUOUS
ROLL OF.

COAXIAL CABLE
:50' FOR 3000MC

500' FOR 500 MC
CHARACTERISTIC
IMPEDANCE : Z.

Fig. 1-A typical arrangement of apparatus for insertion test.

along the line, and the maximum and minimum gal-
vanometer indications observed, as well as the position
of the indicator for minimum indication. These readings,
corrected from a calibration chart, together with the
indicator position for minimum galvanometer deflection
with the line short-circuited, are essentially applied to
the curves of Fig. 2 to obtain the reflection coefficient
and effective characteristic impedance of the specimen.

B. Equipment required

(1) A slotted transmission line whose end socket has
been tailored to have the same characteristic impedance
as the line, as will be described.

(2) A standing -wave indicator for the slotted line.
(3) A radio -frequency source with regulated power

supply. Adjustment of power should be made to a value
found in practice to be most suitable. About 1 watt was
found adequate in most cases.

(4) Frequency meter.
(5) A continuous roll of flexible coaxial cable, long

enough to absorb reflections, and of the same type with
which the connector will be used in its most critical ap-
plication. Its characteristic impedance must, of course,
be the same as that of the slotted line. Lossy line is in
general unsatisfactory, since it usually has conductor
diameters differing from those of the cables for which
the connectors were designed, so that the reflection at
the connector would be affected. In practice, 500 feet of
ordinary polyethylene dielectric cable will be found suffi-
cient for 500 -megacycle tests, and 150 feet long enough
for tests at 3000 megacycles.

(6) A silver-plated short-circuiting plug for the
slotted -line end socket.

C. Calibration of the Indicator

For the condition of a short-circuited slotted line, we
substitute R =0 and X =0 in (2) of Section IV, which
follows, yielding

E, = IRZO sin ft/.
Since /3 and IR are constant for a given set of conditions,
E, would vary sinusoidally along the line. This fact is
used as a basis for calibrating the indicator at a fre-
quency near that of the measurement. Sin /31 is plotted
as a function of the potentiometer setting, and this
curve is used in determining relative values of E, from
the potentiometer settings.

D. Tailoring of the Slotted -Line End Socket

It is obvious that in all work involving a slotted line,
the characteristic impedance of the line must be uniform
over the region including the points at which voltage
indications are obtained and the terminating load. This
means that steps must be taken to insure that the socket
at the load end of the line has the same characteristic
impedance as the line itself. The end socket used is simi-
lar to a type SO -239 (Navy type -49194), with the ex-
ception that its characteristic impedance has been raised
to 50 ohms, the characteristic impedance of the slotted
line. Its end capacitance should be approximately the
same as that of the male end of the fitting since the end
is of similar construction. It is shown in (66) of Section
IV that short-circuiting the end socket should shift the
line null position by (X/4 -1.5 C1) centimeters. If the
actual shift is less than this, the socket impedance is too
small, and can be improved by drilling holes in or cutting
away part of the dielectric, reaming out the outer con-
ductor, or machining down the inner conductor. If the
null shift is more than (X/4 - 1.5 C,,,f) centimeters, the
socket impedance is too large and can be lowered by,
adding dielectric, or reducing the ratio of conductor
diameters.
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E. Checking for Discrepancy Between Slotted -Line and
Cable Characteristic Impedance

One method of accomplishing this, which was tried
with satisfactory results, is as follows: (1) Ream out the
dielectric of a coaxial plug, type PL -259. (2) Run the
cable end completely through the plug shell, soldering
the outer braid end to the large end of the plug. (3) Re-
move insulation from the plug pin, and solder it to the
inner -cable strands, so that it is supported only by them.
(4) If this is properly done, the plug can now be con-
nected to the line so that the cable end is brought di-
rectly in contact with the end of the line, reducing re-
flections to a minimum. (5) The standing -wave ratio is
then checked. When cable and line were well matched, a
ratio of at least 0.98 was readily obtained with the
equipment used.

F. Determining the Short -Circuit Null Position

Before the equipment can be used for connector tests,
the position of the indicator for minimum voltage must
be determined for the condition of the short-circuiting
plug in place at the end of the line. This reading is taken
at the test frequency, while the exact frequency is found
on the frequency meter. The radio -frequency source
should be adjusted to this frequency in subsequent work
where this null position is used.

G. Choice of Operating Frequency for Characteristic Im-
pedance Tests

The errors inherent in the equipment will be greatly
magnified unless a test frequency near an optimum
value is used. Small variations in line constants or in the
coupling between the indicator probe and the inner con-
ductor of the slotted line will obviously result in an
error in the standing -wave ratio r. Also, they may cause
an error in AS by virtue of an effective shift in the posi-
tion of the voltage minimum. Limits of the error in
determining Z, due to these effects are represented by
the first and second terms, respectively, of the following
formula from Section IV:

= I Z02/Z,2 - Z,2/Z02 Ir/(1 - r2) In

2/z02) [i rasizo2)
+21Z02/Zc2- 1 I

(1 -7)-V1 -r4
VW. (42a)

It will be shown later that r is smaller the nearer ftdc
approaches (n-1-1)71- . Also, it will be shown there that the
nearer As approaches 0 or ±0.25, the lower the result-
ing error.

In actual practice, operation at a frequency far re-
moved from that of best accuracy may lead to prac-
tically useless results. For example, for the condition of
Zo= 50, Z,= 25, and n =0.02, from Fig. 2 and (42a) we
obtain the following maximum errors: When AS = 0.037X,

= 0.041, which is permissible for this work. But when
AS = 0.118X, =8.1, which, of course, renders the test
results worthless.

Equation (47a) shows the relation between a fre-

quency of best accuracy, fo, (corresponding to i3c/c =r/2)
an arbitrarily chosen trial frequency f,, which should be
less than fo, and the r and AS obtained at fi on a given
connector. This equation has been graphed by plotting
as dashed lines in Fig. 2. A rough estimate of fo can be
obtained from (45), Section IV: f o = 7 .5  10'll,Ve.

If the trial frequency is chosen to be far enough be-
low the value of fo estimated from the above formula to
insure its being less than the true fo, the dashed lines in
Fig. 2 can be used as a basis for changing the test fre-
quency to one of more practical value. However, if the
trial frequency is too far below the best frequency, the
determination of the latter will be inaccurate and more
than one successive approximation will be required.

H. Taking Data on Individual Connector Samples
After the equipment has been prepared as just ex-

plained, the connector to be tested is soldered to the
cable end in the same fashion as it is expected to be used
in service. The connector is then attached to the slotted
line, and the standing -wave ratio and the position of the
point of minimum voltage are noted. For testing adap-
tors, the adaptor is inserted between the slotted line
and a plug which is made up as just described under Sec-
tion I, E, above. The effective characteristic impedance
of the connector under test is read on a graph of (24a)
from Section IV.
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Fig. 2-Characteristic impedance and reflection coefficient
in terms of test data.
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Z, = Zo.V[r - tan2 (27As/X)]/[1 - r tan2 (27rAS/X)]. (24a)
The solid curves in Fig. 2 are from this equation, for the
condition of Zo =50 ohms.

I. Checks on the Data Obtained

For test frequencies less than fo, as shown in (44),
ASA must lie between zero and 0.125 or between
-0.25 and -0.125. Checking each data point for this
requirement affords a partial check on the precision of
results.

Also, from Section IV E(1), the data points must lie
outside the region in Fig. 2 bounded by the curves
AS=0 and AS= 0.25X. This gives another partial check
on the results.

It should be understood that the results obtained by
this method represent the effective characteristic im-
pedance of the entire junction, and are influenced by
the manner in which cable is connected to the plug or
socket. Evidence of the extent of the dependence of the
electrical characteristics of the junction upon the type
of soldering job is shown in Table I, where reflection

TABLE I

Reflection coefficients of a few type SO -239 sockets at 500 megacycles. Measure.
ments were made by two technicians after each soldering of the socket

to the long cable.

Sample
Number

Mann- Connection soldered by

facturer
Stewart Mutrux Selke Dunlevy Feher

44A L 0.110 0.136 0.138 0.148
0.109 0.147 0.143 0.147

44B L 0.135 0.140 0.111 0.128
0.133 0.138 0.111 0.133

44C L 0.136 0.114 0.114
0.136 0.115 0.114

55A S 0.112 0.149 0.121 0.124 0.096
0.115 0.149 0.121 0.131 0.092

55B S 0.164 0.097 0.122 .107
0.161 0.095 0.123 .107

55C S 0.085 0.120 0.212 0.125
0.089 0.120 0.212 0.125

56A A 0.157 0.146
0.157 0.149

56B A 0.153 0.134 0.155 0.125
0.152 0.136 0.150 0.121

56C A 0.166 0.157 0.134
0.166 0.157 0.125

coefficients obtained on the same connectors soldered
by different individuals are compared.

J. Reflection -Coefficient Test

The standing -wave ratio obtained on the line is used
to determine the reflection coefficient of the plug -and-
socket combination, by the formula' N=(1-r)/(1+r).
This equation has also been plotted in Fig. 2.

K. Evaluation of the Insertion Method

In Table II are listed experimental data, and, for
comparison, estimated values obtained from the fol-
lowing formula, which is in general use:

Z, = (138 logio c/b)/vre-ohms

1 J. R. Ragazzini, "Transmission lines at UHF," Ekc. Eng., vol.
62, p. 165, equation (65); April, 1943.

where b= diameter of inner pin
c = inner diameter of outer shell in same units.

TABLE II

Specimen
Test
Fre-

quency

Characteristic
Impedance Reflection

Coefficient
N

Power
FactorTyne

-

Mann-
facturer Ohms Method

M-359 A 300 37.1 null -shift

500 35.0 insertion 0.25
800 36.1 insertion

M -359A A 300 43.1 null -shift

500 43.8 insertion 0.14
800 44.3 insertion

M-359 B 300 44.1 null -shift

500 43.4 insertion 0.14
800 45.6 insertion

M-359 C 300 37.1 null -shift

500 35.7 insertion 0.25
800 36.2 insertion

M-359 L 300 38.6 null -shift

500 36.1 insertion 0.25
800 36.9 insertion

M -359A S 300 43.3 null -shift

500 42.8 insertion 0.12
800 44.5 insertion

M-359 U 300 34.5 null -shift

500 34.3 insertion 0.31
800 33.4 insertion

PL -259 A 500 0.036
L 500 0.039

PL -274 L 150 26.9 null -shift
500 21.5 insertion
800 25 insertion
-- 22 estimated

SO -239 A 1 0.007
10 0.005

100 0.005
500 0.15
3000 25 insertion

-- 20 estimated
SO -239 L 500 insertion 0.13

3000 22 insertion
-- 18 estimated

SO -239 S 1 0.007
10 0.004
100 0.002
500 0.12
3000 25.4 insertion

__ 23 estimated
SO -239 W i 0.05

10 0.06
100 0.08
500 30 insertion 0.31

Of all types of radio -frequency transmission tests
proposed for the socket type SO -239 (Navy type
-49194), the method described, used at 3000 megacycles,
would probably be capable of yielding the most valuable
results. However, in common with any other method,
if the test is to evaluate the design or manufacture of
the connector, the following precautions must be ob-
served:

Since the results are subject to considerable variation
due to the peculiarities of the individual soldering job,
and to some variation due to lack of precision in equip-
ment and the personal factor in taking data, the average
result of a series of four or five measurements, each
after a separate soldering job, should be reported.
Great care should be exercised in the design and con-
struction of the line, end socket, etc.

The results of any radio -frequency transmission test
of plugs type PL -259 (or Navy type -49195) should be
interpreted as being more indicative of the merits of the
individual plug -to -cable soldering job than of the de-
sign or manufacture of the plug.

Right-angle adaptors, type M-359 (Navy type
-49192) and bulkhead plugs, type PL -274, could be
tested at a frequency in the neighborhood of from 1000
to 1200 megacycles for greatest precision by this meth-
od. However, if many samples are to be tested, it will
probably be more convenient to test the right-angle
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adaptors at a frequency not over 300 megacycles and
the bulkhead plugs at a frequency not over 150 mega-
cycles by the null -shift method, which will be described.

II. THE NULL -SHIFT METHOD OF MEASUREMENT OF
CHARACTERISTIC IMPEDANCE OF FITTINGS FOR

COAXIAL CONNECTORS

This method is applicable only to adaptors, bulkhead
plugs, splicing connectors, etc., and not to plugs and
sockets which are attached directly to cables. It de-
pends upon the relationship expressed by (78a) of Sec-
tion IV

Z, = Zov/AS./ASo (78a)

The quantities AS. and AS0 are obtained from four read-
ings on a slotted line for a given sample. AS, is the shift
in the null position obtained with the line short-circuited
(Fig. 3A) and with the adaptor sample attached and
similarly short-circuited (Fig. 3B). AS0 is the shift in
the null position obtained with the line open -circuited
(Fig. 3C), and with the adaptor attached and open cir-
cuited (Fig. 3D). Zo is the characteristic impedance of
the slotted line and is constant for a given line. The ar-
rangement of the apparatus is shown in Fig. 3. Con-
siderations of the setup for the insertion method apply
to this test, except that no cable or indicator calibration
is required.

TRAVELING CRYSTAL INDICATOR POSITION SCALE ND SOCKET
INDICATOR AND PROBE GRADUATED IN CENTIMETERS

OSCILLATOR

VOLTAGE
STABILIZER

TO POWER SOURCE

REOUE CY
METER

GALVANOMETER

SNORT CIRCUITED
END SOCKET (55

C OPEN CIRCUITED
END SOCKET (110

TAPERED SECTION

50 ORM SLOTTED LINE

B. SNORT CIRCUITED
ADAPTER (CS

0 OPEN CIRCUITED
ADAPTER CO

Fig. 3-Arrangement of apparatus for measurement of characteristic
impedance of fittings for coaxial connectors by the slotted -line
null -shift method.

The coupling between the indicator probe and the
inner conductor of the line should be sufficient to permit
determination of the null position to within half a mil-
limeter. This degree of coupling may be too great for
satisfactory determination of standing -wave ratios, and
it may be necessary to provide for variable coupling, to
accommodate requirements of the two uses to which the
indicator may be put. This is easily done by providing
a removable probe extension, which will be attached to
the indicator when this null -shift test method is used
and which will be removed for measuring standing -wave
ratios.

Another difference between the null -shift and inser-
tion methods is that the former employs a considerably
lower test frequency. It will be seen from the measure-
ments using the null -shift method on right-angle adap-
tors, that the results obtained at 500 megacycles are

generally higher than those obtained at 300 megacycles.
This is particularly noticeable in the longer adaptors,
such as the type PL -274, and can be attributed to
j3c/c becoming too large at 500 megacycles for strict
justification of the approximation made in Section IV,
(69). For this reason, measurements on right-angle
adaptors (type M-359) should be made at not over 300
megacycles and measurements on bulkhead plugs (type
PL -274) should be made at 150 megacycles or below.
This should be satisfactory for all purposes since theo-
retically Zc is not a function of frequency. Further argu-
ment for the use of a lower test frequency in production
testing is the greater ease of obtaining satisfactory
radio -frequency oscillators at lower frequencies.

A. Evaluation of the Null -Shift Method

The null -shift method of evaluating adaptors appears
to have the following advantages over the insertion
method: (1) No indicator calibration is necessary, so
that time is saved and a source of error eliminated.
(2) There is no rigid requirement on the voltage stabil-
ity of the radio -frequency source, which permits the use
of some oscillators found unsuitable where constant out-
put is required. (3) Great care in minimizing the loading
effect of the indicator is unnecessary, and relatively
tight coupling to the line can be made since readings are
taken at nulls, where negligible power is taken. (4) After
the equipment has been set up, successive measurements
can be made very rapidly. (5) Measurements can be
made on adaptors designed for impedances other than
the characteristic impedance of the test equipment.

III. POWER FACTOR OF CONNECTORS

One method of measuring the power factor of the
dielectric of connectors employs the Q meter. Readings
of C1 and Q1 are taken with only a shielded inductor in
place, and readings of C2 and Q2 are obtained after con-
necting the test specimen across the "COND." termi-
nals of the Q meter. The formula for power factor is then2

P = C1(Q1 - Q2)/ (C1 - C2)M2.
The total capacitance is given2 by the expression
Cp = Ci C2.

It has been found in practice that best results are ob-
tained with an inductor having the highest possible G,
which, with the specimen connected, will resonate a
value of C2 near the lower limit of the capacitance dial
range.

IV. MATHEMATICAL DERIVATION OF THEORY

A. Definitions of Symbols Used
A = (R2+ x2_ Z02)2 +4X2Z02; introduced for con-

venience
a =attenuation constant of slotted line in nepers per

centimeter
2 "Instructions and Manual of Radio Frequency Measurements

for Q Meters Type 100-A, Type 160-A, and Type 170-A," Boonton
Radio Corporation, Boonton, N. J., equation (40), page 16, and equa-
tion (26b), page 7, June, 1941.
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fo

a, = attenuation constant of connector in nepers per
centimeter

=wavelength constant of slotted line in radians
per centimeter = 27r/X = 2irf ic

/3, =wavelength constant of connector in radians per
centimeter

13, = wavelength constant of slotted -line end socket in
radians per centimeter

C =capacitance of connector in farads per centimeter
CA =capacitance of connector in farads per centimeter

if dielectric were replaced by air
c =velocity of light in centimeters per second
7 =a -F./13
7, =occ-FS3,
D =Z0/Zo; introduced for convenience
b = tan-l(R2+X2 _Z02)/2XZo, introduced for con-

venience
E, =voltage at receiving end of slotted line

=E,14' voltage on line at distance 1 from connector

51.0T1 D LINE
PROBE NOICATOR

RUG

BOTTOM MEW

TO POV
No,

rum TYPE
9005 OR R-0049

TO CRYSTAL TYPE STANDING WALE
INDICATOR Or USED)

V G

TO CRYSTAL PROBE
INDICATOR

CALIBRATED POTENTIOMETER

Fig. 4-Suggested circuit for precision slideback voltmeter
for general slotted -line use.

Emi.=minimum value of E, along the line; at distance
lm from connector (See Fig. 4.)

E...= maximum value of E, along the line; at a distance
/ain. from connector (See Fig. 4.)

=dielectric constant of connector = C/CA
=an upper limit of the relative error in Z.
= maximum relative indicator error
= test frequency in cycles per second
=an arbitrarily chosen value of f
=value of f resulting in least error in determining

Z. of a given connector
H = tan (7rf/2f0) introduced for convenience
/, =current at input of connector terminated in Zo
j =
L =inductance of a connector in henries per centi-

meter

1 =distance in centimeters along the line from con-
nector to point of voltage E.

1. =electrical length of connector in centimeters
loo =Im for line terminated in open -circuited connector/ =1, for line terminated in a short-circuited con-

nector
/. =distance in centimeters along the line from con-

nector to point of minimum voltage
/max =distance in centimeters along the line from con-

nector to point of maximum voltage
/, = electrical length of end socket in centimeters

=lm for open -circuited end socket
=/m for condition of short-circuited line (R= X =0)
=1, for condition of connector terminated in Zo

X =wavelength in centimeters = 2r/13
r =Erni./ E.; (real and between 0 and 1)
R =resistance of slotted -line load in ohms (general

case)
Ri. =input resistance in ohms of connector when ter-

minated in Zo, in ohms
AS =shift of point of minimum voltage on slotted line

when termination is changed from short circuit
to connector terminated in Zo; = int -la,

AS., = line null shift in centimeters due to short-circuit-
ing the end socket / /= ao 88

AS. =line null shift in centimeters due to changing line
load from open circuit to open -circuited fitting
=/no- /an

AS, =line null shift in centimeters due to changing line
load from short circuit to short-circuited fit-
ting =/.3-1..

w =2irf =angular velocity of test frequency in radians
per second

X =reactance termination of slotted line, in ohms
(general case)

X,. =input reactance of connector when terminated in
Z0, in ohms

Z =R+jX
Z. =characteristic impedance of fitting, in ohms
Zia =Kin-F./Xi.
Zo =characteristic impedance of slotted line, in ohms
Z. =characteristic impedance of end socket, in ohms
Z. = input impedance of open -circuited end socket in

ohmS'aiXgo

Z88 = input impedance of short-circuited end socket in
ohms_jX

Z. =input impedance of open -circuited fitting, in
ohms/X.,

Z.. = input impedance of short-circuited fitting, in
oh m

180

188

t

B. The Impedance Termination in Terms of r and g1,

A general equation has been formulated' which may
be applied to the slotted line:

E. = Er cosh 71 + I,Zo sink -yl. (1)

W. L. Everitt, "Communication Engineering," McGraw-Hill
Book Co., New York, N. Y., second edition, 1937, p. 159, equation (48).
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Since a may be considered negligible, we have:
E, cos 4, jE sin 4)

= Ir[R cos 131 + j(X cos 0/ + Zo sin 130 [
The norm of (2) is

E,2 = Ir2[R2 cos' 131 + (X cos Zo sin N)2].
from which

E,2 = Ire [(R2 + X2 + Z02)
+ (R2 + X2 - Zo2) cos 213/ + 2XZo

which may be presented in the form
E.2 1,2 [(R2X2Zo2) + A sin (2131 + 01/ 2 (3b)

where A = \/(R2 + X2 - Zo2) 2 4- 4X2Z02
and S = tan-' [(R2 + X2 - Zo2)/2X4].

We wish to obtain R-{-jX in terms of r=Erain/E.
and film. To find Emin and E,nax; we must have

dE82/c/13/ = I 2A cos (2)31 + 5) = 0, (4)
so that

2/3/ + 5 = (2n + 1)r/2, n = 0, 1, 2, 3, (5)

and, substituting in (3b),
Emin2 = (1r2/2) [(R2 + X2 + Zo2) - A]t

Emax2 = (I 7.2 / 2) [(R2 + X2 Zo2) +
are given by odd and even values of n respectively, so
that, taking n = 2m +1 and n =2m in (5) we have

213/m+5=

1
where m=0, 1, 2, 3, . (7)

2/3/m.+5= (4m+1)7r/2
Thus, we see that 0/max differs from film by an odd

multiple of r/2.
Since S = (4m +3)7r/2 -20/ we have sin 5= - cos 2(31m

and cos 5= -sin 2$1 and consequently
/1-cos 21:11. 1+sin S A- I - R2 + X2 -Z 02

(8a)
sin 20/m -cos 5 2XZ0

tan film =
sin 2131. -cos 5 - 2XZo

(2)

(3)

sin 2f1/1/2 (3a)

(6)

(8b)
l+cos 201, 1-sin 5 A-R2-X2-1-Z02

Now, from (6)

2
-R2+ X2±Z02- A

r
[R2-FX2-1-Z02- A [2/4R2Z02 (9a)

R2-f-X2-FZ02+A 4R2Z02/[R2-1-X2±Zo2-1-A[2. (9b)

Thus
+ X2 + Z02 - A)/2RZ0 (10a)

r =
2RZ0/(R2 + X' Zo2 + A). (10b)

The simplest way to find R and X is to obtain two
linear equations by eliminating A -FR2i-X2 between (8a)
and (10b), and -A -1-R2-1--X2 between (8b) and (10a);
upon dividing the results through by 2Z0, multiplying
the first through by r cos film, and the second by sin #l
we obtain

Zor cos film = rX sin film R cos film (11a)
Zo sin N. = -X cos film + Rr sin film. (11b)

Multiplying (11b) by -j and adding to (11a) yields,
upon factoring

R+ X = Zo
r cos #/m -j sin 0/m Zo(r -j tan film)

(12)j
cos film - jr sin film 1 - jr tan film.

We can obtain formulas for R and X either by solving

(11a) and (11b) simultaneously, or by equating real and
imaginary parts of (12).
R =Zor/(cos2 /3/m+ r2 sine (13a)

X= -Zo(1-r2) sin film cos #/m/(cos2/3/,,,+r2 sin film). (13b)

From these it follows that
A = Zo2(1 - r2)/(cost film r2 sine film). (13c)

C. Application to the Slotted Line

To find 131,,, we must apply the conditions R= X =O.
Under these conditions, A = Zo' and, from the definition
of 5, when R = X = 0,

sin 5 = (R2 + X2 -Z 02)/ A = - 1. (14)

Hence S differs from 3r/2 by a multiple of 27r, so that,
from (7), we obtain

' 13/.. = my, where m = 0, 1, 2, 3, . (15)

It therefore follows that
SAS = Sist - #1. = 1318t - m7, (16)

and consequently
tan CIAS = tan 04,. (17)

We are now ready to apply (12) to the slotted line
terminated in a connector which is in turn terminated
in a load of characteristic impedance, Zo. Substituting
)3/4, for film in (12), and using (17), we have
Rin + jXi = Zo(r -j tan fiAS)/(1 - jr tan XIS). (18)

D. The Characteristic Impedance of the Connector

Using' Everitt's (44) for the input impedance of the
connector, we have

Zo cosh jfic/c + sinh j13.1c
Rin jXin =Z,

Z, cosh Zo sinh jfic/c
Zo cos j3,/, + jZ, sin fic/c

= Zc
Zc cos &lc jZo sin Pcic

Zo jzc tan /33c
, (19)

Z, jZo tan Sl
Equating (18) and (19), and letting ZdZo=D, we

have

D
1 jD tan 13,4 r -j tan OAS

(20)
D j tan 13,l, 1 - jr tan flAS

Upon cross -multiplying, and equating the real and
imaginary components respectively, we obtain
.1D(1 +rD tan flAS tan fic/c) = rD+ tan SAS tan 011

ID(D tan 0,/c-r tan OAS) =r tan 13e/c -D tan 136S
It follows that

I tan 0,6,S tan fic/c = D(1 - r)/(1 - rD2)1
ID(1 - r) tani3AS = (r - D2) tan 'Mc

Thus
tan2 PAS = (r - D2)/(1 - rD2) (23a)
tan2 = D2(1 r)2/(1 - rD2)(t. - D2). (23b)

Equation (23a) yields (1-r tan' 0AS)D2= r - tan'
OAS, so that

Zc=Z0.\/(r- tan2 (3 S)/(1-r tan 213AS) (24)

' See p. 158 of footnote reference 3.

(21)

(22)
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Z,=Z0V[r - tan2 (27AS/X)]/ [1-r tan2 (2/c0S/X)]. (24a)
For Zo =50 ohms, these curves have been plotted in

Fig. 2.
From (23b) and (68), which will be derived later in

this section, we have
tan' !Mc.= D2 tan213e4=D4 (1- / (1- r D2) (r - D2) . (25)

Just as in (15), (16) and (17), we have
= - m7r (26)

tam SAS, = tan /34., so that, finally, (27)
tan2j3AS, = D4(1 - r)2/(1 - rD2)(r - D2). (28)

Hence, by definition,
tan2 (27AS./X)

= (Zc/Z0) 4 ( 1 r) 2/ [ (1 r (ZC2/Z02) [(r- (Ze2g02) 1. (28a)

E. Ranges of Variation; Errors Due to Error in Indi-
cator Reading; Regions of Optimum Applicability

From (23a) we have
(1 - rD2) tan2 OAS - (r - D2) = 0. (29)

For convenience, let us call the left-hand side of this
equation f(r, D, (3AS); then, using (23a) after differ-
entiating,

(War = - (1 + D2 tang OAS) = - (1 - D4)/(1 - rD2)
amp = 2D(1 - r tang SAS) = 2D(1 - r2)/(1 - rD2)

Of/af3AS = 2(1 - rD2) tan OAS sect SAS

= ± 2(1 + r)(1 - D2)1/(r - D2)/(1 - rD2)
and in the last equation the sign is that of tan SOS; i.e.,
positive for nir 5 SAS < (2n + 1)7/2
Inegative for (2n + 1)7/2 < OAS -..,5 (n + 1)7}

n = 0, ± 1, + 2, .

We therefore have, as total differential of (29), after
multiplying through by 1 -rD2 and noting that

(1 - rD2) V(r - D)/ (1 - rD2) = - -Or -D2)(1 - rD2)
when (1 - rD2) <0,

- (1 -D4)dr+ 2D(1 - r2)dD

± 2 (1 +r) (1 - D2) \/(r -D2) (1 -rD2)di3AS = 0 (30)

where the sign is now
when 1 -rD2 has the same sign as tan SAS

negative when 1 -rD2 has sign opposite to that . (31)

of tan SAS

Thus we have
dD = [(1- D4) / 2D(1 -r2)]dr

-( ± 1)(1-D2) [-V(r -D2)(1 -rD2)/D(1-r)]di3AS (32)

where the sign is determined as in (31).
We are now in a position to describe the types and

ranges of variation in (23a).
(1) r -D2 and 1 -rD2 must have the same sign. Thus,

either D2 <r and D2< (1/r), or D2> r and D2> (1/r); for
the region in which we are interested, namely 0 :5-r 51,
DO, we therefore have either D2 <r or D2> (1/r). This
explains why all the curves in Fig. 2 lie either under
the parabola D2 = r or over the curve of hyperbolic type
D2= (1/r).

(2) D=0 when tanVAS=r, and at these points the
curves are perpendicular to the r axis, for (30) yields,
when dif3AS =0,

dD/dr = (1 - D4)/2D(1 - r2) (33)

which approaches infinity as D approaches 0. Also, (33)
shows that, for a fixed SOS, D increases with r when
D <1 and decreases as r increases for D>l, assuming, of
course, that r <1, (# =27r/X).

(3) For f3AS=n7r; i.e., for AS= (n/2)X, r =D2; for
(AS=n7r+7/4; i.e., for AS= (n/2 -1-1/8)X, r =1; for
13AS= nw+ir/2 ; i.e., for AS= (n/2 +1/4)X, r =1/D2.

(4) For constant D, taking dD =0 in (30), and using
(23b) we have

dr ± 2(1 + r)\/(r - D2)(1 - rD2)
OAS 1 +D2

2D(1 - r2)

(1 + D2) tan fic/c
(34)

where the sign is determined by (31). This means that
where r <1,

D> 1, tan SAS<0
r increases with SAS for

.D < 1, tan SAS > 0
1, tan OAS >

r decreases with OAS for
D < 1, tan fIAS < Of

For example, in Fig. 2
{Z,>50, -X/4 .5AS:5__.

r increases with AS for
0 ._AS

50, X/8 5_ AS 5. X/41.
r decreases with AS for (35)

c<50,

Having discussed the variation in (23a), we come
now to a discussion of the effect of errors on the final
result. Equation (32) shows the effect of an error in r
and in OAS; both of these are due to errors in the read-
ing. We will find limits for dr and OAS in terms of the
error in indicator reading n and substitute back in (32).

(5) Since we have r =Emi/E.. it follows that log
r =log Erni.- log Em,., so that

dr/r = dEmin/Emin - dEn,./Era. Hence (36)

dr/r I < 27t, and I dr I < 2nr. (36a)

(6) Since Emin and Emaz have been found by varying
OAS, (4) shows that we must go to second order terms in
finding their errors in terms of OAS. From (4) we have,
noting (16)

dE,/d13AS = Ir2A. cos (2/3AS + 0/2E,, so that
d2E,Id(i3AS)2 = [- 4E,I,2A sin (2f3AS + 5)

- 2I,2A cos (2/3AS + (5)dEs/di3AS]/4E,2

and substituting from (7) yields
[d2E,/(43,19)2].i. = I,M/Emin (37a)
[d2E,/(dt3AS)2].. = - L2A/E... (37b)

Going to the third term of the Taylor expansion, we
have
Es(flAS + OAS) = Ea(OAS) (dE,/dflAS)deAS

+ 1/2[d2E1/(dPS)2](416.S) 2.
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Consequently, using (4), (37a), and (37b), we have
AEmin = (Ir2A/2Fin)(416,S)2 (38a)
AEmax = ( - 1,.2,4/2E.)(46iS) 2. (38b)

It follows from (6) that
AEmin/Emin = [A/(R2 + X2 ± Zo2 - A)]((//3AS)2 (39a)
AE,./Em. = [-A /(R2+ X2 -I- Z02 + A)](difiAS) 2. (39b)

Since, from (10a) and (10b),
R2+ X2+Z02- A= 2rZo; and R2+X2+Z02+A = (2/r)RZo,
we may substitute from (13a) and (13c) to obtain

AEmin/Emin [(1 - r9/2r2](d0AS)2 (40a)
A.R./Ern. = - [(1 - r2)/2](c/PAS)2

so that
(40b)

AErnin/ AEm../ Ema. = [(1 - r4)/2r2] (43,13)2. (40c)

As in Section IV, E(5), we therefore have
[(1 - r4)/2r1(d0AS)2 < 2n, (41)

(41a)and I OAS! < (2r/V1 - r4)
(7) We now find an estimated maximum relative

error in D, which we will call I-, by transforming (32)
into the inequality

dD 1 - D4
dr I

D 2D2(1 - r2)
I

(1 - D2)V'(r - D2)(1 - rD2) ,

I OAS'
D2(1 - r)

and using inequalities (36a) and (41a)

-D
1

r
D2

2

1
+2 1

D2

r
1-r2

r

(1-r)1/1-r4
V(r-D2)(1-rD2) (42)

Since D=Z,/Zo, and since the relative error in Z. is
the same as that of D

=
Zoe Z,2

Z,2 Zo2

r

1 - r2
n+2

Zoe

Z,2

r

(1-r)-V1-r4
(42a)

4/(t. -Z-) (1-r Z°2 )77.
Z02

Zoe

(8) The procedure in calcOating this upper limit of
error may be co-ordinated with the measurements as fol-
lows:

First, readings are taken for Erni., Emax, and AS. The
r =Emin/Emax is calculated, and r and AS are used to
find Z, either from (24) or Fig. 2. These values of r and
Z. are used, instead of their true values, in (42a). The
first term gives an upper limit of error due to wrong r;
the second yields an upper limit of error due to wrong
AS.

It is obvious from (42a) that the errors are very large
when Z, is close to zero, and also when r is close to one.
These are the regions in which the curves in Fig. 2 be-
come steep. The errors become smaller with decreasing
r; the smallest r for a given Z, is on the limiting curves
of Fig. 2.

and
AS = 0;
AS = ± A/4;

Zc2 = rZo2
Z02 = rZ2.

Hence, the radical in the second term of (42a) ap-
proaches zero as we approach these curves for a fixed
Z,. Close to these curves, therefore, the second error
term becomes negligible and the first error term gets in-
creasingly smaller; in fact, substituting

r = Z,2/Zo2 or r = Zo2/Z.2

we see that on these curves i=17. It therefore follows
that for constant Z,, as AS approaches 0 or ±X/4, the
error decreases to that of the indicator.

F. Variation with Frequency; Choice of Optimum Fre-
quency

(1) From (23b) it is obvious that D2= r or D2= 1/r
if and only if 01c =r/2-1-nr. Combining this with re-
marks in the preceding paragraph, we have

as ticl, approaches r/2 + yr,

{r decreases to Z,°/Zo2 or to Zo2/Zc2, and (43)

AS approaches either 0 or ± X/4.
Furthermore, if 0 5131<r/2, tan 19,4 is positive, and

the second equation of (22) shows that tan )3AS has the
same sign as r -D2. Thus, in the range 0 5r 51 in which
we are interested we have, since (34) shows that r must
increase, from (35)
if 0 < ti,/, < 7/2, then

I- X/4 5_ AS 5_ - X/8 for Zc > Z.
-10 + AS + X/8 for Z, <Z,. (44)

(2) In view of the preceding paragraphs, we see that
the error in obtaining Z, will be minimized by so choos-
ing the operating frequency that AS is close to 0 or
+7/4, in which case 0/c is close to (n+1/2)r. Both 3
and $c vary with the operating frequency in a manner
that we will discuss in a moment. But, whereas AS also
varies with the operating frequency, I, does not. We will
therefore use (23b) rather than (23a) to help us find the
best operating frequency, fo, for which 0,4=7/2.

From Everitt,' we have

WS = 1/VEC14 and co/i3, = 1/ so so that

13

for fo
VC/CA =-61

But have =7/2 and )3=27f,/c, hence
Vi =0c/0 = c/4/efo, so that

fo = c/4/,-\/= 7.5  102//e. (45)

Since, in general, (3, = 27f//c so that 0, is propor-
tional to f, and since 1, is independent of f, we have (3,1
proportional to f, so that

filfo = (0.01/(13c1c)o = 215.4/7 (46)

and 0,4 = (r/2)(Wfo). (46a)

Substituting (46a) in (23b) we obtain
/ w fi\ D2(1 - r)2

2 fo ) (1 - rD2)(r - D2)
ze702(1 - r) 2

- (47)
(Zo2 - rZe2)(rZo2 - 2',2)

5 See p. 118 of footnote reference 3.

tan°
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tan 2 (47a)
2 fo

These curves are traced as dotted lines in Fig. 2 for
various values of f,/fo. For calculation purposes it is
perhaps best to solve for r; let H= tan [(7/2)(fi/fog

H(1 -D2)
r = 1+ [11(1 -1,2)± -01D2+112(1 -1-D2)2.1

2D2(1+112)
Z02 - Z.2 II

2Z02Z,2 1+112
=1+ (Z 02 -Z.2)

±.0z02zcz+H2v02_zc2)2 1.

In terms of AS rather than D, this becomes
(r - tan2PAS)(1 - r tang PAS)

(1 - r)2 tan2 PAS

(48)

Since 0 <r <1, the sign will be or - as Z. > Z. or
Z,, <Z,, respectively.

To find a good operating frequency, (45) is used as an
approximation, fi is chosen definitely less than this ap-
proximation, measurements are made, and (r, AS)
spotted. The dotted line in Fig. (2) on which this point
would lie will give a value of fo/fi, and a better ap-
proximation of fo is found. It is the application of (45) to
approximate values of 1,, and  that makes (45) a poorer
approximation to fo than the one obtained by the proc-
ess just described.

G. Theory of Tailoring of the Slotted -Line End Socket

Converting' Everitt's (44a)
(1/jwC) cos Pal, jZ, sin 13.1,

Z 80 = Z
Z, COS 13 ,1, (sin /3,4)/coc

(49)

X.. = - Z, cot (3,l, tan-' Z,C) (49a)

and from (45) of the same reference, we obtain
Z = jZ, tan 13,1, (50)
X Z, tan I3,1, (50a)

From (8a), we obtain, in the case of a pure reactance
termination, (R=0),

X = - Zo tan PL. (51)

Using the open -circuit condition, where the value of /,
becomes 1,. and the value of X becomes X,,, equations
(la) and (3) give
13/.0 = [(Z./Zo) cot (13,1, Z.coC)1

= tan-' [(Z./Zo) tan (a/2-13,1, - tan-i ZscoC)[. (52)

For the short-circuited condition, where the value of X
becomes X,,, combining (50a) and (51), we obtain

Pl., = - tan -1 [(Z./Z0) tan 13,1,]. (53)
Also

AS.. = is, - = (1/13)tan-1[(Z./Z0) tan (7/2 -
- tan-I.Z.wC)] (1/13)tall-1[(Z./Z0) tan 0,4] (54)

cot /3AS0. = [(Zo/Z.) tan P,1, ZowC

- (Zao)(1 - tan 13,1,Z.X) tan 13,1,] cost 13,1,. (54a)

Now we wish to show that AS.. increases as Z, increases
for conditions encountered in this method of measure-
ment, namely

0 < 1e,l, < 7/4 (55)
Zo/2 < Z. < 2Zo (56)

Zo c.---d 50 (57)
0 < coC < 10-8. (58)

To do this, we first show that (d cot PAS..)/dZ, does not
change sign at any point within these limits.
d cot PS., sin 213,/,

[Z,'(2 tan 13,10.0C)-Z.2-42]. (59)
dZ, 2Z,2Zo

Then we obtain
(d cot pAS)/dZ, = [(sin 20./.)/(2Z.70)1F(Z.) (59a)

by letting
F(Z,) = Z,'(2 tan fis/.coC) - Z.2 - Z02. (60)

F'(Z,) = 2Z,(3wCZ, tan 13,1, - 1). (61)
Therefore,

F'(Z,) = 0 when Z, = 0, (62)
in which case F(Z,) = - Zo2, or
Z. = 1/3wC tan I3,1 (63)
in which case F(Z,) = - 1/(27wC tan /3.1.) - Zo2.

From (55) and (58) it is seen that the minimum value of
Z, to be expected at point (63) is 333, and Z. is zero at
point (62), so that from (56) and (57) it appears that Z.
must lie between these points. Since (60) is a poly-
nomial in Z and therefore continuous everywhere, a
reversal of slope of F(Z,) can occur only where F'(Z,)
=0, namely the points of (62) and (63). Also, since
F(Z,) is negative at these points, and there is no re-
versal of slope in the region between them, F(Z,) must
be negative over this entire region. Applying (55), (56),
and (57) to (59a) shows d(cot flAS)IdZ, to be of the same
sign as F(Z,) over this region, so that d(cot 13AS)IdZ, is
negative and cot PAS decreases as Z, increases. From
(54a) it is seen that (3AS, being an arccotangent, has an
infinite number of values, each differing by n7, where n
is a whole integer. For these measurements, only the
value of 13AS between zero and 7 is used, so that flAS
increases as cot PAS decreases, and therefore, since 13 is
a positive constant, AS increases as Z, increases. From
transmission line theory,

13 = 27/X = w/c (64)

and for the condition of Z,=Zo, (54) becomes, for prac-
tical conditions,

7/2- tan-' ZowC r/2-ZowC X
AS..= = ZoC.. (65)

4

For the case of Zo =50, this becomes,
AS, = X/4 - 1.5Cf. (66)

H. Theory of Measurement of Characteristic Impedance of
of Fitting

Converting4 Everitt's (45) to the terminology of this
report, we obtain

Z, = jZ. tan &lc
X = Z, tan 19,1,

(67)
(67a)

For the case of a short circuited fitting, X becomes X,
and 1, becomes 1, so that combining (51) and (57a)
yields

- Zo tan 131 = Z, tan Pcle. (68)

For conditions encountered in practice,
p,Ic «7r/4, (69)

and Zc -^2Zo. (70)
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These justify the following approximation of (68):
- Zo(13/c, + nor) = (71)

For the uniform line, the value of l, is zero and the value
of Z, is Zo, so that from (53),13/,, becomes nor, and from
(71)

134638 = Ples - - nor - Z.13.l./Z0 - nor. (72)

In these measurements, the value of filS between zero
and -r is used, so that

= - Z./3.1./Zo. (72a)

Applying' Everitt's (44a) to the terminology of this pa-
per, we obtain, assuming the end capacitance of the
line socket equal to that of the fitting under test

Z,[(1/coC) cos 03, jZ, sin ti,/,]
Zoo =

Z. cos f3,/, (1/wC) sin ficl.
= Z. cot (13,/c tan-' ZocoC).

(73)

(73a)

For the case of an open -circuited fitting, X becomes X.,
and /, becomes so that combining (51) and (73a)
yields

Zo tan ii/c. = Zo/tan (r/2 - 13/,o)
= Z,/tan (0,/, Z,c0C). (74)

From (48), (69), and (70), this is approximately

19/co n,r r/2 - Zo(0c4 Z,coC)/Z,. (75)

For the uniform line, as shown in obtaining (72), gl be-
comes nor, so that from (65)

13AS = 13/ - nor = ir/2 - Zd.X. (76)

Combining (75) and (76),

= inco - 134. = (no - no)r - (77)

Again, the value of 13AS used lies between zero and -jr,
so that

/3450 = - Zo/3,1,/Zo. (77a)

Dividing (72a) by (77a), we obtain
AS,/z1S0 = Z,2/Z02 (78)

and since Z. is always positive,

Z, = Zo-VAS./AS,. (78a)

Canadian RTPB
Panel C of the Canadian Radio Technical Planning Board held its first meeting on May 9, 1945, under the chairmanship of Mr. S. Sillitoe.

Many of the members of this Panel belong to The Institute of Radio Engineers and are active in its work. Dr. F. S. Howes, the vice-chairman
of this Panel, is the immediate past chairman of the Montreal Section of the I.R.E. and is the chairman of the Canadian I.R.E. Council.
Mr. S. Sillitoe, the chairman of the Panel, is also a past chairman of the Montreal Section and chairman.

CANADIAN RTPB

Front Row-left to right-M. R. Olding (A'45 -M'45); L. A. W. East (A'25); J. S. Ford (A'28); J. H. Pratt (A'43 -M'45); and C. H. Brere-
ton (A'41 -M'45).

Second Row-left to right-J. H. Bolton; R. R. Desaulniers (A'36); J. E. O'Brien; B. McNeil (A'37 -M'45); C. W. Boadway; D. B. Black;
E. G. Ratz; R. Meadows; and L. Walker.

Third Row-left to right-J. L. Clarke (A'30); F. S. Howes (A'37-M'43-SM'43) vice-chairman; E. S. Kelsey (A'38); A. B. Hunt (A'43-
SM'43); E. Olson (A'30); J. Warren (A'40-SM'45); S. Bonneville (A'38); S. Sillitoe (A'35) chairman; and H. S. Finnemore.



In Unity There Is Strength
THE I.R.E. AND ITS FRIENDS

There are times in the career of organizations when a mood of sober determination speed-
ily to accomplish the best results may properly give way, for a time, to a mood of satisfac-
tion and jubilation over major achievements. This is such a moment in the life of The
Institute of Radio Engineers.

For more than a third of a century the Institute has marched steadily forward, sometimes
in difficult days. Like other specialized professional organizations, it was best known to its
own membership. The extent of their loyalty was surmised. But it was difficult even to guess
the degree to which the radio -and -electronic industry which the members of the Institute
serve was itself interested in, and friendly toward the Institute.

Time provided a touchstone to determine otherwise unknown factors and viewpoints.
Pressed by the need for adequate headquarters space, the Institute inaugurated its Building-

Fund Campaign. It asked from its members, and from the friends of the Institute in industry, a substantial
fund. The outcome of its proposal could not be predicted.

The result has been conclusive both in magnitude and in its mode of accomplishment.
The members of the Institute and executives high in industry rallied with enthusiasm and vigor to the further-

ance of the Building -Fund Campaign. They gave freely of their time, thought, and energy. A competent office staff
collaborated fully with them.

And the Institute's membership responded just as every loyal member of the Institute hoped and expected that
it would. Nor were contributions to the fund restricted to the higher grades of membership. Notable showings
were made in every grade of membership-and the significance of this in the Student grade, for example, must
not be overlooked. It augurs well for any association when its youngest members feel themselves a true part of it
and, from limited means, give their quota.

Industry responded in two fashions. The first of these was of financial nature. Substantial contributions from
great numbers organizations, both large and small, in the radio -and -electronic field, built up an encouraging and
impressive total. Even more significant was the good will and understanding displayed toward the engineers and
their Institute by industry itself. This evoked a similarly appreciative response from the engineers. A long step
has been taken toward the integration of the engineers and their industry. Industry is clearly appreciative of its
indebtedness to the engineers, and the engineers fully recognize the opportunities of advancement which their in-
dustry presents to them.

And so the Institute and its members may properly have a sense of fulfillment and happiness in the recognition
which they have gained in a material sense and the high repute which they have achieved.

The glow of satisfaction must be only the introduction to a mood of determination to be fully worthy of the
trust, confidence, and co-operative attitude of industry. The engineers in the Institute are alike resolved that their
paths shall be those of constructive accomplishment and their services to the public and industry of noteworthy
nature. The Institute has successfully ended one epoch in its career. It now enters a new era bright with the pros-
pects of still worthier and more helpful accomplishment.

ALFRED N. GOLDSMITH
Editor

Watitm L. Evinurr
President

ALFRED N. GOLDSMITH
Editor

SUCCESS: A CHALLENGE TO FURTHER EFFORT
The Building -Fund campaign has been an overwhelming success. The Institute of Radio

Engineers has completed a major project in its forward progress. We are all delighted. Weare
now assured of adequate housing. But even more important than the physical plant it will
provide is the indication it gives of the strength of our membership and the recognition
by industry, not only of our past accomplishments but also of our future promise. Success
begets success, and gives a stimulation to further effort. We should now move on to new
tasks with confidence and assurance. We have also engaged in a critical self-analysis which
has shown us where improvements can be made, for you may be sure that during a financial
campaign every weakness will be brought to light and pointed out forcefully. Many of these
criticisms have been carefully considered and steps taken to eliminate their cause in the
future.

During the same period that the campaign has been in progress to furnish the housing, an
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adequate headquarters staff has been developed to provide the co-ordination and long-time leadership necessary
for future progress. Housing, in keeping with the dignity, prestige, and needs of the Institute, such as the Building
Fund will provide, is essential to the proper functioning of this staff and the maintenance of a high esprit de corps.

The holding of membership in a professional society should not resemble a subscription to a magazine, in which
money is paid for services rendered and no further obligation is incurred. The Institute is a co-operative endeavor
to advance the profession as well as the professional standing of the individual. While the success of the Building
Fund will provide more services for the members, it is of paramount importance that the expanded facilities are
used as well to provide for the general advancement of the radio, electronic, and allied arts.

The Building -Fund campaign has shown what can be accomplished by the hard work of the members under the
able leadership of the various committees and their chairmen. The long -continued success of the Institute in its
technical, sectional, and other activities will continue to depend upon the mental and physical effort of the mem-
bers. The development of adequate headquarters (physical plant and personnel) will put the enormous latent
potentiality of our group to more effective use. In successfully carrying through this task we have not earned the
right to rest but rather the means for continued service which will call for a wider distribution of tasks among our
membership. The Institute of Radio Engineers has an opportunity for service to the industry, to the membership,
and to the world. Let us be sure we take advantage of it by the continued application of initiative, intelligence, and
hard work.

POWEL CROSLEY
Honorary Chairman

Building -Fund Committee

W. L. EVERITT
President

It is with great pleasure and pride that I announce that the Build-
ing -Fund campaign of The Institute of Radio Engineers has not only
attained, but well exceeded the goal of $500,000 originally established
for the purpose of :

1. Expanding the facilities of the Institute.
2. Providing the Institute with a permanent home.
3. Creating a closer union between engineers and their industries.
With comparatively little time in which to raise a fund of this size,

such results can be attributed only to the untiring, constant, and sin-
cere efforts on the part of the membership and campaign workers in
their earnest determination to make this campaign a huge success.

As Honorary Chairman of this very worth -while project, I wish to
thank the membership for their endeavors, the sponsors for their

support, the campaign workers for their unceasing solications. The Board and management of the Institute
have, with a single all-out effort, achieved a double purpose: in having acquired money which, by their own
estimate, they needed to undertake the responsibility of a greater Institute; and in having drawn engineers and
their industries closer together, to their mutual advantage, than ever before.

TAHOE P. WHEELER
Honorary Vice -Chairman
Building -Fund Committee

POWEL CROSLEY
Honorary Chairman

Building -Fund Committee

THE CONCEPTION AND HISTORY OF THE BUILDING -FUND CAMPAIGN

All members of our Institute have cause for jubilation
in the momentous success of our campaign to raise
funds for a suitable and permanent headquarters build-
ing. Since our Institute of Radio Engineers was founded
in 1912 our membership has increased almost a thou-
sandfold. The success of our campaign is a gratifying
symbol of progress not only for our Institute but also
for the radio -and -electronic industry with which we are
associated. Ownership of our Institute home will be
consistent with the stature and importance of our
organization and its growing responsibility to the in-
dustry and to society. As we reach this milestone in
our history it is appropriate briefly to review the con-

ception, organization, and progress of the campaign
now approaching its conclusion.

For a small organization there are economic and per-
haps other advantages in leasing headquarters office
space. But with continuing growth such advantages
may progressively diminish and finally disappear, or
be outweighed by other advantages. Professional socie-
ties are normally exempted from the payment of real-
estate taxes. But they cannot take advantage of such
exemption if they lease space in taxable commercial
buildings. Therefore, the economic advantages of owner-
ship are greater for a professional society than for a com-
mercial institution, and the advantages of ownership
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appear at an earlier stage of its growth.
The Institute has many times had to move

its headquarters, change its address, and
otherwise adjust itself to the inconveniences
of tenant occupancy. In 1943, we had out-
grown our present offices, additional space
was not available, and we were faced again
with the necessity of moving. To find suit-
able quarters the Board appointed an Office -

Quarters Committee, consisting of Mr. Ray-
mond A. Heising, Chairman; Dr. Alfred N.
Goldsmith, Dr. William L. Everitt, Mr.
Haraden Pratt, Mr. Herbert M. Turner, and
Mr. Harold R. Zeamans.

Recognizing that the Institute
had attained a stature warranting
consideration of the purchase of an
adequate headquarters building of
its own, this Committee investi-
gated and, in November, 1943,
reported to the Board that such a
step appeared feasible. After due
consideration the Board, at this
meeting, gave approval to the
general plan for procuring and
equipping such a building.

A month later, in December,
of the matter, the Board instructed

Ray Lee Jackson

RAYMOND F. GUY
Vice -Chairman
Building -Fund

Committee

after further study
the Office -Quarters Committee to locate a suitable

Kaiden-Kazanjian

BENJAMIN E. SHACKEL-
FORD, Chairman

Building -Fund
Committee

building for purchase and report further on
the economics of the project. During the en-
suing year the Committee devoted a great
deal of time to searches, investigations, and
studies and the Board inspected about a
score of buildings.

At the January, 1944, Sections Committee
meeting, the Board's thinking on the pur-
chase of a building was announced and ex-
plained and shortly thereafter the Board
created the nucleus of the Building -Fund
Committee with Dr. B. E. Shackelford as
chairman and Mr. I. S. Coggeshall as vice-

chairman. After the inauguration of
the campaign, Mr. Raymond F. Guy
was also appointed vice-chairman.

The spring and summer of 1944
were devoted to working out details
of organization and procedure and
accumulating the large amount of
information required incidental to
the proposed campaign. At the Sep-
tember, 1944, meeting, the Board
unanimously approved setting up a
Planning Committee, an Advisory
Committee, and a Working Com-
mittee, approved the minimum goal of $500,000, of
which $75,000 was for the membership and $425,000
was for corporate, individual, and other special donors,

BOARD OF DIRECTORS

PLANNING COMMITTEE

B. E. SHACKELFORD CHAIRMAN
I .S.COGGESHALL VICE CHAIRMAN
R. F. GUY VICE CHAIRMAN

ADVISORY COMMITTEE
W C EVANS CHAIRMAN

I

IVAN S. COC.GESHALL
Vice -Chairman
Building -Fund

Committee

PUBLIC RELATIONS COMM ITTEE
R R BATCHER CHAIRMAN

INITIAL GIFTS COMMITTEE
W. R G BAKER CHAIRMAN

INDUSTRY GROUP COMM ITTEE
CHAIRMEN

CANADIAN COUNCIL
R A HACKBUSCH CHAIRMAN

CANADIAN SECT IONS
BUILDING FUND COMM ITTEE

CHAIRMEN

I
SECTIONS SOLICITATION COMMITTEE

AUSTIN BAILEY CHAIRMAN

SECTIONS BUILDING FUND
COMM ITTEE CHAIRMEN
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GROWTH OF THE I R E BUILDING FUND

and appropriated $500 for preliminary Committee ex-
penses.

The Planning Committee has been the keystone of
the organization and has had general direction and
charge of all activities. The Advisory Committee ad-
vised the Planning Committee on basic policies, con-
cerning public relations and relations with industry.
The Working Committee was intended to be a large
group divided into many subcommittees concerned
with solicitation, publicity, and the like, but in the
ultimate evolution of the organization these func-
tions were assigned to the Initial -Gifts Committee, the
Sections Solicitation Committee, and the Publicity
Committee. The organization of the Building -Fund
Committee, as finally constituted, is shown on the
condensed organization chart.

The $500,000 goal was arrived at on the basis that
somewhat more than half would be available for pur-
chasing, altering, furnishing, and equipping the land
and building and the remainder would be invested to
give a return which would be applied to maintenance
and carrying charges. The Institute paid $4000 an-
nually for rental and it was estimated that the annual
maintenance costs for a building would be considerably
higher. The difference would be met through the in-
terest on the money invested, and therefore annual
operating costs paid out of income from dues would not
be increased.

By November, 1944, the Building -Fund Publicity
Committee was ready with the publicity material which
appeared in the December, 1944, and January and
February, 1945, PROCEEDINGS, explaining the need for a
headquarters building and announcing the goals of the
campaign.

On November 29, 1944, the Building -Fund Com-
mittee was authorized to contract with Aderton-Johnson
Associates of Harrisburg, Pennsylvania, fund-raising
counsellors, for their assistance in planning and carry-
ing out the campaign and $15,000 was appropriated for
Committee operating expenses. Building -Fund Head-
quarters space was rented immediately at 55 West 42nd
Street in New York City and preparations to start the
campaign were undertaken.

At the January, 1945, meeting, the Board unani-
mously adopted a resolution defining the Institute's
Building -Fund policy, and during the January 24-27
Midwinter Technical Meeting in New York, publicly
announced the inauguration of the campaign.

The progress chart shows month by month the
growth of the Building Fund. At this writing, it is still
growing and the comfortable margin by which the
minimum goal is now exceeded will continue for some
weeks to become greater. It is of special interest to note
that, since the minimum goal has been substantially ex-
ceeded, the invested capital to provide building main-
tenance income may exceed the amount estimated, the
return on the investment, correspondingly, may be in
excess of the amount estimated, the maintenance
charges against dues income may be correspondingly
reduced, and the Institute may therefore not only own
its own home but pay less for the privilege than it did to
rent. Inspection of this chart must inspire a feeling of
gratification and accomplishment in this important de-
velopment in I.R.E. history.

RAYMOND F. GUY
Vice -Chairman

Building -Fund Campaign
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INDUSTRY AND
World War II has had the effect of high -lighting the

importance of a rather specialized engineering group-
the radio engineers. It offered to this segment of the
engineering profession the opportunity to prove their
worth not only to their industry, but to their country.
History will tell the story of how this engineering group
accepted the challenge and performed what will seem,
when the facts are available, almost a miracle in engi-
neering accomplishment.

While it is true that radio or "wireless" played an im-
portant part, primarily for communication purposes, in
World War I, it was insignificant as compared to the ra-
dio -and -electronic applications employed in World War
II. Unfortunately these new, and in many instances
revolutionary equipments and systems, were devised to
assist in fighting a brutal war. It is, nevertheless, equally
true that out of this work will come new products and
and new services for the public and a stronger and
broader radio -and -electronic industry.

The executives of the industry recognize and respect
the accomplishments of the engineers. The tremendous
expansion of the industry so clearly based on new ap-
plications and engineering advances precludes any ques-
tion as to the part played by the engineers of the in-
dustry.

It is also most evident that in carrying out this ex-
pansion the executives of the industry have demon -

THE ENGINEER
strated administrative and organi-
zational skill unsurpassed by any
other industry, thus indicating that
when peace returns they will be
ready to produce the new products
and systems which will result from
the intensive effort put forth during
the war.

The demands made on the indus-
try by World War II, have, there-
fore, been met through the joint
efforts of the executives and the
engineers of the industry. As a result there has devel-
oped a mutuality of interest which has gone a long way
toward deeper integration of the engineers and their
industry. This is, indeed, a beneficial and hopeful
condition and will assist in easing some of the problems
of the industry during the transition from war to
peace.

The success of the Building -Fund campaign is
tangible evidence that the industry proposes to support
its engineers. It further indicates that The Institute of
Radio Engineers recognizes its responsibility to the in-
dustry and plans to provide facilities for the continuing
development of a sound engineering organization.

W. R. G. BAKER
Chairman

Initial -Gifts Committee

THE CONTRIBUTION OF MEMBERS TO A GREATER I.R.E.

Malay

AUSTIN BAILEY
Chairman

Sections -Solicitation
Committee

Although the Building -Fund
campaign has been carried on by
radio engineers and for the benefit
of radio engineers, it is, nevertheless,
significant that industry has con-
tributed handsomely to assist the
Institute in attaining its goal. In-
dustry and the engineer, working to-
gether as a team, have done and
will continue to do much that is
outstanding in this age for elec-
tronics. Those things which help
the engineers in their profession

likewise are of great value to industry and both recog-
nize this interrelationship.

Every member of I.R.E. has been given an oppor-
tunity to contribute to this once -in -a -lifetime appeal.
Each has responded in a measure commensurate with
his individual ability and with his vision of the future
of his profession and of the Institute. Each Section has
carried through a personal approach to its members and
while this is being written new reports of success and
added funds are still being received. Section organiza-
tions have done a really fine job which will promote and
further the aims of the Institute. Members not residing

W. R. G. BAKER
Chairman

Initial -Gifts Committee

in the territory assigned to sections, men in the Armed
Services, engineers from all over the world and student
engineers all have been solicited and many have given.
The bonds of common interest and the pride of mem-
bership in a successful professional organization are the
dynamic forces that have brought about our achieve-
ment.

As of the beginning of this year the Institute had a
total membership of just over 13,000. These were
roughly distributed as follows:

In 33 Sections (5 of which are outside the
U.S.A.) 8, 700

Not residing in Section territory 2 , 200
Students 2,100

Total 13 ,000

As of this writing, about 2700 members of I.R.E.
have made contributions and more are still coming in.
This represents 21 per cent of the entire membership.
About 28 per cent of members in Section territory have
contributed. In a third of the Sections the number of
subscribers was 50 per cent or more than the number of
members in those Sections. A number of the Sections
exceeded their goals by wide margins. The total of funds
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so far received through Sections and from members at
large is around $113,000. We should be proud of what we
have accomplished and glad to have our names as con-
tributors entered in the roster of those who have had a
part in promoting a greater Institute of Radio Engi-
neers. With continued interest and activity we shall
now move on to new tasks with assurance that our pro-

RAYMOND A. HEISING
Chairman

Office -Quarters Committee

fessional society is recognized as outstanding both by
the engineers themselves and by the industry they have
helped to promote.

AUSTIN BAILEY
Chairman

Sections -Solicitation Committee

LOCATING A PROSPECTIVE HOME
The Office -Quarters Commit-

tee was appointed by the Board
of Directors at its September 8,
1943, meeting. Its original duties
were those of studying the ad-
vantages of renting versus home
ownership in view of the ap-
proaching necessity of securing
more space. During the winter
of 1943-44 this study showed
that the renting situation in
New York City was bad. Suit-

able space would triple our present rent. The advan-
tages of home ownership looked promising in view of
low real-estate prices. Several other societies had al-
ready purchased, or were planning to purchase perma-
nent homes.

Early in January, 1944, arrangements were made
with a real-estate counsellor to locate for us properties
that might be purchased. The committee visited and in-
spected dozens of places, all of which required the ex-
penditure of much time, and the acquisition of dust and
dirt from a few of the properties. The limited Institute
funds then available for purchase together with esti-
mates of what monies might be collected restricted our
choice in buildings, and nothing was found that satis-
fied the Committee or the Board as a suitable home for
the Institute for any extended period of time.

The Committee in its studies looked into the matter
of joining the four "Founder Societies" in the Engineer-
ing Societies Building. Investigation showed that each
of these societies had contributed upward of $265,000
of its own funds. This would presumably necessitate
our advancing a like amount if we should join with
them. This was likewise beyond our means at the time.
It was found that there was some discussion going on
among the Founder Societies about establishing an
"Engineering Center," erecting a new building, and
securing the adherence of more engineering societies
that were located elsewhere. Such discussions, however,
had not reached the state of formulating plans.

The Committee by this time found itself facing these
facts. Some Board members favored the Engineering -
Center idea, others favored owning our own building.
Either would involve funds greater than our reserves.
The Committee could not conscientiously advise com-
mitting the Institute to one of these proposals. The
former would commit the Institute to an unknown

amount (at least $265,000) as plans for an Engineering
Center had not been formulated. The latter proposal
would require risking some or all of the Institute's re-
serves on options pending the outcome of a campaign to
raise money. Prudence, therefore, dictated that an
effort should be made to raise the money before com-
mitting ourselves, even though the campaign had to
operate under a handicap.

Evidence came to the Committee during this period
that now was a propitious time for the Institute to raise
money. The Committee, therefore, outlined tentative
plans for a fund-raising campaign, and recommended
that the Board start such a campaign with the objective
of raising a fund "to be used in connection with the
establishment of a suitable headquarters building,
whether alone or in association with other engineering
societies, as the opportunity presents."

From the spring of 1944 until the spring of 1945,
the Committee continued its search for a suitable build-
ing and kept itself informed on the development of
plans for the Engineering Center. By May of 1945, the
fund was growing at a rate that would give an indica-
tion of its ultimate size and more definite ideas were
formulated as to the amount that might be expended
for a building. It was found possible to consider some
properties that seemed out of the question a year ago.

At the time this is being written, the Committee is
taking certain steps to purchase a building under
authorization from the Board of Directors. The plans
for the Engineering Center have progressed too little to
make it advisable to wait, while real-estate prices are
definitely on the upgrade. If the Engineering -Center
plans move as slowly as such plans usually do, they will
hardly take final form within two or three years, and an
equivalent time in addition will be required to build
a building. The Board, in authorizing purchasing a
building, has not dropped the Engineering -Center idea.
When plans for the latter materialize to the point that
they can be given consideration, the Board will weigh
the advantages and the costs against its location at that
time.

In the meantime (as of July, 1945), the Committee is
following the customary prudent policy of not ad-
vertising the properties for which it is conducting ne-
gotiations.

R. A. HEISING
Chairman

Office -Quarters Committee
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GEORGE W. BAILEY
Executive Secretary

A THREE -CORNERED CONFERENCE ON
THE INSTITUTE'S FUTURE

Secretary Pratt, Treasurer Heis-
ing, and I were sitting on the stairs
in the front hall of the building
which may become the new home
of the Institute. We had just com-
pleted a tour of the building, from
cellar to attic.

"Well, George," said Secretary
Pratt, "can you visualize the
rooms as they will look when all
the personnel are at their desks?"

"Yes," I said, "I certainly can, and I can also imagine
the satisfaction of our members."

"I am sure the members will like such a building as
this," said Treasurer Heising. "It is handsome on the
outside, and these big rooms on the first floor will look
inviting when they are furnished for the convenience and
comfort of visiting members."

"That is true," I said. "For the first time, members
can visit headquarters and not feel they are in the way."

"Ever since I can remember," said Secretary Pratt,
"I always felt that I should not go to the Institute's
office unless it was really necessary. There never had
been a place to sit and read or write, make a phone call,
or hold a conversation with another visiting member
without interfering with an office worker, borrowing
somebody's chair or telephone, or feeling that your
presence was annoying to others. Also, when a com-
mittee wanted to meet, it was necessary to bother some-
one and interfere with his work in order to create space
in which to hold the meeting."

"Now," I said, "members can come freely and feel
that they are welcome because it will be possible for
them to read, write, telephone, confer, and hold com-
mittee meetings without interfering in the least with
the functions of any of the office staff, which is as it
should be. Our members are entitled to such facilities.
And think how convenient it will be for those coming
from a distance, from abroad, for instance. However,
speaking of the advantages to members, I meant more
than just these things. I was referring to the fact that
our new home will enable us to conduct our affairs so
that the members will directly benefit by them."

"What are some of those advantages?" asked Treas-
urer Heising.

"There are so many," said I, "it is difficult to enumer-
ate them in the order of their importance, so I'll just
mention a few as they occur to me. First of all, there
is the fact that the Editorial and Secretarial offices will
now both be in the same building instead of sixteen
blocks apart as at present."

"That's important," said Secretary Pratt, "and I
expect Dr. Goldsmith will tell us what it means to his
Editorial Department to have room enough to carry out
their projects, and the advantage of accessibility to the
personnel and records of the Secretarial Department."

"Dr. Crew, our Assistant Sec-
retary," I said, "will be able to
get a good start in his newly
acquired duties because he will
have adequate space and the
tools with which to function."

"I don't see how you found a
place for him in the old office,"
Secretary Pratt said.

"Well," said I, "he was allotted
the last few square feet, and, as
it was, he scarcely had room to

HARADEN PRATT
Secretary

turn around. And his secretary, Miss Graham, will be 1,

glad to have plenty of desk space."
"We are receiving many letters from members in

the Service who are planning their postwar education
and wish advice. Dr. Crew and I are prepared to
answer such letters, and welcome inquiries from our
members."

"We are also planning to give advice and assistance
to members seeking postwar jobs where their qualifica-
tions can be used to best advantage. At the same time,
we shall be prepared to assist industrial concerns and
academic institutions in locating scientific and technical
personnel. One of our long-range projects is the main-
tenance of an active and reliable file of electronic engi-
neers and technicians."

"Now, I believe you and Dr. Crew can undertake the
project of assisting Sections in obtaining speakers," said
Treasurer Heising, speaking in his capacity as Chair-
man of the Sections Committee, "and, also, you will
have a chance to work out plans for a traveling lecture-
ship to go into effect when transportation difficulties
are overcome."

"That's right," said I, "and Dr. Crew will be helpful
in office affairs also, such as working out a group in-
surance and pension plan for the office staff."

"Good," said Secretary Pratt. "A permanent home
for the Institute is going to be an incentive to our t

office staff to make plans for a career with us. Several
of the staff have been with us a long time, and I hope
the others will continue with us. New office quarters are
extremely useful, but, after all, what counts most is the
experience and skill acquired by long-term office
workers."

"You know we have been planning to have a Tech-
nical Secretary," said Treasurer Heising. "I don't quite
understand why we are so slow in selecting him."

"Because," I said, "we had no place to put him."
"Now we can go ahead," observed Secretary Pratt,

"and that will enable us to achieve several objectives
of advantage to our members and the enhancement of
the prestige of the Institute."

"How do you figure that?" said Treasurer Heising.
"The Technical Secretary," replied Secretary Pratt,

"will be able to devote a large amount of time to the
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work of the technical committees and will be
of great assistance to them. He is to have
supervision of standardization activities and
will help to organize the right committees
with appropriate persons serving on them.
Fortunately, Mrs. Fisher, who has been
with us some time, is ready to act as his secre-
tary, so that problem is solved."

"One of these rooms will make a wonder-
ful library and reading room," said I. "Visi-
tors will not have to ransack the place to find

a back number of the PROCEED-
INGS."

"What about the conduct of the
affairs of the office itself," said
Treasurer Heising, "How will it be
improved ?"

"Miss Lehmann, our Office Man-
ager," I answered, "at last will have
the opportunity to carry out many
of her ideas of office arrangement
and routing, which were impossible
in the old office due to crowded
quarters. Take, for instance, the

Addressograph Department, an important part of a
membership society like ours. With many new members
every month, 'and a large number of changes of ad-
dress, particularly of those in the Service, accuracy
and promptness are essential. We
big, new, fast machine. It is a mystery to me how Miss
Reinhardt and her assistant, Miss Boersma, ever man-
age to run it in the little cubbyhole where they are now
located. They will surely make good use of that big
room we have allotted to them."

"Let's see," said Treasurer Heising, "right across the
hall from that room will be the mail room, is that it?"

"That's it," said I, "right on the ground floor, near
the side entrance. And Joe Saitta and Miss Clemens will
be mighty glad to have room to sort mail. Joe will have
adequate space for that big automatic parcel -post weigh-
ing machine and the postage -meter mailing 'machine.
Now he can turn the crank of the duplicating machine
without bumping his elbow on a steel filing cabinet."

"I expect you can make much more prompt ship-
ments of back numbers of the PROCEEDINGS and sup-
plies," said Secretary Pratt, "now that the store room
is next door to the mail room and not eighteen floors
away as it was before."

"You are right," I answered, "and, speaking of being
prompt, that really will apply to all our correspondence.
We are acknowledging all current letters right away,
but the real test is going to be the speed with which we
can furnish information requests. That is where Miss
Lehmann's plans on filing will come in."

"You know, the accessibility of facts is the key to
prompt answers to correspondence. With our new ar-
rangement of files, Mrs. Burke and Miss Finnigan, with
their temporary assistants, will have an up-to-date
filing system."

ALICE CONNOLLY
Chief Accountant

WILLIAM H. CREW
Assistant Secretary

"I am sure," commented Secretary Pratt,
"that Miss Lehmann will be glad to have her
new office with her secretary, Miss Wool -
bright, where she will be near her corre-
spondents, Mrs. Dalton and Mrs. Harding."

"Yes," said I, "and also Miss Roosevelt,
who has charge of applications, with Miss
Pohorely, her assistant; and Mrs. Sablesak,
in charge of readmissions, will all be glad to
get rid of their present severe handicap of
cramped quarters. And there is Miss Neu-

mayer, our statistician, and Miss
Johnson, who handled subscriptions
and stenographic work for the Ac-
counting Department."

"I expect," said Treasurer Heis-
ing, "that Miss Connolly, our Chief
Accountant, is going to find a great
difference in carrying on her duties
in her new office."

"I should say so," I said, "and her
staff, Miss Tecchio, Mrs. Stone,
Miss Gallagher, Miss Desposito,
and Mrs. Giles are all going to make good use of more
space. And they won't all have to stop work to let
Auditor Todt into the office!"

"I hope and expect that the Telephone Company will
be able to supply us with a larger board for the new
building without too much so that Miss Andreyo
will be able to handle more calls promptly."

"The Directors," said Secretary Pratt, "will be
pleased with that attractive room where they can hold
their meetings and have all the office records easily
accessible. Besides, this room will be very handy for
large committee meetings. We have never been able to
accommodate our larger committees adequately before."

"That's a fact," said I, "and I am sure the officers
will like the executives' room that is planned. The next
room to it 'can be used for small committee meetings,
and Mr. Copp will find it convenient to interview his ad-
vertising clients there."

"How about your office?" asked Treasurer Heising..
"Well," I replied, "that corner room on the second

floor would be very suitable for me and my competent
secretary, Mrs. Radigan. I certainly am lucky.in having
a' secretary who knows the history and office routine of
the Institute so well.

"It must be a tremendous satisfaction to you two
officers, who, with the others, have worked so long for
the Institute, to see your dreams come true."

"Yes, it is," they both agreed, "thanks to every one
of the donors 'who made it possible. But, now that it has
been achieved, we must not forget that it is the re-
sponsibility of all of us to put our shoulders to the
tasks that lie ahead, and make our Institute the
bigger and better organization that the phenomenal
growth of radio and its allied fields of engineering
demands and requires."

ELIZABETH LEHMANN
Office Manager

GEORGE W. BAILEY
Executive Secretary
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The Editorial Department of the Institute feels obliged to present
the following communication from the PROCEEDINGS, in the form in
which it was received.
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THE PROCEEDINGS SPEAKS FOR ITSELF

"How do you do? I am the PROCEEDINGS. I've just
arrived on your desk and I'm sure you'll agree that I'm
full of informative material on the latest developments
in radio and electronics. Please read me carefully, all
of me, the technical and nontechnical articles and the
advertising. (Mr. Will C. Copp and his staff really
worked very hard to present the best possible advertis-
ing material to you; and Dr. Goldsmith and my good
friends in the Editorial Department took great pride in
seeing that my pages were full of papers which would
prove of greatest value to you and engineering material
which they and I are sure you will find interesting.)

"Where was I born? Who brought me up? And how
did I teach you? Well, Mr. Dorman Israel and his

Vice -Chairman, Mr. E. T. Dickey
gathered together a group of six-
teen subchairmen called the Pa-
pers Procurement Committee, who
lie awake nights wondering where
they can go to get the best possible
papers on the subjects in their
special fields. Then too, some
authors, of their own helpful voli-
tion, send us manuscripts, and
again, someone writes in that he
knows of a good paper.

"So, after a time, the manuscript of each paper is sent
in to the Editorial Department where Mr. R. D. Retten-
meyer, my new Technical Editor, classifies the paper
and makes out elaborate cards and forms concerning me
-I really have no privacy at all; and then he sends me
to Dr. Alfred N. Goldsmith. (If Dr. Goldsmith thinks
that I am in the least dangerous to the war effort, he
quietly sends me to a referee, or to
the Military Services, for 'clear-
ance.' If I am not cleared, then
back I go to the author.)

"But if I have a clean bill of
health, I am entrusted again to
Mr. Rettenmeyer. He sends me
out to at least three different read-
ers of the Papers Committee, who
read me and return me with their
amazingly searching and helpful

HELEN M. STOTE
Associate Editor

R. D. RETTENMENER
Technical Editor

comments. Then out I go again to a member of the
Board of Editors, together with all the comments of the
Papers Committee readers. The member of the Board of
Editors looks me over and reports his opinion of me.
Then back I go to Dr. Goldsmith again with everyone's
remarks. By this time I feel as though I were living in a
goldfish bowl. Dr. Goldsmith, who is the Editor, then
decides whether I should be accepted-good work! sent
back for revision-here's hoping! or, more rarely, re-
jected-hard luck! Fortunately I
have many friends who are most
capable engineers and authors.

"If I am accepted, Miss Wini-
fred Carriere takes me over and
writes all over my nice clean pages.
She puts on all sorts of mysterious
signs for the printer, corrects my
English, fixes up my footnotes, ar-
ranges for cuts to be made, and in
general, prepares me to go to the
printer. (As an aside, I might add
that sometimes her remarks are not very complimen-
tary, particularly when an occasional author is a bit
careless or incomplete, or equations are particularly long
and involved, or when drawings are bad.)

Bachrach
WINIFRED CARRIERS

Assistant Editor
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"After she has done her worst, she sends me to the
printer and he sets me in type. Then the printer sends
two galley proofs to the author, one to the National Bu-
reau of Standards for decimal classification, one to Dr.
Goldsmith, and one to the Editorial Department. Ev-
eryone of these people, except the Bureau, reads me, and
puts more remarks on my pages, correcting my proof.
Eventually, along with the other manuscripts, who have
suffered just as I have, I go back to the printer to be put
into page -proof form. At this point Miss Helen Stote
takes hold of me and adds alot of material to the galley
proofs-front cover, contents page, Sections meetings,
Institute Notes, contributors' biographies, and so on.
She makes me feel a bit like the filling in a sandwich, for
I am in the middle of all this.

"Eventually, page proofs come back; and again Miss
Stote does many things to me. She checks over all the
galley proofs and compares them against the page
proofs, reads and corrects all the material in the In-
stitute Notes section, and dummies that again if it

needs it. By the time she gets
through with me, I really am ex-
hausted, for she searches high and
low for errors and finds most of
them. (Occasionally, though, I
manage to get the better of all my
editorial readers, and slip over an
error or two. Even PROCEEDINGS
are human!)

"During all of this goings-on,
Mrs. Ruth Winters toils at her
typewriter and writes innumerable

letters to authors, the printer, and no end of other
people. Mrs. Eleanor Caldwell also gets a crack at me,
for she is pressed into service when proofs come in and
cuts me to pieces and pastes me up and does some of the
proofreading. However, she is pretty considerate as far
as'I am concerned, since she is mostly concerned with
YEARBOOK work and has to leave me in peace most of
the time.

"Of course, there are lots of oddments connected with
my manufacture which I shan't bother telling you about
now. Some of them are appeals to the War Production
Board, trying to get very necessary paper for me. I have
a healthy appetite for paper, and WPB is certainly
strict on points. So Dr. Goldsmith writes volumes of
persuasive pleas to the WPB-and sometimes we get
some paper. Everyone in the Department is on the
'phone a great deal, checking up on proofs, cuts, the
printer, and lots of other people. Reams of letters go
out on one subject or another; reports go to different
people-there is never a dull moment.

WILLIAM C. COPP
Advertising Manager

"While all of this has been going on, Mr. Copp has
been busily engaged in obtaining advertisements for
me. I really feel rather impressive with lots of red, blue,
yellow, and green ink in my advertising pages. In
addition to being particularly colorful, my advertising
pages are extremely helpful to the technical reader.
`Handsome is as handsome does' most certainly applies
to me.

"Over 200 advertisers have told you their stories in
the PROCEEDINGS and the Winter Technical Meeting
program. These advertisements were obtained by Mr.
Copp and his associates. A staff of seven in New York,
three field representatives in Chicago, Los Angeles, and
San Francisco do the service work, prepare market
statistics, and handle production detail associated with
this major job. Miss Lillian Petranek, Herbert White,
and Everett L. Hart assist Mr. Copp with the Eastern
selling, while Scott Kingwill handles the Central states,
and Duncan A. Scott and Forrest Pearson deal with
the growing Pacific Coast firms.

"A new development is an Industrial Research Di-
vision in which Miss Eleanor Durkee collects and or-
ganizes all kinds of facts about the
firms and products serving radio
and electronics. Much information
of value to the Institute execu-
tives, staff, and membership will
result from these careful studies.

"The staff is completed by Leon-
ard Garbin on printing production
and Mrs. Julia Winterfield, cor-
respondence secretary. I found
that Mr. Copp and his staff have
as their guiding principle: Ad-
vertisements should present useful facts; engineers will
thrive on them.

"So now that you know all about my home training, I
hope you will read me with even greater interest, and
find my pages more instructive and stimulating than
you ever have before. If you have any criticism or com-
plaint to make, send it in. My friends in the Editorial
Department will do their best about it. And if you feel
like an occasional compliment or pat on the back to
the authors, to me, or to the Department, they and I will
certainly like it. I look forward to seeing you again soon.
Happy reading!"

NOTE: The copy for this section of the PROCEEDINGS,
signalizing the success of the Building -Fund campaign
and forecasting a greater future for the Institute and
the industry, was prepared in July, 1945, before the end
of the war with Japan.

LILLIAN PETRANEIC
Assistant Advertising

Manager

THE PROCEEDINGS
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W. G. H. FiNcs

W. G. H. FINCH
The United States Navy disclosed on July

6, 1945, that it has promoted Commander
W. G. H. Finch (J'16-A'18-M'25-SM'43) to
the rank of Captain. Captain Finch is on the
staff of Commodore J. B. Dow, head of
the electronic division of the Bureau of
Ships, United States Navy. Captain Finch
was assistant chief engineer of the Federal
Communications Commission in 1934 and
1935. He is founder and was the president of
Finch Telecommunications, Inc., at the
time he went into active duty prior to Pearl
Harbor, 1941. Since then he has been on a
number of foreign missions to the European
theater.

T. A. M. CRAVEN
It was announced on June 14, 1945, that

T. A. M. Craven (F'29) of station WOL, has
been elected a director -at -large of the Na-
tional Association of Broadcasters for me-
dium stations. Commander Craven received
a majority of the votes cast on a first ballot
of a referendum election.

C. FRANK MILLER

C. Frank Miller (A'41), formerly a mem-
ber of the electrical engineering staff of Johns
Hopkins University, has been appointed

C. FRANK MILLER

T. A. M. CRAVEN

chief engineer of Price Brothers Company,
of Frederick, Maryland. Dr. Miller received
his Bachelor's degree from Johns Hopkins
in 1935 and the degree of Doctor of Engi-
neering from the same university in 1942.

He has been active in the electrical field
and in addition to conducting classes at
the university, undertook extensive re-
search and experimentation work during the
present war emergency in connection -with
electronic applications involving new in-
dustrial processes for organizations through-
out the country.

Dr. Miller is a member of the American
Physical Society, American Institute of
Electrical Engineers, Sigma Xi, and the
American Rocket Society.
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DANIEL E. NOBLE

DANIEL E. NOBLE

The promotion is announced of Daniel E.
Noble (A'25-SM'44) to the position of gen-
eral Manager of the communications and
electronics division of Motorola Radio. In
his new position, Mr. Noble will have direct
authority over the engineering, sales, and en-
gineering production departments of the divi-
sion. He will retain his present responsibili-
ties as director of research.

Mr. Noble's radio experience dates back
to his amateur radio station activity before
the first World War. He continued work in
the radio field through his engineering train-
ing at Connecticut State College and Massa -

ROY THURLBY GRIFFITH

Roy Thurlby Griffith (A'24-SM'45), as-
sistant engineer of transmission, Western
Area, The Bell Telephone Company of
Pennsylvania, died at his home in Mt. Leba-
non, Pa., on June 23, 1945. He was born at
Chester, Pa., on February 26, 1897, and re-
ceived his education in the public schools and
at Haverford College.

He had been employed by The Bell Tele-
phone Company of Pennsylvania since
June, 1918 and had been assistant engineer
since January,, 1927.

As assistant engineer of transmission, he
was responsible for the general technical de-
sign of telephone facilities throughout West-
ern Pennsylvania to insure satisfactory
communication from any telephone to an-
other telephone, including connections with
the nationwide network of the Bell System.

Mr. Griffith was a charter member of the
Pittsburgh section, Institute of Radio Engi-
neers, and served as chairman of the Section
in 1932-33. During the past six months he

chusetts Institute of Technology. While
teaching in the School of Engineering of the
University of Connecticut he carried on ex-
tensive radio work as a consultant. His ex-
perience with frequency -modulation meth-
ods has been continuous since 1936. In 1937-
1938 he developed a 100 -megacycle fre-
quency -modulation broadcast system, which
was used to relay programs from Storrs to
Hartford, Conn., for rebroadcast on WDRC
and WTIC.

During 1937-39 Mr. Noble developed
Connecticut's first frequency -modulation
commercial broadcast system with F. M.
Doolittle, of WDRC. He also developed the
first frequency -modulation police system of
this type and the first state-wide police two-
way system for Connecticut, completing it
in 1940.

Since 1940, Mr. Noble has been director
of research, for the Galvin Manufacturing
Corporation, of Chicago, manufacturers of
Motorola equipment. He directed the de-
velopment of their standard line of frequency
modulation radio communications equip-
ment, and the SCR -300 frequency -modula-
tion walkie talkie. During the past two
years his division has been concerned with
extensive development of radar apparatus.

As chairman of Panel 13, of the Radio
Technical Planning Board, Mr. Noble
guided the committee work and the prepa-
ration of the allocation hearing material for
the mobile emergency services and for the
many new mobile services proposed. He is
one of the members of the FCC -Radio In-
dustry engineering committee appointed to
study the frequency -modulation broadcast
allocation propagation problem.

4'

ROY THURLBY GRIFFITH

had presented a paper entitled "Telephone
Service for Vehicles and Vessels in Urban
Areas" before the I.R.E. sections at Wil-
liamsport, Emporium, and Pittsburgh, Pa.

CLARK NAMED NBC VIDEO
OPERATIONS SUPERVISOR

Robert W. Clark (A'39), station engineer
at the WEAF transmitter, has been appoint-
ed television operations supervisor effective
June 16, 1945, it has been announced by
0. B. Hanson (A'18 -M'27 --F'41), NBC vice-
president and chief engineer.

Mr. Clark, who will report to Robert E.
Shelby (A'29-M'36-SM'43), NBC develop-
ment engineer, will be responsible for tech-
nical phases of field and studio operations.

Mr. Clark was born in California, and re-
ceived the A.B. degree in 1927, and the E.E.
degree in 1928, from Stanford University.
He joined R.C.A. Communications Inc.,
in 1928, and was transferred to the San
Francisco office of NBC in 1931. From 1932
to 1937 he was assistant station engineer of
the KPO transmitter station. He was
brought to New York in 1937 to study tele-
vision engineering, and contributed a great
deal to the development and modification
television equipment now in use by NBC.
He worked actively in major war projects
during 1942 and 1943, and in the latter year
was named station engineer of the WEAF
transmitter.

CORRECTION
On page 415 of the June, 1945, issue of

the PROCEEDINGS, the membership grades
for Mr. Harold H. Buttner were incorrectly
listed. They should be as follows: M'27-
SM'43-F'44. We take this opportunity of
extending to Mr. Buttner our apologies for
having omitted the notation of the Fellow
grade. Editorial Department

DONALD W. SHORT

Donald W. Short (A'27-M'37-SM'43),
communication and industrial equipment
endineering department, RCA Victor Divi-
sion of Radio Corporation of America, Cam-
den, New Jersey died on June 5, 1945. He
was born in Dubuque, Iowa on January 4,
1906, and attended schools in Lincoln and
Dubuque. In 1928, he joined the General
Electric Company, Schenectady, N. Y. as a
student engineer, at which time he also took
courses in general engineering and in radio
theory at both the General Electric Com-
pany and at Union College. In 1931, he
joined the Jenkins Television Corporation,
which was later absorbed by deForest. In
1934, after a year with Hygrade Sylvania,
he became a design engineer in aviation radio
at the RCA Victor Division of Radio Corpo-
ration of America, Camden, N. J. For the
past several years, he had been in charge of
government aviation communication equip-
ment engineering.
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Executive Committee
July 11 Meeting: The Executive Com-

mittee meeting, held on July 11, 1945, was
attended by W. L. Everitt, president; G. W.
Bailey, executive secretary; S. L. Bailey,
W. H. Crew, assistant secretary; Alfred N.
Goldsmith, editor; R. A. Heising, treasurer;
and Haraden Pratt, secretary.

Membership: Nineteen applications for
transfer to Senior Member grade; eight for
admission to Senior Member grade; thirty-
two applications for transfer to Member
grade, thirty-one for admission to Member
grade; one hundred and forty-one applica-
tions to Associate grade, and eighty-nine
applications to Student grade were approved
and will be found listed on page 38A of the
August, 1945, issue of the PROCEEDINGS.

Admissions Committee: It was unani-
mously approved that the following sugges-
tions be entered in the Minutes of this meet-
ing, and a draft be sent to the Admissions
Committee with an invitation to the Chair-
man to attend the August Executive Com-
mittee meeting: "The Executive Committee
proposes the following guiding considera-
tions to the Admissions Committee in rela-
tion to elections to the grades of Member

Member: (a) The field of interest
of the Institute and its publications, as ap-
proved by the Board of Directors, includes
the theory, practice, and applications of
electronics and electrical communications
involving also, among other topics, radio -
and audio -frequency measurements, sound
and picture electrical recording and repro-
duction, power and manufacturing applica-
tions of radio -and -electronic technique, and
industrial electronic control and processes.
(b) The interpretation of the term 'allied
fields' should be consistent with the Board
ruling of paragraph (a) above. (c) The fol-
lowing qualifications should be favorably
weighted in considering the membership
qualifications of the candidates: past activity
in the radio -and -electronic field as indicated
by individual contributions or continued
work by the candidates, or both; current in-
terest in, and scope of, activities of the
candidates in the radio -and -electronic field;
present executive standing of the candidates,
and control and supervision by them of work
in the radio -and -electronic field. (d) For fa-
vorable action, it should not be requisite
that the candidates shall be engaged solely
or even primarily in radio -and -electronic
matters provided in general that his other
activities are of professional character."

Appointments: Seymour Cohn was ap-
pointed to the Papers Committee. The fol-
lowing appointments were unanimously ap-
proved:

ELECTROACOUSTICS

B. D. Bower
S. J. Begun
R. P. Glover
F. V. Hunt
V. N. James

R. A. Miller
G. M. Nixon
Benjamin Olney
H. F. Olsen
H. H. Scott

ELECTRONICS

D. E. Marshall

FACSIMILE

J. C. Barnes C. N. Gillespie
F. R. Brick, Jr. J. V. L. Hogan
Henry Burkhard Hugh Ressler
J. J. Callahan Arthur Rustad
A. G. Cooley Lt. L. G. Stewart
R. C. Curtiss W. E. Stewart

R. J. Wise

TELEVISION
P. J. Larsen D. L. Jaffe

Proceedings Matters

The Papers Procurement Committee has
been fully organized. It consists of 16 groups,
and 15 subgroups dealing with specific divi-
sions of the radio -and -electronic field. Each
group and subgroup has its chairman, with
associates in some cases. The entire Com-
mittee work is carried on under the direction
of a general chairman, Dorman D. Israel,
and a vice -general -chairman, E. T. Dickey.
The correspondence of the Committee is
unusually heavy and the results generally
excellent.

Circularization of the membership indi-
cates that 150 authors are writing papers for
the PROCEEDINGS; 166 plan to do so shortly;
and 186 will do so when security regulations
permit. 232 suggestions for desired papers
have been received. All of these data are
being sent for appropriate action to the
group chairmen of the Papers Procurement
Committee.

The membership definitely views with
interest papers dealing with the welfare of
engineers. These will accordingly be stressed
so far as possible.

New Reference Forms and Procedure:
It was unanimously approved that the new
reference forms be used for Senior Member
and Member grade applications, copies of
which forms, together with the transmittal
envelopes, had been distributed. The pro-
cedure for handling such forms through the
Sections was likewise approved.

1946 Technical Meeting: Because of
prevailing transportation conditions, the
dates for the 1946 Technical Meeting have
been tentatively postponed to June 26, 27,
28, and 29, 1946.

Books

Introduction to Practical Radio
by D. J. Tucker
Published (1945) by The Macmillan

Company, 60 Fifth Avenue, New York 11,
N. Y. 317 pages +4 -page index -Exvi pages.
155 illustrations. 81 X51 inches. Price, $3.00.

This is not a book on radio but, as the
author makes clear in the preface, a treat-
ment of fundamental electrical principles,
with especial reference to the needs of the
radio experimenter. Pictures of radio -circuit
elements and electrical -measuring instru-
ments appear in the text and reference to
radio circuits is made in the problems, but
the purpose of the book is held firmly in
mind, namely, to provide in a single text, a
treatment of the basic principles necessary
for an understanding of the more advanced
and specialized study of radio applications
and circuits.

The subject matter of the book covers
not only material usual in textbooks on ele-
ments of electricity and magnetism, but
chapters are also devoted to the fundamen-
tals of alternating currents and alternating -
current circuits. Mathematical digressions
into the fields of algebra, simple theory of
logarithms, and elementary trigonometry
are made at various points in the text where
a proper understanding of the electrical
theory rests upon a certain minimum of
mathematical knowledge.

The style of presentation is clear and
simple and, with the mathematical aids pro-
vided, should be readily understood by the
general reader. Numerical examples are
worked out and review questions and exer-
cises, together with the answers to the prob-
lems, accompany each chapter. A collection
of useful functions and logarithmic tables
are provided.

To cover adequately such a wide range of
subjects in a bare three hundred pages is no
easy matter. It is inevitable that certain
omissions and superficialities may be noted.
For example, the distinction between power
and energy is not always clearly made, and
the definition of magnetomotiveforce lacks
clearness. It is unfortunate that the usual
definition of direction of current flow has
been abandoned for the direction of actual
electron flow. On the whole, however, the
author has produced a comprehensive, inter-
esting and readable textbook, which should
be useful for supplying a basis for more ad-
vanced study.

FREDERICK W. GROVER
Union College

Schenectady, N. Y.
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Contributors

R. R. BUSH

R. R. Bush (A'43) was born in Albion,
Michigan, on July 20, 1920. He received the
B.S. degree in electrical engineering from
Michigan State College in 1942. Since that
time, he has been a research engineer, work-
ing on ultra -high -frequency electronics, at
RCA Laboratories, Princeton, New Jersey.
He is a member of Sigma Xi, Tau Beta
Pi, Phi Kappa Phi, Pi Mu Epsilon, and the
American Physical Society.

Howard A. Chinn (A'27-M'36-A'42-.
SM'45) was born in New York City on
January 5, 1906. He attended the Polytech-
nic Institute of Brooklyn, later going to the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
where he received the S.B. and S.M. degrees
in 1927 and 1929, respectively. From 1927
to 1932 he was a research associate at the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology. Mr.

HOWARD A. CHINN

Chinn became associated with the Columbia
Broadcasting System in 1932 as a radio en-
gineer; from 1934 to 1936 he was assistant
to the director of engineering; from 1936 to
date he has been chief audio engineer, al-
though, during the war years, the bulk of his
time has been devoted to other activities
associated with the war effort. From the be-
ginning of 1942 to the end of 1943 he was
technical co-ordinator of the Radio Research
Laboratory of Harvard University, at Cam-
bridge, Massachusetts, which is sponsored
by the Office of Scientific Research and De-
velopment. From 1944 to date, he has been
first a technical aide and currently a con-
sultant to Division 15 of the Office of Scien-
tific Research and Development. From 1939
to 1941, Mr. Chinn was a special lecturer in
electrical engineering at the graduate school
of New York University.

MURRAY G. CROSBY

Murray G. Crosby (A'25-M'38-SM'43-
F'43), was born at Elroy, Wisconsin, on Sep-
tember 17, 1903. He attended the University
of Wisconsin from 1921 to 1925, receiving
the B.S. degree in electrical engineering in
1927 and his professional electrical engineer-
ing degree in 1943. From 1925 to 1944 he
was research engineer for the Radio Corpora-
tion of America in the communications divi-
sion of RCA Laboratories, where he spe-
cialized in frequency modulation. In 1944
he left that position to take up a practice of
consulting engineering. He joined the Paul
Godley Company, consulting radio en-
gineers, in 1945.

In 1943 and 1944 he served as expert
technical consultant to the Secretary of War,
and received official commendation for his
work.

Mr. Crosby was a recipient of the Mod-
ern Pioneers Joint Award from the Na-

PHILIP EISENBERG

.e

tional Association of Manufacturers in 1940.
He is a Fellow of the Radio Club of America
and a Member of the American Institute of
Electrical Engineers. He is a member of the
1945 I.R.E. Papers Committee, the Papers
Procurement Committee, the Admissions
Committee, and the Technical Committee
on Frequency Modulation.

Philip Eisenberg was born on October 2,
1912, in New York City. He received the
B.A. degree from the College of the City of
New York in 1934. Columbia University
awarded him the M.A. degree in 1935 and
the Ph.D. in psychology in 1937. He is pres-
ently engaged as a research psychologist at
the Columbia Broadcasting System, Inc.
Previously, he taught psychology at Brook-
lyn College, undertook a research program in

W. R. FERRIS
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E. W. HEROLD

achievement and intelligence tests for the
New York City Board of Education, and in-
stalled and developed employee -selection
aptitude tests for the War Manpower Com-
mission, in Pennsylvania. He is a member of
the American Psychological Association and
Sigma Xi.

W. R. Ferris was born on May 14, 1904,
in Vigo County, Indiana. He received the
B.S. degree in electrical engineering from
Rose Polytechnic Institute in 1927, and the
M.S. degree in electrical engineering from
Union College in 1934. He also did graduate
work at Polytechnic Institute of Brooklyn.

He was employed in the research labora-
tories of the General Electrical Company
from 1927 to 1930, when he became associ-
ated with the RCA Manufacturing Com-
pany in Harrison, New Jersey, as a vacuum -
tube, engineer. Mr. Ferris transferred from
this position in 1942, to the RCA Laborator-
ies, in Princeton, New Jersey, where he has
remained to date.

He is a member of Sigma Xi and the
Franklin Institute.

RODNEY W. JOHNSON

E. W. Herold (A'30-M'38-SM'43) was
born on October 15, 1907, in New York
City. He received the B.S. degree from the
University of Virginia in 1930, and the M.S.
degree from Polytechnic Institute of Brook-
lyn in 1942.

From 1924 to 1926, Mr. Herold was with
the Bell Telephone Laboratories, and from
1927 to 1929 with E. T. Cunningham, Inc.
In 1930 he entered the research and engi-
neering department of the RCA Manufac-
turing Company, at Harrison, N. J. Since
1942, he has been associated with the RCA
Laboratories at Princeton, N. J. He is a
member of Phi Beta Kappa and Sigma Xi.

Rodney W. Johnson (S'42-A'45-M'45)
was born in San Francisco in 1918. He re-
ceived the B.S. degree in electrical engineer-
ing from the University of California. In 1940
and 1941 Mr. Johnson was with the Consoli-
dated Aircraft Corporation and the Per-
manente Metals Corporation. From 1942
until 1945 he was with the Radiation Labo-
ratory, University of California, as an elec-
tronic engineer. He has held amateur radio
license W6MUR since 1935, and has been
actively engaged in electronic research and
development for several years. He has re-
cently been engaged as an instructor in the
Engineering Science Management War
Training program, in addition to his work at
the Radiation Laboratory. He is now operat-
ing his own company engaging in engineer-
ing, maintenance and installation of elec-
tronic equipment on the west coast. He is a
member of Eta Kappa Nu and an Associate
of Sigma Xi.

O

W. Rupert Maclaurin was born in Wel-
lington, New Zealand. He received the A.B.
degree from Harvard College in 1929, the
M.B.A. degree in 1932, and the Ph.D. degree
in 1936, from the Harvard School of Busi-
ness Administration.

From 1933 to 1936 he was research as-
sistant, traveling fellow, and instructor at
the Harvard School of Business Administra-
tion. He served at the Buenos Aires branch
of the First National Bank of Boston, in
1931; as statistician for the Boston Safe De-
posit and Trust Company, from 1932 to
1933, and has been consultant for a number
of industrial companies. He is at present con-
nected with the Sylvania Electric Products
Company, and serving as a special adviser on
postwar plans for science and engineering, in
the Office of Scientific Research and Devel-
opment.

Dr. Maclaurin is professor of economics
at the Massachusetts Institute of Technol-
ogy, and has been director of the Industrial
Relations Section there since 1937.

Royal Atelier

W. RUPERT MACLAURIN

a

Lawrence A. Ware (A'41) was born at
Bonaparte, Iowa, on May 21, 1901. He re-
ceived the B.E. degree in electrical engi-
neering in 1926, the M.S. degree in physics
in 1927, the Ph.D. degree in physics in
1930, and the E.E. degree in 1935 all from
the University of Iowa. From 1929 to 1933
Dr. Ware was a transmission engineer with
the Bell Telephone Laboratories; from
1935 to 1937 he was assistant professor of
physics at Montana State College; and
since 1937 he has been assistant and associ:
ate professor of electrical engineering at the
State University of Iowa. He is a member of
the American Institute of Electrical Engi-
neers, the American Physical Society,
Society for the Promotion of Engineering
Education, American Association of Uni-
versity Professors, Eta Kappa Nu, Sigma
Xi, and Tau Beta Pi.

For a biographical sketch of Chandler
Stewart, Jr., see the January, 1945, issue of
the PROCEEDINGS.

LAWRENCE A. WARE



Mathexatical
MAKES C.T.C. CRYSTALS CRYSTALS YOU CAN COUNT ON.

A new C.T.C. development ... a precise mathematical method of
predetermining exact crystal dimensions ... the most important
new contribution to the manufacture of quality crystals Math-
ematical dimensioning achieves greater accuracy. It provides the.
utmost assurance of consistent performance . . . guarantees fre-
quency stabili:y, Eigh aztivity, long life in every C.T.C. Cryital
Learn the facts about "mathematical dimensioning" and why it
assures bette7 lasting performance. Write for C.T.C. Crystal Bul-
letin No. Olf. It contains the complete story.

CAMBRIDGE THERMIONIC CORPORATION
456 CONCORD AVENUE, CAMBRIDGE 38, MASS.

A representative selrrtior. of C T. C. "mathematically dimensioned" Crystals
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WORLD'S

FASTEST PLANE
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ANDREW COAXIAL

CABLES!

Lockheed's sensational
new jet-propelled su-
per fighter, the P-80
"Shooting Star," is
the world's fastest and
highest flying plane.

*It is highly significant that Andrew
coaxial cables were chosen for the vital

radio and radar equipment installed in the
P-80. They were selected because they are
much more resistant than ordinary solid
dielectric cables to the high temperature
encountered in the tail of the plane.

Andrew Co. is a pioneer manufacturer of
antenna tuning and phasing equipment, in-
cluding a complete line of ceramic insulated
coaxial cables and all necessary accessories.
Write for catalog.

ANDREW CO.
363 EAST 75th STREET, CHICAGO 19, ILLINOIS

DETROIT

'Wartime Developments of Electronics," by
W. L. Everitt, President. The Institute of Radio
Engineers, Inc.; March 14, 1945.

'History of Tube Development," by E. I. Mour-
ontseff, Westinghouse Electric Corporation; April
19, 1945.

"Land -Mine Detector." by Roger Schell,
International Detrola Corporation; May 18. 1945.

"Supersonics-A New Tool for Industrial Re-
search and Control," by J. R. Frederick, University
of Michigan; June 15, 1945.

LONDON (Canada)

"Pulse Techniques," by Robert Wilton, RCAF
Radio School; June 7, 1945.

Election of Officers; June 7, 1945.

Los ANGELES

"The Electron Microscope, Basic Principles and
Design," by W. V. Houston, California Institute of
Technology; June 17, 1945.

Demonstration of the RCA Electron Microscope,
by D. C. Pease. University of Southern California,
School of Medicine. U.S.C.; July 17, 1945.

PITTSBURGH

"Telephone Service for Vehicles and Vessels in
Urban Areas," by R. T. Griffith. Bell Telephone
Company of Pennsylvania; May 14, 1945.

Dinner Meeting, June 12. 1945.
Election of Officers, June 12, 1945.

PORTLAND

"The Scanitran System of Highway Sound
Tracks." by D. L. Brown, Portland General Electric
Company; June 21, 1945.

SAN DIEGO

"Our Electrical Universe," by L. E. Reukema,
University of California; July 6, 1945.

SUBSECTIONS

COLUMBUS

"25 -Kilowatt -10 -Megacycle Oscillator for Cyclo-
tron," by R. B. Jacques; July 13, 1945.

The following transfers and admissions
were approved on August 2, 1945:

Transfer to Senior Member
Belov, F. I., 1610 Park Road, N.W., Washington,

D. C.
Cullum, A. E. Jr., Radio Research Laboratory,

Harvard University, Cambridge 38, Mass.
Hammond, J. W., 4 Alabama Court, Towson 4, Md.
Heath, F. J., 5 du Maurier Blvd.. Toronto 12, Ont..

Canada
Holmes, R. S.. 2 Ober Road, Princeton. N. J.
Kalbfell, D. C., 941 Rosecrans St., San Diego 6,

Calif.
Kolar, E. F.. 1622 Shadyside Road. Baltimore 18,

Md.
Marshall, C. J., 1Twain Pl., Dayton 10, Ohio
Monfort, R. A., 7 Birch La., New Hyde Park, N. Y.

(Continued on page HA)
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OURS is a moderate -sized, compact or-

ganization in which everyone from the

chief executives to the kid who runs the

blue print machine is dedicated to just one

purpose. That purpose-to design and

build efficient, dependable Radio Trans-

mitting Equipment-our exclusive specialty.

We have been at it successfully since 1922

-long enough to gain genuine, practical

GATES RADIO CO.

GATES ONE KILOWATT
BROADCAST TRANSMITTER

This new Transmitter, utilizing many wartime developments,
will meet the exacting demands of peacetime broadcasting.
Its proven dependability-plus its modern, streamlined ap-
pearance-fit it perfectly into tomorrow's Radio Station.
Accurately engineered, with all parts conveniently accessi-
ble. The pressure -type cabinet keeps out dust and helps
assure cool operation. High fidelity performance.
Detailed bulletin on the GATES 1 KW Transmitter will soon
be available.

PROGRESS REPORT
GATES is now in full production on civilian equipment

and can make prompt delivery on many popular i+--

AVES,94pie ca QUINCY, ILLINOIS

know-how in every phase of the business.

That experience, plus engineering ability

and precision workmanship, add up to the

kind of Equipment which appeals to Engi-

neers and Station Managers alike.

Let us tell you more about GATES Trans-

mitting Equipment-and about the GATES

Priority System for Prompt Post -War De-

livery! Write today!

QUINCY, ILLINOIS

EXCLUSIVE MANUFACTURERS OF RADIO TRANSMITTING EQUIPMENT SINCE 1922
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VERSATILITY and dependability were paramount when
Alliance designed these efficient motors - Multum in Parvof

. . They are ideal for operating fans, movie projectors, light
home appliances, toys, switches, motion displays, control systems
and many other applications . . . providing
economical condensed power for years of
service.

Pucalafrt
Our long established standards of precision manu-
facturing from highest grade materials are strictly
adhered to in these models to insure long life without
breakdowns.

EFFICIENT
Both the new Model "K" Motor and the Model "MS"
are the shaded pole induction type - the last word in
efficient small motor design. They can be produced
in all standard voltages and frequencies with actual
measured power outputs ranging upwards to 1/100
H. P. . . Alliance motors also can be furnished, in
quantity, with variations to adapt them to specific
applications.

DEPENDABLE
Both these models uphold the Alliance reputation for all
'round dependability. In the busy post-war period,

there will be many "spots"
where these Miniature Power
Plants will fit requirements ...
Write now for further infor-
mation.

Model "MS"- Pull Size
Motor Measures
1%" x 2 x 3 W

New Model "IC"-Full Sire
Motor Measures

23ir x x 3 IV

Remember Alliance!
-YOUR ALLY IN WAR AS IN PEACE

(continued from page 34A)

Paine, R. C., 4.36 Cornelia St., Boonton, N. J.
Smith, L. C., 337 Westmont Ave., Westmont,

Collingswood. N. J.
Talley, D.. 130 Martense St., Brooklyn, N. Y.
Tellier, J. C., 233 Crosshill Road, Philadelphia 31,

Pa.
Warren, J. R., 21 Otter Crescent, Toronto 12, Ont.,

Canada
Wilson, E. S., 1265 Culver Rd., Rochester 9, N. Y.

Admission to Senior Member

Hicks, C. W., Phoenix, Md.
Stoner, F. E., 2737 Devonshire P1., N.W., Wash-

ington, D. C.

Transfer to Member

Antman, M. A., General Delivery, Dayton 1, Ohio
Babcock, W. C., 213-05-34 Road, Bayside, L. I.,

N. Y.
Rertolet, E. C., 5135 Marion St., Germantown, Pa.
Bird, L. T., 318 Monmouth Ave., Montreal, Que..

Canada
Blaisdell, H. L., 52-22 Marathon Pkwy., Little

Neck, L. I., N. Y.
Dawes, H. 11., General Radio Co., 275 Massachu-

setts Ave.. Cambridge, Mass.
Evans, C. B., 1435 Snowden Ave., Memphis 7,

Term.
Friedman, E. D., Federal Telephone and Radio

Corporation. 200 Mount Pleasant. Ave.,
Newark, N. J.

Getken, G. H., 11701 Bullis Road, Lynwood, Calif.
Grace, J. R., 1323 Second Ave., San Mateo, Calit.
Hartwell, H. G., 1405 Stewart Ave.. Huntington,

West Va.
Hatfield, L. N., 4405 First Pl., N.E., Washington 11,

D. C.
Hershfield, S., 22 State Normal Pl., Jersey City 5,

N. J.
Lobby, D. M., 3157 Maple St.. San Diego 2, Calif.
Lundahl, T., 516 W. 34 St., New York 1, N. Y.
Piersall, B, P., U. S. Naval Ordnance Plant, Forest

Park, Ill.
Powers, A. B., Box 44, Kent, Wash.
Randall, E. F., 1947 Broadway, Studio 532, New

York, N. Y.
Rensch, H. A., 7649 Eastlake Ter., Chicago 26. Ill.
Renton, R. J., 1416 N. Longfellow St., Arlington,

Va.
Robinson, E. F. V., Radio Branch, National Re-

search Council, Ottawa, Ont., Canada
Schmitz, W., 451 Main St., Waltham, Mass.
Stenger, F. J., 7828 Truxton Ave., Los Angeles 43,

Calif.
Stewart, A. W., 19508 Greenfield Rd., Detroit 19,

Mich.
Tiley, J. W., 4226 Comly SL Philadelphia 24, Pa.
Weber, C. E., 8364 Jadwid St., Cincinnati 15. Ohio
Williams, L. A., RFD 2, Box 43, Anchorage, Ky.
Wilson, W. R., 5 Enjay Ave., Baltimore 28, Md.

Admission to Member

Baillie, W. L.. British Admiralty Delegation
(D.R.E.-W.) Box 165, Benjamin Franklin
Station, Washington, D. C.

Soyd, B., 4733 Rocky River Dr., Cleveland 11, Ohio
Coffey, L. E., 36 Nepean St., Ottawa, Ont., Canada
Curtis, H. W., Dept. of Chemistry and Electricity,

U.S.M.A., West Point, N. Y.
Hawkins, W. G., 98 Rose St., Freeport, L. I., N. Y.
Kennedy. D. D. Jr., c/o Postmaster, New York.

N. Y.
Price, J. A., 36 Simeon St., Kitchener. Ont., Canada
Selgin, P. J., 10 Albert Pl., New Rochelle, N. Y.

(Continued on page 38A)
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CRYSTALS FOR CIVILIAN PRODUCTION

North American Philips- pioneers in the production
of precision crystals by mass production techniques

is now prepared to produce quartz crystal units
for the following applications:

Aircraft Marker Beacons
Aircraft Radio Marine Radio

Railroad Radio

We will shortly have similar facilities available for
the mass production of precision crystals to meet all
home receiver requirements-AM, FM and television.
Your inquiries and sample requests are now invited.

***

Our engineers are prepared to cooperate with your
circuit design engineers in working out application
problems involving the use of crystal oscillators or
filters. A special crystal application laboratory has
been set up at our Dobbs Ferry plant for this purpose.

North American Philips offers you its valuable
background of experience in the development and
application of crystals. As one of the largest producers
of crystals for the armed forces, we are prepared to
supply you with precision crystals in any quantity at
an interestingly low cost.

Write, wire or phone us now concerning your crystal
requirements and application problems.

OTHER NORELCO PRODUCTS: Cathode Ray Tubes: Searchray (industrial X-ray) Equipment:
Medical X-ray Equipment, Tubes and Accessories; Tungsten and Molybdenum products; Fine
Wire; Diamond Dies.

Af
We invite you to visit our office and showroom when in New York City.

ore co Electronic Products by NORTH AMERICAN PHILIPS COMPANY, INC.
Reg. U. S. Pat. Oft. Dept. L-9. 100 East 42nd Street, New York 17. N.Y.

Factories in Dobbs Ferry, N.Y.: Mount Vernon, N.Y. (Metalix Div.); Lewiston, Me. (Elmet Div.)
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duty rotary coils of this type
are admirably suited for di-
electric heating, as well as a
wide variety of other uses.

MEDIUM ...Ideal general
purpose rotary coils. Current
carrying capacity approxi-
mately 15 amps, In a wide
range of induc-ance values

SMALL . . . This little coil has dual op-
posed windings and is continuously vari-
able-a typical example of B & W
construction applied to a special design.

GENERAL PURPOSE
ROTARY COILS

...in a wide range of inductances,
voltages and capacities

Typical of the completeness and en-
gineering supremacy of the general
line of B&W Air Inductors, these
rotary coils are available in standard
or special types, sizes, and shapes to
meet practically any rotary coil re-
quirement. Bring your coil problems
to coil headquarters ! B &W engi-
neers will gladly make recommen-
dations based on an unparalleled ex-
perience in this specialized, rapidly
advancing field. B&W
BARKER & WILLIAMSON
AIR INDUCTORS  VARIABLE COADENSERS ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT ASSEMBLIES

DEPTiR-96 235 FAIRFIELD AVENUE  UPPER DARBY, PA.
Export: UNDETEVES, INC., 10 Rockefeller Plaza, i le w York, N. Y., U. S. A.
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Sprinkle, R. E., 974 School St.. Box 461, Webster.
Mass.

Wood, D. F., 201 Miami Club Dr., Mishawaka. Ind.

Admission to Associate
Anderson. A. G., c/o Fleet Post Office, San Fran -

disco, Calif.
Asendorf, J. A., 166 N.E. 28 St., Miami 37, Fla.
Barrows, J. H. Jr., 6870 N. Sedro St., Portland 3,

Ore.
Bartlett, F. E., KSO, Des Moines 9, Iowa
Bayer. S., c/o Fleet Post Office, San Francisco,

Calif.
Beardsley, W. S., 8648 Georgia Ave., Silver Spring,

Md.
Becker, L. S., 385 S. Burnside Ave., Los Angeles 36.

Calif.
Belgamvala, M. K., 15-A Wheatcroft Road,

Nungambakkam, Madras, India
Bell, H. C., 314 Lee Ave., Toronto, Ont., Canada
Bencivenga, P., Illustrated Technical Products,

2 Lafayette St.. New York, N. Y.
Billman, E. F., 95 Sherwood Ave., Teaneck, N. J.
Blank, P., 789-28 Ave., San Francisco, Calif.
Blatt, J. M., RCA Laboratories, Princeton, N. J.
Bradley, J. L., Newell -Emmett Co., 40 E. 34 St.,

New York 16, N. Y.
Buckwitz, S., 15081 Littlefield St.. Detroit 27,

Mich.
Buffington, K., 463 West St., New York 14, N. Y.
Bundrick, R. J., 1622 Merced St., Richmond, Calif.
Butler, R. E. Jr.. 925 Jones St.. San Francisco 9,

Calif.
Cairns, J.CR.i,f3.48 Lumsden Ave., Toronto 13, Ont.,

Canada
Cannizzaro, M., Radio Materiel School, Staff,

Treasure Island, San Francisco, Calif.
Carnes, E. C., 215 S. Walnut St., Springfield, Ill.
Chace. W. G., 205 Ashland Ave., West Manayunk,

Pa.
Clark, W. E., Sonar Maintenance Staff, West Coast

Sound School. San Diego 47, Calif.
Cohoon, B. C., Radio Materiel School, Treasure

Island, Calif.
Colburn, 0. E., 3119 Chestnut St.. Long Beach,

Calif.
Creamer, E. M. Jr., 1313 Medary Ave., Philadel-

phia 41. Pa.
Dalrymple. I. N., Staff -Radio Materiel School.

Treasure Island, Calif.
Dare. E. B., 1723 E. 4 St.. Mishawaka. Ind.
Dayton, D. M., 2525 Durant Ave.. Berkeley 4,

Calif.
Delmege, A. H., 2310 High St.. SE., Washington

20, D. C.
Dewey, 0. L., Box 236, Concord, Calif.
Diaz, E. R., Bendix Radio, Townson, Md.
Doba, S. Jr., 180 Varick St., New York. N. Y.
Dodd, G. M., 1114 N. Stafford St., Portland 3, Ore.
Dopkowski, W. J., Sonar Maintenance Staff, West

Coast Sound School, San Diego 47, Calif.
Duncan, J. A., 4041-39 Ave., S.W., Seattle 6,

Wash.
Elsken, R. H., 925 Chenery St., San Francisco,

Calif.
Emm, T. T.. 1552 Pershing Ave., San Bernardino.

Calif.
Friend, J. L. Jr., 73 Tanager St., Arlington 74,

Mass.
Gilleo, W. L., 318 N. Broad St., Peekskill. N. Y.
Genovese, A. N., 3917 Fullerton Ave., Chicago 47,

Ill.
Goldberg, H., 1219 Union St., Brooklyn 25, N. Y.
Gorman, W. F., 1198 E. 94 St., Brooklyn 12, N. Y.
Greenwald, I. H., 4526 N. Hermitage St., Chicago

40, Ill.
Guichon, L., Northern Electric Co., Box 369,

Montreal, Que., Canada

(Continued on page 40A)
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CAPACITORS give you

the precise capacitance value you want

Wherever exact capacitance values are needed
... where exceedingly close tolerances are de-
manded ... choose I.C.E. Capacitors. For induc-
tion heating ... machine speed controllers ... for
current rectifiers ... for any industrial applica-
tion ... I.C.E. Capacitors provide greater operat-
ing safety.

I. C. E. PRECISION GRADE VACUUM CAPACITORS
Value Range

6 mmfd. to 25 mmfd.
26 mmfd. -o 60 mmfd.

mmfd. .o 110 mmfd.

Accurate to
+0.5 mmfd.
+1.0 mmfd.
+1.5 mmfd.

I. C. E. XX GRADE VACUUM CAPACITORS
Value Range

6 mmfd. o 25 mmfd.
26 ramfd.7o 60 mmfd.
61 mmfd..-to' 110 Mmfd.

Accurate to
+0.2 mmfd.
+ 0.3 mmfd.
+0.5 mmfd.

Full Details in the New I. C. E. Catalog
For full information on these outstanding I. C.E.Vac.
liana Capacitors, as well as other precision I. C. E.
products, write today for the new I. C. E. Catalog.

Close Tolerances With I.C.E. Capacitors

Besides offering you a wide range
of capacitance values, I.C.E. vac-
uum capacitors are built to give
you previously unobtainable toler-
ances for extreme precision control

E
Ei

ELECTRONIC TUBES

RESEARCH  DESIGN  PRODUCTION

INDUSTRIAL & COMMERCIAL ELECTRONICS
BELMONT, CALIFORNIA  NEW YORK CITY, N.Y
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Permoflux Speakers and Transformers
Set New Standards of Comparison!
New Permoflux speakers in a complete range of true -dimensioned
sizes trom 2" to 15", with power handling capacities from 1 to 20
watts, provide the finest sound reproduction for every application.

Permoflux midget transformers, with their many practical circuit
applications, have literally revolutionized efficiency concepts where
size and weight are determining factors.

Advanced engineering designs, improved manufacturing
methods and new materials have all contributed their share in the
development of Permoflux speakers, transformers, microphones
and headphones. You can count on Permoflux to provide an acous-
tical unit to suit your exacting requirements.

BUY WAR BONDS FOR VICTORY!

uX
PERMOFLUX CORPORATION

4900 WEST GRAND AVE., CHICAGO 39, ILL.

PIONEER MANUFACTURERS OF PERMANENT MAGNET DYNAMIC TRANSDUCERS

40A
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Haeseler, P. R.. 88 Sylvan Road, Bloomfield, N. J.
Halpern, L., 807 N. 3 St., Phoenix, Arizona
Hamilton, A. R., 24 Willcocks St., Toronto. Ont.,

Canada
Harnish, B. W., 52 Fairbank St., Dartmouth, Nova

Scotia, Canada
Hallmark, G. D., Box 4798 College Station, Texas
Ham, N. C., 310 W. Main St., Mesa. Arizona
Hart, R. N., 7322 Bryan St., Philadelphia 19, Pa.
Hartley, J. M., RMS Staff, Treasure Island, San

Francisco, Calif.
Henry, J. C., 186 Jersey St., San Francisco 14, Calif.
Hoffman, H. L., 126 Woodbury Rd., Hicksville,

N. Y.
Hoyle. W. G., c/o D.E.E., N.S.H.Q., Ottawa, Ont.,

Canada
Hoxie, I. R. Jr., 84 Fonda Rd., Rockville Centre.

L. I., N. Y.
Ingerson, K. E., 9 Euclid Circ., E. Natick, Mass.
Jackson, W. H., RMS Staff -10, Treasure Island,

San Francisco. Calif.
Johnson, J. E., c/o Fleet Post Office, San Francisco,

Calif.
Jones, C. H., RMS Staff, Fifth Month, Treasure

Island, San Francisco, Calif.
Jones. F. S., c/o Southern Airways, Municipal Air-

port, Atlanta 3, Ga.
Jones, R. W., 1019 Channing Way, Berkeley 2,

Calif.
Josephson. A. P., c/o Postmaster, San Francisco,

Calif.
Kaushagen, W. M., 3211 Wheeler Rd., SE., Wash-

ington 20, D. C.
Kelley, W. T., 615 Cole St., San Francisco 17, Calif.
Kellogg, S. R., Box 945, El Centro, Calif.
Kennington, W. W., 3019 S.E. Woodward St.,

Portland 2, Ore.
Kettinger, L. H., 3376 Grove St., Berkeley 3. Calif.
Kinard, J. M. Jr., 825-53 St., Oakland, Calif.
King, J. G., Box 139, Falls Village, Conn.
Kirk, H. E., 1315-25 St., Bakersfield. Calif.
Klopp, A. E., 5705 London Rd., Duluth 4, Minn.
Knauss. H. C.. 30 Lancaster St.. Cambridge 40,

Mass.
Knipe, W. M., RMS Staff, Treasure Island, Calif.
Kochenderfer, W. E. Jr., 3443 Scott St., San Fran-

cisco 23, Calif.
Korin, S. B., 1735 Fulton Ave., Bronx 57, N. Y.
Lackey, B. B.. 1832 Masonic Ave., San Francisco,

Calif.
Langer, W. A., Box 293, Alexandria, Minn.
Leach, P. C.. Sonar Maintenance Staff, West Coast

Sound School. San Diego 47, Calif.
Leslie, J. M. Jr., RFD I. Box 247-A, Walnut Creek,

Calif.
Lewis, G., 1490 Jesup Ave., New York 52, N. Y.
Lucas, Ho.hiLo., 2099 Willamont Ave., Columbus.

Lynch, H. S., 336 Beacon St., Boston, Mass.
Malta, S. V., 8705 Raven Dr., Towson 4, Balti-

more, Md.
Marnitz, J. W., S.S.S., S.A.C.S., Box 4919,

Johannesburg, South Africa
McClung, R. R., 1012 N. Kelham Ave., Oklahoma

City 4, Okla.
McLaughlin, W. F., RMS Staff, Treasure Island,

San Francisco, Calif.
Meadows, E. A., 430 S. Clark Dr., Beverly Hills,

Calif.
Mee, R. W., 1802 Blake St., Berkeley 3, Calif.
Miller, A. T., 1357 W. First Ave., Columbus 8, Ohio
Moore, C. N., Radio Materiel School Staff, Treasure

Island, Calif.
Moore, W. M., 306 E. Market St., Sandusky, Ohio
Morse, S. P., 425 W. 23 St., New York 11, N. Y.
Moulic, R. J., 1003 E. Jefferson St., Bloomington,

Ill.
Munster, A. C., 264 W. Sufis St., Philadelphia 20,

Pa.
(Continued on page 42A)
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EVANS SIGNAL LABORATORY
Belmar, New Jersey

One of the units of *SCEL
*Signal Corps

Engineering Laboratories

RAULAND
ELECTRONIC TUBE DIVISION

Producers of the famous VISITRON Photo-
tubes, for every application and every
make of sound-on-Flm equipment * Spe-
dal-purpose phctotubes for all ,ndustrial
c pplications*Developers of the RAULAND
Cathode Ray Tube for Television-to be
heart and brain of .The coming Television
equipment, proiecing events as they
occur on full size, 15 foot a 20 foot
theatre screens it Other RAULAND Cath-
ode Ray Tubes rnc ucle applications for
postwar electronics.

War demands converted Electronic Science into
a governm:ntal weapon of supreme importance.
In the development of Signalling devices, Tele-
vision, Oscilloscopes and a rapidity increasing
group of electronic control equipment, cathode

ray tubes were a prime necessity. Since RAULAND has been
known as a pioneer in cathode ray tubes, particularly in projection
types, it was perhaps natural that the U. S. Signal Corps turned
to this organization for tubes to meet entirely new objectives.

Sealing an tube neck

AS THE HEART OF TELEVISION

This cooperation with the Signal Corps is significant in
itself. Physicists and engineers of RAULAND Laboratories
are constantly called upon to create cathode ray tubes to
meet many new and varied uses for the powerful electronic
forces they harness. It is in such delicate problems of
research and precision production that RAULAND
engineering staff and trained craftsmen excel . . . and will
be available for full collaboration with postwar industry,
especially in Television.

CATHODE RAY TJBE PRODUCTION AT RAULAND

RADIO  RADAR  SOUND

Manufacturing header Baking screens and wall coating

Electroneering is our business

Life -testing tubes

COMMUNICATIONS  TELEVISION

THE RAULAND CORPORATION  CHICAGO 41, ILI1NOIS
BUY MORE
WAR BONDS



MAGNETS

A representative assortment of Miscella-
neous and Electrical Instrument Magnets.

The Arnold Engineering Company has a completely inte-
grated plant for the manufacture of Alnico Permanent
Magnets, from the melting and casting of the raw mate-
rials to the final fabrication of the completed magnets.

THE ARNOLD ENGINEERING COMPANY
147 E. ONTARIO ST., CHICAGO 11, ILLINOIS

SPECIALISTS IN THE MANUFACTURE
OF ALNICO PERMANENT MAGNETS

(Continued from page 40A)

Murray, J. W., 1920 Derby St., Berkeley 4, Calif.
Myers, A. L., RMS Staff, Ninth Month, Treasure

Island, San Francisco, Calif.
Nichols, P. A., 476 Key Blvd., Richmond, Calif.
Noyes, J. C.. 4105 N.E. Senate St., Portland 13.

Ore.
Pattabiraman, J., Pagasalai, (Via) Vaitheswaran-

koil, Tanjore District, South India
Patterson, G. D., Sonar Maintenance Staff, West

Coast Sound School, San Diego 47. Calif.
Patterson, N. J., KSAN, 1355 Market St., San

Francisco, Calif.
Paull, A. W. Jr., Hamilton Ave., Wheeling, West

Va.
Petrucelly, V. J., 50 C Elizabeth Rd., Hampton, Va.
Pohl, R. V.. 230 Robinson St., Schenectady 4, N. Y.
Poole, J. W., Box 229, Thomasville, Ga.
Pottberg, W. J., 1545 Burlingame Ave.. Burlin-

game, Calif.
Nadir, M., 18 W. 30 St., New York 1, N. Y.
Pittman, F. 0., 2408 Troost St., Kansas City 8, Mo.
Porst, E. G., Pemco Corp., 5601 Eastern Ave.,

Baltimore 24, Md.
Pratt, R. W., WHO Transmitter. Mitchellville,

Iowa
Pritchard, W. L., Shelburne, 13 and Lindley Ave.,

Philadelphia 41, Pa.
Raatz, M., Hearing Aid Laboratories, 515 Franklin

St., Michigan City. Ind.
Ramsey. M. F., Rice Hotel, Houston, Texas
Reynolds, R. K., 2308 Foothill Blvd., Oakland 1.

Calif.
Rhodes, R. R., RFD 1, Box 1934, La Mesa, Calif.
Ring, C. E., 316 Valley Brook Ave., Lyndhurst.

N. J.
Ripperger, W. A., 439 N. Albany Ave.. Chicago 12,

Ill.
Ritter, T. H., RMS Staff, Treasure Island, San

Francisco, Calif.
Robinson, W., c/o Fleet Post Office, San Francisco,

Calif.
Rohde, T. A., Box 222, Highlands, N. J.
Rubin, M. D., Dept. 820, G Bldg., Raytheon Manu-

facturing Co., Seyon St., Waltham, Mass.
Rupprecht, F. C., Radio Materiel School. Bldg. 155.

Treasure Island. Calif.
St. Clair, 0., 808 N. Wayne St., Arlington, Va.
Sandberg. H. L., 305 Bloomsbury Ave., Baltimore

28, Md.
Schaub, L. E., 1890 Grove St., San Francisco 17,

Calif.
Schifreen, C. S.. 728 E. Phil-Ellena St., Philadelphia

19, Pa.
Searl, M. F., Materiel Staff, West Coast Sound

School, San Diego 47, Calif.
Shen, M. Y., 609 W. 115 St., New York 25, N. Y.
Sinsheimer, R. D., 395 Broadway, Cambridge 39,

Mass.
Skitzki, P., Submarine Signal Co., 160 State St.,

Boston 9, Mass.
Smedes, R. L., 189-11 Turin Dr., St. Albans 12.

N. Y.
Smith. A. V., Box 17, Maupin, Oregon
Smith, C. W., 1709 Woodbury Rd., Pasadena 7,

Calif.
Smith, E. M., 612 Mellon St. S.E., Washington 20,

D. C.
Smith, H. K., 2744 Nye St., San Diego 11, Calif.
Sommermeyer, 0. R., 403 Paulison Ave., Passaic,

N. J.
Stern, M. K., 2013 New Hampshire Ave., N. W.,

Washington 9, D. C.
Spencer -Strong, G. H., Pemco Corp.:5601 Eastern

Ave., Baltimore 24, Md.
Stinger, H. J., 12 Berkeley St., Cambridge 38, Mass.
Steele, G. F., 502 Labor Temple, Portland. Ore.
Sugar, G. R., 1909 Second St. N.E., Washington,

D. C.
(Continued on page 46A)
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Sttpervisory

control helps

put the finger on trouble"

4.4641 0 it
c57(5-c5-STCCA

r

C. W. Burt is, Chief Engineer
WPEN, Philadelphia

This statement by Mr. Burtis, on the value of well -

designed supervisory control, brings into sharp focus
the extra dependability featured in all Westinghouse
transmitters. For Westinghouse transmitters have
more supervisory control than any other_type
manufactured today.

Indicator lamps, for example, tell at a glance which
circuit has been overloaded, even though the trans-
mitter has returned to the air. "De -ion" circuit breakers
supply full overload and undervoltage protection,
automatically reduce outage time. Controls reset auto-
matically. Circuit checkup is simplified.

This dependability and efficiency in Westinghouse
transmitters are products of on-the-job knowledge
gained in 25 years of building and operating radio
stations. Your nearest Westinghouse office can give
you all the facts on Westinghouse transmitters . . .

5, 10 and 50 kw, AM, and 1, 3, 10 and 50 kw FM.
Westinghouse Electric Corporation, P. O. Box 868,
Pittsburgh 30, Pa. J-08117

* "Without a doubt, supervisory control is
one of the more worth -while additions to
the indication devices on a transmitter. It
definitely helps put the finger on any
trouble that develops by approximating the
sphere of that trouble."

(Signed) C. W. Burtis

4
W w C

Westinghouse
PLANTS IN 25 CITIES OFFICES EVERYWHERE

f,-41.'""

RADIO'S 25th ANNIVERSARY IONA
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NEW SECRETS
In the Temple Laboratories, engineers and
technicians toil unceasingly to provide new
and greater efficiencies for war communica-
tions equipment.

Needless to say that out of this constant search
for betterment comes further discovery,
further knowledge - new secrets of devel-
opment in the limitless field of electronics.

Temple engineering skill and inventiveness,
fostered still further by the stress and strain
of war, will contribute richly indeed to the
electronic world of the future.

Electronics Division

TEMPLETONE
RADIO MFG. CORP.

New London, Conn.

AREA OF
DISTRIBUTION
The new amazing Altec
Lansing multi -cellular Du-
plex Speaker provides up
to 800% increased area
of quality sound distribu-
tion. In the vertical plane,
the Duplex delivers a forty
degree angle of distri-
bution, or eight times the
area distribution at high
frequencies as compared
to single unit speakers of
comparable size. Another
reason why the DUPLEX is
the SPEAKER that REVO-
LUTIONIZES the methods
of sound REPRODUCTION.

SEND FOR BULLETINS

I HEE
LANSING CORPORATION

1210 TAFT BLDG., HOLLYWOOD 28, CALIF.

250 WEST 57 STREET, NEW YORK 19, N. Y
IN CANADA NORTHERN ELECTRIC CO.
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post war electronic
instrumentation.

- SERIES VW -
A new 15 ma., 1.5 volt sub-
miniature vacuum tube won
-peak inverse potential up
to several thousand volts-
Grie current less than 10-10
amperes - grid resistance
approximately 1016 ohms.

Available as ...
Electrometers
Pentodes
Tetrodes
Triodes
Diodes

... or to your
specifications.

....and hand in hand with
this tube development a new
Victoreen Hi -Meg vacuum
sealed resistor. Values from
1 megohm to 1,000,000
mesohms.

Meeting the needs of fine
instrumentation with unusual
stability.
Wr to for our technical bro-
chure on tubes and resistors.

THE VICTOREEN INSTRUMENT CO.
5806 HOUGH AVENUE
CLEVELAND 3, OHIO

PHOSPHORS

by Du Pont

LMINESCENT
CHEMICALS of the high grade required

for cathode ray tubes and similar applications are now
available from the new phosphors plant of the Patterson
Screen Division of the Du Pont Company.

This modern plant combines the latest in equipment
and techniques with the knowledge and experience gained
by Patterson Division in over thirty years devoted to the
development and production of these compounds for
x-ray screens. All Patterson phosphors are produced
under conditions that assure uniformity of emission,
color and grain size.

Research and production facilities at Towanda place
the Patterson Screen Division in an excellent position to
supply industrial concerns and research laboratories with
phosphors of the characteristics required for specific
applications.

kg001
kiAti3OkS

CU PUNS

A booklet giving more details will be sent in answer
to requests made on business or professional letter-
heads. Write: Patterson Screen Division of E. I.
du Pont de Nemours es Co. (Inc.). Towanda, Pa.

Patterson
Luminescent

Chemicals
BETTER THINGS FOR BETTER LIVING
...THROUGH CHEMISTRY
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Industrial Condenser
Corporation's

NEW HOME

THE WORLD'S MOST
MODERN CONDENSER PLANT
with these outstanding features

* 1,000,000 VOLT RESEARCH LABORATORY
* VERY LATEST PRODUCTION EQUIPMENT
* SPECIALIZED WAR -LEARNED TECHNIQUES

From this NEW ultra -modern factory come capacitors

carefully engineered and accurately produced. Staffed

by skilled engineers and backed by 16 years of
technical progress, Industrial Condenser Corp. is sup-

plying capacitors for every application. If your speci-

fications call for Electrolytic, Paper, Oil, or Motor

capacitors, look to Industrial Condenser Corporation.

INDUSTRIAL CONDENSER
CORPORATION

3243-65 NORTH CALIFORNIA AVENUE, CHICAGO 18, U. S. A.
District Offices in Principal Cities

PAPER, OIL AND ELECTROLYTIC MOTOR CAPACITORS

(Continued from page 42A)

Sullivan, J. E., 6208 Evans Ave., Chicago 37, Ill.
Swingle, D. M., 612 Seventh Ave.. Asbury Park,

N. J.
Sze, F. C., International Training Administration,

734-15 St., Washington, D. C.
Talley, J. P. Jr., KRLD Transmitter, Garland.

Texas
Teeple, A. L., 2327 W. Medill Ave., Chicago 47, III.
Thomas, G. G.. Bell Telephone Laboratories, Mur-

ray Hill, N. J.
Thompson, M. I., Box 1284, Oak Ridge, Tenn.
Thompson. R. L., 2091 California St., Berkeley 3,

Calif.
Thuis, D. L., 1733 Bancroft Way. Berkeley, Calif.
Truszynski, G. M., 155 Shenandoah Rd., Hampton,

Va.
Updegraff, E. E., WMT Transmitter, RFD 3,

Marion, Iowa
Vendely, B., 220 W. Herman St.. Dayton 5, Ohio
Victorino, J. M. C., Rua Bernardim Ribeiro. 24-1e,

Lisboa, Portugal
Vitzelio, 11.. B., RMS Staff, Treasure Island, San

Francisco, Calif.
Vollintine, K. It, 6400 Seventh Ave.. Los Angeles,

Calif.
Waddell, C. N., Instruction Staff RMS, Treasure

Island. Calif.
Wakefield, S. J., 600 S. Lyman St., Oak Park, III.
Walker, L., Hotel Philadelphian, 39 at Chestnut

St., Philadelphia, Pa.
Washburn, E. L., Electronics School, Camp

Wawona, Wawona, Calif.
Watlington, F. W., 1 Rose Blvd.. Baldwin, N. Y.
Wells, T. H., Box 771, 7166 Fay Ave., La Jolla,

Calif.
Weyand, C. L., New Haven Rd.. Prospect, RFD 2,

Waterbury, Conn.
Whitman, M. R., 1959 Lunt St., Chicago 26. Ill.
Wojciechowski, E. T., 33-09-31 Ave., Astoria,

L. I., N. Y.
Woodley, E. H.. 1261 Shearer St., Montreal, Que.,

Canada

M. F. M. Osborne Associates
Consulting Physicists

Fluid Dynamics, Mechanics, Electronic De-
sign, Electromagnetic and Acoustic Wave
Propagation, Mathematical Analysis.

703 Albee Bldg., Washington 5, D.C.
ATlantic 9084

FRANK MASSA
Electro-Acoustic Consultant

DEVELOPMENT PRODUCTION DESIGN
PATENT ADVISOR

ELECTRO-ACOUSTIC & ELECTRO-MECHANICAL
VIBRATING SYSTEMS

SUPERSONIC GENERATORS & RECEIVERS
3393 Dellwood Rd., Cleveland Heights 18, Ohio

STANLEY D. EILENBERGER
Consulting Engineer

INDUSTRIAL ELECTRONICS
Design-Development-Models

Complete Laboratory and Shop Facilities
6309-1 3-2 7th Ave.

Kenosha, Wis. Telephone 2-4213
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DOUBLE SENSITIVITY D.C. VOLT RANGES
0-1.25-5-25-125-500-2500 Volts, at 20,000

ohms per volt for greater accuracy on
Television and other high resistance D.C.
circuits.

0-2.5-10-50-250.1000-5000 Volts, at 10,000
ohms per volt.

A.C. VOLT RANGES
0-2.5-10-50-250-1000-5000 Volts, at 10,000

ohms per volt.
OHM-MEGOHMS
0-400 ohms (60 ohms center scale)
0-50,000 ohms (300 ohms center scale)

Write for descriptive folder

Here's that New
TRIPLETT 625-N

Long Scale, Wide Range
Volt-Ohm-Milliammeter

DIRECT READING OUTPUT LEVEL DECIBEL
RANGES
-30 to +3, +15, +29, +43, +55, +69 DB
TEMPERATURE COMPENSATED CIRCUIT FOR
ALL CURRENT RANGES D.C. MICROAMPERES
0-50 Microamperes, at 250 M.V.
D.C. MILLIAMPERES
0-1-10-100-1000 Milliamperes, at 250 M.V.
D.C. AMPERES
0-10 Amperes, at 250 M.V.
OUTPUT READINGS
Condenser in series with A.C. Volts for output

readings.

ATTRACTIVE COMPACT CASE
Size: 21/2" x 51/2". A readily portable, com-

pletely insulated, black, molded case, with
strap handle. A suitable black, leather
carrying case (No. 629) also available, with
strap handle.

LONG 5" SCALE ARC
For greater reading accuracy on the Triplett

RED DOT Lifetime Guaranteed meter.
SIMPLIFIED SWITCHING CIRCUIT
Greater ease in changing ranges.

giving full technical details.

Triplett ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT CO., Bluffton, Ohio

Table model electric stop clock
with a -c clutch and toggle switch

FREE ILLUSTRATED
BULLETIN

Send for Stoelting Timer
Bulletin No. 1100. Includes il-
lustrations, wiring diagrams,
technical data, and complete
information on stop clocks,
chronoscopes, impulse coun-
ters, stop watch controllers,
and X-ray timers.

ACCURATE INSTRUMENTS
for

PRECISION TIMING

The Stoelting table model electric stop clock is
an accurate timer for a wide variety of industrial
and laboratory tests . . . such as measuring start -

to -stop intervals of relays and instruments, and for check-
ing sequence operations.

Timer with a -c clutch has toggle switch for manually
starting the pointer. Timer with d -c clutch has binding
posts only for attaching d -c control circuit for starting
and stopping the pointer. Both timers have a -c clock mo-
tors, and pointers are reset with knob.

The Stoelting electric timer and impulse counter is an
accurate, dual-purpose instrument for counting individual
electric impulses or for
use as a chronoscope.

When used as timer,
11-16 v current is taken
from step-down trans-
former. When used as
counter, direct current
only is used. Counter ca-
pacity -7,200 impulses.

C.H.STOELTING co.
INDUSTRIAL DIVISION

424-K N. HOMAN AVE. CHICAGO 24, ILLINOIS

Electric
timer and
impulse
counter

U. H. F. RADIO ...
clearly,

completely, and
simply explained
Here is the key that opens the door
to a thorough and profitable under-
standing of ultra -high -frequency
radio-the development that is des-
tined to play so mighty a part in
peacetime America. Already tele-
vision, amateur radio bands, inter -
train -communication networks, and
a new feature called citizens' radio
are scheduled by the latest F.C.C.
regulations to occupy the ultra -high
frequencies.

EASY TO UNDERSTAND
This masterfully prepared book
takes the mystery out of UHF Radio.
By simple steps, in plain English, it
proceeds from ordinary radio circuits
to a thorough understanding of the
principles and applications of ultra-
high -frequency radio. You'll be
amazed at how easy it is to under-
stand and to remember.

U.H.F. RADIO
SIMPLIFIED
by Milton S. Kiver

Associate Instructor-
U. S. Army Air Forces-Radio
Formerly Instructor in Radio,
Illinois Institute of Technology.

HUNDREDS OF ILLUSTRATIONS
Hundreds of illustrations show
every detail, and aid in the
amazing clarity of the book.
Questions on salient points and
chapter summaries fix the know-
ledge in your mind.

COMPLETE...PRACTICAL...USABLE
Covers Magnetron Oscillator, The
Klystron, Transmission lines at the
UHFs, Wave Guides, Cavity Reso-
nators, UHF Antennas, UHF Meas-
urements, Wave Propagation-each
explained thoroughly and from the
practical, usable standpoint.

SEND NO MONEY
American industry offers great re-
wards, now and post-war, to the man
who knows UHF Radio. Fit yourself
to go places and do things with the
knowledge this great book gives.
SEND FOR IT TODAY! FREE
EXAMINATION. No obligation.

MAIL THIS COUPON --
D. VAN NOSTRAND CO.
250 Fourth Ave.. New York 3. N. Y.
Send me "UHF Radio Simplified". Within
10 days I will either return the book or send
you $3.25 plus a few cents postage. (If you
send remittance of $3.25 with this coupon
we will pay the postage. Same return privi-
lege, refund guaranteed.)

Name..
PLEASE PRINT

City

Zone No State
(if you know it)
Reference

Address FIRE 9-45
I.
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ID I kik id theMilkers!
Sorry, I can't report in more detail

on my experiences or our equipment but we are a transient

outfit and censorship is tight. This is a dive bomber squadron,

flying SB2C Helldivers. RCA would be delighted to hear some of

the pilot comments on the RCA receiver we carry in this ship.

 Thanks, Captain Cisler. Your report, short though it may be, strikes us

as a real compliment. The more so, in that it comes entirely unsolicited.

Dive bombing is a tough job. It takes men who are not afraid to tackle
difficult and dangerous missions. And it requires equipment that can be
counted on to continue working under the most punishing conditions.
We're proud to know that RCA receivers have stood this test!

Shown at the right is the RCA receiver used in the Helldivers. This
same unit is used in many other Navy planes. After the war, the same

RCA engineers who equipped the Helldiver will design new commercial
aircraft radio and altimeters to help make peacetime aviation safer, more

reliable and more economical.

RCA Aviation Radio Receiver
used in the SB2C Helldiver

RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA
RCA VICTOR DIVISION CAMDEN, NEW JERSEY



OPPORTUNITIES

IN PRESENT AND

POSTWAR WORK

High grade graduate engi-
neers are needed immediate-
ly for wartime and postwar
work with a record of out-
standing ability and five or
more years of design and
product engineering experi-
ence.

Present activities include de-
sign and manufacture of high
and medium power transmit-
ters, frequency shifters, other
communication products for
the Navy, and design and
models for postwar use.
INTERVIEWS WILL BE AR-
RANGED FOR QUALIFIED AP-
PLICANTS. WRITE FOR OUR
"QUALIFICATION RECORD"
FORM.

PRESS WIRELESS, INC.
HICKSVILLE, L.I.

ATT: S. A. Barone, Chief Mfg. Engr.

If you are a
SENIOR

ELECTRONIC
ENGINEER

WITH EE DEGREE OR
PROVEN EQUIVALENT

HERE IS YOUR

OPPORTUNITY!
We have an opening for a design
engineer under 40 who has a thor-
ough knowledge of tubes and low
frequency circuits up to 100 kc.
This is a permanent position with
a progressive Chicago firm. Start-
ing salary $5000.00 to $6000.00.
This is a splendid opportunity with
plenty of room for advancement
for a man who is willing to accept
responsibility as his abilities are
proved.

Please tell us all about yourself
in your first letter-state age, ex-
perience, education, etc., Enclose
a small snapshot of yourself.

BOX 396
The Institute of Radio Engineers

330 W. 42nd St., New York 18, N.Y.

The following positions of interest to I.R.E.
members have been reported as open. Apply
in writing, addressing reply to company men-
tioned or to Box No.

The Institute reserves the right to refuse eny an-
nouncement without giving a reason for the refusal.

PROCEEDINGS of the I.R.E.
330 West 42nd Street, New York 18, N.Y.

GRADUATE ELECTRICAL ENGINEER

Having experience in the preparation and
prosecution of U. S. patent applications, prefer-
ably in electrical fields including radio. Loca-
tion New York City. Submit complete details,
education, experience, and indicate salary ex-
pected. Box 392.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS

To be trained for patent work in the electronic
fields, particularly radio. Location New York
City vicinity. Submit complete details, educa-
tion, experience, and salary requirements. Box
393.

RADIO AND ELECTRONIC ENGINEERS

Pre-war company carrying on consulting and
manufacturing business, requires engineers to
develop special industrial electronic devices, wire
and radio communication equipment for war use.
Excellent post-war opportunity. Location New
York City and Washington, D.C. Write qualifi-
cations in detail to Box 394.

ENGINEERS, PHYSICISTS, ANALYSTS

Needed for research, development, design,
technical writing, supervision, testing, on elec-
tronic and mechanical problems, and as analysts,
San Diego, California. Possible post-war future.
Write giving personal history, education, ex-
perience, references, draft status, availability, to
Personnel Manager, University of California
Division of War Research, U. S. Navy Radio
and Sound Laboratory, San Diego 52, California.

RADIO, ELECTRONIC AND TELEPHONE
ENGINEERS, ELECTRONIC AND

MECHANICAL DRAFTSMEN

Needed by one of the largest manufacturers
of a wide variety of electronic and communica-
tions equipment in the World, fully prepared and
ready with an ambitious postwar program. Write
to Personnel Manager, Federal Telephone and
Radio Corporation, 591 Broad Street, Newark,
N.J.

AUDIO, ACOUSTICAL AND RECORDING
ENGINEERS

The Columbia Broadcasting System, Inc. has
permanent positions open in the General En-
gineering Department (in New York City) for
the following graduate engineers:

AUDIO FREQUENCY ENGINEER who has
creative ability and who is capable of designing
broadcasting studio and program -distribution
systems and equipment that is suitable for meet-
ing the complex needs of network key -station
operations and which, in addition, reflect ad-
vanced thinking and original ideas.

ACOUSTICAL ENGINEER primarily in the
field of architectural acoustics, who is qualified
to determine the acoustical properties of broad-
casting and recording studios and to develop
new methods and equipment for the measure-
ment of these characteristics. A working knowl-
edge of the acoustical problems associated with
microphones and loudspeakers is also desirable.

(Continued on page 52A)

To
ENGINEERS

and

LABORATORY
ASSISTANTS

Experienced in any of the
following

UHF, FREQENCY MODU-
LATION, TELEVISION, or

COMMUNICATION

RECEIVERS
We offer a unique opportunity
with unlimited possibilities in the
fields of Laboratory and Produc-
tion Testing, Navigation, Direc-
tion Finding and Communications.

Excellent working conditions with
profit sharing and pension plan.

Write or Call

PERSONNEL DEPARTMENT
PANORAMIC RADIO

CORPORATION
242-250 West 55th Street
New York 19, New York

OPENINGS FOR

RADIO

ENGINEERS
ELECTRICAL

ENGINEERS
MECHANICAL

ENGINEERS
In the development and production
of all types of radio receiving and
low -power transmitting tubes. Ex-
cellent post-war opportunities with
an established company in a field
having unlimited post-war possi-
bilities.

Apply in person or in writing to:

Personnel Manager

RAYTHEON
MANUFACTURING CO.

Radio Receiving Tube Div.
55 Chapel St., Newton, Mass.
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ENGINEERS
For Design Work

on Radio Receivers,

Audio Amplifiers,

Television

Men with substantial experi-
ence wanted, preferably those
having Degrees in Electrical
or Communications Engi-
neering. Write, giving details
of experience and salary ex-
pected, to :

FREED RADIO
CORPORATION
Makers of the Famous Freed-
Eisemann Radio -Phonograph

200 Hudson Street
New York 13, N.Y.

ELECTRONIC
ENGINEERS

preferably graduates of

communication engineering
courses are required for de-
signing receiving -type elec-
tronic equipment covering
all frequency ranges, and
other specialized electronic
apparatus. Design experi-
ence necessary and knowl-
edge of production is desir-
able. Excellent post-war op-
portunities. Salary open. Re-
quirements urgent. Proof of
citizenship, and referral from
U.S.E.S. necessary. Write
giving detailed qualifica-
tions.

SUBMARINE SIGNAL CO.
175 State St. Boston, Mass.

Expanding Organization with Post -War
Future Wants Junior and Senior

RADIO ENGINEERS
For Research and Development Work in UHF Field

Capable men will find initiative and ability appreciated and rewarded in
this medium -size, progressive organization. Management within plant pro-
vides opportunity not only to work project from start to finish . . . but a
future just as big as you can make it. These are no "cog -in -the wheels" jobs,
but highly -desirable opportunities for immediate and post-war careers. Top
Salaries.
Applications are invited from key men, research and production engineers
experienced in UHF test equipment, industrial electronics or similar work.
Working conditions are ideal in a modern, fully equipped plant, and with
every facility for carrying out projects under your direction. Plant is located
in attractive east central New Jersey within an hour's ride from New York
City and near the New Jersey shore.
Write us in detail concerning yourself-your experience and your accomplish.
ments. If possible, telephone us for an immediate appointment. Engagements
must, of course, be in accordance with War Manpower Commission and wage
and salary regulations. Needless to say, your application will be held in the
strictest confidence.

Xredeefeakrataties.
RADIO ENGINEERS AND MANUFACTURERS

MORGANVILLE, N. J.

SIGNAL GENERATOR

TYPE 150-A
series

Developed to assist
engineers in designing FM equipment-
RECEIVERS, TRANSMITTERS, AMPLI-
FIERS, LIMITERS AND COMPONENTS

Type 150 A-Frequency 41-50 mc. and 1-10 mc.
Type 151. A-Frequency 30-40 mc. and 1-9 mc.
Type 152 A-Frequency 20-28 mc. and 0.05-5 mc.
Type 154 A-Frequency 27-39 mc. and 1-7 mc.
Frequency and Amplitude Modulation available
separately or simultaneously.

BOONTO ADIO
BOONTON, N. J. eta/id"(

DESIGNERS AND MANUFACTURERS OF THE "0" METER . OX -CHECKER ... FREQUENCY MODULATEu SIGNAL

GENERATOR . .. BEAT FREQUENCY GENERATOR . AND OTHER DIRECT READING TEST .INSTRUMENTS
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Draftsmen Wanted

Also

Designers

Detailers

Tracers and

Engineers

We are one of the largest
manufacturers of a wide vari-
ety of communication and elec-
tronic equipment in the world,
fully prepared and ready to go
ahead with a very ambitious,
expansion program as quickly
as we are permitted. There will
be unlimited possibilities for
creative, ambitious men to ad-
vance to key positions both in
research development and pro-
duction field.

At present, we are produc-
ing vital equipment for our
fighting forces.

Good Starting Salaries

Exceptionally fine working conditions.

Apply Personnel Office
8 A.M. to 5 P.M.

FEDERAL TELEPHONE &
RADIO CORP.

the Mfg. unit of the International
Tel. & Tel. Corp.

591 Broad St., Newark, N.J.
WMC Rules Observed

(Continued from page 50A)

RECORDING ENGINEER who is well versed
in the theoretical and practical aspects of the
electrical, mechanical and electro-mechanical
problems of disc and magnetic recording and
who is capable of designing, measuring and
adjusting recording and reproducing systems,
including the synthesis of the equalizer and
filter networks associated with such equipment.

Applications and requests for interviews
should be made in writing to W. B. Lodge,
Director of Engineering, Columbia Broadcasting
System, Inc., New York 22, N.Y.

PROJECT ENGINEERS

With design and development experience cap-
able of assuming complete responsibility of a
project and superVision of assistants. Post-war
opportunity assured by civilian markets. Reply to
Engineering Department, Hallicrafters Company,
2611 S. Indiana Ave., Chicago, Ill.

DESIGN ENGINEER

Experienced in mechanics and optics of mo-
tion picture cameras, projectors, and film scan-
ning. Give details. Reply to John H. Martin,
Columbia Broadcasting System, Inc., 485 Madi-
son Avenue, New York 22, N.Y.

CUSTOMER ENGINEER

Graduate electronics engineer. Signal Corps
experience preferable but not essential. Installa-
tion and maintenance radio printers and as-
sociated electronic equipment. An opportunity
for post-war advancement with large interna-
tional organization. Write qualifications in detail
to Box 388.

ENGINEERS

Prominent midwestern manufacturer of radio
transmitting equipment is looking for two gradu-
ate engineers for development work in AM and
FM transmitters. Starting salary good and fu-
ture for advancement excellent. Reply to Box
384.

ELECTRONICS, RADIO AND MECHANICAL
ENGINEERS

An unusual opportunity is offered ambitious
and capable engineers who have had qualifying
experience in the design, development and prepa-
ration for manufacture of radio and industrial
electronic equipment. Experience with dielectric
and induction heating equipment desirable, but
not essential.

Important war work now, with large post-war
projects to follow. Reply to Box 385.

RADIO ENGINEER

Thoroughly experienced in ultra -high -fre-
quency theory and technique, with or without
patent law experience, preferably young, and
with some knowledge of mechanical engineering,
desired by established New York City patent law
firm for employment presently or after the war
as consultant and with view to becoming patent
lawyer. State education, references, experience,
age, and salary expected. Write Box 387.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEER-PHYSICIST

To take charge of development program in.
volving selsyn and amplidyne controls for intri-
cate instruments, radiation measurements, etc.
Responsible position covering urgent war work
as well as post-war problems. All inquiries held
in strict confidence. Farrand Optical Company.
Inc., 4401 Bronx Blvd., New York 66, N.Y.
Attention: Chief Physicist.

ELECTRONIC ENGINEERS

LABORATORY ASSISTANTS

Men-W omen
Positions available with post-
war possibilities. Accredited
engineers and others with ex-
perience and background in
radio and electronics are
needed immediately.

Write or call Chief Engineer,
giving details of education,
experience and salary re-
quirement.

ALLEN B. DU MONT
LABORATORIES, INC.

Passaic New Jersey
WMC RULES APPLY

Micro -Wave
Design Engineers

An opportunity for radio engineers
who have had extensive experience
in the design of micro -wave ap-
paratus. Their services are needed
for long range development pro-
gram for the government.

Broadcast Receiver
Designers

Still other radio engineers with
experience are needed.

Mechanical Engineers for
telephone and radio work-

whose experience fits them to design
electro mechanical devices for production
are also needed.

 While the above openings are for
senior men, we do have opportunities
for several Junior engineers in these
fields. Interested persons are invited to
write giving full qualifications to the
Engineering Personnel Manager.

War Manpower Commission rules
will be observed.

STROMBERG-CARLSON CO.

ROCHESTER 3, N. Y.
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QUICK DELIVERY ON LEADING MAKES OF
Volume

PROCEEDINGS OF THE

NATIONAL

ELECTRONICS

CONFERENCE

56 papers presented by promi-
nent engineers at the National
Electronics Conference, Chi-
cago, October 5 -7th, 1944 cov-
ering electron tube develop-
ments, measurements and con-
trol, communication, industrial
electronics, electronic aids to
medical science, theoretical elec-
tronics and design.

While they are still available,
copies may be obtained from
E. H. Schulz, Secretary, Na-
tional Electronics Conference,
c/o Illinois Institute of Tech-
nology, Technology Center,
Chicago 16, Illinois. Price : $3.00
per copy.

WANTE
RADIO DESIGN

ENGINEERS
ELECTRICAL AND

MECHANICAL
Experienced in Receiver De-
sign. FM & Television ex-
perience desirable but not es-
sential.

Good opportunity for future
on Post -War development.

Tmersott,
,,and

Telna 2 on

Tmeison
Radio

& Phonograph Corp.
97 8th Avenue

New York 11, N.Y.

WIRE & CABLE
for Radio and Power Use

Helpful
BUYING
GUIDE
Available

on Request

Write for it!

STOCKS OF MANY TYPES ON HAND
Meeting urgent needs for Wire and Cable is a specialized
job at ALLIED. From this one central source, shipments go
constantly to industry, armed forces, government agencies
and research laboratories. Here are gathered all leadino'
makes, in all wanted types, for radio and power use.

BELDEN ALPHA LENZ CORNISH
ANACONDA CONSOLIDATED AMPHENOL

Power Multi -Conductor Solid and Stranded
Natural and Synthetic Rubber -Covered

Shielded Indoor and Weatherproof Coaxial
Transmitting and Receiving Telephone

Microphone Intercom Hook-up High -Tension
Magnet Aerial Twisted Pair Lamp Cord

Large and varied stocks of Wire and Cable are main-
tained for rush service. Close contact with manufacturers
expedites procurement. Whether your requirements be
large or small-save time and work-call ALLIED first!

WRITE, WIRE, OR PHONE HAYMARKET 6800
for Everything in Radio and Electronics

ALLIED RADIO
CORPORATION

833 W. Jackson Blvd. Dept. 3-J-5 Chicago 7, Illinois

SUPPLIERS OF ELECTRONIC PARTS AND EQUIPMENT TO 'NDUSTRIAL AMERICA
Electronic Tubes, Rectifiers, Power Supplies, Intercommunicating Systens, Sound Systems, Photo -Cell Equip-
ment, Batteries, Chargers, Converters, Generators, Supplies for Resistaice Welc ers, Fuses, Test Instruments,
Meters, Broadcast Station Equipment, Relays, Condensers, Capacitors, Resisbrs, Rheostats, Transformers,

Switches, Coaxial Cable, Wire, Soldering Irons, Microphones, ST eakexs, Technical Books, etc.
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SPECIALLY DESIGNED

Also makers of ...
Power transformers for radio
and other electronic circuits,
vibrator power transformers,
audio and filter reactors, in-
strument transformers, auto
and control transformers,
wave filters, fluorescent bal-
lasts and ignition coils.

 During its many years of experience
in the engineering and manu'acturing of
transformers for specialized audio ap-
plications, Chicago Transformer has de-
signed and produced a wide variety of
types, from the tiny units used in walkie-
talkies to large size modulation trans-
formers. If you have a design problem
involving transformers in audio or other
types of circuits, let this well qualified
organization be of service to you.

CHICAGO TRANSFORMER
DIVISION OF ESSEX WIRE CORPORATION

3 5 0 I WEST ADDISON STREET
CHICAGO, 18

11.k. MARK RL6

ELECTRONIC

ENGINEERS
A large electrical company
in Canada needs top-flight
engineer of proven ability
and wide experience to ac-
cept responsibility for en-
gineering department en-
gaged in various phases of
electronic manufacture. This
is an outstanding opportun-
ity for the right man. Appli-
cations will be handled in
strictest confidence by top
executives and should cover
complete education, experi-
ence, references, salary ex-
pected, and any pertinent
personal data. Our staff
know of this advertisement.

Reply to Box No. 391

Institute of Radio Engineers

330 West 42nd St.

New York, N.Y.

OPPORTUNITY
WITH A FUTURE!
WE HAVE OPENINGS FOR

2
BROADCAST

TECHNICIANS
This is a permanent con-
nection with a progressive
Chicago company.

If you are familiar with tubes and
circuits, and have had at least 5
years experience in the radio -elec-
tronic field-here is the job for
you! (if you are an ex "ham," so
much the better) Your work will
consist of the designing and build-
ing of highgrade amplifiers, and
the possibilities for advancement
are governed only by your own
ability. Salary starts at 3000 to
3600 dollars.

Write, giving full details in first
letter. Please enclose a small snap-
shot of yourself.

BOX 395
The Institute of Radio Engineers

330 W. 42nd St., New York 18, N.Y.
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10
10. THICK, ROUNDED EDGE,
ALUMINUM PLATES FOR
MECHANICAL STABILITY
AND INCREASED VOLTAGE
BREAKDOWN.

1. REMOVABLE BRACKETS
FOR MOUNTING COILS ON
TOP OR MOUNTING CON- \
DENSER INVERTED

2. STAINLESS STEEL,

GROUND STOCK, SHAFTS

9. STATORS MOUNTED ON
TOP SIDE FOR LOW STRAY
CAPACITY

3. HEAVY END PLATES
FOR STRENGTH

8. LOW RESISTANCE ROT-
OR CONTACTS OF LONG
LIFE, PHOSPHOR BRONZE,
SPRING MATERIAL

4. PERFECTLY ALIGNED
ROTOR SHAFTS FOR CALIB-

RATION ACCURACY

C - Plate spacing .125" - .500"
Maximum frame dimensions 51/2" x 5-13 32"

D - Plate spacing .080" - 250"
Maximum frame dimensions 41/2" x 4"

E - Plate spacing .045" - .125"
Maximum frame dimensions 2%" x 2-19 32"

H - Plate spacing .030" & .080"
Maximum frame dimensions 11/2" & 1-9 16"

7. GRADE L4 STEATITE
LOW LOSS INSULATION
CORRECTLY PLACED FOR
LONG LEAKAGE PATH AND
SMALL DIELECTRIC LOSS

6. HEAVY ALUMINUM
FRAME RODS FOR TOR-
SIONAL RIGIDITY.

5. CENTER CONTACT BE-

TWEEN SECTIONS FOR

SHORT R. F. LEADS

Type "F" single and dual condensers are stocked
with plate spacings of .045 to .075" in 19 different
models. Maximum capacity range is from 34 mmf.
to 255 mmf. and the ratios of maximum to minimum
run from 7:1 to 15:1. Maximum frame dimensions
2-1 16" by 2".

E. F. JOHNSON COMPANY WASECA MINNESOTA
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Joint Army -Navy R93 Specification

COMPARATIVE
DATA TYPE

1196

JAN Style
Numbers

RB

JAN Power
Ratings
Watts

Shallcross
Type Numbers

Shallcross
Power Ratings

Watts

RBIO

RB11

RB12
RB13

RB14

RB20
RB21
RI322

RB40
RB41
RB42
RB51

TYPE
173

0.25 173
176*

1/3 183
183-A
186'

0.5 193°
0.5 196

1196"
1.0 116
1.0 1110"
0.75 100

Suggest JAN 20 or JAN 22
13
0.4

0.5

0.6
0.25

110

120

140

160

181-A
NOTE: * Indicates Maximum JAN Dime

is* Indicates Hermetically Seale

0.25
0.25
0.5
0.5
0.5

1.0

1.0
1.0

2.0
2.0
1.0

2.0

0.25

0.5

1.0

0.5
nsiens.
d Resistor.

JAN R93 and
SHALLCROSS

Akra-Ohm
Accurate Fixed Wire Wound

RESISTOR TYPES
Write today for Shallcross Resistor Engineering
Bulletin R giving full details on Akra-Ohm Re-
sistors for every need and including mounting and
terminal designs; dimensions; power dissipation;
resistance alloys; moisture and fungus -proofing and
hermetic sealing data; temperature coefficient of
resistance and maximum resistance charts.

- 4 0 or:19.111""r--2,..3.te-t-'""07 r
'-----.A,

4.

0 to #

SHALLCROSS MFG. CO.
SfeclisteA4  Ve..44ge4 WeawaietarPrerd

DEPT.111-95,COLLINGDALE, PA.

AVAILABLE
I.R.E. STANDARDS

Price
Standards on Electroacoustics, 1938.50.50

Definitions of Terms, Letter and
Graphical Symbols, Methods of Test-
ing Loudspeakers. (vi + 37 pages, 6 X
9 inches.)

Standards on Electronics: Definitions
of Terms, Symbols, 1938 50.20

A Reprint (1943) of the like -named
section of "Standards on Electronics,
1938." (viii + 8 pages, 8% X 11

inches.)

Standards on Electronics: Methods of
Testing Vacuum Tubes, 1938 $0.50

Standards on Transmitters and Anten-
nas: Definitions of Terms, 1938 $0.20

A Reprint (1942) of the like -named
section of "Standards on Transmitters
and Antennas, 1938." (vi + 8 pages,
8% X 11 inches.)

Standards on Transmitters and Anten-
nas: Methods of Testing, 1938 50.50

A Reprint (1942) of the like -named
section of "Standards on Transmit.
ters and Antennas, 1938." (vi + 10
pages, 8% X 11 inches.)

Standards on Radio Receivers: Defi-
nitions of Terms, 1938 $0.20

A Reprint (1942) of the like -named
section of "Standards on Radio Re-
ceivers, 1938." (vi + 6 pages, 834 X
11 inches.)

Standards on Radio Receivers: Meth-
ods of Testing Broadcast Radio Re-
ceivers, 1938 50.50

A Reprint (1942) of the like -named
section of "Standards on Radio Re-
ceivers, 1938." (vi + 20 pages, 8% X
11 inches.)

Standards on Radio Wave Propagation:
Definitions of Terms, 1942 $0.20

(vi + 8 pages, 8% X 11 inches.)

Standards on Radio Wave Propagation:
Measuring Methods, 1942 50.50

Methods of Measuring Radio Field
Intensity, Methods of Measuring
Power Radiated from an Antenna,
Methods of Measuring Noise Field
Intensity. (vi +16 pages, 8% X 11
inches.)

Standards on Facsimile: Definitions of
Terms, 1942 $0.20

(vi + 16 pages, 8% X 11 inches.)

Standards on Facsimile: Temporary
Test Standards, 1943 50.20

(iv + 8 pages, 8/ X 11 inches.)
ASA STANDARDS

(Sponsored by the I.R.E.)
American Standard: Standard Vac-
uum -Tube Base and Socket Dimen-
sions 50.20

(ASA C16.2 - 1939). (8 pages, 734 X
10% inches.)

American Standard: Manufacturing
Standards Applying to Broadcast Re-
ceivers $0.20

(ASA C16.3-1939). (16 pages, 73a X
10% inches.)

American Standard: Loudspeaker Test-
ing $0.25

(ASA C16.4-1942). (12 pages, 7g X
10% inches.)

American Standard: Volume Measure-
ments of Electrical Speech and Pro-
gram Waves $0.20

(ASA C16.5-1942). (8 pages, 7g X
1034 inches.)

Prices are net and include postage to any
country. Include remittance with

order, and address:

THE INSTITUTE OF
RADIO ENGINEERS, Inc.

330 West 42nd Street, New York 18, N.Y.
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federaTh
IGH-1PEED
SELECTOR

manufacturing operations
in tests and measurements
in signaling and timing
in communications

Look at Federal's FTR-800 Series Selector ... so small
and compact it fits your hand. Tremendously useful...
it's made for accurate automatic control of equipment
throughout industry.
Widely adaptable . . . this high-speed selector permits
a new high degree of precision in manufacturing
and processing operations, and in the field of
communications.
Made in self -cycling or impulse types, this small,
compact, flexible selector is designed for local or re-
mote circuit control or selection.
Federal's FTR-800 Series High -Speed Automatic
Selectors are available in 3 level -22 point and 4 and
6 level -11 point capacities.
Write for full information on this efficient Federal
High -Speed Automatic Selector. Discover all the ad-
vantages it offers to you.

Federal Telephone and Radio Corporation
Newark I, N. I.
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STANDARD TRANSFORMER CORPORATION
1500 N. HALSTED STREET CHICAGO 22, ILLINOIS

Direct reading. No charts or com-
plicated calculations necessary.
Models available for 110 volt A.C.
or battery operated portable use.
Meet FCC requirements.

Direct reading device which indi-
cates as a percentage of the funda-
mental frequency, the square root
of the sum of the squares of the
harmonic components. It is used
for audio frequency measurements
in any audio device in the usual
range of voice or musical notes
from 150 to 15,000 cycles.

 Utilize the many advantages of
these units now. They are sturdily
built, self-contained, moderately
priced. Remember . . . equipment
pioneered by DOOLITTLE years
ago, still serves efficiently today!

SEND FOR FULL DETAILS

RADIO, INC.
7421 SOUTH LOOMIS BOULEVARD

CHICAGO 36, ILLINOIS

BUILDERS OF PRECISION
RADIO EQUIPMENT
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MODEL S

Height 294 inches
Weight 100 lbs. (approx.)

MODEL T.'
(A Coqsplete Exhaus System
with,41igh and Lo ocuum
Vssive and Charc I Trap)

Height 11% dies
Weight 1 lbs.

MODEL R
(With Valve ond Charcoal Trap)

Height,38% inches
Weight 40 lbs.

MODEL P
(With Charcoal Trap)

Height 24% inches
Weight 31 lbs.

What you may expect from LITTON

11.110
for radio,

VACUUM
radar an

communica-

tions od eir existence,

continui rrtimprovement

to

the hie) acuum pup.

HIGH VACUUM
has Made

posisibloeishpenei6ciiiin,tfoods,

evsitamins, etc.

LABORATORY
RESEARCH

in many
fields to create nevi

and useful
products

requires

the use of high vacuum.

OIL VAPOR VACUUM PUMPS. Litton All Metal Vapor
High Vacuum Pumps are s ecifically designed to serve a wide
variety of high vacuum us such as manufacturing all types
of vacuum and gas filled tubes ... heat treating and vacuum
casting of metals ... petroleum industrial applications...
processing of pharmaceutic* and chemicals. Litton pumps
serve scientists and technicians who today are creating to-
morrow's world of induction lcating, electronic controls and
other wonders.

Designed by engineers experi ced in high vacuum instal-
lation for many years, Litton p ps reach their maximum
efficiency in a very short time. T eir sturdy, compact struc-
ture insures lower installation sts, higher vacuum and
longer life. The easily demountable boiler and charcoal baffle
and the low cost, long lasting Litt6n Molecular Lubricant
provide greater economies in operaticr and maintenance.

Litton Engineering service is available for all high vacuum
installations or problems. Catalogs fur ished upon request.

and alloys used

inmetalsa0
_I ern in-

dustry
warfare

are refine

vacuum"

ENGINEERING LABORATORIES
REDWOOD CITY, CALIFORNIA, U. S. A.
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No. 4 f a Series

MODERN

COIL WINDINGS
The "Honeycomb" or Universal Lattice Coil is still

a popular winding in radio frequency circuits or as

R. F. Chokes.

We can furnish this type of winding on tubes,
dowels, resistor forms and iron slugs to close in-

ductance tolerances and conductor sizes from
18 to --#40.

COTO-COIL CO INC.
COIL SPECIALISTS SINCE 1917

65 PAVILION AVE. PROVIDENCE 5, R.I.

From the product de-
signer through to final
assembly and use in

the field, the Eby Spring
Binding Post line offers
top service based on
dependability.

The spring binding post
offers unique advan-
tages that can't be
duplicated:

1. No screw cap to
tighten or come
loose with vibration.

2. Constant, even pres-
sure on the wire at
all times in all posi-
tions.

3. Easy one -hand feed-
ing of wire into the
post.

4. Corrosion - resistant,
long -life springs.

5. Complete range of
sizes, stem lengths,
and accessories for
every application.

Replace with Eby Spring
Binding Posts - Write
today.

HUGH

EBY
INCORPORATED

18 W. CHELTEN AVE.

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

60A
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Ceramicon is the registered trade nam
of silvered ceramic condone.. made
by Erie Resiator Corporation.

CHOICE OF TEN STANDARD TEMPERATURE COEFFICIENTS

MHE superior stability and performance of Erie Ceram -
1 icons have steadily increased the popularity of these
silvered ceramic condensers since their introduction,
now almost ten years ago. Today, they are literally
leaders in the world of communications.

Strenuous war conditions have emphasized the
necessity for equipment of unfailing reliability, and
Erie Resistor has been called upon to furnish millions
of Ceramicons, particularly as general purpose conden-
sers, where a moderate degree of capacity change with
temperature is permissible.

The superiority of Erie Ceramicons as general

MUNICATIONS

I Purpose Condensers

CAPACITY RANGE

IN MMF

JANC10
STYLE

ERIE

STYLE

MAXIMUM OVERALL

DIMENSIONS

CC20 A .200 x .400
1 to 51 CC21 K .250 x .562

CC25 B .200 x £56
52 to 110 CC26 L .250 x .812

CC35 C .265 x 1.125
111 to 360 CC36 M .340 x 1.328

361 to 510 CC40 D .375 x 1.110

511 to 820 CC45 E .375 x 1.560

821 to 1100 CC45 F .375 x 2.00

purpose condensers for home receivers and civilian
communications equipment, has been proved in num-
erous applications. They are ideal coupling condensers,
as in plate -to -grid installations, where high insulation
resistance is imperative.

Ceramicons may be selected front any one of
10 standard temperature coefficients, ranging from
P120 to N750.

The capacity range for equivalent physical
size is given in table above. We will gladly send you
samples of Erie Ceramicons for your general pur-
pose applications.

SeecAoiceed Dives
ERIE RESISTOR CORP., ERIE, PA.
LONDON, ENGLAND TORONTO, CANADA

FOR RION ACRICYCNENT
IN WAR PRODUCTION

BUY MORE

Proceedings of the I.R.E. September, 1945
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52 00 FRAM1?, MOTOR
1/4 HP at 1625 RPM

This motor was the answer to a customer's question ...
"Will you design a totally enclosed dual motor unit to

drive our warehouse trucks?" Today Type 5230 motors,
thousands of them, are wheeling industrial loads. Such

engineering service, instantly available, may
a difficult motor problem for

1111111

/

111111111...

1:

MM111111M

UNIMMIMM
lin

5200 FRAME MOTORS

Output, Con. (H.P.)

Torque at 3900 RPM

Torque at 1625 RPM

Lock Torque
Volts input
Volts input
Diameter
Length less shaft

Shaft Dia.
Weight

(in. lbs.)
(in. lbs.)
(in. lbs.)
(min.)
(max.)

(max.)
(lbs.)

5220
Shunt

4.5

5230
Compound

1/4

10

45 160

6 6

110 110

51/2" 51/2'

8"
91,

v2"
1/2"

18 24

you.
also solve

ELECTRICAL
Series, shunt, or

compound wound

Unidirectional or reversible.

Optional torque

Optional speed

Optimum efficiency

For control circuits

Electric braking optional

MECHANICAL
Ventilated or

enclosed types

Base or flange mounting
Operation in any position
Low space factor

Ball bearing equipped

Optional shaft details

Rugged construction

J001;191-.1sKI, 1501 W. Congress St., Chicago, U.S.A.
DYNAMOTORS  D. C. MOTORS  POWER PLANTS  CONVERTERS
Export: Ad.Auriema, 89 Brood Sr., New York, U. S. A. Coble Auriema, New York .

Marine Antennas

PREMAX
ANTENNAS

and Mountings
No matter what type of installation

you require . . . marine, mobile or
commercial ... Premax has the answer
when it comes to antennas and mount-
ings.

The same splendid designs that have
made such a fine record in the serv-
ices of the Armed Forces . . . on land
and on sea.

Standard and special designs. Write
for details and drawings of Premax
Antennas and Mountings.

Commercial Antennas

62A

Division Chisholm -Ryder Co., Inc.
4503 Highland Ave. Niagara Falls, N.Y.
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IT'S WILCOX
ALL THE WAY

Not merely an assembler ... the Wilcox plant is equipped and
staffed with skilled craftsmen to make most all the parts of
radio control, transmitting and receiving equipment, from
microphone to antenna. Every product is "Wilcox all the way"
-from the engineer's blue print and precision fabrication of
sheet metal to the final assembled units. Where the name
Wilcox appears, dependable quality is assured ...in radio com-
munications for ground stations and aircraft, police, public
address systems and associate equipment.

Remote Receiver Bay-using Single Frequency
Crystal Controlled Receivers. Wilcox Type F and Type CWunit;
another example of the completeness and versatility of the line.

WILCOX ELECTRIC
COMPANY, INC.

Manufacturers of Radio Equipment

Fourteenth and Chestnut Kansas City 1, Missour*
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Again
Available

Without
Priorities

LINGO
VERTICAL TUBULAR

STEEL RADIATORS

Prompt Shipment

From Materials In Stock

Your post-war plans take a decided
spurt now that Lingo Radiators are
priority -free! Because of the lim-
ited amount of materials on hand.
production must be concentrated
now on radiators not exceeding
250 ft. in height. Regardless of
whether you are ready to install
now or not-order your Lingo Ra-
diator now. It will be constructed
on a first -come, first -served basis
and delivered when you want it.

Place Your Order NOW !
Please include in your inquiries the
radiator height required and approxi-
mate site, so that complete quotations
can be made immediately, covering the
radiator itself and its subsequent erec-
tion, when so desired.

JOHN E. LINGO & SON, INC.
EST. 1897 CAMDEN, NEW JERSEY

CERAMIC
CAPACITORS

 Available in Temperature
Compensating and Hi -K type.
Dielectric factors 19 to over
1200. Solid Silver condenser
plates, non -aging and non-
corrosive, gauged to thou-
sandths of an inch, fused for
long life performance.

Hi -Dielectric Enamel Finish
withstands mechanical and
thermal shock.

Color coded for accuracy in
identification.

ELECTRICAL
REACTANCE
CORPORATION
FRANKLINVILLE, N.Y.
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Longer life and better per

from vacuum tubes protected wi

A 5% over -voltage will reduce the
life of a tungsten filament by 50%.

A 5% under -voltage will cut fila-
ment emission by 33%.

Commercial line voltages today
may vary as much as t 20%.

With a SOLA Constant Voltage
Transformer as a built-in compo-
nent of your equipment, these line
voltage variations can be ignored.
No need to depend upon operator
adjustments. No need to worry
about operator forgetfulness. You

can depend on it-the right volt-
age is always there.

Vacuum tubes protected by SOLA

Constant Voltage Filament Trans-
formers require no starting resistors
or high reactance transformers. Fila-
ments are automatically and posi-
tively protected against damaging
inrush currents. Tube life is notice-
ably prolonged.

SOLA Constant Voltage Trans-
formers require no supervision, or
manual adjustments by the oper-

ANN 11.1

Constant Voltirge Transformers

ator. They eliminate the need for
voltmeters. They are fully automa-
tic, have no moving parts, tubes or
networks, and are self -protecting
against short circuit.

Standard units are available in
capacities from 10 VA to 15 KVA
either for the operation of equip-
ment now in use or as built-in units.
Where special problems confront
the designer, consultation with SOLA

engineers may provide a positive
and economical solution.

To Manufacturers:
Built-in voltage control guaran-
tees the voltage called for on your
label. Consult our engineers on
details of design specifications.

Ask for Bulletin KCV-102

Transformers for Constant Voltage  Cold Cathode Lighting  Mercury Lamps  Series Lighting  Fluorescen Lighting  X -Ray Equipment  Luminous Tube Signs
OR Burner Ignition  Radio  Power  Controls  Signal Systems  Door Bells  and Chimes  etc. SOLA ELECTRIC CO., 2525 ClybournAve., Chicago 14,114
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Z#(.1.444.4

MODEL 79-B
SPECIFICATIONS:

FREQUENCY: continuously variable 60 to 100,000 cycles.
PULSE WIDTH: continuously variable 0.5 to 40 microseconds.
OUTPUT VOLTAGE: Approximately 150 volts positive.
OUTPUT IMPEDANCE: 6Y6G cathode follower with 1000 ohm load.
R. F. MODULATOR: Built-in carrier modulator applies pulse modulation to any

r.f. carrier below 100 me.
MISCELLANEOUS: Displaced sync output, individually calibrated frequency and

pulse width dials, 117 volt, 40-60 cycles operation, size 14"x10"x10",
wt. 31 lbs.

Price: $295.00 F.O.B. BOONTON lmme iiate Delivery

MIR{ 3711 ''''.5:47-PfISENAIIIMII

7

MEASUREMENTS CORPORATION
BOONTON  NEW JERSEY

TRANSFORMERS
for the Radio
of Tomorrow!

Your Planning
is Vital for

"Your Product-
MERITS

the BEST"

MERIT COIL & TRANSFORMER CORP.

4427 North Clark St.
TELEPHONE

Long Beach 6311 CHICAGO 40, ILL.

*The improved, tougher Type 58
Clarostat wire -wound control pro-

vides, among other notable advantages,
a neat, more rugged, still more effective
tandem dual assembly as here shown.
Also with or without power switch.
The metal locating pin on front unit will
not break or tear off. The bushing, keyed
into the bakelite case, cannot slip or turn
when locking nut is tightly drawn up.
1500 v. breakdown insulation between
windings and shaft. Each center rail is in
one piece with its terminal. Direct con-
nection between winding and "L" and
"R" terminals. Thus a real good dual
control is made still better with these im-
proved Type 58 units.

* Submit your problems ...

CLAROSTAT MFG. CO., Inc.  2851 N. 6m St., Brooklyn, N.Y.
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"DROP -TEST" PROVES

,---54ye6tzze
CABINETS

TWICE AS STRONG
With Half the Weight
From a 48 -inch level-the height of the average
truck-two chests containing 75 pounds of dead-
weight were dropped to a concrete floor.

One chest was of fabricated plywood; the
other, a Skydyne Cabinet of aluminum -balsa -
aluminum "sandwich construction."

Each was dropped, fully loaded, four times
... first on one corner and then another.

At the end of the experiment, the plywood
case was smashed. In marked contrast, the Sky -
dyne Cabinet came through intact. The weight
of the Skydyne Cabinet itself was only half that
of the plywood cabinet.

Such proved lightness and st ength, however,
are not the only reasons why thousands of Sky -
dyne Cabinets are being used oday to protect
precision instruments in transit. Aluminum -faced
Skydyne Cabinets are fungus resistant, water-
tight, waterproof and rustproof as well all
highly important factors in tropical climates.

Nor is aluminum the only sheathing. Fibre-
glas, papreg and plywood can also be bonded
with the balsa, cork or lightweight synthetic core
and moulded to the most exacting specifications.

Skydyne construction is electrically shielded
and is also resistant to heat, vibration and
sound . .. a feature which suggests numerous
applications now and after the war.

WRITE FOR OUR FREE BROCHURE

describing the many advantages of
using Skydyne Sandwich Construction

PORT JERVIS, NEW YORK

WIZ ii4444
g011i/1/114'C/43"

is the verdict of radio
engineers who have
specified Blaw-Knox
Vertical Radiators and
Antennas for an imposing
number of important
stations employing
AM, FM and VHF.

ALSO, Blaw-Knox has sup-
plied Towers for Direc-

tional Radio Beacons to guide
all air transport service in

the United States, as well as
military electronic develop-
ments still on the restricted
lists .. . For strict adherence
to your specifications plus

wide experience in structural
design and fabrication, you
can count on Blaw-Knox to
complete a contract which
will prove "more than
satisfactory."

BLAW-KNOX DIVISION
of Blaw-Knox Company
2037 FARMERS BANK BLDG.

PITTSBURGH PENNA.

InShvwtuotiMowaver

BLAW-KNOX VERTICAL RADIATORS
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SPECIALIZED TRANSFORMERS
FOR ALL APPLICATIONS

 Designed and engineered for individual
requirements

 Developed by skilled technicians
 Manufactured in a modern factory with lat

est production techniques and methods

Electronic Engineering Co. is one of the
leading manufacturers of specialized
transformers. With on enviable reputa-
tion of solving transformer problems
where others have failed, the facilities
of this modern plant and the talents
of a skilled engineering staff are avail-
able to design, engineer and produce a
transformer best fitted for your needs.

-SPE = ALIZED

3225 WEST ARMITAGE AVENUE CHICAGO 47, ILLINOIS

rT
1

II

MICROTORQUE
SENSITIVE  ACCURATE

RELIABLE

FUNCTIONS

I Can be directly coupled to low
torque indicating meters or more -
meets (existing pressure, temper-
ature gauges, etc.) by simple
yoke on instrument pointer with
out interfering with instrument
indicating function.

2 Ideal for take -offs from bellows
elements (pressure, temperature,
flow, etc.) causing negligible
drag on control element.

3 Ideal amplifier followup com-
ponents in bridge -type control-
relatively large electrical outputs
for small mechanical inputs.

4 Operate directly recorder -con-
trollers, recording galvanometers,
milliammeters, oscillogrophs or
polarized relays.

i Indicate or record remotely posi-
tions of shafts, meters, or other
mechanical elements.

WRITE SECTION X

6. M. GIANNINI & CO., INC

.1.1 TO FLIGHT
4vsTR utEprillt

PE

OM MIN
oeCIANNIIINR CC. Nc

PASAD(, Calf;

A UTOFLIGHT

3 4

POTENTIOMETER
FOR REMOTE RECORDING

INDICATION CONTROL

FEATURES

1 Less than .003 or. in. input 'orque

2 Linearity Vs% or better.

3 Weight less than Y. oz. space en-
velope 1"x %a -cylinders.

4 Vibration -proof, 4 to 55 cycles up
to 6 g's.

5 2.5 Watts power dissipation.

6 Resistance 100 to 2500 ohms.

7 Jewel bearings, platinum metal
brush and resistance material,
highest quality contact perform-
ance.

8 Long life and dependability
proved in many airborne and in
dustriol applications.

9 Available in 270° potentiometer
arrangement or continuously ro-
tatable transmitter type-toroidal
coil tapped at 120° intervals with
twin brush take -offs separated by
180°

161 EAST CALIFORNIA STREET
PASADENA 5, CALIF., U. S. A.

WOLLASTON PROCESS
Wire as small as
1 OF AN INCH

100.000 IN DIAMETER

. . available in Platinum
and some other Metals

.00001" is less than 1/30 the
diameter of the smallest wire
die commercially available.
Yet our Wollaston Process
wire (drawn in a silver jacket)
closely meets your specifica-
tions for diameter, resistance
and other characteristics.

This organization specializes
in wire and ribbon of smaller
than commercial sizes and
closer than commercial toler-
CITICes. Write for List of Products.

SIGMUND COHN & CO.

SINCE 1901

44 GOLD STREET NEW YORK 7
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PRODUCTION OF YOUR
ELECTRONIC TUBES!

Zewed at .64 94(44

For more than 20 years this electronic engineering and

manufacturing organization has strived for better,

cheaper, faster production of tubes . .. ranging from

+he large water and forced air cooled types to small

radiation type tubes. Lewis Electronics is now equipped

to produce your tubes, under your brand name. You

will share in a vast backlog of production and research

experience, and you will reap the benefits of product

quality . . . production economy . . . and speed!

Let us tell you about the war or post-war job
Lewis can do for you! Write, phone or wire
and our representative will personally call!

/4a ileeite Ost9eutoatiow

equipped to produce YOUR TUBES

under YOUR BRAND name!
0
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THE ACME ELECTRIC & MFG. CO.
CUBA, N.Y.

AcAne_4210:dizetriz

ADVERTISERS' INDEX
Section Meetings
Membership
Positions Open

Acme Electric & Mfg. Co.
Aerovox Corp.
Aireon Mfg. Corp.
Alliance Mfg. Co.
Allied Radio Corp.
Altec Lansing Corporation
American Lava Corp.
American Transformer Co.
Amperes Electronic Corp.
Andrew Company
Arnold Engineering Co.
Barker & Williamson
Blaw Knox Co.
Boonton Radio Corp.
Cambridge Thermionic Corp.
Centralab
Chicago Transformer
Clarostat Mfg. Co.
Sigmund Cohn & Co.
Collins Radio Co.
Cornell-Dublier Electric Corp.
Corning Glass Works
Coto -Coil Co., Inc.

34A
34A
50A

70A
8A
SA

36A
53A
44A
I7A
9A

Cover 2
34A
42A
38A
67A
51A
33A
12A
MA
66A
68A
21A

Covet 3
3A

60A
Tobe Deutschmann Corp. 7IA
Doolittle Radio, Inc. 58A
Allen B. DuMont Labs., Inc. 20A, 52A
E. I. du Pont de Nemours & Co. (Inc.)

Patterson Screen Div. 45A
Hugh H. Eby, Inc. 60A
Eicor Inc. 62A
Stanley D. Eilenberger 46A
Eitel-McCullough, Inc. 72A
Electrical Reactance Corp. 64A
Electronic Engineering Co. 68A
Electro-Voice, Inc. 29A
Emerson Radio & Phonograph Corp. 53A
Erie Resistor Corp. 61A
Federal Tel. & Radio Corp. 52A, 57A
Freed Radio Corp. 51A

Gates Radio Co. 35A
General Electric Co. 22A
General Instrument Corp. 2SA
General Radio Company Cover 4
G. M. Giannini Co., Inc. 68A
Guardian Electric Mfg. Co. 27A
Hallicrafters Co. 6A
Harco Company, Inc. 70A
Heintz & Kaufman, Ltd. 10A
Hewlett-Packard Company IBA
Hytron Radio & Electronics Corp. 32A
Industrial & Commercial Electronics 39A
Industrial Condenser Corp. 46A
International Resistance Co. 11A
International Tel. & Tel. Corp. 52A, 57A
Jennings Radio Mfg. Co. 31A
E. F. Johnson Co. 55A
Ken-Rad 26A
Lavoie Labs SIA
Lewis Electronics 69A
John E. Lingo & Son, Inc. 64A
Litton Engineering Labs. 59A
The Macmillan Company 70A
Maguire Ind., Thordarson Elec. Div. I3A
Frank Massa 46A
Measurements Corp. 66A
Merit Coil & Transformer Corp. 66A
National Carbon Company, Inc. 19A
National Co., Inc. I6A
National Electronics Conference, Proceedings

of the 53A
North American Philips Co., Inc. 37A
Ohmite Mfg. Co. 30A
M. F. M. Osborne Associates 46A
Panoramic Radio Corp. 50A
Permoflus Corp. 40A
Premax Products 62A
Press Wireless, Inc. 50A
Radio Corp. of America

facing 32A, facing 32D, 48A, 49A
Rauland Corp. 41A
Raytheon Mfg. Co. 2A, 50A
Remler Co., Ltd. 14A
Santay Corp. IA
Shallcross Mfg. Co. 56A
Skydyne, Inc. 67A
Sole Electric Co. 65A
Sprague Electric Co. 4A
Stackpole Carbon Co. 28A
Standard Transformer Corp. 58A
C. H. Stoelting Co., Industrial Div. 47A
Stromberg-Carlson Tel. Mfg. Co. S2A
Stupakoff Ceramic & Mfg. Co. 24A
Submarine Signal Co. 5IA
Templetone Radio Mfg. Corp. 44A
Thordarsen Elec. Div. of Maguire Ind. 13A
Triplett Elec. Inst. Co. 47A
United Transformer Corp. 7A
Utah Radio Products Co. 23A
D. Van Nostrand Co. 47A
Victoreen Instrument Co. 45A
Westinghouse Electric Corp. I5A, 43A
Wilcox Electric Co., Inc. 63A

FOR Reit:ate 7zaeffisq
USE THE NEW BOOKS

Introduction to
Practical Radio

By D. I. Tucker. Provides
an unusually thorough
training in all the funda-
mentals of radio circuits
and their components,
with cleat explanations of the mathematics
involved, and many practical problems. A
foundation for radio engineering as well as
for radio operation and maintenance. $3.

Principles of
Radio for Operators

By Ralph Atherton. Expert
training for the radio tech-
nician. Includes full material
on antennas as well as on all
other radio parts and their

operation. Contains many useful teaching
aids devised for the intensive Navy radio
training. $3.75.

Written by men widely experienced in teach-
ing radio as well as in radio engineering,
these books offer the most reliable assistance
to those teaching radio, or supervising the
training of new workers. Send for copies
for 7 days' FREE EXAMINATION.

THE MACMILLAN CO.  60 Fifth Are.  New York II

NO

PRIORITY
For Harco Radio

MASTS & TOWERS

Revocation of Order M-126
permits manufacturing from
surplus inventories. We have
adequate surplus stocks to
make...

IMMEDIATE
SHIPMENTS

MARCO
CO. INC.

ELIZABETH 4, NEW JERSEY

Catalog mailed on request
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_deeled
EVERY STEP OF THE WAY

601111)" tact
Se"re {ance °c'

gives ic0 iayeis

ype DP-a dependable unit for all-
purpose applications; quality -checked by
continuous production sampling from raw
material to finished product. Facilities for
producing these units in unlimited volume
assure adequate supply at all times.

Capacitances -1000 to 50000 mmfd.; work-
ing voltages -120 to 800 d -c; sizes-CN20
and CN35; shunt resistance -50000 megohms
at 25.C; P.F. as low as 0.004 at 1000 cycles.

FIELD OFFICES IN NEW YORK CITY CHICAGO DETROIT GLENDALE, CALIFORNIA
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AACS DomesticStatiort
showing a pair of
Eimac 450-T tubes

AACS Ground Station
China -Burma -India Theatre

Alk

ACS*BLAZES THE TRAIL FOR SAFE

FUTURE WORLD AIR TRANSPORTATION
World-w avmtion communications are an established fact
today. Almost tvernight a great radio network has been cre-
ted. The actual physical dill culties involved were great enough,

to say nothing of the variety of:extreme operating conditions
encountered and overcome. Needless to say, the equipment em-
ployed must he dependable, both from -a standpoint of construc-
tion and performance capability.

The establishment of radio ground stations on every conti-
nent and in fifty-two different countries...overcoming the wid-
est extremes in operating and climatic conditions (from 40
degrees below zero to 140 degrees above) stations in jungles
...in deserts...in mountains and town i...and to have these sta-
tions constantly operating at near peak levels is a tribute to the
equipment employed. On this page are shown three AACS
Stations loca:ed at widely separated spots on the globe.

FOLLOW THE LEADERS TO

Get your copy of Elect-oric Telesis
. the st7Kty-four page booklet which
gives ;'he fundamentals of electron-
ics. This little booklet w;11 help elec-
tronic engineers expiate the subject
to laymen. It's yours for the asking
.., no cost or obligation. Avadable
in English and Spanish languages.

EITEL-Mc:ULLOUGH,INC.,1030 San Mateo Ave., San Bruno, Calif.

Plants [mated at: San B -un ), California and Salt Lake City, Utah

Export Agents: Frozor & Hansen
30) Cloy Street, Son Francisco II, Caidornia, U.S.A.

"A. A. C. S. (Army Airways Communication's System)

AACS Station on an island in South P. T4.* C



When an unusual problem in No matter what kind of capaci-

capacitors arises, engineers think tor you require, C -D can design

first of C -D. A case in point is and build it for you. Discuss
this giant mica tank capacitor your capacitor requirements
for a transoceanic transmitter, with our engineers. They will
It is now in use and combines welcome the opportunity to help.

space - saving design with the Cornell-Dubilier Electric Corpo-

capacity of much larger units. ration, South Plainfield, N. J.

FROM THE LARGEST TO THE SMALLEST - WE MAKE THEM ALL

Other plants at:

New Bedford, Brookline, Worcester,

Mass. and Providence, R. I.

CORNELLDUBILIER

First in Quality CAPACITORS
MICA DYKANOL PAPER. ELECTROLYTICS



POST-WAR BROADCAST EQUIPMENT by G -R

 TWO of the first civilian products to come out of war research at General Radio are a broadcast
station Modulation Monitor and a new Distortion & Noise Meter. These instruments have the latest
circuits and new designs. Just as soon as we are out of war production these and other instruments
for the broadcast station will be available again. Included will be a Frequency Deviation Meter, an F -M
Monitor, a H -F Frequency Meter and Monitor, several Oscillators and other instruments. We are NOT
in production on any of these now; however, information on several are available now. Brief descrip-
tions are given below:

TYPE 1931-A AMPLITUDE MO

TYPE 1932-A DISTORT1O

WRITE FOR

COMPLETE DESCRIPTION

AND SPECIFICATIONS

DULATION MONITOR

N & NOISE METER

For program -level monitoring and for
measuring transmitter audio -frequency
response. Requires only 0.5 watt r -f in-
put; carrier frequency range of 0.5 to 60
Mc; distortion is less than 0.1%; 600 -
ohm audio output circuit for audible
monitoring; provides continuous indi-
cation of modulation percentage on
either positive or negative peaks with a
high-speed meter which reads both
percentage modulation and decibels;
measures carrier amplitude shift when
modulation is applied; carrier envelope
output available for distortion measure-
ments; flashing lamp furnishes instan-
taneous indication of any modulation
peaks exceeding any predetermined
value between 0 and 100% on negative
peaks. Approximate price: $220.00

For measuring a -f distortion, noise and
hum levels. Equally useful in the broad-
cast station, the development laboratory
and the production line. Continuously
adjustable from 50 to 15,000 cycles,
fundamental, for distortion measure-

ments and 30 to 45,000 cycles for noise
and VU measurements; distortion ranges
are full-scale for 0.3%, 1%, 3%, 10%
or 30% with overall accuracy for each
range of ±5% of full scale ±0.1% dis-
tortion; range for carrier noise extends
to 80 db below 100% modulation or 80
db below a -f signal of zero VU level; no
interlocking controls, only one tuning
control plus small trimmer. Approxi-
mate price: $350.00

GENERAL RADIO COMPANY
Cambridge 39,
Massachusetts

90 West St., New York 6 920 S. Michigan Ave.. Chicago 5 1000 N. Seward St., Los Angeles 38


